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ABSTRACT
CONFLICT AND CONTROVERSY IN THE CONFEDERATE HIGH COMMAND:
JOHNSTON, DAVIS, HOOD, AND THE ATLANTA CAMPAIGN OF 1864
by Dennis Blair Conklin II
May 2013
The Union capture of Atlanta on September 2, 1864 all but assured Abraham
Lincoln's reelection in November and the ultimate collapse of the Confederacy. This
dissertation argues that Jefferson Davis's failure as commander-in-chief played the
principal role in Confederate defeat in the war's most pivotal campaign. Davis had not
learned three important lessons prior to the campaign season in 1864. First, the president
failed to appreciate the benefit of a centralized command, opting instead for a
departmental structure that promoted parochialism. Indeed, Joseph E. Johnston, in
charge of the Army of Tennessee, was unable to secure assistance from neighboring
departmental commanders during the campaign. Second, the president's tendency to
allow his personal feelings to affect his decisions regarding strategy and his handling of
officers proved disastrous to Confederate chances in the West. Davis permitted his
friendship with Braxton Bragg and John Bell Hood to influence his assessment of
Johnston as the army's commander. At the same time, the president's antagonistic
attitude toward Georgia governor Joseph E. Brown deprived Johnston of an adequate
militia force, making Johnston's defense of Georgia more difficult. Further, Davis's longstanding feud with Johnston interfered with his willingness to cooperate with his general
as the Federal army pushed toward Atlanta. Finally, Davis's distrust of Johnston led him

ii

to appoint John Bell Hood to command one of Johnston's corps with instructions that
Hood keep the administration apprised of Johnston's performance. The scheme produced
unintended consequences when Hood undermined Johnston in an effort to secure
command of the army for himself. The dissertation also offers a re-evaluation of Joseph
E. Johnston, and challenges the traditional interpretation that casts Johnston as overly
cautious and unwilling to engage in offensive action. Additionally, it reassesses John
Bell Hood's role in determining the outcome of the campaign. In particular, it argues that
historians have been too critical of Hood's handling of the army in the battles around
Atlanta.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 1864 three long years of fighting had not yielded a victor in America's Civil
War. Despite the imbalance in manpower and industrial productivity that favored the
North, the Confederacy still fielded strong and capable armies in both of the major
theaters of operation: Virginia and northern Georgia. With the presidential election
looming in November, Southerners understood that if they could repel Federal advances
into Virginia and Georgia, inflicting significant casualties in the process, they might
achieve independence if the Democrats prevailed in the Northern presidential campaign. 1
The mid-term elections in 1862 had demonstrated that support for the Union war effort
faded when battlefield results favored the Confederates.2 While Abraham Lincoln's
defeat at the ballot box would not guarantee a Southern triumph, the prospects for a
negotiated peace and Southern independence remained a distinct possibility in 1864. In
Virginia, Robert E. Lee faced Ulysses S. Grant and thwarted his opponent as Grant
attempted to seize Lee's communications in a series of flank marches. By the middle of
June the two eastern armies had settled into a siege at Petersburg which lasted until
March 25, 1865. In the process Lee kept Richmond safe and his army inflicted 60,000
casualties on the Union host during the first six weeks of the campaign. 3 Lee's success
during the spring and summer meant that Lincoln's best hope for reelection hinged on the
capture of Atlanta in the West.

1

Albert Castel, Decision in the West: The Atlanta Campaign of 1864 (Lawrence: University Press
of Kansas, 1992), 26-27.
2
David Herbert Donald, Lincoln (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995), 382-83.
3
William F. Fox, Regimental Losses in the American Civil War (1898; rpr. ed., Dayton, Ohio:
Morningside Bookshop, 1985), 541.
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At the beginning of September, William Tecumseh Sherman delivered Atlanta
into Federal hands, thereby securing Lincoln's victory in the November elections.
Sherman accomplished the task without achieving any significant battlefield triumphs
until the engagements at Peachtree Creek, Bald Hill, and Ezra Church at the end of July.
Even those victories proved inconclusive and the Confederates held Atlanta for over a
month until Sherman captured Jonesboro, thereby depriving the Confederates of their last
supply line. Furthermore, in each of the above referenced battles the Federals acted on
the defensive, which meant that Sherman never used his superior manpower to effect a
decisive victory on the battlefield. As a result, it is reasonable to suggest that something
other than a disparity in troop strength and manufacturing played a primary role in
determining the outcome in the western theater in 1864. The present study therefore
seeks to identify the principal reasons for Confederate failure in the campaign for Atlanta.
Among the several factors that contributed to defeat, the dysfunctional nature of
the Confederate high command in the West stands out as the most significant. In
particular, the campaign for Atlanta exposed Jefferson Davis's primary failures as
commander-in-chief. Davis had not learned three important lessons prior to the
campaign season in 1864. First, the president failed to appreciate the benefit of a
centralized command system, opting instead for a departmental structure that often left
authority in the hands of departmental commanders who did not always coordinate their
activities. 4 The decentralized Confederate command system hampered the ability of
Joseph E. Johnston, in charge of the Army of Tennessee, to secure assistance from
outside of his own department, particularly in the form of a cavalry raid against

4

Thomas Connelly and Archer Jones, The Politics of Command: Factions and Ideas in
Confederate Strategy (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1973), 89.
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Sherman's communications. Second, the president's tendency to allow his personal
feelings to affect his decisions regarding strategy and his handling of officers proved
disastrous to Confederate chances in the West. Davis's friendship with Braxton Bragg
resulted in Bragg's appointment as the president's chief military advisor despite his
deplorable record in the field. Further, Davis should never have accepted Bragg's advice
concerning his former army, considering his many feuds with officers still serving under
Johnston. The president's antagonistic attitude toward Georgia governor Joseph E.
Brown deprived Johnston of adequate militia during the opening stages of the campaign.
Their absence likely resulted in Johnston's withdrawal from a strong defensive position at
Dalton. Additionally, Davis's long-standing dispute with Johnston interfered with his
willingness to cooperate with the general and made him more inclined to relieve Johnston
when his close associate Bragg recommended the action. Finally, Davis's distrust of
Johnston led him to appoint John Bell Hood to command one of Johnston's corps with
instructions that Hood keep the administration apprised of Johnston's performance. The
scheme produced unintended consequences when Hood undermined Johnston in an effort
to secure command of the army for himself. Ironically, after having succeeded in his
quest, Hood suffered the same fate. William Hardee, in command of a corps, allowed his
anger at having been passed over for promotion in favor of Hood to influence the energy
with which he executed his orders at Peachtree Creek and Bald Hill. Hardee's lethargy
cost Hood opportunities to deliver a decisive blow against Sherman's forces. Thus,
Jefferson Davis's poor performance as commander-in-chief led to conflict and
controversy among the members of the Confederate high command and played the
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primary role in Confederate defeat in the campaign for Atlanta. Moreover, the loss of
Atlanta might very well have cost the Confederacy the war.
In addition to analyzing the Atlanta Campaign through a lens of Davis's failings,
this dissertation provides several key points of departure from earlier interpretations of
the campaign. First, the study will provide a new assessment of Joseph E. Johnston as a
commander. Traditionally he has been characterized as overly cautious and unwilling to
risk offensive action unless certain of success. Some scholars have emphasized
Johnston's perceived caution by relating a story of a hunting expedition in which
Johnston participated. His companions fired frequently at the various birds the troop
came upon. Johnston, however, complained that the conditions were never favorable;
either the birds were too low or too high. As a result he never discharged his weapon and
his reputation as an excellent shot remained intact. The episode, according to Richard
McMurry, provided insight into Johnston's naturally cautious disposition. 5 Steven
Woodworth labeled Johnston "weak-kneed" and lacking the "inner strength necessary to
lead an army."6 Albert Castel concluded that "prudence far outweighed boldness" in
Johnston's "scale of military values." 7 Even Johnston's biographers have accepted the
basic premise that Johnston favored defensive warfare.
The prevailing wisdom that Johnston preferred to operate on the defensive is the
product of several factors. Johnston continually emphasized the disparity in strength
between Union and Confederate armies in his communications with the Davis
5

Richard McMurry, "The Enemy at Richmond: Joseph E. Johnston and the Confederate
Government," Civil War History 27 (1981): 9. Steven Woodworth also makes note of the episode in his
characterization of Johnston as a man whose "chief trait of personality was his fear of failure." See Steven
Woodworth, Jefferson Davis and his Generals: The Failure of Confederate Command in the West
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1990), 176.
6
Woodworth, Jefferson Davis and his Generals, 178, 277.
7
Castel, Decision in the West, 562.
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Administration, Louis Wigfall, and his wife, among others. As a consequence he claimed
that offensive operations were hazardous under the circumstances. His post-war memoir
articulated the same theme throughout. Further, his record during the war provides
evidence of only two successful offensive strikes against the enemy. In the first case, at
Manassas, he was never given proper credit for rushing his troops to the scene of the
action. Rather, P. G. T. Beauregard and Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson garnered most of
the praise for Confederate victory. Johnston's assault on the Federal left at the battle of
Resaca, while successful in driving the enemy from their immediate position, did not
result in a great victory and the army was forced to retreat the following evening. Further,
the army's actual engagements during the course of the campaign after Resaca were
entirely on the defensive.
Another reason for the conventional characterization of Johnston as a cautious
commander is the natural tendency to compare him with his successor in Virginia. After
assuming command of Johnston's former army, Robert E. Lee demonstrated
extraordinary acumen for offensive operations, even when he faced an enemy with a
significantly larger army than his own. Lee was "audacity personified" and never
complained about the number of troops available to him. 8 In temperament, therefore, Lee
and Johnston were polar opposites.
As a result, the customary interpretation of Johnston remains widely popular
among historians of the Civil War. Nevertheless, during the course of his career, and
particularly during the Atlanta campaign, Johnston made numerous efforts to engage in
both the strategic and tactical offensive. In the spring of 1862 he advocated a

8

Lee's famous biographer, Douglas Southall Freeman, coined the phrase and inspired a book of
the same name edited by Peter Carmichael.

6
concentration of forces and an advance toward Washington rather than taking a defensive
position on the Virginia peninsula. 9 The Davis Administration ignored his suggestion. In
November of the same year, he again petitioned for a concentration of forces against
Grant.10 Again, the president refused to support the plan which ultimately resulted in the
fall of Vicksburg. During his campaign against Sherman in 1864, Johnston made several
attempts to organize offensive action. He intended to deliver a second attack against the
Federal left at Resaca until he discovered that the enemy had crossed the Oostanaula
River and threatened his communications. Johnston's plans for an attack at Cassville
against the divided Union army was well-planned and offered an excellent chance for
success. Hood, however, failed to deliver the expected blow, and thereafter the
relationship between Johnston and Hood deteriorated rapidly. On the morning of May 28
Johnston again hoped to launch an attack against the Union left flank, but Hood failed
once more. Finally, the preponderance of the evidence suggests that Johnston intended to
assault the Federals once they crossed Peachtree Creek near Atlanta. Thus, while Joseph
E. Johnston never approached Lee's aggressive record, he was not the cautious "weakkneed" commander that many have claimed. 11
A second point of emphasis in the present study is the role of Georgia governor
Joseph E. Brown in the outcome of the Atlanta campaign. Few scholars have given much
attention to the effect upon the campaign of the feud between Brown and Davis. Only
Mark Elam in "The Road to Atlanta: The Role of Geography in Command and Decision

9

The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies, 128 vols. (Washington, D.C., 1880-1901), ser. 1 vol. 11, pt. 3, 477; hereinafter cited as O.R. All
references are to Series 1 unless otherwise indicated.
10
Woodworth, Jefferson Davis and his Generals, 180-81.
11
See, for example, Woodworth, Jefferson Davis and his Generals, 178; McMurry, "The Enemy at
Richmond," 9.
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Making During the Atlanta Campaign," provides any significant analysis of the matter. 12
He correctly concludes that animosity between the two executives resulted in the absence
of a sufficient militia force. Elam's analysis is premised on the notion that Brown should
have supplied 40,000 militia troops, a number that Brown's muster rolls indicate was
available to him. With such a large militia, Elam argues, Johnston could have extended
his defensive lines in a manner that would have prevented Sherman's numerous flanking
marches.13 It was highly improbable, however, that Brown could have ever supplied all
40,000 militia that state muster rolls claimed were available. Even if he had, over half of
the identified individuals were over the age of forty-five. Nevertheless, Brown certainly
should have been capable of producing more than he did, and their total absence from the
front when the campaign began dramatically affected Johnston's ability to hold his
positions at Dalton, Resaca, and Kennesaw Mountain.
This study also provides a complete reinterpretation of the affair at Cassville on
May 19, 1864. At present, historical analysis of the day's events is unsettled though most
rely, in some form or fashion, on the diary of Lieutenant Thomas Mackall, the cousin of
Johnston's aide-de-camp General William Mackall. Scholars of the campaign have
accepted Richard McMurry's assertion that the version of Mackall's diary that appears in
The War of Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and
Confederate Armies, was a post-war production intended to promote Johnston's image
after the close of hostilities. 14 Consequently, historians have rejected Mackall's claim
that no Federal force ever appeared on the Canton road. Scholars have therefore
12

Mark Elam, "The Road to Atlanta: The Role of Geography in Command and Decision Making
During the Atlanta Campaign" (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1996), 232-58 passim.
13
Ibid., 250-52.
14
Richard McMurry, "The Mackall Journal and its Antecedents," Civil War History 20 (1974):
326-28.
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attempted to identify the strength and composition of the alleged Union column. This
dissertation seeks to prove that Mackall was correct in his assessment and that there was
no Federal presence on the road to Canton on May 19. Federal cavalry did appear on
Hood's right flank along the Sallacoa road, but not in sufficient force to warrant Hood's
withdrawal. The confusion between Hood and Johnston was the result of insufficient and
disparate maps in possession of the Confederate high command. Hood's map apparently
mislabeled the Sallacoa road as the Canton road, a defect not present on Johnston's map.
The misunderstanding escalated thereafter and damaged the previously close relationship
between the two men. From that afternoon forward, Hood began a campaign to secure
command of the army for himself.
Hood's role in the abandonment of the defensive position on the heights just south
of Cassville will offer another key point of departure from previous studies. Historians,
including Albert Castel and Richard McMurry, have generally accepted Hood's claim that
the position, particularly on Polk's front, was exposed to enfilade fire from enemy
batteries and therefore was untenable.15 There can be no doubt that the sector in
question, as Castel and McMurry note, sustained a punishing barrage from Federal
artillery posted near the Female Seminary north of the town. Several Confederate
officers including Hood, Polk, and Francis Shoup (Johnston's chief of artillery) met with
Johnston on the evening of May 20 and insisted that the army withdraw from its position.
Hood served as a leading advocate of the proposition. Johnston believed that the troops
stationed at that point in the line could have been protected either by digging traverses, or

15

Castel, Decision in the West, 204; Richard McMurry, John Bell Hood and the War for Southern
Independence (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982), 108-09.
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having them removed to the rear slope of the ridge until such time as the enemy advanced
his infantry.
Both McMurry and Castel reject Johnston's argument without considering sources
other than those produced by Confederate officers present at the meeting. Nor did they
apparently consider the report of Samuel French, whose division occupied the point in
question. He later claimed to have sustained only five wounded in the barrage.16
Further, Federal commentary on the position suggests that Johnston's assessment was
correct. Neither Castel nor McMurry considers the diary of Orlando Poe, Sherman's
chief engineer. Poe was so impressed by the works around Cassville that he made a
sketch of the lines, something he did not do for any of the other Confederate defensive
works throughout the campaign. Additionally, his journal entry notes that the works
were too strong to risk a direct point attack, though he did suggest that they could have
been turned with a flanking march. 17 Oliver Howard also commented on the strength of
the position in a post-war article entitled "The Struggle for Atlanta."18 Keeping Poe's and
Howard's conclusions in mind, and considering that French sustained few casualties,
Johnston's calculation that the lines could easily have been held seems reasonable.
Nevertheless, Hood demanded that the army either abandon the works or launch an
assault, something he knew Johnston would not do after the Federal forces were united
again.
Hood's recommendation appears all the more suspicious in the light of his orders
to his aide, Colonel Henry Brewster, on May 21. Hood sent Brewster to Richmond, with

16

O.R. vol. 38, pt. 3, 899.
Orlando Poe field diary, May 21, 1864, O.M. Poe Papers, Library of Congress.
18
Oliver O. Howard, "The Struggle for Atlanta." Battles and Leaders of the Civil War (New York:
Castle Books by arrangement with A.S. Barnes and Co., Inc., 1956), IV, 305.
17

10
a letter that provided an account of the campaign thus far. If the content of Hood's
message was similar to what Brewster told a social gathering soon thereafter, Hood was
actively undermining his commander. Brewster claimed that Johnston had refused to
take the offensive in spite of Hood's repeated appeals to do so — an odd statement
considering Hood's actions at Cassville.19 Consequently, when considered in their
totality, something other scholars have failed to do adequately, Hood's behavior around
Cassville suggests at the very least a deep-seated distrust in Johnston's ability to
command, and perhaps his opening gambit to become the commander of the army.
The characterization of Hood's tenure as commander of the Army of Tennessee in
and around Atlanta will provide a final point of departure from the present
historiography. Most scholars, as Brian Craig Miller has argued in John Bell Hood and
the Fight for Civil War Memory, allow Hood's failures during his campaign into
Tennessee to color their analysis of his generalship as a whole. 20 As a consequence,
Hood is generally portrayed as having exceeded his competence level as an army
commander and that his planning and/or execution in the battles at Peachtree Creek, Bald
Hill, and Ezra Church demonstrated that his appointment to the position was illconceived. Albert Castel has suggested, for example that Hood lacked a sense of
"realism" and tried to "do too much with too little."21 Stanley Horn criticizes Hood for
attempting to blame his defeats in the engagements around Atlanta on his subordinates
and his soldiers' unwillingness to assault defensive works, and asserts that the general

19

Mary Chesnut's Civil War, ed. C. Vann Woodward (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981),

616.
20

Brian Craig Miller, John Bell Hood and the Fight for Civil War Memory (Knoxville: University
of Tennessee Press, 2010), xviii-xix.
21
Castel, Decision in the West, 562.
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was "bewildered" during the final week of August.22 This study will argue that Hood's
plans were not only well designed, but that the failure to execute them falls upon his
lieutenants, most notably William Hardee. Hardee was angry at having been passed over
by Jefferson Davis for command of the army once he relieved Johnston. Hardee's refusal
to follow Hood's clear orders was not something that Hood himself could control.
Even efforts to reassess Hood's tenure as commander of the Army of Tennessee in
a more favorable light generally overlook the importance of Hardee's sluggishness and
instead attribute Confederate defeat in the engagements around Atlanta to some
shortcoming on Hood's part. Richard McMurry, for example, asserted that, while Hood
had developed a good plan for the Battle of Peachtree Creek, he should have been more
involved in the supervision of the army's deployment. In particular, McMurry criticized
Hood's decision to allow Benjamin Cheatham, new to corps command, so much
independence.23 Cheatham, however, was not tasked with assailing the Union position
as was another newly appointed corps commander, A. P. Stewart. Hood therefore wisely
chose to observe the battle from Stewart's headquarters, rather than overseeing
Cheatham's march to the Confederate right. Further, both Stephen Davis and Richard
McMurry condemn Hood's decision to order the inexperienced S. D. Lee with two-thirds
of the army to take possession of the crossroads at Ezra Church. 24 In reality, Hood had
no other options and never intended that Lee engage in offensive operations. As a

22

Stanley F. Horn, The Army of Tennessee: A Military History (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, 1941), 361, 367.
23
McMurry, John Bell Hood and the War for Southern Independence, 129.
24
Stephen Davis, Atlanta Will Fall: Sherman, Joe Johnston, and the Yankee Heavy Battalions
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Independence, 134
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consequence, Hood's performance as commander in the battles around Atlanta requires
further investigation.
As previously stated, the chief task of the present study is to identify the principal
reason for Confederate defeat in the Atlanta Campaign. The answer, also indicated above,
was Jefferson Davis's failure to learn key lessons during the first three years of the war.
In each case, the failure contrasted sharply with his counterpart, Abraham Lincoln. Davis
never understood the advantages of centralizing command under one general-in-chief,
relying instead upon a decentralized departmental structure. The design impeded
Johnston's access to reinforcements from neighboring departments. Davis also allowed
his personal friendship with or animus against other members of the Confederate high
command to influence his policy-making decisions. Finally, Davis permitted and even
promoted rancor and self-aggrandizement among members of the army's officer corps
when he authorized direct communications between corps commanders and members of
his administration. These three failings contributed to the increasingly dysfunctional
nature of the Confederate high command in the West and all but guaranteed the fall of
Atlanta and the final defeat of the Confederacy.
Davis's shortcomings stood in stark contrast to Abraham Lincoln. Unlike Davis,
Lincoln learned a series of valuable lessons during the course of the first three years of
the war. From the very beginning, Lincoln demonstrated that he understood the need for
a centralized command under one general-in-chief. Winfield Scott served in that capacity
at the outset of hostilities, but his advanced age limited his usefulness. 25 After appointing
George B. McClellan to command the Army of the Potomac in late July 1861, Lincoln
requested that McClellan present him with a grand strategy for all Union forces in the
25

T. Harry Williams, Lincoln and his Generals (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952), 3-4.
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field. In doing so, the president was presumably hoping to find a replacement for the
elderly Scott. McClellan's design proved to be haphazard and far too centered on eastern
operations, thereby neglecting other theaters.26 Consequently, Lincoln determined to
retain Scott as general-in-chief for the time being. By October, however, McClellan had
convinced a congressional delegation that Scott's near "senility" made the performance of
his job more difficult, and the congressmen demanded that Lincoln replace Scott with
McClellan. Lincoln capitulated and appointed McClellan general-in-chief in addition to
his duties as commander of the Army of the Potomac. 27 In doing so, Lincoln illustrated
that political pressure could influence his decisions on military matters during the early
stages of the war.
McClellan soon proved inept in his expanded role. He suggested that the
president divide the western theater into two separate departments and recommended that
Henry Halleck command one and Don Carlos Buell the other.28 Though there was
nothing inherently wrong with the proposal, once it was established McClellan left
Halleck and Buell to their own devices. In December McClellan fell ill and Lincoln took
over responsibilities as general-in-chief. He wired both of his western commanders and
discovered that they were not acting in concert and, in fact, were not even in
communication with one another.29 Lincoln did not immediately strip McClellan of his
expanded role, but McClellan's continued inability to oversee operations in both the
eastern and western theaters, as well as reports of mismanagement of the Army of the

26

Ibid., 29-31.
Donald, Lincoln, 318-19.
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Potomac, led the president to relieve him of his title of general-in-chief in March of
1862.30
From March until July Lincoln re-assumed the mantle of general-in-chief himself
while he searched for a suitable replacement for McClellan. Eventually the president
identified Henry Halleck for the position, believing that he had demonstrated aptitude for
strategic planning with the seizure of Fort Henry and Fort Donelson earlier in the year. 31
Historian T. Harry Williams asserted that Halleck's tenure as general-in-chief
demonstrated Lincoln's relentless effort to unify the command of his armies, but that it
failed because Halleck avoided responsibility and instead burdened Lincoln with making
the difficult decisions.32
When McClellan refused to advance throughout September and October of 1862,
for example, Halleck exercised little control, yielding authority instead to Lincoln, who
continually prodded McClellan to take the offensive. 33 When Lincoln finally became
exasperated with McClellan's inactivity and informed Halleck that he had the authority to
remove McClellan as he pleased, Halleck refused to take responsibility for relieving the
popular general. 34 After Lincoln finally removed McClellan and replaced him with
Ambrose Burnside, Halleck continued his hands-off approach and declined to comment
on Burnside's operations near Fredericksburg.35 Further, Halleck had failed to provide
Burnside with pontoon bridges in a timely fashion, a blunder that played a significant role
in the decisive Confederate victory that followed. Lincoln chafed at Halleck's
30

The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, ed. Roy P. Basler, 8 vols. (New Brunswick: Rutgers
University Press, 1953), V, 155.
31
Williams, Lincoln and his Generals, 134.
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Donald, Lincoln, 369-70.
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performance and informed him that "if in such a difficulty as this you do not help, you
fail me in precisely the point for which I sought your assistance."36 As T. Harry Williams
observed, the Union "was groping toward a modern command system" and the "trial of
Halleck prepared the way for Grant."37
Despite his failings, Halleck had played a conspicuous role in promoting a unified
command in the western theater under Grant's direction in December 1862. In October,
Lincoln had authorized John McClernand, a prominent Illinois Democrat, to recruit a
force in the Midwest for the purpose of advancing on Vicksburg. The president failed to
inform Halleck of the plan, thereby demonstrating that Lincoln lacked confidence that
Halleck was suited for the office of general-in-chief.38 Lincoln's decision to keep Halleck
in the dark concerning his plans for operations against Vicksburg illustrates that in late
1862 the president had not fully grasped the concept of unified command. Lincoln's
secretive behavior increased the probability that he and Halleck might work at crosspurposes, a prospect that the office of general-in-chief was designed to prevent.
While McClernand raised his army, Grant proposed a plan for the reduction of
Vicksburg which Halleck accepted. Halleck also discovered McClernand's designs, and
preferring a West Point graduate to a political general, he advised Lincoln to combine all
of the forces in the region under Grant's leadership. Lincoln had already developed a
great deal of respect for Grant and accepted Halleck's proposal. 39 Grant's capture of
Vicksburg prompted Lincoln to increase Grant's authority even further. Lincoln
established a new Division of Mississippi in October 1863 that combined the departments
36
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of Ohio, Tennessee, and the Cumberland under Grant's unified leadership. 40 Further,
Lincoln permitted Grant a great deal of latitude with his new command, which Grant
exercised almost immediately. He relieved William Rosecrans from command of the
Army of the Cumberland and replaced him with George Thomas, the hero of
Chickamauga.41
Early in 1864 Congress passed a bill reestablishing the rank of Lieutenant General
in the Army; Lincoln immediately nominated Grant and requested that he travel to
Washington.42 Grant's promotion made him the highest ranking officer in the Union
Army, thereby displacing Henry Halleck who could not serve as general-in-chief when
another officer outranked him. Grant, wishing to take advantage of Halleck's
organizational skills, requested that the War Department establish a new office of Chief
of Staff and appoint Halleck to the position.43 The president demonstrated his immense
trust in his newly appointed general-in-chief when he acquiesced to Grant's proposal
despite Halleck's uneven performance in his former post. Once appointed to his new
position, Halleck acted as a conduit between Grant and Lincoln. Halleck also facilitated
communication between Grant and his subordinates in the West after he took up
residence with the Army of the Potomac in Virginia. 44 Consequently, by the beginning of
1864, Lincoln had finally created a modern command system in the hands of a capable
general-in-chief. Grant could direct the whole Union war effort and ensure that each
theater of operations was engaged in the pursuit of his strategic vision.
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In addition to Lincoln's effort to establish a unified command, the president also
developed an aptitude for handling his generals during the course of the war. At the
outset of hostilities Lincoln often made appointments to military offices based upon
political concerns rather than merit, a practice he later abandoned. In 1861 Lincoln used
military patronage to generate political harmony in support of the war effort. He awarded
commissions to both Republicans and Democrats. To keep the enthusiasm of Democrats
high, Lincoln commissioned as generals several popular Democratic politicians including
Benjamin Butler and John McClernand.45
He also appointed prominent anti-slavery Republicans, including John C.
Fremont. Lincoln gave Fremont a great deal of latitude when he ordered him to go to St.
Louis and organize an army on his own for the purpose of advancing upon Memphis.
Fremont's subsequent performance, however, demonstrated his ineptitude and Lincoln
removed him from command. 46 Nevertheless, political interests inspired the president to
appoint Fremont to a second command in 1862. He failed again and was defeated by
Stonewall Jackson at the battle of Cross Keys. 47
The following year Fremont's supporters urged Lincoln to find another
appointment for him. By that time, however, Lincoln had learned his lesson and was no
longer willing to grant politicians commissions for military service unless they had
already demonstrated ability on the battlefield. He had recently given opportunities to
two other political generals, Nathaniel Banks and John McClernand, neither of which had
borne fruit. Lincoln had hoped that they could open the Mississippi River, Banks
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advancing from the south and McClernand from the north. Yet Banks had accomplished
nothing and McClernand had spent much of his time attempting to undermine Grant.
Eventually Lincoln sent Charles Dana to investigate McClernand's activities and, upon
receiving Dana's report, authorized Grant to remove him from command. Grant wasted
little time and relieved McClernand promptly. 48 In April of 1864, after Richard Taylor
defeated Banks in the Red River campaign, Lincoln accepted Grant's petition to replace
Banks with Edward Canby. That Lincoln did so in an election year suggests that by that
time Lincoln was willing to lose political support if it improved the North's chances to
win the war.49
Lincoln also demonstrated a willingness to relieve generals he liked personally if
their performance did not meet his standards. Lincoln appointed John Pope to command
the newly organized Army of Virginia in July, 1862 and Pope and the president quickly
developed a close relationship. In fact, while McClellan struggled on the Virginia
peninsula, Lincoln made Pope his chief military advisor and sought guidance concerning
the meaning of McClellan's communications to the administration. Lincoln found Pope
such an agreeable companion that he was reluctant to let him leave the capital. 50
However, after Lee defeated Pope at the battle of Second Manassas in August 1862,
Lincoln found it necessary to remove him from command. Lee's triumphant army that
had driven McClellan from the peninsula and subsequently thrashed Pope now threatened
the nation's capital. Lincoln believed that McClellan would be a better choice than Pope
for the responsibility of organizing Union forces in the defense of Washington. The
president reasoned that while McClellan had exhibited no capacity for offensive warfare,
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his skills on the defensive and his superb organizational ability made him the right man
for the present circumstances. 51 In doing so, Lincoln proved he was willing to replace a
friend with someone he felt more suited to the task at hand.
In June 1863, Lincoln again relieved a general from command of the Army of the
Potomac whom he personally liked. Joseph Hooker had sustained a humiliating defeat in
May when Lee's army, approximately half the size of his own, trounced him at the Battle
of Chancellorsville. When the president learned that many of Hooker's senior
subordinates no longer trusted him and that Hooker had no credible plans to oppose Lee's
advance into Pennsylvania, the president replaced him with George Meade. 52 By early
1864 performance trumped political gain and personal friendship in Lincoln's decisions
regarding the appointment and retention of generals in the Federal Army.
The handling of generals who corresponded with the chief executive or members
of their administration outside of the officially sanctioned chain of communication
provided a final stark contrast between Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis at the
outset of the Atlanta Campaign. According to the established military protocol,
subordinate officers were required to send any and all communications through their
commander. Nevertheless, both Confederate and Union officers often ignored the code
and directly communicated with their respective administrations. Lincoln found the
practice objectionable and attempted to discourage it, believing that it caused unnecessary
friction and led to the establishment of competing factions within the army's officer
corps.
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Interestingly, in March 1862 Lincoln played a role in creating factions within the
Army of the Potomac. Dissatisfied with McClellan's idleness, the president ordered the
organization of the army into four corps and appointed commanders whom he knew
McClellan deemed unworthy. 53 Perhaps McClellan's subsequent failure to capture
Richmond during the Peninsula Campaign modified Lincoln's approach to interfering
with his commanders. Clearly the army had not operated with great efficiency in its
advance on the enemy capital. Thereafter, Lincoln learned to limit the likelihood that
subordinate officers might undermine their commanding general.
Later that year, in the aftermath of Ambrose Burnside's failed assault on
Fredericksburg, Lincoln was again confronted with discord within the Army of the
Potomac's officer corps. William Franklin, a corps commander, and William Smith, in
charge of a division, violated protocol and wrote the president that Burnside was failing
in his capacity as commander of the army. 54 Lincoln informed them that he would
submit their ideas to his advisers, but he was not comfortable with their decision to
forego the proper mode of communication. Soon thereafter, John Newton and John
Cochrane, both of whom were Burnside's subordinates, arrived in Washington on leave
and sought an interview with the president. They complained about Burnside's abilities
and insisted that the army had no confidence in him. Lincoln was shocked and rebuked
them for attempting to undermine their superior. 55 Burnside's infamous Mud March in
January 1863 only served to increase criticism of the commander among his officers.
The discontent became so palpable that Lincoln was forced to replace Burnside and
named Joseph Hooker as his replacement. Lincoln illustrated his exasperation
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concerning the army's high command when he handed Hooker a letter condemning his
involvement in the matter. He reprimanded Hooker for his intrigues against Burnside,
which had done "a great wrong to a brother officer."56 The president continued, "I much
fear the spirit you have aided to infuse into the army, of criticizing their commander and
withholding confidence from him, will now turn upon you."57
Lincoln's warning was prophetic, and in the weeks after Hooker's defeat at
Chancellorsville, he too suffered from infighting and his subordinates' propensity to
communicate improperly with the administration. Several officers either wrote or visited
Lincoln and denounced Hooker's leadership. Many demanded his removal from
command of the Army of the Potomac. Lincoln was not pleased with the situation as he
did not want a repetition of Burnside's tenure.58 Nevertheless, the call for Hooker's
removal continued to grow. Additionally, Hooker was unable to provide the president
with a satisfactory response as to how he intended to confront Lee's advance into
Pennsylvania. With the Army's officers complaining about their commander's
incompetence and Hooker's inability to supply the president with a responsible plan of
action against Lee, Lincoln replaced his friend with George Meade on June 28, 1863. 59
Internal strife among Union officers was not limited to the eastern theater of
operations, but occurred in the West as well. John McClernand blamed Henry Halleck
for interfering with his organization of an advance against Vicksburg in December 1862.
Halleck had convinced Lincoln to put Grant in charge of the expedition. Once
McClernand discovered Halleck's role in the decision to award Grant overall command,
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McClernand wrote a letter to Lincoln demanding Halleck's removal as general-in-chief.
Lincoln responded in January, having just dealt with infighting among the Army of the
Potomac's officer corps that culminated in Burnside's replacement with Hooker. The
president warned McClernand that he was not pleased with the internal divisions within
the army's high command. He noted "I have too many family controversies, so to speak,
already on my hands to voluntarily, or so long as I can avoid it, take up another."60
McClernand, however, ignored Lincoln's advice and continued to agitate against
those he considered rivals. On March 15, 1863, he informed the president that Grant was
a drunk and therefore unfit for his post. Halleck, possibly under Lincoln's direction, sent
Charles Dana to investigate the charges. Dana, a former reporter, traveled under the
cover of having been assigned by the War Department to investigate the paymaster
service in the western theater. Lincoln also sent his Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas,
who had the authority to relieve Grant if he found evidence substantiating the rumors of
the general's alleged drinking habits. Neither Dana nor Thomas found any support for
McClernand's allegations. In fact, Dana criticized McClernand in a series of dispatches
to the administration.61 As a result of their investigations, Secretary of War Edwin
Stanton informed Grant that he had the authority to remove any officer that he wanted
and that the government would support him in his decisions. Though Stanton did not
name McClernand specifically, there was little doubt as to whom he was referring. Grant
immediately relieved the politically powerful McClernand from his command. 62 Clearly,
by the beginning of 1863, Lincoln had developed a distaste for the subversion of proper
military protocol.
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McClernand's removal also demonstrated that Lincoln was not above employing
informants in an endeavor to discover his generals' competence for command. Lincoln
wisely chose individuals to perform the service who had no personal interest in the
content of their reports. Neither Dana nor Thomas stood to gain anything from Grant's
removal. Dana was a civilian and Thomas never held a field command during the war.
Thus, they were impartial judges, unlike Jefferson Davis's primary informant during the
Atlanta Campaign, John Bell Hood.
While Lincoln learned important lessons concerning the advantage of a
centralized command, the promotion of officers based on meritorious conduct, and the
need to limit inappropriate communications, his counterpart did not. To begin with,
Jefferson Davis never appreciated the benefits of a centralized command system. Instead,
he favored a more localized system that emphasized autonomy for departmental
commanders. Indeed, Davis usually allowed departmental commanders the final decision
whether to send reinforcements from their army to another location. 63 Thomas Connelly
and Archer Jones assert that several factors attracted Davis to a departmental system of
command. First, the size of the Confederacy made it difficult to manage, particularly
because of the inadequate railroads in the South. Each of the departments had its own
Bureau of Supply that relieved the need for long-range shipment, and theoretically each
bureau had a better understanding of local transportation systems than a central
coordinator would have.64 The advantages of localized supply, however, did not mean
that a single individual could not oversee the strategic goals for each department. Davis,
for the most part, seems to have ignored that possibility in deference to state and local
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politicians. Thus, Davis likely favored the departmental system as a way of pacifying
local government officials who insisted that their own regional interests overshadowed
the needs of others.65
To his credit, Davis did realize that the multitude of departments established at the
beginning of the war made reinforcement of threatened areas more difficult. In October
1861 he abolished the Department of Fredericksburg, the Department of Alexandria and
the Shenandoah Valley District and created the Department of Northern Virginia. 66 Even
so, the new department's commander, Joseph E. Johnston, could not order supplies or
reinforcements from other sectors of Virginia, let alone other states. Then, after the
Battle of Shiloh in April 1862, Davis again abolished two departments and designed a
new Second Department that incorporated most of Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
northwestern Georgia, and parts of Florida and Louisiana.67 The slow trend toward
centralization received a boost in November when Davis appointed Johnston to
departmental command over the armies of Braxton Bragg and John C. Pemberton. 68
Indeed, by late 1862, Davis had established four primary departments — the Department
of the Trans-Mississippi, the Department of the West, the Department of South Carolina,
Georgia and Florida, and finally the Department of Virginia and North Carolina. 69
Grant's capture of Vicksburg in July 1863, however, reversed the president's
course. Davis was so disillusioned with Johnston's performance that he returned to a
policy of greater decentralization. Thereafter, whenever the Confederacy lost additional
territory, Davis altered departmental commands by division rather than consolidation.
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Presumably, he believed that the local authorities could best handle Union advances into
their region. In reality, the policy made any hope of Confederate victory much more
difficult. For example, in late August 1863 Davis reorganized Braxton Bragg's
department into the Department of Tennessee, which included Tennessee, small sections
of Alabama and Mississippi, and Eastern Louisiana. Even though Bragg was tasked with
the defense of Georgia, the president assigned the state to Pierre Gustave Toutant
Beauregard who commanded the Coastal Department (South Carolina, Georgia, and
Florida). The reorganization seems particularly peculiar considering that Bragg's army
was then encamped at Dalton in northern Georgia. As a result, Bragg's recruiting agents
and commissary officers were greatly restricted in the performance of their duty. They
could only operate in the vicinity around Dalton, slivers of Alabama and Mississippi, and
eastern Louisiana. Federal control of most of Tennessee made it impossible to obtain
forage or recruits from that state and Beauregard retained authority over most of
Georgia. 70 By the time Johnston assumed command of the Army of Tennessee his
department included northern Georgia but ended at Atlanta.71 Thus, in the beginning of
1864 the western theater was once again decentralized, and if Johnston hoped for
reinforcements or cooperation from other commands he had to apply to Richmond and to
his neighboring departments.
Perhaps the closest Davis came to creating any semblance of a unified command
prior to the closing months of the war was in the appointment of military advisers — first,
Robert E. Lee and, later, Braxton Bragg. Lee had authority to advise the president on
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general strategy, but he focused almost exclusively on the eastern theater. 72 Even after
Lee's appointment to command the Army of Northern Virginia in June 1862, Davis relied
heavily upon Lee for advice on matters concerning other departments. The advice Lee
offered was generally eastern-centric and often designed to help his own army carry out
his strategic goal. For example, in September 1862 Lee suggested that Bragg move the
Army of Tennessee east to protect Richmond against a Federal concentration in Virginia.
He repeated the request in December. In both instances, Union armies outnumbering
Bragg by approximately 3 to 1 threatened Chattanooga. Clearly, Lee had little
appreciation for the situation in the western theater and apparently believed that the
Federals were only capable of maintaining two fronts — northern Virginia and control of
the Mississippi River. In fact, during the spring of 1864 Lee insisted that "the great effort
of the enemy in this campaign will be made in Virginia." He believed that the
Northerners intended to send portions of Sherman's army to Virginia, which would allow
Johnston to advance into Tennessee. 73 Contrary to Lee's assessment of the situation in
the spring of 1864, Sherman counted almost 100,000 troops available for "offensive
purposes."74 Johnston, meanwhile, confronted the Federals at Chattanooga with only
43,887 effective infantry, artillery, and cavalry. 75 Therefore, Lee proved ineffective as
the president's advisor after he assumed command of the army in Virginia, particularly
with respect to affairs in the western theater. Though he remained influential in shaping
Davis's policies, Lee's position was not comparable to the office that Ulysses Grant held
in the Union Army prior to the campaign season of 1864.
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Davis appointed Bragg to the post of chief military advisor to the president on
February 24, 1864. Bragg most certainly did not hold an office that bore any
resemblance to a general-in-chief. Instead, for the most part, Bragg took on bureaucratic
responsibilities and acted more in line with a role as the president's chief of staff. He
spent a great deal of time engaging in inspections which included field armies and their
supply systems as well as the prisoner-of-war program and the conscription bureau. 76 He
did assume a strategic role in the coordination of troops in southern Virginia and the
uppermost region of North Carolina, but he never attempted to influence events in
northern Virginia, which remained strictly the province of Robert E. Lee. 77
Moreover, Bragg's previous association with the Army of Tennessee did not help
him to advise Davis on matters concerning that theater of operations. He believed that
the army's poor record during his tenure as commander was the product of his
subordinates' mistakes and ambitions rather than a result of his own failure. 78 As a
consequence, Bragg apparently considered the army more capable than it actually was.
Almost immediately upon assuming his new post, Bragg began insisting that Johnston
take the offensive. He ignored the fact that the army's humiliating defeat at Missionary
Ridge in November of 1863 had left it demoralized and severely weakened. Bragg's
advice that Johnston advance also was contrary to his own policy after his victory at
Chickamauga in September 1863. Rather than pursuing the course he now suggested that
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Johnston take, Bragg had remained atop Missionary Ridge in an effort to starve the
occupants of Chattanooga.79
In contrast to what Lincoln had achieved with the centralization of authority under
Grant, Davis had decentralized his command structure in the west. Moreover, Davis's
appointment of Bragg to the role of military advisor, considering his ongoing feud with
several of the officers serving in the Army of Tennessee, made him a poor choice for the
position. Indeed, because the position had been vacant since June of 1862, when Lee had
assumed command in Virginia, there was no reason to appoint Bragg in the first place.
Davis's close personal friendship offers the only plausible explanation for Bragg's new
assignment. If so, Davis's decision to make Bragg his military advisor offers insight into
another key difference between himself and Lincoln.
In particular, the Confederate president's temperament affected his relationships
with four of the prominent figures who were ultimately responsible for the outcome of
the Atlanta Campaign. Davis permitted his friendships with Braxton Bragg and John Bell
Hood to affect his judgment on the condition of the army prior to the beginning of the
campaign, as well as Johnston's performance as commander from May 7 until July 17.
Conversely, the president's animosity toward Johnston and Georgia Governor Joseph E.
Brown, which developed over the course of the war, made him less willing to accept their
proposals or heed their advice.
Davis's close relationship with Braxton Bragg had caused him to overlook Bragg's
poor performance as commander of the Army of Tennessee for more than two years.
Davis had appointed him to command believing Bragg to be one of his best generals.
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Early in the war Bragg had proven adept at training raw recruits after secession, never
complaining about his status behind the front lines. Further, Bragg had performed
competently during the Battle of Shiloh and the army's withdrawal to Mississippi
thereafter. Therefore, Davis considered him ideal for leading the western army. 80 Yet
Bragg demonstrated little strategic or tactical ability during his tenure. He lost at
Perryville, Murfreesboro, and Missionary Ridge. Bragg's only victory, at Chickamauga,
cost the Confederates more casualties than they had inflicted, and he failed to take
advantage of William Rosecrans's flight to Chattanooga. Moreover, Bragg's penchant for
blaming his subordinates for his losses resulted in deep discord within the army's officer
corps.81 Bragg even attempted to fault others for his inability to take advantage of the
Confederate victory at Chickamauga. Leonidas Polk bitterly lamented, "the truth is,
General Bragg has made a failure notwithstanding the success of battle and he wants a
scapegoat."82 Nevertheless, Davis's camaraderie with Bragg led him to sustain his
commander despite his numerous defeats and his questionable management skills until
the rout at Missionary Ridge. At that juncture Bragg's ineptitude became too difficult to
tolerate even for his friend, the president. Bragg's removal, however, did not end his
enduring legacy with the army. The split among the army's officers, those who supported
Bragg against those who found him disagreeable and incompetent, remained even after
Johnston took command.83 Considering Bragg's extremely feeble record as a commander
and his open hostility toward several officers still serving in the Army of Tennessee, his
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appointment as advisor, at least with respect to matters concerning his former army, was
unwise.
Similarly, Davis's friendship with John Bell Hood influenced his perception of
operations in the western theater during the Atlanta Campaign. Hood's insistence that the
army was capable of taking the offensive in the spring of 1864 made Davis leery of
Johnston's reports to the contrary. Hood sent Davis a series of reports after his arrival at
Dalton suggesting that a reinforcement of between 10,000 and 15,000 troops would
permit an advance into Tennessee. 84 Though Hood's reports were inconsistent with others
that the administration received, Davis willingly accepted their accuracy. 85 Hood's
ongoing communications with the president also affected Davis's perception of Johnston's
conduct during the campaign. After the receipt of one such report he apparently
exclaimed that Johnston would have to be removed.86 Further, Davis allowed his high
opinion of Hood to influence Johnson's removal and Hood's promotion to command of
the army. 87
The president's relationship with Joseph E. Johnston prior to the spring of 1864
also affected the outcome of the campaign. The two men had become hostile in the wake
of a dispute over Johnston's proper rank early in the war.88 Johnston's perceived lack of
aggression during the Peninsula Campaign in 1862 further irritated the president.89 The
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general's handling of the affairs around Vicksburg in the spring and early summer of
1863 exacerbated the tensions in their relationship to a breaking point. 90 As a result,
Davis refused to trust Johnston's assessment of the army's offensive capabilities for the
upcoming spring campaign. He therefore did not order reinforcements to Johnston until
the beginning of May, a decision that might have cost Johnston his strong defensive
position at Dalton. Further, Davis became so dismayed with Johnston's retreat toward
Atlanta that he refused to order Stephen D. Lee to strike William Tecumseh Sherman's
supply line.91 Finally, with Johnston's army a few miles from Atlanta, Davis determined
to relieve him from command despite Robert E. Lee's advice to the contrary. 92 Instead,
Davis allowed his distrust of Johnston and his misplaced confidence in Braxton Bragg to
influence the fateful decision to replace Johnston with Hood.
Davis also allowed his feud with Joseph E. Brown to affect decisions that changed
the course of the campaign for Atlanta. During the first three years of the war the
president and the governor had engaged in disputes over a plethora of matters. Brown
had complained about Davis's policies concerning recruitment of troops and the
appointment of officers. 93 The two executives had also argued over the acquisition of
arms and ordnance.94 The dispute took on a new dimension of hostility in April 1862
with the passage of the Conscription Act. That measure diminished Brown's
responsibility for the recruitment of troops, a duty that gave the governor great delight, as
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it allowed him to boast about his prowess for the undertaking.95 Davis allowed his
quarrel with Brown to upset him so much that he refused to release the Georgia State
Guards after the battle of Chickamauga in September 1863. Brown warned that the
administration's actions would result in his inability to raise militia troops in the future. 96
The following year Brown resisted the administration's establishment of a Georgia
Reserve Force.97 Consequently, the Georgia militia was not prepared to assist in
repelling Sherman's advance into the state until the end of June, when Johnston had
already retreated to within twenty-five miles of Atlanta.98
Three years of war had not honed Davis's ability to manage his relationships with
key members of the Confederate high command. In 1864 Davis allowed his friendships
with Bragg and Hood to influence important personnel and strategic decisions.
Meanwhile, his long-standing disputes with Johnston and Brown made the president
unwilling to cooperate with either during the months immediately preceding the
campaign until Johnston's removal on July 17. Abraham Lincoln, on the other hand, had
learned a number of important lessons regarding the management of the Federal high
command during the initial years of the conflict. By 1864 Lincoln no longer permitted
political interests to dominate his decisions concerning the appointment of general
officers. Further, Lincoln had demonstrated that he was willing to relieve commanders
whose performance suggested that they were unfit for the post, even when the president
found them personally appealing. He certainly was not willing to promote them to
positions far above their ability, as Davis had done with Braxton Bragg.
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Like the Federals, Confederate officers also engaged in communications that
violated proper military protocol. Officers in the Army of Tennessee had corresponded
with the administration as early as October 1862. Leonidas Polk, dissatisfied with
Bragg's leadership, used his friendship with Jefferson Davis as an excuse to instigate
communications with Richmond to undermine his commanding officer. Polk continued
his letter-writing campaign until Davis finally removed Bragg in November of the
following year.99 Edmund Kirby Smith also undermined Bragg when he sent an aide to
visit Davis with a report that Bragg's incompetence was responsible for the Confederate
defeat in Kentucky. Davis did little to discourage Polk or Smith from their smear
campaign and might have unintentionally promoted it. Davis ordered Bragg, Polk, and
Smith to Richmond and met with each individually. At the conclusion of the meetings,
Davis retained Bragg as commander of the army, but he also promoted Polk to lieutenant
general under Bragg's command. Further, he allowed Smith to remain in command of the
Department of East Tennessee and promoted him to lieutenant general as well. 100 Rather
than rebuking either Polk or Smith, Davis had promoted them, a clear sign that their
behavior was acceptable.
William Hardee, in command of the Second Corps of the Army of Tennessee,
made similar allegations against Bragg. Hardee routinely denigrated Bragg in front of the
field and staff officers of his corps. In November 1862 he corresponded with William
Preston Johnston, the president's aide, and asserted that Bragg should be replaced with
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someone more competent.101 Hardee's public professions and private communications
were not lost on Davis, yet he again made little effort to curtail the activity. 102
In January 1863, after Bragg's defeat at Murfreesboro, the feud between him and
his subordinates once again became a matter of public record. Davis wired Joseph E.
Johnston, then serving as departmental commander, to investigate the matter. Johnston
realized that he would likely be Bragg's replacement if he reported that the situation
demanded Bragg's removal. Not wanting to attain the position in such an unseemly
manner he produced two reports exonerating Bragg.103 As a consequence, Bragg
remained in command and waged a public campaign against his subordinates who
retaliated in kind.104 The dispute continued into October until the president finally
intervened. Ultimately, Davis sustained Bragg and allowed him to reorganize the army,
which included the removal of several of his critics in the officer corps. Polk was
transferred to the Department of Alabama and Mississippi to serve as Johnston's second
in command. Hardee, however, who had departed for Mississippi in the summer, was
returned to the Army of Tennessee. Thus, the key conspirators in the anti-Bragg faction
remained highly entrenched in important commands in the western theater.105 The
message was clear; corps commanders could publicly and privately undermine the army's
commander without fear of any significant reprimand.
In February 1864, Davis demonstrated that two years of bitter strife among
members of the Army of Tennessee's officer corps had not imparted him with the wisdom
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to restrain improper communications from subordinate generals. Instead, Davis decided
to encourage such behavior. Since appointing Joseph E. Johnston to command his
western army in December, he and Johnston had quarreled over whether the army was
strong enough to advance into Tennessee. The president's long history with Johnston led
him to distrust Johnston's characterization of the army's condition. Davis therefore seized
the opportunity to appoint his friend, John Bell Hood, to a position as corps commander
in Johnston's army. The evidence suggests that Davis instructed Hood to keep the
administration apprised of the army's condition and perhaps even Johnston's conduct as
commander.106 Thus, in addition to his duties as an officer, Hood became an informant.
The scheme had considerable shortcomings. First, Davis was authorizing activity
that had generated deep fissures in the Army of Tennessee's high command in the past.
Hood's illicit correspondence with the administration threatened to resurrect the
challenges that had plagued Bragg's term as commander. Second, and perhaps even more
importantly, the arrangement provided Hood the opportunity to promote himself at
Johnston's expense. He was aware of the strained relationship between Johnston and the
president. Consequently, Hood undoubtedly understood that Davis would relieve
Johnston if he believed the general incapable of defending Atlanta against Sherman's
advance. Under those circumstances, Hood stood a reasonable chance of succeeding
Johnston to command. When Johnston and Hood became engaged in a dispute
concerning the events at Cassville on May 19, Hood embarked on a campaign to secure
Johnston's removal and his own elevation to command of the army. Davis's decision to
promote back-channel communications between a corps commander and his
administration therefore produced unintended results when Hood began angling for
106
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Johnston's job. Indeed, Hood allowed his ambition to affect his conduct in the field. He
failed to attack the enemy near Pickett's Mill on May 28 despite an opportunity to deliver
a decisive blow. Hood also advocated the abandonment of strong defensive positions
including those at Cassville and on the Chattahoochee River. Davis's encouragement of
Hood to act as an informant resulted in Hood's perfidious behavior toward Johnston,
which seriously undermined Confederate chances to defeat Sherman.
Thus, in the final analysis, the dysfunctional nature of the Confederate high
command in the western theater doomed its efforts in the spring and summer of 1864.
The campaign for Atlanta demonstrated Jefferson Davis's primary failures as
commander-in-chief. The Confederate president never developed an appreciation for the
benefit of a centralized command under one general-in-chief. Instead he adopted a
departmental system that gave departmental commanders a great deal of autonomy. The
decentralized system limited Joseph E. Johnston's ability to secure assistance from
outside of his own department as Sherman advanced toward Atlanta. Further, Davis
permitted his personal feelings to shape his policy making decisions and the way he
handled his officers. His friendship with Braxton Bragg led to Bragg's appointment as
the president's chief military advisor despite his unimpressive record during his tenure as
commander of the Army of Tennessee. Considering Bragg's past performance and his
ongoing feuds with several officers still serving in the army, the appointment was unwise.
The president's dispute with Joseph E. Brown deprived Johnston of adequate militia
which likely played a role in Johnston's inability to hold Dalton. Additionally, Davis
allowed his poor relationship with Johnston to affect his willingness to cooperate with his
general from the time of Johnston's arrival at Dalton in December until his removal on
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July 17. Finally, Davis encouraged communications that violated military protocol when
he instructed John Bell Hood to keep the administration informed regarding Johnston's
conduct as commander. The scheme backfired when Hood used his back-channel
communications to undermine Johnston in an effort to secure command of the army for
himself. Jefferson Davis's performance as commander-in-chief therefore deserves
primary blame for Confederate defeat in the Atlanta Campaign of 1864.
The present study owes a debt of gratitude to Thomas Connelly's and Archer
Jones's The Politics of Command: Factions and Ideas in Confederate Strategy, and
Steven Woodworth's Jefferson Davis and his Generals: The Failure of Confederate
Command in the West. These two seminal works provided the framework for this
dissertation. The Politics of Command helped identify fundamental flaws in the
Confederate system, particularly with respect to Jefferson Davis's departmental design.
Jefferson Davis and his Generals furnished insight into Davis's management of the many
difficult personalities within the Confederate high command including Joseph E.
Johnston, Braxton Bragg and P. G. T. Beauregard. Woodworth, however, is often too
lenient with his assessment of Davis and far too critical in his analysis of Johnston.
Despite the importance of the Atlanta Campaign to the final outcome of the war,
it has not inspired as much scholarly attention as other Civil War campaigns, particularly
those in the eastern theater. Albert Castel's Decision in the West: The Atlanta Campaign
of 1864, remains the only comprehensive modern study. Richard McMurry's Atlanta
1864 and Stephen Davis's Atlanta Will Fall: Sherman, Joe Johnston, and the Yankee
Heavy Battalions are outstanding contributions but are more limited in scope. Both are
part of a series and, consequently, intended for a more general audience. Though each of
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these works contributed to the present study, none provides an in-depth analysis of the
structural deficiencies in the Confederate command system detailed above. Further,
while each makes reference to the complicated relationship between Joseph E. Johnston
and John Bell Hood, none identifies the cause behind the animosity between the two men
that emerged after the battle of Cassville. Nor do they ascertain the lengths to which
Hood went in order to promote himself at Johnston's expense.
The biographies of the principal members of the Confederate hierarchy also
greatly assisted in the production of this study. The most notable of these are Craig
Symonds's Joseph E. Johnston: A Civil War Biography, Richard McMurry's John Bell
Hood and the War for Southern Independence, and William Cooper's Jefferson Davis,
American. As might be expected, however, each promotes their subject, often at the
expense of the others. Symonds and McMurry in particular provided elucidation
concerning the relationship between Johnston and Hood. Still, because both accept the
traditional account of the affair at Cassville, neither scholar adequately analyzes Hood's
behavior at Pickett's Mill on the morning of May 28 or his insistence on withdrawal from
the Chattahoochee defenses. Cooper's treatment of Davis is more balanced than his
predecessors who generally lambasted the president, but his attempt to resurrect Davis's
image sometimes goes too far. For example, Cooper applauds Davis's appointment of
Bragg as his chief military advisor. Cooper suggests that Bragg's "intimate knowledge of
the Army of Tennessee" helped him assist the president in directing the operations of the
army. 107
Finally, Why the South Lost the Civil War by Richard Beringer, Herman
Hattaway, Archer Jones, and William Still Jr. inspired the development of the thesis of
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this dissertation. Their rejection of the popular conception that the inequality in
manpower and industrial capacity doomed the South to defeat helped in defining the
parameters of the present study. They, too, contend that a failure in political leadership
stood at the root of the Confederacy's collapse. According to the authors, Jefferson Davis
and other politicians never established a sufficient brand of Southern nationalism.
Politicians relied instead upon battlefield success to maintain morale. When Confederate
armies suffered repeated defeats, Southern will to continue the struggle finally
disintegrated.108 This study, much like Why the South Lost the Civil War, also identifies a
failure in political leadership as the primary cause for Confederate defeat. While the
focus of the present dissertation centers on the Atlanta Campaign, and not on the war as a
whole, the conclusions fit within the criterion established by Richard Beringer and his
colleagues. In particular, the loss of Atlanta and the consequent reelection of Abraham
Lincoln should be regarded as the point at which Southern morale suffered a fatal blow
from which it did not recover.
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CHAPTER II
STRUCTURAL DAMAGES
The disaster at Missionary Ridge in November 1863 resulted in the resignation of
Braxton Bragg as commander of the Army of Tennessee. Eventually, because his options
were limited, Jefferson Davis appointed Joseph E. Johnston in Bragg's stead. Johnston
and the president had developed a deeply contentious relationship by that time. As a
result, the appointment would test the president's ability to manage personalities that he
found unpleasant. He had not demonstrated proficiency in that capacity before, no more
so than with his new commander in the West. Their animus toward one another
originated during a dispute over Johnston's proper rank. The episode demonstrated
Davis's flawed managerial skills when he allowed Johnston's misgivings concerning his
status in the Confederate hierarchy to inspire his unusual interpretation of Confederate
law. In opposition to guidelines in the statute authorizing the appointment of generals,
Davis ranked Johnston fourth. His decision was an unnecessary attack on Johnston.
In addition to the dispute over rank, the two men sharply disagreed on strategy
and tactics. Their first major clash concerning the conduct of military affairs occurred
during the Peninsula Campaign of 1862 in Virginia. The president impeded Johnston's
ability to defend Richmond against McClellan's advance when he interfered with
Johnston's control over troops in his own department. The episode underscored the
problems inherent in Davis's decentralized command system. Further, Davis put
Johnston in an untenable position when he demanded that Johnston defend Yorktown.
Superior Union weaponry and naval assets forced Johnston's withdrawal toward
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Richmond and facilitated a false narrative about the general — that he lacked aggression
and favored a policy of retreat.
Public perception that Johnston preferred a defensive posture gained credence in
1863 when he lost Vicksburg. The campaign proved extremely difficult for Johnston as
he received the cooperation of neither his subordinate in the theater, John C. Pemberton,
nor the president, who refused Johnston reinforcements from the Trans-Mississippi
Department. The affair further demonstrated the deep flaws in the president's
departmental system. The generals supposedly under Johnston's command, Bragg and
Pemberton, were permitted to communicate directly with the administration. At times
Johnston remained unaware of the activities and plans of his subordinates. Moreover,
Davis interfered with Johnston's department when he ordered troops from Bragg's army
to Mississippi without informing his supposed departmental commander. Rather than
concentrating the available western forces under one command, as the president claimed,
he only made the situation more confusing and decentralized. The lack of access to the
troops in the Trans-Mississippi, in combination with Pemberton's disobedience and
Davis's deficient departmental design, led to the Confederate loss of Vicksburg. As a
result, Johnston's unwarranted reputation for passivity grew as did the gulf in his
relationship with the president.
Jefferson Davis's rapport with the governor of Georgia, Joseph E. Brown, also
suffered degradation over the course of the first three years of the Civil War. Within the
first few months of the war, Brown began leveling charges against the Davis
Administration for allegedly usurping state authority. The Georgian found fault with the
Confederate government's method for the recruitment of soldiers and also engaged the
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administration in a debate concerning the appointment of officers. Brown so resented the
administration's recruitment practice that he ultimately refused to allow some Georgia
soldiers tendered into Confederate service to take their weapons with them once they left
the state. Further, Brown's competition with the Confederate government for the
acquisition of weaponry and munitions irritated the president. Finally, the passage of the
Conscription Act in April 1862, and Brown's obstruction of its execution, threatened
cooperation between the governor and the president in the future. Davis handled his
affairs with the petulant Brown during the first two years of the war fairly well.
Nevertheless, their relationship was severely damaged. As a result, the Confederacy's
aspiration for a successful campaign in the western theater during 1864 hinged on leaders
who viewed one another with deep distrust.
Braxton Bragg's resignation in early December 1863 left Jefferson Davis with
limited choices for a replacement. Lieutenant General William Hardee, the army's most
senior officer after Bragg's resignation, appeared the logical choice, and consequently
Davis made an effort to secure his services as the new commander for the Army of
Tennessee. To Davis's surprise, Hardee declined a permanent appointment, as he felt
unable to serve the Confederacy successfully in that capacity. Instead, Hardee wished to
remain in his present post as a corps commander and promised to faithfully serve Davis's
future appointment to command the army. Hardee accepted temporary command of the
army until the president could find a replacement. 1 Davis hoped to convince Hardee that
he should consent to the promotion and sent an aide, Preston Johnston, to persuade him to
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assume permanent command, but Hardee still refused.2 Hardee's decision to decline the
president's offer left Davis with few viable options to replace Bragg.
The structure of command within the Confederate military required that Davis
give primary consideration to officers bearing the rank of full general, for which only
four candidates, other than Bragg, were qualified. The list included Samuel Cooper,
Robert E. Lee, P. G. T. Beauregard, and Joseph E. Johnston. Samuel Cooper was already
sixty-five years old and had spent the war in an administrative capacity rather than
commanding troops in the field. His advanced age and his lack of battlefield experience
made him a poor choice. With so few options available to him Davis briefly considered
P.G.T. Beauregard for the vacancy. 3 In fact, on December 3, 1863 Robert E. Lee
proposed that if Beauregard were considered a suitable candidate for the position,
General Jeremy Francis Gilmer might replace him as commander of the forces around
Charleston.4
A long-standing feud, however, between Davis and Beauregard stemming from a
disagreement over the aftermath of the First Battle of Manassas remained an obstacle to
such an appointment. Within a week after the Confederate victory, on August 1, 1861,
Beauregard began a campaign against the administration blaming it for failing to
adequately supply the army. In letters to his former aides he charged that the "want of
food and transportation" had impeded an advance upon Washington and the capture of
the enemy capital. 5 The letters, read before Congress in a secret session, caused hostility
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between a number of legislators and the Davis Administration. 6 Despite his anger over
the affair, Davis acted in a conciliatory fashion. On August 4, Davis wrote to Beauregard
and suggested that the general had been unfair to himself and that he had won great glory
despite the army's inability to capture Washington. 7 Beauregard, apparently unsatisfied,
continued to press the matter and submitted his report on the battle on August 26.8 Davis
found Beauregard's account objectionable on a number of grounds and demanded that
Beauregard delete portions of the report. Beauregard refused, and a debate ensued that
ended with Congress siding with the president and ordering that the published report
exclude sections Davis found objectionable. 9 In an effort to calm the political storm,
Davis eventually ordered Beauregard to serve under Albert Sidney Johnston, the
departmental commander in the West.
Beauregard's tenure in the western theater in 1862 solidified the acrimony
between the general and Jefferson Davis. After the successful assault on the surprised
Union army encamped near Shiloh Church on the morning of April 6, 1862, in which
Albert Sidney Johnston suffered a mortal wound that elevated Beauregard to command,
Beauregard ordered a withdrawal as evening approached. The generals on the front line,
including Braxton Bragg, William Hardee, and Leonidas Polk afterward claimed that the
decision cost the army a chance at victory. 10 During the night, the Federal army received
reinforcements of about 20,000 troops under General Don Carlos Buell and launched a
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counterattack on April 7. That evening Beauregard withdrew toward Corinth, a vital rail
junction.
On May 30, with a superior Union army advancing upon him, Beauregard once
again retreated, this time to Tupelo, thereby losing an important rail center without a
fight. Beauregard made no effort to explain his actions to Davis even after the president
demanded he do so.11 Rather, Beauregard informed the administration on June 12 that
he did not have time to explain the army's activities, but that his retreat had been a "most
brilliant and successful one."12 Then, in mid-June, Beauregard decided to vacation at the
Bladen Springs resort north of Mobile. He claimed his poor health required attention,
though he failed to ask the president for permission. Davis took the opportunity to
remove Beauregard from command of the army and replaced him with Braxton Bragg. 13
Thus, Davis had already removed Beauregard as commander of essentially the same
army, the Army of Tennessee, that in the wake of Bragg's departure needed a new chief.
The elevation of Beauregard to the office would have placed Davis in the awkward
position of admitting a mistake for relieving him in 1862. As a result, Davis was
undoubtedly inclined to look elsewhere for Bragg's replacement. Though Davis
generally exhibited poor management skills with individuals he found personally
disagreeable, Beauregard's recalcitrant behavior warranted the president's ire.
After considering his options for a day or two, Davis decided to offer command of
the Army of Tennessee to Robert E. Lee. Lee showed little enthusiasm at the suggestion.
He responded that he would take the position "if desired," but that he doubted the wisdom
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of such a transfer.14 After all, he cautioned the president, the Army of Northern Virginia
might suffer as a result of his departure.15 Notwithstanding Lee's objection, Davis
ordered him to travel to Richmond in hopes that he could be convinced to assume
command in Tennessee. 16 During the week following Lee's arrival in the Confederate
capital, he and Davis discussed the available alternatives for Bragg's replacement. After
persuading Davis that he should remain in Virginia, Lee proposed that Beauregard
assume command in the West. Davis declined and Lee suggested that Davis consider
Joseph E Johnston for the position. 17
In addition to Lee, a number of other luminaries favored Johnston's appointment.
On December 8, Davis's close friend General Leonidas Polk recommended that the
president offer Johnston the command. Polk cited support for Johnston from the army, as
well as the country as a whole, and hoped that Davis could magnanimously look beyond
his unpleasant past with the general. 18 Brigadier General William Whann Mackall,
Johnston's close friend and subsequently his chief of staff, confirmed Polk's assessment
of the mood of the army. Mackall wrote Johnston on December 9 that "the army wants
you," and that "even Bragg's friends say that your presence would be worth 10,000
men."19
Politicians too hoped that Davis might appoint Johnston to command the army.
Davis's Secretary of War James A. Seddon voiced approval for Johnston's candidacy. 20
In fact, a majority of the president's cabinet concluded that Johnston should replace
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Bragg.21 Furthermore, Johnston had a number of supporters in Congress, including
Senator Louis Wigfall, who lobbied for Johnston's appointment.22 On one occasion
Wigfall and several other legislators met in Seddon's office and lobbied for their
candidate.23
Friendship with Johnston was not the only motivation for Wigfall's efforts. In
addition to his relationship with Johnston, Wigfall had developed considerable animus
toward the president. The two vehemently disagreed over a bill Wigfall had introduced
in the Senate in the fall of 1862 that permitted army commanders to choose their own
staff officers. Because the officers would be awarded the rank of brigadier general, the
proposal broke with the tradition that granted the power to appoint general officers to the
president. Though the bill passed both houses of Congress, Davis vetoed it, thereby
giving birth to a feud. 24 Prior to the president's veto of the staff bill, the two men had
enjoyed a close working relationship; Wigfall had routinely voted for confirmation of
presidential appointments. After the president's veto, however, Wigfall immediately
changed course and challenged Davis's appointees regardless of their qualifications. 25
The two disagreed on other matters as well, including war strategy and in particular the
defense of the Trans-Mississippi. Wigfall hailed from Texas and thought the president
too careless in his approach to the security of his state.26 The various disputes culminated
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in Wigfall's accusation that Davis had engaged in "petty tyranny and reckless disregard of
law and contemptuous treatment of Congress." 27
Wigfall found several accomplices in his dispute with Davis including Senators
Henry S. Foote of Tennessee and William Lowndes Yancey of Alabama, who put aside
their prewar quarrel to unite in opposition to the president.28 Consequently, a small but
influential opposition to the president was in place by the close of 1863, particularly after
the military reversals at Gettysburg, Vicksburg, and Missionary Ridge during the course
of the year. A number of Johnston "supporters" emerged from this group and though
they had no personal affinity for Johnston himself, they used the occasion as an
opportunity to rile the president, who was known to have a strained relationship with the
general. 29 As a result, the congressional coalition that clamored for Johnston's
appointment to command the Army of Tennessee was a combination of pro-Johnston and
anti-Davis men. Their efforts proved successful as the president felt significant political
pressure to appoint Johnston to command.30 With no other alternative and support for
Johnston so strong, Davis ordered him to assume command of the Army of Tennessee,
encamped at Dalton, Georgia, on December 16, 1863.31 On December 21, Richmond
socialite and close associate of the president, Mary Boykin Chesnut, confided in her diary
that "certainly Jeff Davis did hate to put Joe Johnston at the head of what is left of [the
Army of Tennessee]."32
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While the new appointment pleased Johnston, his optimism was tempered,
considering his past relationship with the Confederate president. They had known each
other during their time as cadets at the United States Military Academy at West Point, but
their relationship while attending the academy remains something of a mystery. There is
no credible evidence that the two developed a rivalry at that juncture, though there were
spurious allegations that hostility arose from competition for the affection of a local
young lady. 33 In all probability Johnston and Davis graduated from West Point harboring
no ill will toward each other.
The first signs of a rift emerged over the issue of rank in the aftermath of the war
with Mexico. Johnston entered the war as a captain, but his gallantry on the battlefield
earned him two brevet promotions. First, at Cerro Gordo Johnston's superiors awarded
him a brevet promotion to lieutenant colonel, thereby skipping over the rank of major.
After the battle at Chapultepec Johnston again earned a brevet, which he thought made
him a full colonel. 34 After the war, Congress passed a new law providing that officers
from the regular Army who had earned brevet promotion during the conflict, even in
volunteer regiments, ought to retain their promotion on a permanent basis. 35 Believing
that the second brevet entitled him to the rank of colonel, Johnston was disheartened to
learn that the Register of Officers listed him as a lieutenant colonel. The War Department
claimed that Johnston's first brevet warranted the rank of major rather than lieutenant
colonel, and that his superiors had made a mistake in granting him the higher rank after
Cerro Gordo. Accordingly, his second brevet promotion only entitled him to the rank of
lieutenant colonel. Johnston appealed the decision in March 1849, but then Secretary of
33
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War William L. Marcy rejected Johnson's position, a ruling later confirmed by the
Senate.36
Johnston refused to let the matter rest and on July 11, 1855, presented his case
again, this time to the new secretary of war, Jefferson Davis. Davis determined that "the
case had been decided by his predecessors and could not be reopened."37 Davis
reaffirmed that decision in January 1856 when Johnston once again argued his cause.38
Johnston's persistence in pursuit of his claim demonstrates that he genuinely felt entitled
to the rank of full colonel. The fact that Davis had twice rejected the argument surely
irritated Johnston, but there is no record that this initial disagreement over rank led to
open hostility between the two men.
In 1860 Johnston applied for the position of quartermaster general in the United
States Army. His primary competition for the position was Albert Sidney Johnston (no
relation), who enjoyed Jefferson Davis's support.39 It is uncertain whether Joseph E.
Johnston learned that Davis backed another candidate, but considering the manner in
which gossip traveled in social circles it seems likely that he did. 40 If so, Johnston could
not help but harbor at least an inkling of resentment toward Davis. After all, Davis had
twice rejected Johnson's application for the rank of colonel and subsequently had
supported a rival candidate for the office of quartermaster general. Despite Davis's
backing of an alternative aspirant, Johnston's friendship with John B. Floyd, who in 1860
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held the position of secretary of war, landed him the office. 41 The promotion, however,
did not elevate Johnston to a permanent rank of general within the army, as it only
constituted a staff rank. Otherwise Johnston remained a lieutenant colonel. The
distinction between Johnston's staff rank and his line rank eventually became a factor in
the pair's relationship after the first Battle of Manassas.
Just prior to the Battle at Manassas, Johnston sent a telegram to Davis requesting
that the president identify whether he or General Beauregard would command once their
forces were on the same field. Davis responded: "You are a General in the Confederate
Army possessed of the power attaching to that rank."42 Davis then referred to Beauregard
as a brigadier general, thereby implying that Johnston outranked Beauregard. 43 The
communication gave Johnston the impression that only Davis, as commander-in-chief,
held a higher rank in the Confederate Army. 44 Only days after the battle, however,
Johnston felt his status challenged when Dabney Maury arrived at his headquarters with
orders from Robert E. Lee that appointed him Johnston's adjutant general. Johnston
asserted that the order was an "outrage," as he outranked Lee and despite his friendship
with Maury he could not permit such a usurpation of his authority. 45 Johnston's animated
reaction demonstrates a highly developed sensitivity over the matter of rank that likely
dated to Davis's support for Albert Sidney Johnston's candidacy as quartermaster general,
or perhaps even earlier to Davis's decision regarding Johnston's brevet rank.
In the following days the dispute over rank became even more intense. During
that time Johnston received communications from Lee on formal stationery with a
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heading: Headquarters of the Virginia Forces. Apparently a member of Lee's staff had
crossed out Virginia, implying that Lee commanded all Confederate forces.46 Johnston
complained to Adjutant and Inspector General Samuel Cooper that the orders were
"illegal" and, therefore, he could not obey them. 47 Johnston's telegrams to Cooper
subsequently found their way to Davis's desk and aggravated the president. Davis
attached a one-word endorsement to each communication, stating only: "insubordinate." 48
Though each man was clearly agitated by the other's conduct, their relationship had not
yet become irreconcilable.
Still, the hostility continued to mount when the president officially decreed
Johnston to rank fourth among full generals in the Confederate Army. In March 1861 the
Confederate Congress had passed a law that established the criteria for ranking officers in
the Confederate Army who had previously served in the United States Army. Section 5 of
the law provided that: "the commissions issued shall bear one and the same date, so that
the relative rank of officers of each grade shall be determined by their former
commissions in the U.S. Army."49 Davis implemented the law in August, after
Johnston's protestations against Lee's "illegal" behavior. When Davis sent his
nominations to Congress he assigned effective dates for each of the candidates, a clear
violation of the statute that required the commissions to "bear the same date."50
According to Davis's submission, Samuel Cooper was the senior general with a rank to
date from May 16. Meanwhile, Albert Sidney Johnston's rank was dated May 30.51 Both
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Cooper and Albert Sidney Johnston had been colonels in the U.S. Army with Cooper's
rank predating that of Johnston's. 52 Davis next assigned an effective rank for Robert E.
Lee to date from June 14, while Joseph E. Johnston's rank was dated July 4. 53 Both Lee
and Johnston had held a line rank of lieutenant colonel prior to secession, but Davis's
assignment of dates meant that Lee was now the senior officer of the two. Only
Beauregard, previously a major, lacked seniority to Joseph E. Johnston under Davis's
interpretation of the law.54
The fact that Davis held this interpretation of the law might well have its origins
in Johnston's "insubordinate" communications with Cooper in July. Otherwise, there was
no reason to grant seniority to Lee over his fellow former lieutenant colonel Johnston.
Davis's ranking of the generals by date conflicted with the statute upon which he based
his authority. Moreover, the statute made no distinction with respect to staff grade or line
grade. Because Joseph E. Johnston had held a commission as a quartermaster general in
the U.S. Army, the statute entitled him to the senior position in the Confederate Army.
The most reasonable explanation for Davis's action is that Johnston's communications
with the administration over the course of the previous month had irritated the president
enough that he determined to take punitive action. A secondary reason for Davis's
actions might have been that he hoped to make certain that Joseph E. Johnston would
never outrank his close friend Albert Sidney Johnston, or for that matter Robert E. Lee,
with whom he had developed a close working relationship while organizing the
Confederate Army.55
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Johnston balked at Davis's decision to rank him fourth among the generals.
According to Johnston, his staff rank as a brigadier general entitled him to the most
senior rank among those becoming full generals in the Confederate service. Johnston
believed that Davis had snubbed him in failing to recognize him as the senior officer and
angrily wrote Davis a letter expressing his indignation.56 Johnston's letter, dated
September 12, expressed his "surprise and mortification" at the president's interpretation
of the law.57 He further claimed that the "proceedings are in violation of my rights as an
officer" and asserted that "notwithstanding these nominations by the president and their
confirmation by Congress, I still rightfully hold the rank of first general in the Armies of
the Southern Confederacy."58 After making an impassioned argument as to why his rank
as quartermaster general made him the senior ranking Confederate general, Johnston
concluded that "this [the president's interpretation] is a blow aimed at me only." 59
Johnston later charged that Davis's interpretation had been "illegal and contrary to all the
laws enacted to regulate the class of officers concerned." 60
Davis considered Johnston's tone shocking. He read the communication to his
cabinet and complained of its "intemperate" nature.61 Davis's terse response two days
later suggests that the dispute over Johnston's rank had, by this time, produced a degree
of mutual enmity between the two men. Davis called Johnston's language "unusual" and
his arguments "utterly one-sided," and as "unfounded as they are unbecoming."62 In his
post-war memoir Johnston attributed the origins of Davis's open antagonism toward him
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to their conflict over Johnston's place in the pecking order of the Confederate high
command. 63 Despite the developing enmity between Davis and his erstwhile general, the
president retained enough faith in Johnston's abilities as an officer to keep him as
commander of the Confederacy's primary eastern army.
If the question of rank was the genesis of the feud between Joseph E. Johnston
and Jefferson Davis, it was not the only reason for their truculent association. A dispute
concerning strategy and tactics during the course of the war's first three years also added
strain to their relationship. Johnston's evacuation of Harpers Ferry in June 1861 was the
first of several episodes in which he and the president clashed concerning strategic and
tactical matters. Before he left for Harpers Ferry in May, Johnston met with both Davis
and Lee, who informed him of the importance of the assignment. They considered the
position a "natural fortress" that commanded the entrance to the Shenandoah Valley from
both Pennsylvania and Maryland and, consequently, a vital point of defense. 64 Upon
arrival at Harpers Ferry, Johnston made a reconnaissance of the surrounding area and
came to a strikingly different conclusion. Both he and his engineers determined that the
position "was easy to turn or invest," and thus offered none of the natural advantages that
Lee and Davis had suggested.65
Johnston indeed had reason for concern, as the town of Harpers Ferry stood at the
base of three imposing hills. Bolivar Heights, the least impressive of the three, peaked
200 feet above the confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers that bordered the
town. Maryland Heights rose 840 feet above the rivers, while Loudoun Heights loomed
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954 feet above any troops garrisoned in the town. 66 If the enemy gained possession of
one or more of the heights and place artillery there, Johnston's command might have been
trapped. Furthermore, the Potomac River was fordable at more than a dozen places,
which meant that a Federal column could capture Winchester and thereby control the
railroad and isolate any garrison remaining at Harpers Ferry. As historian Craig
Symonds notes, Johnston would have needed to defend all three heights as well as all of
the fords if he hoped to retain possession of the town. 67
The political tension in Virginia exacerbated Johnston's problems. Loyalties to
the Confederacy on the border were tenuous, and a number of Virginia troops under
Johnston's command remained faithful to the Union. On the same day that Johnston
arrived at Harpers Ferry, May 23, the people of Virginia ratified the articles of secession.
Those with pro-Union sentiment quickly deserted, significantly weakening the force
Johnston commanded.68 As a result, Johnston's entire command numbered only 5,200
men. To make matters worse, he discovered they were poorly equipped; some had
arrived with no weapons, and those with muskets had no more than fifteen rounds of
ammunition.69
With an enfeebled force and what he considered unfavorable topography,
Johnston composed a series of communications to the administration in hopes of securing
an order directing the abandonment of Harpers Ferry. On May 26, Johnston insisted that
the topography of the region required an additional 10,000 to 15,000 troops for adequate
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defense.70 Two days later he again emphasized the difficult terrain and his lack of
strength, but this time added that he was "in the heart of a disloyal population." 71
Johnston sent yet another telegram on June 6, in response to Lee, who had claimed that a
loss of Harpers Ferry would damage Southern morale. Johnston suggested that if he
remained in his current position, the Confederacy would likely lose five or six thousand
troops, even more depressing to the Southern cause.72 The latest communication
highlighted a fundamental difference between Johnston and Davis. Johnston considered
the maintenance of the Confederacy's field armies paramount to the retention of territory.
Meanwhile, Davis's position as president required him to consider the political
consequences of the abandonment of regions deemed vital to the Confederacy's survival
by political allies and enemies alike.73
Johnston's repeated requests for more specific orders caused some in the
administration, including Adjutant General Samuel Cooper, to believe that Johnston's real
purpose was to saddle the administration with the political fallout should he abandon
Harpers Ferry. Cooper informed Johnston that the decision to retire from his post must
fall on Johnston himself, based upon the circumstances on his front.74 Johnston
immediately evacuated and on June 15 disavowed the notion that he ever intended the
administration to bear the responsibility for the action.75 Johnson's withdrawal, however,
did in fact create a stir in Richmond and led to some political backlash against the Davis
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Administration.76 In spite of his disappointment over the loss of Harpers Ferry, Davis
found cause to congratulate Johnston on breaking the line of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad during his retreat.77 Johnston's withdrawal from Harpers Ferry, though
disheartening, clearly did not diminish the president's view of Johnston's capability as a
commander. Considering the topographical and geographical weaknesses of Harpers
Ferry, Johnston made a prudent decision. Nevertheless, in Johnston's first action as a
commander of Confederate forces he had retreated and, consequently, set a precedent for
which his future actions could be judged.
One month later, on July 18, Johnston embarked on a course that should have
disabused people of the notion that he suffered from timidity and favored retreat as a first
option. That morning, one hour after midnight, he received a telegram from General
Cooper that informed him that a Federal army threatened Beauregard at Manassas. The
directive suggested that "to strike the enemy a decisive blow, a junction of all your
effective force will be needed."78 It continued, "In all the arrangements, exercise your
discretion."79 The order gave Johnston a dilemma as his army, then at Winchester,
confronted a Union force under General Robert Patterson that numbered roughly 18,000
men. Should Patterson learn of Johnston's withdrawal, he might attempt an attack while
the Confederates were on the move.80 The administration's order seemed to give
Johnston discretion, and he might well have been tempted to leave a portion of his
command as a rear guard against Patterson, should the latter attempt any advance.
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Instead, Johnston moved with his entire command that morning and left no rear guard to
defend against Patterson. While Cooper had instructed him to send his sick and wounded
to Culpepper, Johnston thought doing so would retard the movement of the rest of the
army to Manassas. Rather, he decided to leave them at Winchester in the belief that
Patterson would also move to Manassas when he discovered Johnston's departure from
his front.81 Johnston acted boldly and decisively and managed to get his men to the rail
station at Piedmont the following morning and from there his force boarded trains bound
for Manassas Junction. 82 Though Johnston's prompt response to Cooper's telegram
played a significant role in the Confederacy's victory at Manassas, Johnston received few
accolades. Instead, the press lauded Beauregard and dubbed him the champion of the
battle. 83 Moreover, Davis claimed that his own presence helped rally the troops and led
to Confederate triumph. 84 As a result, Johnston's reputation remained in limbo.
The following year, after the dispute concerning rank, Johnston's perceived
propensity to withdraw in the face of the enemy gave Davis reason for alarm. Johnston's
growing reputation for retreat, first demonstrated at Harpers Ferry, emerged again during
the Peninsula Campaign in the spring of 1862. General George McClellan commenced
the campaign, landing his Federal army of approximately 120,000 men on the Virginia
peninsula east of Richmond. Davis subsequently directed Johnston to make defensive
preparations and informed him that his sphere of command now included the Virginia
peninsula.85
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Johnston went to Yorktown to inspect the Confederate defenses. He came away
decidedly unimpressed with the situation. Johnston believed that the low ground around
the town was too soggy and worried that his troops would suffer from disease if forced to
remain in that position for long. If so, their efficiency and morale would languish. He
also believed that the terrain made it difficult for either side to attack the other and that
the enemy's rifled artillery might prove decisive in a prolonged stalemate.86 Johnston
soon expressed reservations about his prospects for success. In a meeting with the
president, Robert E. Lee, and new secretary of war George Randolph on April 14, he
conveyed his apprehensions including a lack of proper fortifications in the Yorktown
vicinity. Additionally, Johnston suggested that the sparse number of men to fill the fairly
lengthy existing lines presented a problem. Johnston also voiced anxiety over the Federal
advantage in number and quality of cannons. Finally, Johnston feared that if he
concentrated his forces near Yorktown the enemy might use their naval superiority and
run a flotilla past the Confederate water batteries and land a strong infantry force in the
Confederate rear.87
Davis on the other hand, considered abandonment of Yorktown and consequently
the naval yards at Norfolk detrimental to the Confederate war effort. Randolph, who had
served in the navy, also objected to a withdrawal from Norfolk. Lee too advocated a
defense of the peninsula and insisted that its terrain narrowed the front and consequently
blunted the Union's numerical superiority. At the conclusion of the conference Davis
announced his decision that Yorktown must be defended, and he directed Johnston to
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take command of the forces there.88 Despite having inspected the Yorktown defenses
himself and presenting a well-reasoned argument against retention of the position,
Johnston had been overruled.
The president's decision deserves scrutiny because in the end it set Joseph E.
Johnston up for a perceived failure. His decision to abandon Harpers Ferry, though
sound tactically and strategically, set a precedent. During the Manassas Campaign,
Johnston had acted aggressively when he moved his forces from Winchester to Manassas,
but Beauregard, Jackson, and Davis had claimed the lion's share of praise for the
Confederate victory. Now Davis ordered Johnston to a position that could not possibly
be used to stage an offensive against his foe. If the geography of the peninsula provided
a narrow front and thus favored a defensive posture, as Lee had suggested, the same was
true for the Union position. Any Confederate advance would be against a much larger
Federal army defending a narrow front, with Union gunboats within supporting distance.
Further, McClellan's army enjoyed the advantage of rifled cannon, which meant that any
prolonged stalemate inevitably benefited the Union with its advanced weaponry. Federal
naval superiority meant that McClellan, as Johnston insisted, could transport his forces by
river around Johnston's army if and when he became frustrated with a stalemate. Indeed,
in his "Report on the Conduct of the War," Secretary Randolph admitted that Johnston
had been accurate in his prognostication. Randolph went to Yorktown and found the
Federals running transports up and down the James and York rivers "mounted with the
largest-sized guns, such as we could not compete with and made the position of
Yorktown untenable."89 Consequently, Johnston inevitably was forced to withdraw
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toward Richmond in hopes of successfully defending the Confederate capital. The
perception that Johnston was a general too willing to retreat in the face of an enemy was
all but guaranteed to gain credence as a result of the president's order that he defend
Yorktown.
Johnston's combined forces in Yorktown numbered some 55,000 effective troops,
the largest army the Confederacy had fielded to that date. Nevertheless, the Confederates
faced an army twice as large, and Johnston spent much of his time asking the
administration to order the concentration of all Confederate forces, including any
available reinforcements from the Carolinas. 90 The presence of Irvin McDowell's Federal
army, just north of Fredericksburg with approximately 40,000 men meant that the
administration was unwilling to send additional troops to Johnston. To do so would
theoretically require the transfer of soldiers from north of Richmond employed in the
defense against McDowell. 91 On April 30 Johnston again proposed the concentration of
all Confederate forces in the East. This time, however, he advocated that the combined
forces take the strategic offensive and advance across the Potomac, presumably to march
on Washington, D.C.92 The same day, before Davis had ample time to respond to
Johnston's new proposal, McClellan opened fire with his siege guns, and on May 1
Johnston decided to evacuate Yorktown.93 Davis was taken by surprise and lamented that
a retrograde movement from Yorktown would result in enormous loss of matériel,
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particularly unfinished gunboats.94 Despite the president's wishes to the contrary,
Johnston felt compelled to retreat toward Richmond.
On May 8, as he withdrew up the peninsula, Johnston complained about his
inability to exercise departmental command, which should have allowed him to transfer
troops north of the capital to his own army on the peninsula. He argued that because he
seemed to be able to direct only those troops on the peninsula he should be "relieved of a
merely nominal geographical command." 95 Johnston's complaint suggests that the
Confederate command structure was not only decentralized, but also disorganized at that
juncture. Technically, the president had expanded Johnson's department to include the
Departments of the Peninsula and Norfolk in addition to his own Department of Northern
Virginia. 96 That there were so many departments in Virginia made it difficult for any
commander to concentrate sufficient forces to confront a significant Federal invasion.
Moreover, while the administration had technically extended Johnston's department it had
also interfered with the general's ability to direct operations. As a result, at least two
people, Robert E. Lee acting on behalf of the administration and Johnston, were
responsible for strategic decisions in Johnston's department.
Johnson's communication, requesting that he be relieved from his departmental
command, illustrates his growing anxiety over the administration's unwillingness to
concentrate all available Confederate forces in the East under his direction. The telegram
also demonstrates a characteristic that Johnston exhibited on several occasions
throughout the war; he often sought ways to minimize his own blame in the case of
Confederate defeat. As departmental commander, critics would target Johnston if Union
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forces captured the Confederate capital. If Johnston exercised complete authority within
the theater, such critics would be correct in their assessment. Johnston, however,
believed that the administration had interfered with his ability to act as departmental
commander and, consequently, did not want to be held accountable for any Confederate
defeat.
Lee's response the following day likely produced more apprehension. Lee
informed Johnston that two brigades from North Carolina were in transit, but that they
were destined to reinforce the Confederate defensive lines near Gordonsville, northwest
of Richmond. 97 Rather than concentrating forces under Johnston's command, the
administration seemed intent on defending against Union threats wherever they
materialized. Without reinforcements, Johnston continued to retreat in the face of
McClellan's army.
Davis expressed only mild reservations about the speed with which Johnston
withdrew from Yorktown and Norfolk. In fact, the inclusion of Randolph's testimony in
his post-war memoir that Union transports mounted with cannon made Confederate
occupation of Yorktown untenable suggests that Davis accepted the wisdom of Johnston's
decision. Johnston's continued withdrawals nearly to the gates of Richmond went
without any significant reprimand from the president. Instead, on May 11 Davis
congratulated Johnston, stating, "I have been much relieved by the successes you have
gained."98
The same communication, however, included a request that prompted a response
from Johnston demonstrating that his simmering animosity toward the president was
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never far beneath the surface. Davis called Johnston's attention to a proposal made in the
fall of 1861 to reorganize brigades and divisions by state. Davis claimed that "I have
been much harassed and the public interest has certainly suffered by the delay to place
the regiments of some of the states in brigades together."99 Davis had long hoped for a
reorganization, but Johnston had at first objected and then had only slowly implemented
the program.100 That Davis made the request with McClellan's army marching up the
peninsula toward Richmond suggests that he was satisfied with Johnston's handling of the
Confederate forces, as he made no comment to imply otherwise. 101 Johnston, however,
considered the request absurd and on the following day wrote to his wife: "I got yesterday
one of the president's letters such as are written to gentlemen only by persons who can
not be held to personal accountability. I can not understand the heart or principles of a
man who can find leisure in times like these to write four pages of scolding to one whom
he ought, for the public interest, to try to be on good terms with." 102
On May 14 the president and Robert E. Lee visited Johnston at his headquarters.
The conference lasted so long that the pair remained with Johnston overnight. During the
meeting, Davis asked Johnston for details about his plans. Johnston's response
demonstrates his irritation that the administration had not determined to concentrate all
available forces in the East under his direction. Johnston said that because his strength
was insufficient to launch an attack, he would wait for McClellan to take the offensive
and hope that the Federals would make a mistake and thereby give him an opportunity to
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counterattack.103 Johnston's answer apparently appeased the president, as he returned to
Richmond the following morning.
As Johnston retreated toward Richmond, anxiety among the population and
politicians increased dramatically. One observer, John Jones, bemoaned "is there no
turning point in this long lane of downward progress? Truly it may be said that at this
moment, our affairs are in critical condition." 104 Five days later, on May 19, Jones
lamented that preparations were being made for the evacuation of Richmond. 105 As he
retreated, Johnston failed to provide information to the government as to his intentions in
the face of a presidential inquiry regarding the affairs of the campaign. Davis decided to
visit his commander's headquarters again and seek his counsel on May 20, 1862. He was
surprised to find Johnston's army on the south side of the Chickahominy River on the
very outskirts of Richmond. When Davis asked why the army was so close to the capital,
Johnston responded that he thought the water of the Chickahominy posed a danger to the
health of his men and had ordered the crossing on the supposition that a better source of
water might be found on the south side of the river. He also asserted that the advantage
of having the river to his front made the move advisable. 106 Johnston's last observation
conforms with standard military doctrine that a river in an army's rear is an invitation to
disaster when engaging in the tactical defensive, as it serves as a barrier to retreat if that
army is defeated in battle. Nevertheless, the close proximity of Johnston's army to the
Confederate capital generated significant anxiety.
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Davis continued to fear for the safety of Richmond and on May 22 rode out yet
again in search of the army presumed to be near Mechanicsville. 107 What he discovered
distressed him greatly, as he found what he described as an army lacking both in
organization and planning.108 Davis could not locate his commanding general, only
adding to his dismay. Thereafter, Davis repeatedly requested information about
Johnston's plans, while his commander offered ambiguous answers. 109 Johnston later
claimed that he "did not consult with the president as commander of the army because it
seemed to me that to do so would be to transfer my responsibilities to his shoulders. I
could not consult him without adopting the course he might advise, so that to ask his
advice would have been, in my opinion, to ask him to command for me." 110 In reality, it
is likely that Johnston simply did not want to be overruled as he had been when he
advocated the evacuation of Yorktown. Even with Johnston's unwillingness to reveal his
strategy, Davis did not wish to remove him from command during "such an important
campaign."111
Perhaps Johnston's equivocation on strategy influenced Davis's unwillingness to
order reinforcements to the peninsula throughout the month of May. Finally on the 23rd,
with the enemy closing in on Richmond, the administration informed Johnston that
General Benjamin Huger's brigade had been ordered to reinforce him. 112 Also on the
23rd, Johnston discovered that a corps of McClellan's men under Major General Erasmus
Keyes had marched south of the Chickahominy River, while the rest of his army
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remained to the north.113 On May 27, Johnston learned that McDowell's army was
moving south from Fredericksburg. In order to prevent the junction of McDowell and
McClellan, Johnston decided to attack as soon as possible. 114
By May 30 torrential rain storms made the nearby fords nearly impassable, thus
stranding the Union corps under Keyes on the south side of the river without much hope
of support from the rest of McClellan's army. 115 Johnston devised a plan that envisioned
three separate columns totaling approximately 30,000 men striking the Union force of
about 15,000. Unfortunately for Johnston, James Longstreet, who was charged with
delivering the decisive blow, marched his troops in the wrong direction. To make matters
worse, General Daniel Harvey Hill became impatient as Longstreet ambled about
aimlessly on the wrong road and launched a premature attack. In the end, deficient
leadership at the divisional level, inferior roads, bad staff work, vague orders, and poor
weather marred the assault as no more than 14,000 Confederates attacked the Union
position on May 31. 116 In the midst of the assault, Johnston sustained a wound that
incapacitated him and led to the elevation of Robert E. Lee to command the
Confederacy's principal eastern army. In characterizing Johnston's conduct during the
Peninsula Campaign, one historian referred to him as "weak-kneed," an unfair charge
considering the circumstances. 117 Johnson had little choice but to retreat toward
Richmond in the face of the Federals' superior cannons and naval power that allowed
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them to dominate the James and York rivers. When McClellan finally gave him an
opportunity to launch an attack Johnston did so at Seven Pines.
Interestingly, when Lee took command, the army at his disposal was significantly
augmented with reinforcements from North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and
Stonewall Jackson's command in the Shenandoah Valley. In all, Lee's army increased to
a total of about 92,000 men, nearly 40,000 more than Johnston led at Seven Pines. 118
Afterwards, Johnston implied that had he been granted the opportunity to lead such a
formidable force as the one Lee marshaled during the Seven Days battles from June 25 to
July 1, he would have stood a similar chance of the success that Lee achieved when he
drove McClellan back down the Virginia peninsula. 119 Historians may justifiably wonder
whether Johnston would have demonstrated the audacity Lee manifested during the
Seven Days, but it is fair to suggest that his opportunity to defeat McClellan under such
circumstances would have been significantly increased.
Perhaps a more important question concerns Davis's motivation for delivering
reinforcements to Lee after he failed to extend the same courtesy to Johnston. Davis's
unwillingness to accede to Johnston's repeated requests for reinforcements indicates that
the president already held reservations about Johnston's willingness to take the offensive.
Davis wasted little time in granting Lee more authority than his predecessor. On June 2,
only two days after Johnston was wounded at Seven Pines, Davis gave Lee authority over
the armies in eastern Virginia (Johnston's former army) and in North Carolina. 120 The
addition of troops from North Carolina gave Lee a larger pool from which to draw troops
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than Johnston had while in command on the peninsula. Yet Lee had not yet suggested any
offensive action at that time. Lee's initial proposal, on June 5, called for sending
reinforcements to Jackson in the valley so as to permit him to advance into Pennsylvania
while Lee remained on the defensive in front of McClellan. The same communication
insisted that Lee required 100,000 men to "resist the siege of Richmond, which perhaps
would only prolong" the siege but not save the city.121 If Lee's calculations were correct,
Johnston had done a remarkable job on the Peninsula with about half as many men as Lee
thought necessary for the capital's defense.
While he never regained command of what became known as the Army of
Northern Virginia, the Peninsula Campaign did not close the door on Joseph E.
Johnston's career in the Confederate Army. In fact, despite the strained relationship
between Johnston and his president, Davis continued to exhibit faith in Johnston's
capability as an officer. Davis wrote to his wife in July 1862, "Genl. J.e. Johnston is
steadily and rapidly improving. I wish he was able to take the field. Despite the critics
who know military affairs by instinct, he is a good soldier, knows his troops, never brags
even of what he did do and at this time would render most valuable service."122 Clearly,
in the summer of 1862, the relationship between Johnston and the president, while tense,
remained viable.
In November 1862, after Johnston recovered from his wound, Davis appointed
him to command the armies of Braxton Bragg in Chattanooga and John C. Pemberton in
Vicksburg. In essence, Johnston held departmental command of the western theater. The
arrangement suggests that Davis was considering moving toward a more centralized
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command system. Johnston, however, wasted little time in ruffling Davis's feathers in his
new assignment. Upon his arrival at Chattanooga, Johnston immediately proposed a plan
of action. His proposal echoed a plan Secretary of War George Randolph had offered
prior to Johnston's arrival, advocating a unification of forces in the region for offensive
maneuvers, which Davis had rejected. Davis was not opposed to such an offensive, but
his displeasure with Randolph for issuing orders to Theophilius Holmes, commander of
the Trans-Mississippi department, without running them by him first, precluded Davis
from accepting the plan.123 In fact, the incident created such a disturbance within the
administration that Randolph resigned his post on November 15. 124 Johnston was fully
aware that Davis had rejected the plan, having been informed by Randolph in a meeting
on November 12.125 Yet on November 24, the same day he officially received orders to
take command of the departments then under Braxton Bragg and John C. Pemberton, he
informed the administration of his intention to carry out the plan Davis had already
rejected.
Johnston and Randolph believed that the army under Holmes in the Department of
the Trans-Mississippi — not directly under Johnston's command — should be ordered to
unite with General Pemberton's army in Vicksburg and attack the Federal army under
Ulysses S. Grant.126 Davis's rejection of the Johnston-Randolph plan was strange
considering his own communications with Holmes. Only one month earlier, on October
20, Davis had advocated cooperation between Holmes, Bragg, and Pemberton.127 Yet
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Davis's rigid adherence to the departmental system meant that he was not willing to move
beyond mere suggestions to departmental commanders unless he felt it absolutely
necessary. He therefore rejected the Johnston-Randolph proposal in November.
Davis's trip to Vicksburg in December reminded him of the need for
reinforcements to the theater should Grant commence an offensive. While touring the
defensive works around the crucial Mississippi River bastion, the president observed
firsthand the extensive nature of the lines. Johnston and Major General Martin L. Smith,
who were inspecting the fortifications along with Davis, insisted that a minimum of
20,000 more men were necessary to hold the lines of Vicksburg and Port Hudson to the
south if Pemberton were to face Grant with an army in the field. Johnston once again
urged the president to order troops from Holmes's theater to Mississippi so that the
combined force could take the offensive against Grant. Davis agreed to write Holmes,
but in doing so merely requested that Holmes send 20,000 men, rather than ordering the
transfer.128 Holmes considered the requirements of his own department more important
and declined the president's invitation to detach such a large portion of the troops under
his command.129 As a result, the army under Pemberton remained woefully undermanned
and incapable of taking the offensive.
Once again Johnston had promoted aggressive action and yet again he had been
thwarted. He began to question his role as departmental commander and the level of
authority the office held. In a letter to his friend Louis Wigfall he suggested that the
commanders in his department (Pemberton and Bragg) were only nominally under his
authority. Further, Johnston considered the administration's notion that he could
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personally take command of either of the two armies in his department "a very
mischievous one in practice."130 The armies, he concluded, would thus have two
commanding generals rather than one and could never effectively carry out a plan of
operations, as the two generals might have very different ideas as to the proper course of
action. Such an arrangement would also be personally demeaning to Pemberton or
Bragg, who would have to accept a secondary role every time Johnston visited their
army. 131 Additionally, Johnston noted that the administration expected him to take
immediate command in the case of an emergency to either of the armies in his theater.
He considered this a "ruinous" policy as it would be nearly impossible for him to
"continue the system or plans of the other so well as that other [general]." 132
Finally, he argued that the two commands under his authority were so far apart
that it was impractical to think that one could support the other in the event of a Federal
advance. He complained that Lee's army in Virginia was closer to Bragg than
Pemberton's forces were. Johnston suggested that reinforcements from Lee could reach
Bragg in four days while it would take reinforcements from Pemberton at least six days
to travel to Bragg's assistance. Any emergency that might necessitate a transfer of troops
from Pemberton to Bragg or vice versa, "would certainly have passed long before their
arrival."133 By March 4, Johnston learned that the Union army facing Bragg, under
General William Rosencrans, had received reinforcements from Virginia. Johnston
hoped that Lee might send troops to Bragg to counter the movement.134 Johnston
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understood that if Rosecrans could be reinforced from Virginia in four days (as he was), a
six-day transfer of soldiers from Pemberton's army to Chattanooga to counter the Federal
concentration upon Bragg meant that Confederate hopes for success in the western
theater were tenuous.
To make matters worse, Davis adopted the strange policy of permitting Bragg and
Pemberton to communicate directly with the War Department. The customary practice
required that all such correspondence go through Johnston's headquarters. As a result,
Johnston often remained unaware of the needs of the armies he purportedly
commanded. 135 The arrangement did not comport with the administration's claim that
Johnston held the highest military position in the Confederacy; if that were the case, both
Bragg and Pemberton should have been ordered to follow custom and communicate
through Johnston. Consequently, Johnston's uncertainty about the nature of his new
position and the authority he wielded was well-founded. Even so, his multitude of
complaints demonstrates that Johnston again desired to minimize his culpability in the
case of Confederate defeat.
Jefferson Davis compounded Johnston's disquiet regarding his amorphous
command when he ordered reinforcements from Bragg's army sent to Vicksburg without
consulting his purported departmental commander. After traveling to Chattanooga to
assess the situation for himself in December 1862, Davis determined that the Union army
facing Bragg showed no signs of aggression. He therefore decided that a force of 8,000
should be sent to Pemberton.136 When Johnston learned of the president's decision, he
objected under the belief that the Federal forces facing either Bragg or Pemberton would
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attack while the reinforcements were in transit. Johnston also lamented that Davis's
decision meant that he could not hope to unite Holmes's and Pemberton's troops as his
initial proposal envisioned. 137
As was the case on the Virginia peninsula, the president's departmental system
produced confusing results. Yet again, two individuals were responsible for directing
operations within the department — Davis and Johnston. In this case, the president had
not even informed Johnston of his decision to send 8,000 men from Bragg to Pemberton.
Davis had further complicated the matter by permitting Bragg and Pemberton to
communicate directly with the administration, leaving Johnston in the dark. Further,
Davis's willingness to issue orders compelling the transfer of troops from Bragg
illustrates that he was not afraid to utilize his presidential prerogative as commander-inchief of the Confederacy's armed forces. Seen in this light, Davis's failure to do the same
with respect to Holmes is puzzling. In any event, the contest over the proper locale from
which to acquire reinforcements for Vicksburg increased the tensions between Davis and
Johnston.
This most recent confrontation between the president and his commander
developed not because either man failed to adequately appreciate the situation, but
because of a failure in departmental design. Had Johnson's assignment included
Holmes's department, the outcome of the campaign might have been dramatically
different. Indeed, Johnston persistently advocated a transfer of forces from the TransMississippi to Pemberton's army so that the combined army could advance upon Grant.
Davis's failure to include Holmes's department within Johnston's sphere of command
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hamstrung his general. War Bureau chief Robert Garlick Hill Kean believed that Davis's
"fatal notion of making each military department a separate nation for military purposes
without subordination, cooperation, or concert," cost the Confederacy the state of
Mississippi. 138
In March 1863, in the aftermath of the Union victory at the Battle of
Murfreesboro between the forces of William Rosecrans and Braxton Bragg, the
administration ordered Johnston to take charge of Bragg's army in Tennessee. Bragg had
been summoned to Richmond and there was a movement afoot to have him replaced as
commander of the Army of Tennessee. 139 Johnston's required presence with the Army of
Tennessee meant that his ability to direct affairs in Vicksburg suffered greatly.
Meanwhile, Davis continued to send orders to Pemberton via new secretary of war James
Seddon or Adjutant General Cooper without informing Johnston.140 Johnston considered
the practice unacceptable and informed the War Department of his displeasure. 141
Johnston's illness in April likely influenced Davis's practice of micromanaging affairs at
Vicksburg. Johnston informed him that he was too weak to assume field command in
Tennessee or to direct Pemberton's operations in Mississippi. 142 Even so, if Johnston
truly held the highest position in the Confederate military as Davis claimed, his refusal to
consult with his chief general lacked professionalism and common sense.
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In mid-April, Grant commenced his campaign against Vicksburg in earnest, but
Johnston remained in his sickbed. By May 9 the situation for the Confederates in
Vicksburg had become dire and Davis ordered Johnston to proceed immediately to
Vicksburg and take command of the forces there, "giving to those in the field, as far as
practicable, the encouragement and benefit of your personal direction."143 The directive
reveals that despite the often fractious relationship between the president and Johnston,
Davis still considered Johnston an extremely capable officer. By the time Johnston
arrived at Jackson on May 13 he faced a serious dilemma. Brigadier General John Gregg
informed him that William Tecumseh Sherman and a force of four Federal divisions
stood between his small army of approximately 6,000 men in Jackson and Pemberton's
command, then at Edwards Station.144 From the time of his appointment to the
department, Johnston had sought to forge a combination of forces against Grant and he
tried his best to accomplish that goal with the forces available to him in the region.
With the Federal force between Edwards Station and Jackson numbering
approximately 20,000 men, Johnston could not hope to launch an assault with his own
meager command.145 Instead, he determined to unite the Confederate forces in the region
which, if accomplished, would have given him numerical superiority over Grant's
combined army of approximately 33,000 at that time. 146 Pemberton commanded 23,000
men then at Edwards Station with 8,000 additional troops in the garrison at Vicksburg.
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Meanwhile, Johnston expected reinforcements during the night of May 13, giving his
own command approximately 15,000 troops.147 A combination of Confederate forces
would have given Johnston a significant numerical advantage over Grant.
As he had done at Manassas, Johnston acted boldly and ordered Pemberton to
advance upon Sherman's rear with as many men as he could muster, then Johnston would
make an effort to cooperate with his own force in Jackson. 148 Upon receipt of the order
on the morning of May 14, Pemberton informed Johnston that he would proceed
immediately with his available force of 16,000 men. Another 1,500 soldiers, then fifteen
to twenty miles behind his main column, would follow. He intended to leave a brigade at
Big Black River Bridge and the garrison in Vicksburg in place to guard against any
Union advance. 149 Pemberton, however, failed to follow through with his promise.
Rather than obeying his superior's order, Pemberton convened a council of war consisting
of his general officers to assess the situation. After producing Johnston's order,
Pemberton expressed opposition on the grounds that Johnston's proposal threatened the
immediate security of Vicksburg. A majority of those present favored compliance with
Johnston's directive, while a minority thought the army ought to seize the enemy's lines
of communication along the road from Jackson to Port Gibson and compel Grant to
attack them there. Pemberton determined to adopt the minority plan, in direct violation
of his departmental commander's orders.150
That day, May 14, the Federals attacked Johnston at Jackson, who held them with
his small force until Grant took advantage of his overwhelming numbers and ordered
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Sherman to march on the Confederate flank. With a threat to his flank and rear, Johnston
abandoned Jackson and moved north toward Tougaloo.151 Despite the loss of Jackson,
Johnston still hoped to unite Confederate forces in the region. On May 17 Johnston
ordered Pemberton to evacuate Vicksburg and join his own army, thereby saving
Pemberton's force from suffering a siege and ultimate capture.152 Johnston understood
that the order would meet with hostility in Richmond, but he later recalled, "I was
satisfied that the Confederacy could do without General Johnston, while I did not believe
it could do without the veteran army under General Pemberton." 153 Pemberton again
ignored his superior's orders and decided to hold Vicksburg. At the time, Pemberton's
actions provoked censure from the president. Davis endorsed a letter from Johnston that
blamed Pemberton for failing to follow orders, thereby losing an opportunity to strike a
crippling blow to the Federal forces.154 Ultimately, Pemberton's actions resulted in a
series of battles in which Grant drove his army into the defenses around Vicksburg. Yet
again Johnston's inclination to unite all available forces and take offensive action, as he
had advocated on the Virginia peninsula and again when appointed to departmental
command in the west, suffered from forces beyond his control.
By the close of May, Grant's army near Vicksburg numbered about 50,000 and
expected reinforcements.155 Indeed, reinforcements arrived so quickly that during the
first week of June Grant's army stood at 77,000.156 To confront Grant, the Confederates
now had 31,000 men under Pemberton in Vicksburg and around 23,000 under Johnston
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near Jackson, Mississippi. 157 In addition to numerical inferiority, the Confederates
suffered from disrupted communications between the two commands (Johnston and
Pemberton), as Grant's army had by that time encircled Vicksburg.
Johnston, concerned about the prospects for a successful conclusion to the
campaign, sent a series of dispatches to the president requesting reinforcements. Davis
responded by asserting that Johnston surely had greater numbers than he admitted and
that the time to act was at hand, as the enemy would probability of gain future
reinforcements.158 Johnston persisted in requesting additional men, to which Davis
responded that as theater commander he could order that troops be sent from Bragg's
army in Tennessee. Johnston replied that such an action would result in the loss of
Middle Tennessee, as Bragg could not hope to hold off the Federal army in his front
under those circumstances. Johnston insisted that the administration, not he, must
determine whether to lose Mississippi or Tennessee, and that he did not have the
authority to make such a decision. 159
Johnston's premise seems odd, as it was based on a false assumption. He
erroneously claimed that the administration's act ordering him from Tennessee to
Mississippi on May 9 constituted a permanent change in his status, and that he no longer
commanded the department the administration had designed specifically for him in
November that included both Pemberton's and Bragg's armies. Rather, he now
commanded only the "department of Mississippi." 160 Neither Davis nor anyone else in
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the administration had ever suggested that in ordering Johnston to Mississippi he no
longer held any responsibility for the Army of Tennessee. If the administration had never
issued a specific order that changed Johnston's status, his interpretation makes little
sense. In fact, on June 15 Davis explicitly informed Johnston that his interpretation
lacked substance and that he remained in the capacity assigned him in November. 161
Johnston's refusal to order reinforcements from Bragg's army to Mississippi also
contrasted with his philosophy that land could always be regained, and that the security
of an army was more important than geographical concerns.
In reality, Johnston simply did not want to be held responsible for the political
fallout should either Tennessee or Vicksburg be lost as a result of his orders. By the
middle of June, Johnston probably believed that Vicksburg was doomed to fall. He was
not alone in that assessment. Ulysses S. Grant noted that he had "a large surplus of troops
over what was required to make the investment complete," and that Sherman's line of
defense against any enemy approaching from the east (Johnston) was virtually
impregnable.162 If Vicksburg fell, Johnston could place the blame squarely on Pemberton
who had refused to follow his orders on either May 13 or May 17. Had he ordered troops
from Tennessee and Rosecrans had then defeated Bragg, no one but Johnston would have
been held accountable. Johnston undoubtedly considered himself in a position not of his
own making and hoped to limit any damage to his reputation.
In hopes of salvaging the situation, Johnston continued to agitate for
reinforcements in Mississippi. His repeated requests caused Davis some discomfort and
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prompted him to communicate that he was making every effort possible. 163 In truth,
Davis had not exhausted his options. The president's refusal to admit a mistake that led
to the resignation of Secretary of War Randolph continued to plague the Confederate
defense of Vicksburg. Richard Taylor, operating in Louisiana as part of the Department
of the Trans-Mississippi, now under the command of Edmund Kirby Smith, reported on
June 11 the availability of a large force along the west bank of the Mississippi for the
purpose of defeating Grant. Taylor also suggested that there were then sufficient forces
in the lower portion of the state to carry out an expedition against the enemy besieging
Port Hudson.164 It is difficult to understand Davis's decision to ignore the availability of
troops from the Trans-Mississippi. Robert Garlick Hill Kean believed that the argument
with Randolph in November caused the president's refusal to consider transferring troops
from west of the Mississippi. For Davis to order Smith or Taylor to advance against
Grant in June would be tantamount to an admission that he had been wrong in the first
place. 165
On June 15 Secretary of War James Seddon insisted that Johnston "hazard an
attack, " as the honor of the Confederacy demanded the retention of Vicksburg. 166 Davis
also demanded immediate action against the Union forces surrounding the Mississippi
bastion. 167 In spite of the administration's prodding, Johnston refused to attack an
entrenched foe that outnumbered him more than two to one. 168 Finally, Johnston
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conceived a plan that he hoped would save the army in Vicksburg. Johnston intended to
divert Grant's attention with a feint, while Pemberton attempted to fight his way out of
the city. On July 3, Johnston informed Pemberton that he hoped to commence the
movement on July 7.169 Pemberton, however, surrendered the Vicksburg garrison to
Grant the following day. Having learned of the availability of forces in the TransMississippi, James Seddon commented that "there was more blame [for the loss of
Vicksburg] on the command on the west than on the east side of the river." 170
Nevertheless, Johnston's perceived failure to rescue Pemberton's besieged army
gave Davis a scapegoat for the subsequent loss of the city. A paper war concerning the
conduct of the campaign erupted between Davis and Johnston, the results of which
further damaged their already troubled relationship. Mary Chesnut, whose husband
served on Davis's staff, noted that, "the president detests Joe Johnston for all the trouble
he has given him and General Joe returns the compliment with compound interest. His
hatred of Jeff Davis amounts to a religion."171 In fact, Davis was so angered over the loss
of Vicksburg that when an acquaintance remarked that the city had apparently been lost
for want of provisions, Davis replied curtly, "yes from want of provisions inside in a
general outside who wouldn't fight."172 Johnston harbored equally venomous feelings
toward the president in the aftermath of the Vicksburg campaign. He chafed at the
"slander of the 'organ' (presumably the administration) and underlings at the War
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Department."173 He referred to a letter from the president on July 15 as "the coolest piece
of impudence I have ever read, " which accused him of "various official sins of
commission and omission."174
Pemberton added fuel to the fire when he submitted his report of the campaign
blaming Johnston for the loss of Vicksburg. 175 Johnston did not discover the existence of
Pemberton's official report until September, when he read an article written by Pemberton
in the Montgomery Advertiser and Register that made reference to the report. Johnston
objected that Pemberton's failure to submit the report first to Johnston as his commanding
officer deviated from standard procedure. Pemberton's claims incensed Johnston so
much that he accused the former of engaging in "untruth and the great exaggeration,"
and having "published a false statement of a military matter."176
Johnston's indignation at Pemberton's actions lacked authenticity as he had
encouraged similar behavior from his own staff. On July 18, a letter signed "Vindicus"
appeared in the Memphis Appeal, then published in Atlanta, which went to great lengths
to defend Johnston's conduct during the campaign. In defending Johnston, the author
lambasted Pemberton's refusal to follow orders and his subsequent retreat into the
defenses of Vicksburg. 177 Davis recognized that the details of the letter strongly
suggested that the author had access to Johnston's headquarters. Consequently, the
president sought to discover the culprit.178 Soon thereafter a copy of a similar letter
rumored to have been authored by a member of Johnson's staff circulated in Richmond.
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Davis asked Johnston to explain and discovered that the author was Dr. David Yandell,
Johnston's medical director, who also confessed responsibility for the original letter in the
Appeal. Yandell insisted that the correspondence had been intended to remain private,
but apparently Johnston encouraged a correspondent from the Appeal to copy the letter
and publish it. 179
By the end of the summer of 1863, the relationship between Joseph E. Johnston
and Jefferson Davis seemed irreconcilable. Johnston's animus toward the president had
originated in the dispute over rank that predated the war. Davis's rejection of Johnston's
plans on the Virginia peninsula in 1862 exacerbated the general's distrust of the
commander-in-chief. Finally, the Vicksburg Campaign and the consequent fallout over
blame for the loss of the Mississippi bastion cemented Johnston's negative opinion of
Davis. Though Davis's hostility toward Johnston emerged only after the commencement
of the war, it was no less palpable. Davis's discomfort with his general materialized first
as a result of Johnston's complaints that Robert E. Lee lacked authority to give him
(Johnston) orders. Davis's anger inspired his awkward interpretation of legislation
granting him the power to name generals. He subsequently ranked Johnston fourth on the
list of full generals despite the statutory guidelines that required otherwise. Johnston's
refusal to communicate during much of his retreat up the peninsula in 1862 deepened the
president's misgivings about his commander. Ultimately, Johnston's unwillingness to
assault Grant at Vicksburg embittered the president, who blamed Johnston for the loss of
the city. When Davis had no alternative but to appoint Johnston as commander of the
Army of Tennessee in December 1863, the relationship between the two men afforded
little encouragement for the upcoming spring campaign.
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Nor did the president's relationship with another prominent Confederate
personality inspire optimism for the future. From the inception of the Confederate States
of America, the struggle over the role and authority of the central government had
plagued the Davis administration, and never more so than in its dealings with Joseph E.
Brown, the governor of Georgia. Brown maintained a doctrinaire states rights mantra
throughout the war that routinely placed him at odds with the Davis Administration.
Within two months of Georgia's secession from the Union, the governor had leveled a
multitude of complaints against what he deemed the Davis Administration's improper
usurpation of state authority. Brown lodged grievances against the administration for a
variety of abuses including the mustering and arming of troops, appointment of officers,
and the passage of the Conscription Act. As the years passed, hostility between Governor
Brown and President Davis rivaled that between the president and his primary
commander in the western theater, Joseph E. Johnston. With Sherman's army preparing
to advance into Georgia in the spring of 1864, their mutual antagonism influenced the
state's ability to repel the Federal invasion. In particular, their dispute concerning the
state militia deprived Joseph E. Johnston of a valuable resource against Sherman's
repeated flanking movements.
As early as April 2, 1861, Brown had protested against the Davis Administration's
policy of mustering state troops into the Provisional Army of the Confederacy. The
administration had called upon Brown to send troops to Pensacola, Florida, where they
would be mustered into the provisional army. Brown objected and demanded that the
central government muster the Georgia troops within the state borders. The
administration responded the following day that it would not grant Georgia any special
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treatment that it did not extend to the other Confederate states, and consequently the
Georgia troops could only be mustered into service upon arrival at Pensacola. On April
4, Brown informed the administration that he had managed to convince the troops to
accept the administration's requirement in the face of "much difficulty." 180 The
Georgians apparently worried that some might not be accepted into the provisional army
and would have to return home over a great distance. 181 Brown refused to let the matter
rest, however, and a week later insisted that future requisitions of state troops required
that officials from the provisional army muster Georgia troops into service within state
lines. The governor asserted that he wished to accommodate the Confederate
government's troop requisitions, but that Georgia "insisted on having her rights
respected."182
Not only did Brown demand that the Confederate government muster Georgia
troops within the state, he also continued raising troops in accordance with a Georgia law
that conflicted with Confederate law. Brown knew that Section 4 of the Confederate
legislation establishing the provisional army allowed forces tendered by states to "be
received, with their officers, by companies, battalions, or regiments." 183 Nevertheless, he
persisted in organizing troops by brigades with the intention of forming two separate
Georgia divisions under the command of his own appointees, Henry Jackson and William
H. T. Walker.184 Secretary of War L. P. Walker rejected Brown's ploy and informed him
on April 29 that "the organization of brigades and divisions belong to the president." 185
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The acquisition of arms also became a point of contention in the early stages of
the conflict. With war on the horizon, Brown endeavored to secure adequate weaponry
for state troops. His efforts included the purchase of muskets overseas, a practice that
meant competition with agents in the service of the Confederate government. Davis
considered the practice hazardous to the Confederacy when Brown's efforts caused an
inflation in gun prices. 186 The president's protests made little impression on Brown and
he continued purchasing guns for state defense. In April 1862, Governor Brown charged
the administration with the "illegal seizure" of 3,400 Enfield rifles from England
belonging to Georgia.187 The administration expressed regret and promised to correct the
mistake, but noted that General Lee intended to arm Georgia regiments with the rifles. 188
On May 7, 1862, Brown accused the administration of failing to compensate him for the
Enfields and threatened that unless the Confederate government made good on its
promise he would resort to counter-seizures as the only means of redress. 189
The governor's clash with the administration did not end with the acquisition of
weapons but carried over to their retention as well. In order to accelerate the
establishment of an army, the Confederate Congress passed a law in mid-May 1861 that
permitted a tender of troops directly to the Confederacy without the requirement to first
tender to the state.190 Brown believed that the statute struck at the heart of the
Confederacy and denied the rights of states.191 In a fit of jealousy over what he deemed a
usurpation of constitutional authority, Brown determined to strike back and assert state
186
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sovereignty by any means available. The state, he reasoned, had equipped the recruits and
now he demanded that those weapons remain in Georgia. The governor issued a
proclamation in May 1861 stating that companies that tendered for service out of state
could not take their muskets with them once they left Georgia. Secretary of War Walker
offered the remaining muskets in the Confederate States arsenal in Augusta as
compensation. Brown rejected the proposal and claimed that the outdated conversion
muskets left over in the Augusta arsenal failed to compensate the state adequately.192 As
a result, many Georgia recruits arrived in Virginia without any weapons. The
administration complained that it lacked the ability to arm the men upon their arrival in
Virginia. Brown finally relented, to some extent, and agreed to send troops armed with
1842 model smoothbore muskets.193 In so doing, Brown clearly hoped that all statepurchased rifled muskets would be used only for state defense. He also demonstrated his
willingness to endanger the security of the Confederacy simply to prove a point about
state sovereignty. The policy was myopic and failed to consider that an insufficiently
armed force in Virginia might very well result in the rapid loss of the upper South and
leave Georgia on the front line of the conflict.
In the beginning of June 1861, Brown escalated the dispute when he threatened
the arrest of any company that violated his orders and entered Confederate service with
muskets taken from Georgia. The Georgia executive asserted that he was "anxious to
have the spirit of insubordination to the state checked."194 The administration conceded
and informed Brown that they would accept future tenders of troops to the provisional
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army even without weapons.195 Nevertheless, when the governor discovered that some
muskets had slipped through his grasp he demanded their return. On June 27, 1861,
Brown informed the president that a company known as the Floyd Sharpshooters in
transit to Virginia were in possession of state-purchased muskets in violation of his
orders. He demanded that the president immediately send the weapons to Atlanta. 196
Despite the fact that Brown permitted thousands of muskets to leave the state with troops
he had expressly tendered to the Confederate service, he refused to abide weapons
leaving the state without his permission. 197 The dispute between Brown and Davis
concerning the acquisition and distribution of weapons found its way to the public stage
when Georgia and Richmond papers published stories on the matter.198 Brown objected
and charged that the articles implied a lack of patriotism on his part, an allegation that the
administration denied.199
Even when Davis attempted to ameliorate the deficiencies in militia armaments
throughout the Confederacy Brown impeded his endeavor. In the summer of 1863, the
War Department recognized that militia regiments tasked with state defense lacked
uniform weapons. Indeed, most regiments possessed an assortment of weapons often
with varying calibers, which made supply difficult. In order to address the problem the
administration issued 1,500 Austrian Lorenz rifles to the state of Georgia. Rather than
distributing the weapons to his militia, Brown retained almost all of them in case of
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future emergency. He issued only 100 of the rifles to the most poorly equipped of the
militia companies.200
At the same time that Brown accused the Davis Administration of interfering with
his ability to arm his state troops, the governor found fault with the administration's
handling of gunpowder and ordnance. In May 1861, the Confederate government
requested that Georgia transfer all saltpeter and sulfur in its possession and promised
reimbursement to the state upon receipt. Brown accepted the proposition, but only with a
caveat. He demanded that the Confederate government also take all ordnance purchased
from the Tredegar Iron Works in Virginia and a steamer the state no longer needed. The
governor had purchased the ordnance and the steamer in anticipated defense of the
Georgia coastline. The central government, however, had since taken over responsibility
for coastal defense and Brown wanted compensation. He offered the steamer and the
ordnance at cost and claimed that increased demand since the time of their purchase
meant that both offered great value to the government. 201 The administration counteroffered that it would purchase the ordnance, but not the steamer, as it had no use for the
boat and was not willing to pay the $15,000 that Brown demanded.202 Ultimately, the
parties reached a compromise and the state sold the saltpeter and sulfur to the
Confederate government at a profit of $22,132.203
On June 5, 1861, Brown complained that the Confederate arsenal in Augusta was
in violation of Georgia's rights. He demanded that the ordnance officer at the arsenal
release some 39,000 pounds of gunpowder that he claimed belonged to the state. After
200
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an inventory the arsenal keeper concluded that 29,400 pounds belonged to the state, but
Brown acted before the keeper could report his findings. The governor issued orders to
the officer in charge of the state arsenal in Savannah to keep Confederate ordnance
officers from taking anything from the arsenal. 204 Confederate ordnance officer W. G.
Gill complained that Brown's action "locks up half a million caps and stops cartridge
making."205 The episode yet again demonstrated Brown's willingness to allow his
crusade for the protection of state rights to potentially threaten the safety of the
Confederacy. The dispute seems to have ended without resolution, which only served to
exacerbate the growing animosity between the chief executive of the Confederacy and his
counterpart in Georgia.
Yet another point of contention emerged during the first months of the war that
centered on the appointment of officers. The Georgia governor never wavered in his
commitment to organize troops for service in the Confederate army, but he insisted that
the state reserved the authority to appoint officers to regiments proffered into Confederate
service. On March 15, 1861 Secretary of War Walker accepted the governor's
interpretation of the Confederate statute authorizing the requisition of troops, but only
insofar as it concerned regimental officers for the 2,000 men that the Confederate
government requested of Georgia. The president, Walker declared, would appoint
general officers. 206 At the end of June, the administration called for the establishment of
a reserve army corps of 30,000 soldiers and apportioned 3,000 of that number to Georgia.
Additionally, the administration requested that the states only furnish organized
companies rather than full regiments. The new requisition meant that state governors
204
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retained authority only for the appointment of junior officers and could not appoint
regimental commanders.
Brown vehemently objected, but he agreed under protest to send the troops.207
Brown based his objection on the theory that the Confederacy could only raise troops
through either individual enlistment in the regular army or requisitions on the states. He
argued that those enlisted by way of requisition to the state were militia. Further, because
they were militia, the governor retained the authority to appoint their officers.208 Brown's
assertion that any troops organized in Georgia and then tendered into Confederate service
constituted militia played a pivotal role in the governor's interpretation of the Confederate
Conscription Act.
The passage of the Conscription Act in April 1862 led to a much deeper rift
between Davis and Brown than any previous argument. Brown asserted that the act was
unconstitutional and propagated for the purpose of giving Davis power over state troops
and authority to appoint officers. Brown claimed the legislation established the president
as a military despot. In particular, Brown realized that the act meant that the states were
no longer responsible for organizing regiments. Instead that task now belonged to
Confederate military officers. Further, the Confederacy now had the power to take
whatever manpower from the states that they deemed necessary — thereby leaving the
state with few options in organizing its own defense.209 Davis went to great lengths to
assuage Governor Brown's concerns with respect to conscription. In addition to
corresponding with the Georgian, Davis sent envoys in hopes of convincing Brown that
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the need for soldiers outweighed the need for state sovereignty. 210 Yet the act was more
than just an attempt to shift authority to the central government; it was also an attack on
the governor's pride. No longer was he responsible for the recruitment of Georgia troops,
a task he relished. Brown incessantly bragged about the number of regiments he had
raised, a duty the act transferred to Confederate recruiting officers. 211 Consequently,
Brown considered passage of the Conscription Act a personal attack.
The governor opened his assault on the legislation on April 22, 1862, and
continued his attacks through July. Brown contended that the Confederate Constitution
reserved the recruitment and training of the militia to the individual states and that the
power to appoint officers rested with the governor of each state.212 Further, the governor
claimed that the power of Congress to raise armies did not encompass "armies composed
of the whole militia of all the states."213 Brown insisted that the latter was precisely the
manner in which Confederate armies had been recruited. Davis defended the law and
noted that large majorities in both houses supported the legislation. The president
provided a detailed response to each of Brown's claims and concluded that the governor
erred in his interpretation of the law. 214
Brown, however, refused to relent without a fight. The governor claimed he
would not throw obstacles in the way of enforcement, but neither would he assist the
central government in its endeavor.215 Even so, he argued that state officers could not be
held subject to the act. He therefore instructed militia officers to exempt themselves from
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conscription and threatened the arrest of any Confederate enlistment officer who
disobeyed his edict.216 Secretary of War Randolph capitulated and exempted militia
officers in all states of the Confederacy. The decision prompted a newspaper
correspondent from the Savannah Republican to suggest that Randolph had yielded to a
madman and that the governor's recklessness threatened civil war in Georgia. 217
In September the Confederate Congress amended the conscription law and
authorized the president to suspend the act anywhere he deemed execution impractical. 218
The provision emboldened Brown, who demanded that Davis obtain Georgia troops only
through requisition. Moreover, he informed the president that he refused to allow
execution of the second conscription act until such time as the Georgia legislature judged
it appropriate.219 Jefferson Davis took matters into his own hands and presented the case
to the Georgia courts, and the state supreme court ruled in the president's favor. Brown
thereafter attempted to convince the state legislature that outside influences had rendered
the court's decision unenforceable, but a majority sided with the court. Having lost his
argument, Brown remained petulant and exempted all state officers from conscription. 220
This included individuals elected or appointed to inconsequential offices such as
constable and public notary. 221 Though previous disagreements had caused friction
between the Confederate president and the Georgia governor, the dispute over
conscription virtually destroyed any hope for future cooperation. Moreover, Brown's
committed defense of state draft exemptions crippled the formation of the militia once
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Sherman advanced in the spring of 1864. The lack of Georgia militia severely hampered
Johnston's defense against Sherman's flanking marches and played a significant role in
the Union capture of Atlanta.
Thus, as the year 1864 dawned, Jefferson Davis's poor rapport with both his chief
general in the West and the governor of the state in which the campaign was likely to
take place threatened to derail the Confederacy's hope for success. Davis's history with
Johnston in particular revealed significant flaws in the president's leadership. Not only
had Davis failed to establish a centralized command structure, he had interfered with
Johnston's ability to conduct affairs in his own theater of operations. On the peninsula,
Davis had deprived Johnston of access to troops in his theater. During Johnston's service
as departmental commander in the West, Davis had again interfered. The result was a
confusing system of command in which no one person seemed to possess final authority.
Moreover, three years of war had produced a high level of animus between the president
and his commander, particularly after the fall of Vicksburg. Yet Confederate prospects
for 1864 depended largely on whether or not Davis and Johnston could work together and
defeat William Tecumseh Sherman.
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CHAPTER III
REORGANIZATION OF THE OFFICER CORPS: A SPY IS BORN
Soon after designating Johnston as the new commander of the Army of
Tennessee, Davis exhibited two salient characteristics that distinguished him from
Abraham Lincoln. First, in February he appointed Bragg as his military advisor for no
other discernible reason than their close relationship. While Lincoln had learned to
promote officers based upon meritorious conduct and had even relieved generals with
whom he had developed a close relationship, Davis permitted his loyalty to Bragg to
influence his judgment. Bragg's poor performance while commanding the Army of
Tennessee certainly did not entitle him to promotion to his new position. Furthermore,
Bragg's temperament had generated hostility between himself and many of the officers
who had served under him. As a result, he was unable to provide impartial advice about
his former army. In fact, Bragg's distaste for two of his former subordinates, Benjamin
Cheatham and Patrick Cleburne, probably influenced the administration's unwillingness
to promote them to corps command when Johnston sought to reorganize the army.
Second, Davis promoted the violation of the established protocol requiring all
communications to go through the commanding officer. Davis's distrust of his new
commander, particularly after Johnston refused to commit to an advance into Tennessee
as the president desired, led him to promote John Bell Hood to corps command.
Thereafter Davis instructed Hood to keep the administration advised regarding the
strength and condition of the army. Thus, Davis created a scenario that threatened to
undermine the relationship between two of the army's most important officers — Johnston
and Hood. In fairness, Hood's record in the field merited his promotion. Though Hood's
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wounds, received at Gettysburg and Chickamauga, had resulted in moments of
melancholy, they did not, as some suggest, lead to chemical dependency, nor to any
emotional instability that made him unfit for command. While Hood deserved his
promotion, he certainly lost no opportunity to further ingratiate himself with the president
and his advisors with a series of telegrams, as Davis had suggested, that grew
increasingly self-serving as spring neared.
On December 31, 1863 Johnston advocated for a reorganization of the two
existing army corps into three to improve maneuverability, and recommended Major
General H.C. Whiting's appointment as a lieutenant general to command the proposed
additional corps.1 The communication made no recommendation as to the other corps
commanders. Clearly, Johnston intended Lieutenant General William Hardee to remain
in his position as a corps commander. Johnston conveyed his intention to retain Hardee
in that capacity on January 16, 1864.2
He failed to identify a candidate for the final corps commander in his initial
communication with the administration, but the omission appears to have been by design.
Johnston apparently hoped that by designating Thomas Hindman as a corps commander
in the official returns for the Army of Tennessee and in communications between himself
and the administration that the president would accept the Hindman as a fait accompli. 3
Hindman had received an assignment from Hardee to temporary command of a corps,
while the latter was acting as interim commander of the Army of Tennessee. 4 Johnston
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hoped to make the appointment permanent. In his telegram on January 16, Johnston not
only referred to Hardee as a corps commander, but Hindman as well. 5 Even so, Johnston
made no official application to the administration requesting Hindman's appointment as
corps commander. Presumably Johnston was attempting to elevate Hindman de facto to
the position because he believed Hindman to be a political ally.
Johnston's effort seems rational considering the fallout from Bragg's tenure as
army commander. As previously mentioned, under Bragg's leadership the officer corps
in the Army of Tennessee had fractured into two competing camps: those who openly
supported Bragg and those who considered the commanding general personally
distasteful and professionally incompetent. Johnston found the fissures in the officer
corps abhorrent and commented that his army suffered from "having the only general
officers in the Confederacy who practice here against each other the acts to which they
were accustomed to resort in electioneering before the war."6 He was so worried about
the situation that when he heard a rumor that Bragg might be sent back to the army as his
chief of staff, Johnston complained to Senator Louis T. Wigfall that to do so would "put
him [Bragg] in a position of more direct intercourse with his enemies than that which he
left."7 Obviously, Johnston hoped to eliminate the infighting and to restore a high level
of camaraderie among his officers. Johnston's attempt to appoint Hindman permanently
to corps command therefore made sense.
Hindman's arrival to the Army of Tennessee on August 13, 1863, meant that he
had little time to become embroiled in the rift within the officer corps prior to the
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engagement at Chickamauga a month later. The schism itself had developed in the fall of
1862 and eventually resulted in a cadre opposed to Bragg that included Leonidas Polk,
Daniel Harvey Hill, Patrick Cleburne, Benjamin Cheatham, and John C. Breckinridge. 8
Consequently, Hindman played no role in the origin of the anti-Bragg element in the
army. Though Hindman and Cleburne had cultivated a friendship while living in
Arkansas prior to the war, Hindman's wounding at Chickamauga prevented him from
prolonged exposure to the army's internal quarreling. The fact that Hindman played a
limited role, if any, in the infighting that plagued the army's officer corps certainly
appealed to Johnston. Johnston lamented to Louis Wigfall that if it were up to him he
would "distribute the generals of this army over the Confederacy." 9 Clearly Johnston
hoped to address the existing conflict among his subordinates. Hindman's elevation to
corps command would serve that purpose.
In addition to Johnston's effort to establish Hindman permanently as a corps
commander, his January 16 telegram to Richmond suggested that he hoped the
administration might consider Major General Mansfield Lovell as a candidate for corps
command. 10 Lovell was Johnston's friend and remained so after the war.11 Further,
Lovell had not previously served in the Army of Tennessee and consequently could not
be identified with any of the factions within the army's high command. Should the
administration had accepted Johnston's proposal and elevated both Hindman and Lovell
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to corps command, Johnston would have successfully orchestrated a reorganization of the
army's hierarchy in a manner that limited the fallout from Bragg's tenure as commander.
The proposal, however, was not without its drawbacks. Johnston's attempt to
promote Lovell demonstrated his general ignorance of political matters. He neglected to
consider the political backlash in the event that an unpopular general received promotion.
Lovell was unpopular for two reasons: he had been born in the North and had
commanded the Confederate garrison in New Orleans when it fell to the Union in 1862.
Lovell's loss of New Orleans led to a court of inquiry. Though the court had eventually
exonerated him from most of the charges, his public image suffered. 12 Davis, unlike
Johnston, considered the political consequences of the appointment. In discussing the
matter with his secretary of war, James A. Seddon, he assented to Seddon's judgment that
a promotion of Lovell would lead to disharmony within the ranks of the army. 13 As a
result, the administration rejected Johnson's application for Lovell.
Davis also declined to elevate Hindman to the status of permanent corps
command. The president gave no explicit reason for rejecting Hindman. In fact, Davis
never specifically refused Johnston's effort to promote Hindman. Rather, Davis remained
silent on the matter altogether. In all likelihood, Hindman's advocacy of arming slaves
led to Davis's reservations concerning his candidacy for corps command. In April of
1863, Hindman had written to the Memphis Appeal in support of manumission for slaves
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who offered to serve in the Confederate military. He reasoned that the Federals' use of
black soldiers had so augmented their numerical superiority that the Confederacy needed
to adopt a similar posture. The proposal met with fierce opposition from Southerners,
many of whom considered the suggestion scandalous and perhaps even treasonous.14
Johnston's attempt to promote Hindman to corps command therefore stood little chance
of success.
On January 23, 1864 Johnston again requested that the administration consider his
proposal. This time, however, he suggested that the promotion could be extended to
whomever was best qualified, including major generals serving in the Army of
Tennessee. 15 In doing so Johnston appears to have abandoned concerns over personality
conflicts dating back to Bragg's tenure in furtherance of the administration's acceptance
of Johnston's reorganization of the army into three corps. The administration ignored
Johnston's latest request and instead suggested a reorganization of Kentucky troops into a
single mounted infantry unit. The administration's proposition emphasized the political
benefit of such a policy; it hoped that sympathizers in Kentucky would be able to point to
any success the unit might achieve in an effort to garner political support.16 The
communication made no reference to Johnston's request regarding either his applications
for a new corps commander or his proposal that the army be reorganized into three corps.
As the administration bided its time making a decision with respect to corps
commanders, Johnston carried out what reorganization he could. For example, he
returned several Tennessee brigades to Cheatham's division, thus restoring it to its
original composition. Bragg had removed these units from the division after the Battle of
14
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Chickamauga, claiming that the division's composition promoted state pride rather than
Confederate pride. Johnston's decision resulted in an impromptu celebration, as the
division marched to Johnston's headquarters and cheered him loudly. 17
Johnston scored a second small triumph when the Davis Administration appointed
Joseph Wheeler to command the army's cavalry corps. The Texas and Kentucky
delegations in the Senate had held up Wheeler's confirmation in support of their own
nominee, John Wharton. Many of Wharton's supporters also counted themselves
Johnston allies vis-à-vis his quarrels with Jefferson Davis. 18 Among them was Louis
Wigfall, who stubbornly resisted Wheeler's appointment. Davis had sought Johnston's
support in the matter, in hopes that he might convince Wharton's advocates to abandon
their cause. 19 Johnston informed Wigfall that Wheeler's reputation in the army justified
the president's nomination.20 In reality, Johnston only supported Wheeler's nomination
because he considered him the best of the three candidates under consideration, not
because he believed that Wheeler possessed immense talent.21 The restoration of
Cheatham's division and Joseph Wheeler's appointment as cavalry commander were two
of the few victories that Johnston enjoyed in his efforts at reorganization.
In most cases the administration ignored his suggestions, even when it came to the
appointment of brigadier generals. A. P. Stewart's division also required attention.
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Stewart had recently received a new brigade from Alabama that needed a commander.
Johnston, believing that Stewart favored Colonel James Holtzclaw for promotion,
traveled to Stewart's headquarters in search of confirmation. Having received affirmation
from Stewart's staff officer J. C. Thompson that Stewart desired Holtzclaw's promotion,
Johnston nominated him for the position. The administration once more ignored
Johnston's request and instead promoted Colonel Alpheus Baker, "a stranger," to brigade
command. 22
On February 8, Johnston again requested a response from the administration
concerning the vacancy for a corps commander.23 Finally, in mid-February, the
administration answered with the appointment of John Bell Hood to command a corps in
the Army of Tennessee. In promoting Hood, Davis overlooked two talented major
generals already serving in the army: Benjamin Cheatham and Patrick Cleburne. Both
had been part of the anti-Bragg contingent while Bragg was army commander. With
Bragg now serving as the president's military advisor, it is not surprising that neither of
the two received a promotion. Nevertheless, by January 1864, each had built an
impressive resumé and deserved consideration for the post.
Cheatham had served with the army since Shiloh and had conducted himself
admirably. Bragg, however, accused him of drunkenness at the Battle of Murfreesboro
and omitted him from the extensive list of officers commended for their action during the
affair. Conversely, Leonidas Polk, Cheatham's corps commander, considered his action
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during the battle exemplary. 24 In reality, Cheatham's behavior at Murfreesboro was at
best erratic and probably his least effective performance as a commander. He may well
have been inebriated, considering that a report surfaced after the battle that he had fallen
off his horse.25 At the very least, Cheatham failed to advance his division at the
appointed time and when he did so he sent his brigades forward in an uncoordinated
fashion. 26
Bragg's censure of Cheatham in his official report created a genuine controversy
in the army's high command. Cheatham's political allies vigorously protested Bragg's
criticism and Cheatham offered to resign. Though Bragg rejected Cheatham's
resignation, the two continued their feud during the remainder of the war.27 Even so,
Cheatham had performed well in the army's two most recent engagements. At
Chickamauga, on September 19, Cheatham's advance foiled a Union flank attack. Then
at Missionary Ridge, Cheatham's division was one of the few that had not fled in
confusion. Rather, he held his position until night fell. 28 Nevertheless, considering
Bragg's influence on the president, a promotion for Cheatham to corps command was
unthinkable regardless of his generally successful record and his popularity with his men.
Like Cheatham, Patrick Cleburne's record throughout the war had earned him
consideration for promotion to corps command. Not only had Cleburne distinguished
himself as a divisional commander, but during the withdrawal from the disaster at
Missionary Ridge, Bragg had placed him in command of two additional divisions to
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cover the army's withdrawal, a task he performed with great skill. 29 Thus, he had already
demonstrated the capacity to succeed as a corps commander under the most difficult
circumstances. Cleburne so impressed his commanding general that Bragg commended
him to "the special notice of the government" in his after-action report of the
engagement.30
Despite his outstanding service, Cleburne stood little chance of receiving a
promotion because of his involvement in the political machinations of the Army of
Tennessee. Two things in particular stood in his way. First, Cleburne had aligned
himself with the anti-Bragg faction within the Army of Tennessee. When Bragg wrote to
William Hardee in January 1863, after the battle of Murfreesboro, he suggested that he
would resign his command if he had lost the army's confidence. Hardee responded that
he had discussed the matter with Cleburne and Breckinridge (his divisional commanders)
and all three concluded that Bragg should resign. 31 Cleburne himself then informed
Bragg that neither he nor his brigade commanders believed that the army remained
confident in Bragg's leadership. 32 After Bragg's dismissal from command of the army,
Cleburne's criticism became more brazen. He spoke openly about Bragg's "military mismanagement" during his tenure as commander.33 Consequently, Cleburne's rocky
relationship with and dismal assessment of the president's new military advisor made him
an unlikely candidate for promotion.
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Cleburne's stance on slavery insured that Davis would not promote him to corps
command. As early as April 1863, Cleburne contemplated the abandonment of slavery as
a means to secure Southern independence. He discussed the matter with St. John
Liddell, one of his brigadier generals and a prominent Louisiana planter, who replied that
he would willingly give up slavery in return for independence. 34 The military reversals
of 1863 caused Cleburne to reflect again on the question of slavery, as he, like his friend
Thomas Hindman, considered the need for increased troop levels paramount. Also like
Hindman, Cleburne believed that the most effective measure to further that goal was to
offer freedom to slaves who enlisted in the army. In December 1863, Cleburne devoted
his time to the production of a document that promoted emancipation in exchange for
military service. He asked his close friend and confidant Captain Irving Buck for advice
regarding a rough draft of the proposal. Buck concluded that Cleburne's scheme was
controversial enough that it would likely bar him from promotion in the army. 35 Others,
including Cleburne's chief of staff, Calhoun Benham, attempted to convince the general
to abandon the idea. In fact, Benham considered the concept so upsetting that he
requested a copy, if Cleburne persisted in the controversial endeavor, so that he could
prepare a rebuttal.36
Despite the mixed reviews Cleburne received, he determined to pursue the matter
and requested that his corps commander, William Hardee, ask for a meeting of the army's
general officers so that he could make his case. 37 The meeting convened on January 2,
1864 at Johnston's headquarters at 7:00 p.m. Among those present were Hardee, Major
34
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Generals William H. T. Walker, Alexander Stewart, Thomas Hindman, Carter Stevenson,
and Brigadier Generals Patton Anderson and William Bate. 38 Cleburne read from his
proposal arguing that adoption of the measure would, among other things, augment the
woefully depleted ranks of the army as well as deprive the Union of the moral high
ground, and "strip the enemy of foreign sympathy and assistance, and transfer them to the
South."39 Though some, including Hindman, supported the measure, many did not.40
The harshest detractors were William Bate, Patton Anderson, and especially
William H. T. Walker. While the other critics were content when Cleburne tabled his
resolution and agreed to keep the matter quiet, Walker remained incensed. He believed
that such sentiments would ruin the Southern war effort. Walker, therefore, pledged to
inform the president and insisted that each of the generals present submit their
conclusions on the matter in writing, which he would then forward to Davis.41 Five days
after the meeting, on January 7, Walker met with his corps commander, William Hardee,
in an attempt to discover his views on the matter. Hardee declined to commit to either
Cleburne's proposal or Walker's denunciation. 42 Over the course of the following days,
Walker gathered what evidence he could, including a copy of Cleburne's proposal, and
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responses from Anderson, Bate, Stevenson, and Stewart condemning the plan.43 Walker
then sent the material to Richmond for the president's perusal. 44
Davis, for his part, skillfully navigated a subject with potential to wreak
considerable political havoc on his administration and within the officer corps of the
Army of Tennessee. In essence, he determined to adopt the policy of the generals present
at the January 2 meeting; he tabled the resolution and demanded silence from officers
privy to Cleburne's plan. On January 23, Davis informed Walker that he considered the
debate detrimental to the health of the Confederacy as a nation and that as a result "I have
concluded that the best policy under the circumstances will be to avoid all publicity." 45
The president also instructed Secretary of War James Seddon to make certain that
Johnston understood that the administration insisted that officers in his army remain
silent on the matter.46 Johnston dutifully adhered to Davis's wishes and ordered the
suppression both of the proposal itself and of any further discussion of its contents. 47
The affair had officially ended, though it lingered in the mind of one influential
member of the president's administration, Braxton Bragg. Bragg could not help but
notice that the officers in favor of Cleburne's proposal also happened to have been his
own staunchest opponents while he served as commander of the Army of Tennessee,
while those opposed to Cleburne's measure had been his most ardent supporters.48 The
timing of the incident all but ensured that Cleburne's candidacy for a position as corps
commander would never find significant support from the administration. Johnston's
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latest application on January 23 to fill the voids in the army's leadership coincided with
the administration's response to Cleburne's radical proposition. Bragg was faced with a
reminder that the political divisions over his tenure as commander remained in effect and
that Cleburne had not been one of his supporters. Meanwhile, Davis clearly considered
Cleburne's idea to free slaves in return for service in the military unwise and politically
divisive. To reward Cleburne after the general had placed Davis and the administration
in a tenuous political position made little sense. Consequently, despite his unparalleled
record as a divisional commander in the Army of Tennessee and his handling of the
rearguard at Missionary Ridge, political sensitivities resulted in Cleburne's failure to
receive further promotion. Instead, the Davis Administration promoted John Bell Hood
to fill the vacancy in the Army of Tennessee's high command.
Hood had developed a reputation as a ferocious fighter who relished offensive
tactics, a trait the administration thought absent in Joseph E. Johnston and one that the
president considered a priority for the spring campaign. Hood was a native of Kentucky,
but he had served in the Second Cavalry in Texas where he had developed a taste for
aggressive action. On one occasion, he pursued a band of native warriors that
outnumbered his company by at least three to one over difficult terrain in the middle of
the summer that concluded in hand-to-hand combat.49 Prior to his service in Texas, Hood
had graduated from West Point in 1853, ranking forty-fifth in a fifty-two member class. 50
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While his contemporaries did not consider him an intellectual, Hood's battlefield exploits
during the first three years of the war insured respect among his peers and his soldiers. In
almost every instance, he demonstrated an aggressiveness that few matched during the
course of the war.
For example, at the Battle of Gaines' Mill on June 27, 1862, Hood personally led
his brigade in an assault that secured victory for the Confederacy. Until Hood's attack,
the Confederates had been unable to drive the Union forces from their position, but Hood
ordered his men to fix bayonets and charge rather than engage the enemy with their
muskets when his men came under fire from the Federals.51 Hood's assault procured
victory for the Confederates, but not without cost, as 572 of 2,000 soldiers were either
killed or wounded.52 The maneuver demonstrated both his aggressiveness and personal
bravery, traits he continued to display during the course of Lee's campaigns in the
summer of 1862.
Hood's exploits at Gaines' Mill won him promotion to divisional command. The
division was relatively small, comprised of his own Texas Brigade and a brigade under
the command of Evander Law. On August 30, Hood proved once again to be a dynamic
leader on the battlefield as he led his men in a flank attack that secured victory for Lee's
army at the Battle of Second Manassas. With two brigades under his command, Hood
reported the capture of five cannons and fourteen stands of colors, which meant that he
had driven at least that many regiments from the battlefield. 53 Not only did Hood
command his own division during the engagement, he also helped direct other troops
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during the fray. 54 Hood's attack, though wildly successful, resulted in fairly heavy
casualties, with approximately one third of his 3,000 men either killed or wounded. 55
During the Battle of Antietam on September 17, Hood cemented his reputation
when he led his division of approximately 2,000 men in a counterattack against General
Joseph Hooker's assault on the Confederate left flank. Hooker was in the process of
driving Stonewall Jackson from the field when Hood struck. The attack pushed the
Federals through the famed Cornfield and was only halted when Union artillery
concentrated on Hood 's columns. The attack saved the Confederate left flank, but came
with a fearful price, as Hood lost approximately half of his command in the process. 56
Hood's battlefield success in the summer resulted in his promotion to major general in
October. The lesson for Hood was obvious; aggressive action on the battlefield led to
victory and promotion.
After the Battle of Chancellorsville in May 1863, Robert E. Lee found himself in
search of a new corps commander to replace the slain Stonewall Jackson. Lee considered
Hood for the position along with Ambrose Powell Hill and Richard Anderson.
Ultimately, Lee determined that Hill was his best option at the time. Still, he considered
both Anderson and Hood as "capital officers" who would make good corps commanders
in the future "if necessary."57
The Battle of Gettysburg provided Hood's next opportunity to prove himself
worthy of further promotion. Gettysburg demonstrated that he possessed an appreciation
for tactical advantage in addition to an unparalleled talent for delivering an offensive
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strike. When he arrived at the location from which he was to begin his assault, his scouts
alerted him to the Federal position on the Round Tops, the hills that dominated the terrain
on the Union left flank. 58 Hood realized that to attack as ordered would expose his right
flank to fire from the Round Tops and make the success of his attack unlikely. 59 Hood
appealed three times to his corps commander, James Longstreet, for permission to move
behind the hills and assault the Federal rear. In doing so, Hood exhibited an appreciation
for outmaneuvering his foe, a skill he had not yet had the opportunity to demonstrate on
the battlefield. When Longstreet declined to allow Hood to move around the enemy
flank, Hood protested, the only protest of his military service.60 Nevertheless, Hood
launched his assault as directed, but suffered a wound that cost him the use of his left arm
soon after his division engaged.61
In September, Hood was transferred to the western theater along with much of
Longstreet's Corps and participated in the Battle of Chickamauga. At Chickamauga,
Hood commanded what was in essence a large corps that included the divisions of Joseph
Kershaw, A.P. Stewart, Bushrod Johnson, and Thomas Hindman, in addition to his
own.62 Hood, along with the rest of the army, assaulted the Federal position on the
morning of September 20, 1863. During the attack, Hood sustained a wound to his right
leg that resulted in amputation. 63 For most, such catastrophic injuries would end their
military careers. Not only did such wounds limit a soldier's mobility, they often resulted
in serious psychological maladies that interfered with the victim's ability to execute his
58
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duty. Battle wounds sometimes resulted in a complete loss of mental faculties and on
occasion landed the injured party in a hospital for the insane.64
Though Hood never suffered such severe psychological effects, he certainly
endured bouts of melancholy following the loss of his right leg and the use of his left
arm. In December 1863, Hood routinely referred to his wounds in a self-deprecating
manner. In one conversation he lamented, "this is the first house I have had myself
dragged to," having required assistance to enter and exit his carriage.65 "I mean to be as
happy a fool, well, as a one-legged man can be. So many strangers scare me always. I
can't run now as I did before." 66 Later in the month Hood again commented on his
disability when he claimed engagements with four women, which he suggested was a
"liberal allowance" for an individual who "cannot walk without help." 67 On December
24, 1863, a member of Hood's staff, Henry Brewster, claimed that Hood "was in the habit
of saying that he would not marry if he could any silly, sentimental girl who would throw
herself away upon a maimed creature such as he was." 68 Clearly Hood's wounds
damaged not only his body, but his psychological health as well. His most disparaging
comments about his condition reflect a deep concern over his ability to engage in a
romantic relationship with a woman.
Even so, fits of anxiety about his prospects for female companionship did not
deter Hood from the pursuit of Sally "Buck" Preston, sister of Richmond socialite Mary
Chesnut. The striking Preston attracted a number of suitors and inspired Hood to remark
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that he had "surrendered to [her] at first sight." 69 Hood's pursuit of Preston did not end
when he lost his leg after Chickamauga, as he continued his courtship of the belle during
his convalescence in Richmond in the winter of 1863-64.70 Hood's repeated efforts to
attract the popular Buck Preston even after his catastrophic injuries suggests that while he
endured periods of melancholy regarding his condition, he never allowed the injuries to
define him. Nor did he develop an addiction to alcohol or laudanum as some have
speculated.
The first assertion that John Bell Hood attempted to medicate his physical and
psychological wounds with an opiate did not appear until the middle of the twentieth
century in Percy Hamlin's publication Old Bald Head: General R.S. Ewell.71 Hamlin's
allegation, however, lacked any substantiation as he failed to provide a source for the
charge. Stephen Davis notes that subsequent authors have accepted Hamlin's contention,
though they generally preface the assertion with words such as "perhaps" or "if." 72 Like
Hamlin's claim, later charges that Hood used alcohol or laudanum failed to provide
contemporary accounts in support of those allegations.
If Hood had in fact resorted to either alcohol or laudanum after the amputation of
his leg, one or more of his close associates would have undoubtedly mentioned his
addiction in their correspondence, diaries, or memoirs. The fact that not a single
associate did so provides strong evidence that the charge is erroneous. Both Jefferson
Davis and Mary Chesnut became close friends of the general over the course of the war
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and neither observed Hood engaging in any addictive behavior.73 Perhaps even more
noteworthy is the fact that his associates in the army made no mention of addiction in
their correspondence and diaries. Halsey Wigfall, who served on Hood's staff throughout
the Atlanta Campaign made no reference to such behavior in his letters home to his
family. Nor did Taylor Beatty, a member of the general's staff, record such activity in his
diary of the campaign. Consequently, the allegation that Hood indulged in either
excessive drinking or opiates and that his ability to command in the field was thereby
affected, must be rejected. Rather, he, like many other Civil War veterans, carried on
with his life despite the severity of combat wounds.
Indeed, as Richard McMurry noted, the Civil War produced a society that
considered men visibly scarred from their wartime experience, by disfigurement or loss
of limb, to be "manifestations of physical courage" and, thus, lionized in the
community. 74 Such men were so common that one civilian observed that she was
familiar with soldiers having suffered all types of maladies and amputations except for
blindness.75 Not only were such men common throughout the South, but even as the war
neared its conclusion, they were promoted as the idyllic heroes upon whom the fate of the
Confederacy rested. On September 23, 1864, after the fall of Atlanta, Jefferson Davis
promised the advent of a new aristocracy, one headed by wounded veterans. 76
Though some men suffered debilitating mental anguish after sustaining combat
wounds and required institutionalization, others demonstrated an ability to accept societal
adulation for their sacrifice to the cause. John Bell Hood clearly belonged to the second
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category. Hood's frequent public appearances in Richmond social circles in December
1863 and January 1864 suggests, as Richard McMurry asserts, that Hood "accepted his
fate [wounds] without bitterness."77 In fact, on Christmas Day 1863, Hood exhibited a
remarkable ability to overcome any sense of loss in his relationships with the opposite
sex. On the previous evening, Buck Preston had informed the general that there was "no
hope" in his pursuit, as she was engaged to another man.78 Despite the setback, Hood
attended festivities at the home of Mary Chesnut the following day and reveled in the
reading of Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade," which he heard for the first time.
Hood's reaction to the reading provides evidence that his wounds did not alter his ardor
for warfare, as "his eyes grew flaming, scintillating. And he made a gesture, which
[James Chesnut] said was like the motion of a soldier receiving his orders in battle, at the
end of every line."79 Perhaps even more illustrative of his desire to return to the army,
Hood actively campaigned for reinstatement to military command while he convalesced
in the capital.
During his recovery in Richmond, Hood formed a close friendship with Jefferson
Davis and his family. In fact, Hood and the president rode through the city together with
enough frequency that observers commented on their blossoming friendship. 80 The two
developed a close enough relationship that Hood was given the use of the president's
carriage.81 Additionally, Hood and Davis attended social gatherings and religious
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services together.82 The evidence suggests that while Hood developed a friendship with
the president he hoped it might be of some benefit to himself professionally; his
accolades for Davis during his convalescence demonstrate a degree of self-promotion.
While visiting Mary Chesnut, he confessed that in a meeting with the president he had
suggested that Davis's military credentials entitled him to take a field command himself. 83
The proposition was, of course, utterly unfeasible and could only have been intended to
curry favor with the Confederacy's most powerful political figure.
Hood's effort to ingratiate himself with the president paid dividends. After Davis
elevated Johnston to command of the Army of Tennessee, he discussed his strategic
vision for the western theater with Hood on at least one occasion. Davis revealed his
intention to reinforce Johnston's army for an advance into eastern Tennessee early in the
spring, with the object of marching to the rear of the Federal army, then at Chattanooga,
and compelling it either to withdraw or to fight the Confederates in the open.84 Clearly,
Davis considered Hood to be a confidant worthy of discussions concerning future
operations. Considering the pair's developing friendship and Hood's combat record
during the war, Davis's selection of Hood to serve as a corps commander in the Army of
Tennessee made a great deal of sense.
Though Johnston's recommendations for the corps vacancies fell upon deaf ears,
he apparently approved of Hood's appointment. Having been informed of the
administration's decision to elevate Hood to lieutenant general and transfer him to the
Army of Tennessee to command a corps, Johnston telegraphed Richmond that "Hood is
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much wanted here."85 The fact that Johnston demonstrated a penchant for discussing
variety of military matters, including the relative strength of the armies and chances for
success, with Hood upon his arrival, suggests that Johnston considered Hood's
appointment to command in his army a positive development. Certainly Hood fit within
the parameters Johnston had established in his initial pursuit of officers to fill the army's
vacancies on the corps level. Like Hindman and Lovell, Hood had no record with the
Army of Tennessee and, therefore, had not participated in the political squabbling that
had resulted in schism within the command structure over Bragg's conduct as army
commander. Further, Hood's record during the war compared favorably to the
performances of both Hindman and Lovell, making him a superior candidate for the
position. Even so, his close association with Davis meant that Johnston could have
viewed Hood's promotion with trepidation.
Johnston undoubtedly knew of Hood's friendly relationship with Davis through
his own supporters in Richmond, yet he made no complaint about Hood's promotion. 86
Moreover, as previously noted, Johnston routinely discussed matters of military
importance with Hood upon his arrival at Dalton, a practice he failed to engage in with
his other subordinates.87 One theory as to why Johnston welcomed Hood with open arms
and freely discussed strategic and tactical matters with his new subordinate was that he
hoped to convince Hood that the Army of Tennessee suffered from deficiencies in both
strength and logistical capabilities. If Johnston were successful in "educating" his new
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corps commander, Hood might then relay his findings to the administration. 88 Johnston
would therefore be able to use Hood's close relationship to the president to serve his own
interests.
Another interpretation of Hood's appointment was that Davis's assignment of
Hood constituted an effort to keep him (Davis) advised of the condition of the army and
Johnston's fitness to lead it: in essence Hood would act as a spy.89 The suggestion that
Davis sent Hood west to act as a spy first surfaced in the debate that emerged between
Johnston and Hood after the war.90 A number of historians have since accepted the
premise and dubbed Hood the president's "outside pet" or "mouthpiece," who "worked
his way into the inner circle of the Administration with ambition aforethought" and "had
been sent to keep an eye on Johnston." 91 Historian Brian Craig Miller has asserted that
Hood was under orders to report to the administration if he believed that Johnston was
acting in a manner that damaged the likelihood of Confederate success.92 Hood's
continued correspondence with the administration after his arrival at Dalton undoubtedly
influenced such interpretations of Davis's initial decision to promote Hood to the
position. Still, other historians have offered alternative explanations for the president's
appointment of Hood to corps command in the Army of Tennessee.
As Richard McMurry notes in John Bell Hood and the War for Southern
Independence, Jefferson Davis made his initial decision to promote Hood to lieutenant
88
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general and place him in command of a corps in the Army of Tennessee while Braxton
Bragg remained at the helm. 93 Davis informed Bragg on October 29, 1863 of his
intention and stated his confidence that General John C. Breckinridge could serve in that
capacity until Hood recovered from his wounds. 94 Clearly Davis intended to promote
Hood to corps command in the Army of Tennessee long before Johnston took command.
To suggest that the president ordered Hood to Dalton solely to act as a spy therefore
strains credulity. Yet to assert that Davis's October decision to promote Hood meant, as
McMurry implies, that no such arrangement ever existed is also unconvincing.
Davis's telegram to Bragg in October 1863 demonstrates that the president
considered Hood a rising star in the Confederate army and thought the general's record
sufficient to warrant a promotion. At the time of the communication, Hood had not yet
arrived in Richmond and thus had not begun the friendship that he cultivated with the
president during the course of his recovery in the capital. 95 As the two men established
their friendship during December 1863 and January 1864, Davis engaged in an argument
with Joseph E. Johnston over the proper strategy for the upcoming campaign in the
western theater, a matter discussed in the following chapter. Davis hoped that Johnston's
army would launch an offensive through eastern Tennessee, a strategy that Johnston
considered ill-advised.
Between December 18 and 20, 1863, Johnston informed the administration that
the army was unfit to assume the offensive as it lacked manpower and proper logistical
support. Johnston reiterated his concerns about the condition of the army on January 2,
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1864.96 At some point in mid-January, Davis informed Hood of his intention to reinforce
Johnston so as to enable him to take the offensive into Tennessee.97 Considering the
president's hopes to regain Tennessee and his commander's perceived reluctance to
assume the offensive, a tendency the president believed that he had demonstrated on the
Peninsula in 1862 and at Vicksburg in 1863, it seems only natural that Davis requested
Hood's assistance in assessing the army's capabilities once he arrived in Dalton.
Moreover, the president's penchant for permitting his personal feelings regarding his
officers to influence his judgment undoubtedly played a role in his decision. As
previously discussed, Davis's relationship with Johnston had deteriorated throughout the
course of the war and had suffered its most serious setback after the loss of Vicksburg.
During the Vicksburg campaign Johnston had similarly insisted that the administration
provide him with significant reinforcements prior to any offensive he might want to take
against Grant. To Davis the circumstances must have seemed eerily similar.
Consequently, while Davis clearly did not make his original decision in October
1863 to promote Hood to corps command in the Army of Tennessee to provide himself
with a spy, he took advantage of the opportunity when the situation presented itself.
Circumstances had dramatically changed since the previous October. By mid-January,
Davis and Hood had developed a friendship and the president was unimpressed with
Johnston's progress in Georgia. Davis had already sent his aide-de-camp, Colonel Joseph
Ives, to inspect the condition of the army in December, a decision that indicated he did
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not necessarily believe in the accuracy of Johnston's reports.98 The opportunity to use
Hood as a permanent informant certainly appealed to the president.
Hood's first communication with the president offers evidence that Davis did
indeed intend that Hood provide him with information about the army's ability to conduct
an offensive campaign. Hood opened his communication with a telling phrase: "I have
delayed writing to you so as to allow myself time to see the condition of this army." 99
Hood drafted the telegram on March 7, 1864, only one week after he had assumed his
new duties at Dalton on February 28. 100 His suggestion that there had been some delay in
his writing to Davis is significant in two ways. First, the choice of the word "delayed"
implies that Davis expected a report from Hood; otherwise there was no need for Hood to
explain the timing of his message. Secondly, not only did Davis expect Hood to report
back to the administration, he evidently intended that the communication from Hood
would arrive promptly. 101 The implication was that the president had expressed some
urgency in the matter. Furthermore, the content of Hood's first telegram specifically
addresses the conflict between Davis and Johnston over the condition of the army and its
ability to conduct an offensive campaign. Hood claimed that the "addition of a few
horses for our artillery will place this army in fine condition," and that a reinforcement of
10,000 - 15,000 additional troops would allow a move into Tennessee. 102 The language
suggests that not only was reporting to the administration a feature of Hood's
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appointment, it had also become an important aspect of Hood's job description in light of
the administration's conflict with Johnston over the impending spring campaign.
Thus it seems clear that Davis had not learned a vital lesson in the first three years
of the war. Unlike Lincoln, who by the spring of 1864 had managed to reduce
significantly instances of communications that violated accepted military protocol, Davis
encouraged the practice. Hood biographer Richard McMurry attempts to excuse the
Texan's behavior by noting that Hood's activity was not aberrant and occurred regularly
during the course of the Civil War. McMurry observes that among Confederates the
activity proved a common practice. 103 As many as three other officers in Johnston's army
wrote similar letters to Braxton Bragg while encamped at Dalton. On March 19 Major
General Alexander Stewart asked Bragg, "Are we to hold still, remaining on the
defensive in this position until [the enemy] comes down with his combined armies to
drive us out?"104 Apparently William Hardee also wrote a letter to Davis at some point in
April expressing his view of the prospects for the spring campaign. 105 Further, on April
16 Joseph Wheeler, in command of the army's cavalry, wrote to Bragg and suggested that
15,000 infantry and some cavalry would allow Johnston to assume the offensive. 106
Nevertheless, Hood's correspondence featured one unusual quality: its volume.
Unlike the others mentioned above, Hood wrote to the administration on multiple
occasions between March 7 and April 13. In addition to his March 7 letter to the
president, Hood wrote to Secretary of War James Seddon on March 10, and to Braxton
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Bragg on March 10, April 3, and April 13. The sheer quantity of communications as well
as the nature of the information contained therein suggests that the administration
anticipated that Hood would act as an informant once he arrived at Dalton. In his March
10 letter to Seddon, Hood wrote that he had "written these letters in thorough friendship
and good feeling," and that he was "an earnest friend to the president and am ever willing
to express to him my ideas in regard to the approaching campaign." 107 Additionally, he
once again conveyed confidence in the condition of the army. 108 The language suggests
that Davis had expressed an interest in Hood's "ideas" and had requested that Hood keep
him apprised of the army's condition and abilities. Though Hood's comments with
respect to friendship hint at self-promotion, there is nothing in the letter that accuses
Johnston of any misdeed. If Hood did engage in self-promotion he did not do so at
Johnston's expense at that juncture.
In his communication to Bragg on March 10, Hood not only provided the
administration with an assessment of the army's strength and condition, but also with his
opinion regarding the proper course for the spring campaign. Hood suggested that an
immediate concentration of forces would allow the army to advance against the Federals
and to regain "lost territory." 109 Failure to concentrate would result in inevitable retreat.
Hood concluded his communication by noting that "I have written this letter after
observing matters here and much thought upon it."110 When considered in light of the
ongoing dispute between Davis and Johnston over the army's offensive capabilities, the
letter fits within the framework that Davis intended Hood to act as a conduit of
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information regarding the army's ability to advance into Tennessee. There was no overt
self-promotion in the March 10 letter to Bragg, and it is likely that Johnston, had he seen
it, would have approved of the assessment that the army needed reinforcements or would
be compelled to retreat.
Hood's communications with the administration did not exhibit criticism of
Johnston until April 3. In his letter to Bragg on that date Hood lamented, "How
unfortunate for our country, it is for the generals in the field to fail to cooperate
thoroughly with the authorities of the government and not act together."111 He continued,
"from the recent acts of the president I appreciate his greatness even more than before."112
On April 13 Hood again wrote to Bragg stating that "I am sorry to inform you that I have
done all in my power to induce General Johnston to accept the proposition you made to
move forward. He will not consent."113 For a second time in as many letters he made
every effort to flatter the president, claiming "in him [Davis] I have unbounded
confidence."114
It is possible to brand Hood's April letters as his opening gambit to replace
Johnston as the commander of the Army of Tennessee. 115 Such an interpretation,
however, is unwarranted. The campaign had not even begun and Davis could not remove
the army's commander without proof of misconduct, or that the army had lost confidence
in him, without a severe political backlash. Furthermore, to do so would require Davis to
admit to a mistake in placing Johnston in command in the first place. Moreover, such an
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interpretation assumes a great deal of duplicity on Hood's part. After all, Hood and
Johnston maintained a close working relationship throughout the early stages of the
campaign, and their relationship only began to show signs of acrimony after the
operations around Cassville on May 19.
Instead, as Richard McMurry argues, it is more likely that Hood's April
communications provide evidence that he had simply lost patience with his commanding
officer's refusal to advance into Tennessee.116 By April, Johnston had declined to
endorse any of the multitude of plans of the administration, as well as those of a number
of Confederate generals, including James Longstreet, Leonidas Polk, and P.G.T.
Beauregard. Further, the April 13 telegram offers additional support for the conclusion
that Davis had sent Hood west to act as an informant. Hood's claim that he had done
everything in his power to convince Johnston to "accept the proposition you [Bragg]
made," indicates that Hood considered the task of inspiring Johnston to move into
Tennessee as part of his assignment.117
Therefore, a fair interpretation of the available evidence suggests several
important features of Davis's decision to elevate Hood to corps command in the Army of
Tennessee. First, Davis's initial decision to appoint Hood was based solely on Hood's
ability as a combat general and not in an effort to undermine Joseph E. Johnston. Davis
clearly intended to promote Hood to the rank of lieutenant general prior to Johnston's
replacement of Bragg as the army's commander. Second, once engaged in a debate with
his new commander over the proper campaign strategy for spring, Davis instructed Hood
to keep him informed of the army's condition and ability to conduct offensive operations.
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Hood's immediate and repeated communications with the administration provides strong
evidence that Hood considered himself an agent of the president. Further, Hood's April
communications with the administration should not be seen as an attempt to replace
Johnston as the army's commander.
As spring drew near, Johnston and the president continued to quarrel with one
another. Johnston made repeated efforts to reorganize his army and appoint generals that
had little or no experience in the political squabbling prevalent in the Army of
Tennessee's officer corps during Bragg's tenure as commander. Davis considered
Johnston's applications unacceptable and refused to cooperate until he finally appointed
John Bell Hood in February. In choosing Hood, Davis overlooked talented officers
already serving in the Army of Tennessee including Benjamin Cheatham and Patrick
Cleburne. In both cases, political considerations likely played a prominent role in the
decision. Most notably, Davis's willingness to retain and even promote officers he had
befriended despite their poor record during the war — in this case Braxton Bragg —
influenced his evaluation of potential promotions. In selecting Hood, Davis chose a
general with an impeccable record as a field commander during the course of the war.
Despite Hood's severe wounds, he was neither psychologically incapable of serving as a
corps commander, nor was he an addict as some have asserted. Hood's penchant for
aggressive action appealed to the president, particularly after he and Johnston could not
agree upon a strategy for the spring campaign. As a result, Davis instructed Hood to
report on the condition and capability of the army. He therefore encouraged a behavior
that Abraham Lincoln rightly believed was subversive to morale and produced animosity
within the officer corps. The campaign had not yet begun, but the political tumult that
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had been so prominent under Bragg's leadership continued to haunt the Army of
Tennessee as spring approached.
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CHAPTER IV
SPRING PLANS: THE ABSENCE OF A UNIFIED VISION
As previously discussed, President Jefferson Davis's encouragement of John Bell
Hood's improper communications to the administration stemmed from a dispute between
himself and Johnston over the proper course of action for the spring campaign in 1864.
That dispute further illuminated two of the traits that distinguished Jefferson Davis from
Abraham Lincoln. Without a central command, something that Lincoln had
accomplished with the appointment of Ulysses Grant as general-in-chief, the
Confederacy lacked the ability to implement a unified vision for both the eastern and
western theaters of operations. In fact, the disagreement resulted in the submission of a
plethora of schemes from all quarters of the Confederacy. Most of the submissions were
poorly conceived. The one plan that offered the best hope for southern success fell
victim to the president's habit of permitting his personal feelings to influence his
judgment. The proposal called for P.G.T. Beauregard to advance with a sizable force into
Kentucky and threaten Sherman's communications. If properly executed, the plan would
likely have compelled Sherman to abandon Tennessee. Despite the proposal's reasonable
chance for achieving success, Davis rejected it out of hand because it meant giving
Beauregard, a general he detested even more than Johnston, a new field command. Thus,
Davis's failure to recognize the advantage of a more centralized command system and his
unwillingness to look beyond personal relationships with his generals posed considerable
obstacles as the campaign season approached.
After promoting Johnston to command of the army, the Davis administration sent
the new commander instructions, which he received upon his arrival at Dalton, Georgia
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on December 27, 1863. The communication urged Johnston to secure adequate supplies
and to make every preparation necessary for resuming the offensive, particularly if the
enemy exposed itself by separating its forces.1 Davis tempered his suggestion with the
caveat that "while, however, these suggestions are ventured, your own experience and
judgment are relied on to form and act on your own plans of military operations, and
there will be the fullest disposition on the part of this department to sustain and cooperate
with them."2 Davis's proposal, though subtle and seemingly deferential, clearly
articulated his advocacy for offensive operations. Johnston wasted little time in
responding to Davis's prodding and sent a return communication noting that the strength
of the Federal army amounted to about 80,000 and that his own army was "far from being
in condition to resume the offensive as it was deficient in numbers, arms, subsistence
stores and field transportation."3 Johnston instead preferred to await the enemy's
advance, repulse its assaults, and then counterattack.4 Johnston's strategy was based
primarily on the condition and safety of his army in the field. His record as a commander
had demonstrated that he was willing to relinquish territory in order to keep his army
intact.5
Davis, on the other hand, developed his conceptual framework for the coming
campaign with an eye on political as well as military ramifications. As a result, Davis's
strategy for the 1864 campaign necessitated retention of territory still held by the
Confederacy, as well as the recapture of territory (particularly Tennessee) then under
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Union occupation.6 Unlike Johnston, Davis routinely faced the wrath of governors and
civil officials from across the Confederacy who petitioned him on behalf of their
constituents. The prospect of recapturing lost ground appealed to Davis for another
reason; it meant the supplies harvested from Tennessee farms could replenish the
dwindling Confederate stores.7 The loss of Vicksburg and Port Hudson during the
previous summer had deprived the South of access to the agricultural produce in the
fertile Trans-Mississippi. Davis hoped to offset his losses in the far west with the
recapture of farmland in Tennessee. 8 The problem of supplying the Confederate armies
became increasingly desperate during the winter of 1863-64. Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia had exhausted the available beef in that region and had begun to receive cattle
from Georgia.9 The transfer of beef from Georgia to Virginia necessarily diminished the
supply available to Johnston's army at Dalton. Unless circumstances changed
dramatically and the Confederacy acquired an additional supply source, both of its
primary field armies faced the prospect of starvation.
In addition to potential political gains with the recapture of Tennessee, Davis
believed that the state of enemy forces in the region was conducive to a Confederate
offensive. Davis had received a report that the Federal strength in Chattanooga,
Bridgeport, and Knoxville was lower than at any time since the Battle of Missionary
Ridge. Further, according to the report, the Federal cavalry, artillery, and train-horses
were particularly deficient.10 The report Davis chose to rely upon for the formulation of
his spring strategy stood in stark contrast to William Hardee's report made on December
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17, 1863. Hardee, serving as the interim commander of the Army of Tennessee,
suggested that enemy reinforcements in the region made offensive maneuvers impossible.
Hardee also noted that his army required reinforcements and a more efficient supply
system.11 Despite conflicting reports, Davis determined to rely upon the former and
ignore the latter.
On December 23, 1863, Davis wrote an optimistic letter to Johnston about the
prospects for a Confederate invasion of Tennessee. Davis noted that intelligence received
indicated that the condition of the Army "is encouraging and induces me to hope that you
will soon be able to commence active operations against the enemy." 12 Additionally,
Davis stated that the loss from the battle of Missionary Ridge was minimal and the army
had suffered little demoralization. The intelligence to which Davis referred came from
reports generated by his aide-de-camp Colonel Joseph Ives. These reports indicated that
the army possessed ample artillery, horses, equipment, and transportation to carry out the
movement into Tennessee.13 Even so, Davis surely understood that the Army of
Tennessee remained considerably outnumbered. Even if the information contained in the
reports generated by the president's informants included some truth, the disparity in
strength between the Federal army and the Army of Tennessee made offensive operations
extremely difficult.
Johnston recognized the dangers inherent in an immediate advance under the
prevailing circumstances and responded to Davis's suggestions on January 2, 1864.
Johnston stressed that the recent returns indicated that his army numbered only 36,000
effective infantry and artillery while his opponent mustered 80,000 according to reports
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prepared by his predecessor, Braxton Bragg.14 Clearly an advance, even if the horses and
transportation trains could sustain one, afforded slim hope for success without significant
reinforcements.
During his first weeks in Dalton, Johnston made an effort to ascertain the
condition of his army, which he found bore little resemblance to the force described in
the president's letter of December 23.15 Despite his findings, Johnston waited two
months before he informed the president of his conclusions. Johnston notified Davis on
February 27 that much preparation was necessary for offensive operation. In particular,
the army needed reinforcements, better transportation, artillery horses, and a new artillery
commander. Johnston suggested that reinforcements might be procured by sending
Longstreet to join him from east Tennessee together with any available troops from
Polk's army in Mississippi and Beauregard's forces along the eastern seaboard. Johnson
also requested that Colonel E. P. Alexander assume command of his artillery. 16
Davis had been under the impression that Johnston had spent the previous two
months preparing for offensive maneuvers. The news that the Army of Tennessee still
lacked sufficient transportation and artillery horses alarmed the president. On March 4,
he directed Bragg to communicate the expectations of the administration to Johnston.
Bragg instructed Johnston to take the offensive as soon as possible "for the movement
[previously] indicated," and promised that the administration would furnish
reinforcements when circumstances permitted.17 Bragg also relayed the administration's
concerns over Johnston's assertion that the army lacked artillery horses. Bragg wrote: "the
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deficiency reported in artillery horses seems very large, and so different from the amount
given by General Hardee on turning over the command, that hopes are entertained that
there must be some error on your part."18 Finally, Bragg informed Johnson that Lee
needed Alexander in Virginia and that General W.N. Pendleton would be ordered to
assume the command of the Army of Tennessee's artillery. 19
Bragg's response befuddled Johnston; he knew nothing about any movement
previously indicated as the communiqué suggested. In his reply, Johnston acknowledged
his ignorance of any plan under consideration by the president.20 Johnston understood
that the administration desired a forward movement, but to his knowledge particulars
about how he should achieve that goal remained undetermined. The impasse between
Johnston and Davis set off a new flurry of communications reminiscent of the Vicksburg
Campaign. The tone of the new debate focused on two important and closely related
issues. The first was the proper grand strategy for the coming spring campaign. The
second concerned the actual strength and condition of the army, which affected its ability
to successfully conduct operations, particularly the strategic offensive.
Bragg responded to Johnston that the administration indeed intended a specific
plan. The Davis-Bragg strategy for the spring of 1864 required Johnston to move to
eastern Tennessee and link up with General Longstreet's corps of 15-17,000 men and
another 15,000 furnished from the commands of Beauregard and Polk. The army was
then to threaten Knoxville and force the Union army in Chattanooga to withdraw from its
entrenchments or face having its communications cut off. 21 Davis believed that the
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Federal forces at Knoxville were dependent upon Chattanooga and that both relied upon
Federal retention of Nashville. If the Confederates could interpose themselves between
Knoxville and Chattanooga, the Federal army might assault the Army of Tennessee in
order to maintain its communications. 22 Should the enemy fail to give battle, the
administration envisioned a rapid movement across the mountains from Kingston to
Sparta. Such a movement would then allow the Army of Tennessee to enter country rich
in sustenance and to threaten the Union force at Nashville. 23 Davis also hoped that the
desired movement would prevent Federal troops from boarding trains bound for Virginia.
He considered gaining the initiative paramount.24
While the plan seemed sound initially and certainly more palatable than a direct
advance on Chattanooga, it had several drawbacks. First, the mountainous topography in
eastern Tennessee is not conducive to rapid or sustained movement despite the
administration's assertions to the contrary. Davis apparently believed that the western
theater was similar to its eastern counterpart. He failed to recognize that the two regions
differed, particularly where supply was concerned. Armies operating in the East
benefited from large population centers in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Maryland that
required abundant agricultural production to sustain them. As a result, the Army of
Northern Virginia had been able to maneuver throughout Virginia, Maryland, and even
into Pennsylvania without remaining on or near a railroad line. Armies in the West could
not hope to supply themselves from the countryside while on the march. Settlement in
the western theater was sparse and provided limited provisions for armies in the region. 25
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Western armies therefore relied upon railroads or rivers to connect them with depots for
maintaining sufficient supply levels. 26
Moreover, the terrain in eastern Tennessee, the avenue of Davis's proposed
advance, posed a particular problem. Union General Jacob Cox described the topography
of the region as inhospitable and suffering from inadequate country roads. Cox observed
that the few existing roads were "scarce better than pack-mule tracks."27 Furthermore,
the Federal campaign to take Knoxville, under General Ambrose Burnside in the fall of
1863, had required a Herculean effort to transport artillery across the treacherous
mountain passes. Cox asserted that "at the principal ascent of the mountain the teams of
two or three guns had to be hitched to a single cannon to pull to the summit; and even
these were aided by soldiers at the wheel." 28 Burnside himself expressed concern over
"the difficulty of transporting supplies" to his men in and around Knoxville. 29 He feared
that unless the Confederates could be driven south of their position at Dalton the railroad
between Chattanooga and Knoxville could not be used to provide supplies for his
column. 30 Cox also noted that Confederate disruption of the railroad lines between
Chattanooga and Nashville threatened the Federal garrison in Knoxville with starvation.31
In lieu of access to the railroad, Burnside suggested the establishment of a wagon train
between Kingston and McMinnville. 32 The wagon train Burnside wanted never
materialized, largely due to the poor condition of the roads and the mountainous terrain.
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The Union forces tasked with holding Knoxville, and with it eastern Tennessee, found
themselves in dire circumstances as the winter set in.
By January 1864 the Confederate and Federal forces in the region had stripped the
countryside of all available forage for either man or beast. The Union garrison in
Knoxville faced severe food shortages, including the increasingly poor condition of the
available cattle. Jacob Cox recorded that "it is literally true that it was the custom of the
commissaries to drive the cattle over a little ditch in the field where they were corralled,
and those only were killed which could not get over."33 Burnside's successor, General
John Schofield, fared no better. When he took command on February 8, he complained
that the army in Knoxville had been living on half rations or less for some time and that
of the 25,000 men in his command only 7,000 of them were fit for duty.34 Schofield
lamented the condition of the army's animals and suggested that thousands of dead horses
and mules lay unburied around the town. He stated that of the 30,000 animals Burnside
took with him into Tennessee only 1,000 remained capable of service. 35
Confederates too recognized the supply deficiency in eastern Tennessee. In April
1864, Lieutenant General Simon Buckner assumed command of Confederate forces in the
region and informed the War Department that "it is almost entirely exhausted of supplies
beyond the actual wants of its citizens."36 Buckner claimed that while he had 4,000
effective troops in his cavalry command, the horses were unfit for duty. In fact, the lack
of forage in the vicinity led Buckner's predecessor to "disburse [the horses] over a wide
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extent of country, from the Big Sandy, in Kentucky, to near Asheville North Carolina." 37
As Mark Elam noted, if Buckner could not provide forage for his own command, he
certainly could not hope to feed the thousands of additional animals that would arrive in
the theater along with Johnston's forces. 38
It is clear that a Confederate advance into eastern Tennessee, as the Davis-Bragg
plan required, stood little chance of success. The proposal called for rapid movement
through a territory that lacked the resources to sustain an army operating a significant
distance from its base of supplies. Unlike Virginia and Maryland where an army might
requisition supplies from the local population, a large Confederate force advancing
through eastern Tennessee could not rely on such methods. The low population density
meant that the army could gather minimal forage even during the peak harvest season.
The Davis-Bragg strategy called for Johnston to march into eastern Tennessee in early
spring, well before harvest time. Moreover, the harsh winter and Federal presence in the
region since October dramatically reduced the already limited forage available in the
territory. Consequently, any Confederate movement through the area could not hope to
support itself off the land. As a result, Johnston would be faced with a serious dilemma:
either he could bypass Knoxville entirely and move into a position north of Chattanooga
in hopes of finding adequate forage, or he could attempt to reduce the garrison at
Knoxville. Both options presented significant danger.
If Johnston determined to advance into middle Tennessee north of Chattanooga he
would be unable to receive supplies from Confederate commissary stores. The
experience of the Federal garrison in Knoxville during the winter of 1863-64
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demonstrated a lack of sufficient roads for the purpose of maintaining supply to a
relatively small force. Burnside's force had amounted to approximately 25,000 men in
October 1863.39 According to the Davis-Bragg plan, Johnston would command over
70,000 troops. Not only would Johnston be responsible for nearly three times as many
men as Burnside/Schofield, but he would also be much further from his base of supplies
than the Federal garrison at Knoxville had been. Additionally, the movement would not
displace the Union troops in Knoxville; instead it would allow them to harass and disrupt
any attempt to supply Johnston's army via wagon train. Johnston would then be left with
the hope that Sherman would abandon Chattanooga and pursue Johnston's army. Even
then Sherman could resupply his army from the depot at Chattanooga while Johnston
would be forced to obtain sustenance from the local population, a difficult proposition
due to the low population in the region. Sherman, on the other hand, might well leave an
adequate force to defend Chattanooga and march south toward Atlanta with his remaining
force. If Sherman chose the latter, the Confederacy would not be able to stop him. A
movement into middle Tennessee would be a risk with serious consequences if Sherman
did not act precisely as the Confederates intended.
Alternatively, Johnston's combined army could threaten Knoxville, as the DavisBragg design suggested. Like the move into middle Tennessee, the latter proposal had a
number of flaws. The most objectionable aspect about any Confederate concentration on
Knoxville was that such a movement would require a significant amount of time. The
Federal garrison had withstood Longstreet's investment of the town from the middle of
November until late December when Longstreet encamped in his winter quarters. There
was no reason to believe that the arrival of Johnston's additional forces would compel
39
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Knoxville's immediate surrender. Neither Davis nor Johnston advocated a direct assault
on a fortified city; Johnston's army would be forced into a siege unless Schofield
abandoned the city prior to the Confederates' arrival. Even if Schofield retreated,
however, Johnston's army would be in no condition to make a rapid advance from
Knoxville. As previously noted, few supplies remained in the city, and the countryside of
eastern Tennessee had suffered from Federal occupation since mid-October. The poor
condition of the roads meant that any advance would be slow and the army could not
hope to live off the land. Consequently, Johnston would be forced to build a stockpile of
supplies in Knoxville to serve as his depot for any movement into middle Tennessee.
The process would take several weeks, if not months, and would provide Sherman with
an opportunity to move toward Atlanta from his base in Chattanooga.
Thus, the Davis-Bragg plan for the upcoming spring campaign was poorly
designed and destined to fail. Davis was blind to the difference in the conditions between
the eastern and the western theaters of operations. Having observed Robert E. Lee
maneuver his army through Virginia and Maryland, he believed similar activities could
be undertaken without much difficulty in the West. Braxton Bragg, having served as
commander of the Army of Tennessee, should have alerted the president to the
distinctions between the two theaters of operations. Perhaps he believed that the
Perryville campaign in 1862 proved that such a maneuver was possible.
However, the proposed plan for the spring of 1864 faced obstacles that the
advance into Kentucky two years earlier did not. The most notable difference between
the campaigns was the Confederate point of departure. In 1862, Bragg had moved north
from Chattanooga, while General Kirby Smith marched into Kentucky from his base in
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Knoxville. Both commands benefited from having a supply depot (in Chattanooga and
Knoxville) to their rear without fear that supply routes might suffer molestation from
Federal forces. Furthermore, the campaign commenced in the middle of August when
soldiers on the march could expect to supply themselves with corn, apples, and other
provisions from the surrounding countryside. Even so, Kirby Smith commented on the
difficulty of his advance from Knoxville to Richmond, Kentucky. Smith suggested that
his march was one of the most difficult of the war; his troops were subjected to great
hardship including poor roads, minimal water, and only green corn and unsalted beef to
eat.40 Smith made his march with about 12,400 men, a force significantly smaller than
the proposed advance under the Davis-Bragg plan.41 Bragg should have known that the
success of his 1862 campaign owed much to variables not present in 1864. While the
condition of the roads in eastern Tennessee had not changed, the availability of
provisions and the number of troops requiring them would be dramatically different.
Bragg failed in his capacity as military advisor to the president when he neglected to
inform Davis of the distinct differences between the eastern and western theaters of
operation and ignored the striking dissimilarity between the Perryville campaign and the
proposed plan for the spring.
Upon receipt of the Davis-Bragg plan, Johnston wrote to Bragg on March 19,
detailing his objections including concerns regarding the maintenance of communications
and the ability to supply the army. Johnston proposed that reinforcements should be sent
to him at Dalton for the purpose of a defensive stand against the enemy, followed by a
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counterattack.42 If this did not meet with the administration's approval, Johnston
proposed that Polk's Army of Mississippi reinforce his own and together march into
western Tennessee through Alabama in order to draw the Federal army out of their strong
entrenchments around Chattanooga.43 Johnston presumed that a forward movement to
Ringgold and thence on to Cleveland held the best chance for success should the
administration insist on offensive operations.44
Johnston's fallback plan, an advance through Alabama into western Tennessee,
offered a far greater opportunity for success then did the Davis-Bragg design. The roads
were easier to traverse because they lacked the numerous mountain ranges present in
eastern Tennessee. Furthermore, no significant Federal or Confederate forces operated in
northern Alabama during the winter of 1863-64, so the region had not been stripped
barren of supplies. Still, a Confederate invasion of Tennessee through Alabama faced the
difficulties of a large army operating in a region with low population. Johnston's men
could hope for considerably less forage than their counterparts in Lee's army. Another
fault with the plan was that it, like the Davis-Bragg plan, relied upon Sherman behaving
in a manner consistent with Confederate objectives. Should Sherman determine to leave
an adequate force in Chattanooga and march on Atlanta with his remaining troops, the
Confederacy could do nothing to stop him. Though Johnston's proposal for an offensive
afforded more hope of success then the Davis-Bragg strategy, his preference for making a
defensive stand remained the best option under the circumstances.
As the dispute over the proper course of action for spring between the president
and Johnston escalated, others also offered their suggestions for offensive operations into
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Tennessee. Lieutenant General Leonidas Polk, charged with the defense of Mississippi,
Alabama, and East Louisiana, proposed a spring offensive to the president on February
28, 1864. Polk assumed that Sherman's raid on Meridian from Vicksburg earlier that
month was a precursor to a Federal advance from Chattanooga. Polk believed Johnston's
force at Dalton inadequate to resist the Union invasion. 45 He observed that when the
Federal army, then in Chattanooga, made a forward movement, its already extended
supply lines from Nashville could prove advantageous for a Confederate counter-stroke.
Any advance on Atlanta meant that the Federals would need to supply themselves
through Polk's department. He hoped to convince Davis to reinforce him with enough
men to allow him to ravage the Federal supply route. 46
Polk sought the reinforcement of his old division, now with the Army of
Tennessee, under the command of Benjamin Cheatham. He thought that the division
could return to its home in western Tennessee and recruit and believed he could double
the division's strength from 4,000 to 8,000 men. Once Polk completed recruitment he
intended to advance upon the Federal supply line with 15,000 infantry and an additional
15,000 cavalry. 47 To help ensure success, Polk advocated for Kirby Smith to pressure
Union forces in the Trans-Mississippi, preventing them from sending reinforcements to
harass Polk's own endeavor. Meanwhile, Longstreet was to act in a similar fashion on the
eastern flank of the Federal column advancing toward Atlanta. 48
Historian Mark Elam argues that Polk's strategy for the spring campaign gave the
Confederates the best opportunity for success. Elam contends that Polk's ability to
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operate in western Tennessee conferred several distinct advantages. First, his ties to the
region meant that he was acquainted with roads, rivers, and mountain passes. Second, the
population's familiarity with Polk meant that the general could replenish his ranks with
new recruits. Additionally, topographical features in the region favored the movement.
Polk needed to cross several rivers, and he could do so before the Union forces ever knew
his intentions; all of the rivers were close to his own front and could be crossed by
pontoon bridges. Further, the proximity of the Union railroad to Polk's position also
made it easy to attack.49 Elam suggests that an approach through eastern Tennessee
offered no such benefits. Several rivers flowed far behind enemy lines, which meant that
crossing them might prove difficult. Nor was the railroad as close to the front as was the
case in western Tennessee, making it more difficult to disrupt.50 On these points Elam's
assertion that Polk's plan provided the Confederacy with its best hope for success seems
reasonable, particularly in light of the poor supply in eastern Tennessee.
Elam's primary argument in favor of the Polk strategy, however, deserves
scrutiny. He contends that Polk's army of 30,000 men could permanently cut the railroad
and thus the Federal supply line. He notes that several Confederate raids during the
course of the campaign had little effect on Sherman's ability to supply his troops. The
Confederate failure, according to Elam, stemmed from the fact that the raiding parties
never included sufficient manpower. As a result, Confederate attempts to break up the
Union supply line meant that the raiding party rarely stayed in one place long enough to
inflict significant damage. Sherman's engineers rapidly repaired whatever minimal
damage the Confederates wrought. Elam suggests that the size of Polk's army would give
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him an advantage that no other Confederate raiding force possessed: the ability to remain
in a single location for an extended period, interrupt communications and supply, and
incapacitate the Union advance on Atlanta. 51
Elam asserts that Sherman would have been unable to secure large numbers of
troops for defense against Polk's attack. He claims that Sherman could send no more
than 30,000 troops against Polk so long as Johnston and Longstreet continued to occupy
his attention.52 Moreover, the Federal column would need to attack, providing Polk with
the tactical advantage of operating on the defensive. Even if the Federals forced a
Confederate retreat, Polk could destroy the railroad as he went. Elam also suggests that
the presence of infantry would have provided the necessary firepower for Polk's column
to carry out its intended task.53
In support of his assertion that the infantry presence held the key to success, Elam
refers to a proposed raid under Nathan Bedford Forrest into middle Tennessee in May
1864. Forrest himself complained about the meager number of men — 3,500 cavalry
troopers — available for the incursion.54 Elam's claim is difficult to prove, as
circumstances prevented Forrest from executing the plan. 55 Nevertheless, Elam
speculates that Forrest's raid into Tennessee in September after the conclusion of the
Atlanta campaign demonstrates the likelihood of success had the administration adopted
Polk's strategy. In that instance Sherman directed two divisions into Tennessee to contest
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Forrest's 4,500 man column.56 Elam argues that if Sherman could only send two
divisions after the fall of Atlanta, he could not have sent an even larger body of troops
while he faced Johnston in his drive toward Atlanta. If Polk 's force included a
significant number of infantry it could defend itself against any force Sherman might be
capable of detaching.57
Elam's analysis of Polk's plan is overly optimistic. He fails to appreciate fully the
imbalance in troop strength between Sherman's armies and Johnston's Army of
Tennessee. Sherman commenced his advance with approximately 100,000 men.58 To
confront Sherman, Johnston mustered only 40,000 effective infantry and approximately
2,500 effective cavalry in Dalton.59 Without the addition of Polk's army to Johnston's
force, as the administration eventually ordered, Johnston faced overwhelming odds. If
the campaign had progressed according to Polk's plan, Sherman would have had little
difficulty in sending an adequate force to confront Polk. Indeed, once the campaign
commenced and the Army of Tennessee under General James McPherson recalled those
on detached duty, it mustered approximately 35,000 soldiers. 60 If Polk had remained in
Mississippi rather than joining Johnston and then attempted to advance on Sherman's
communication, Sherman could easily detach McPherson's army to deal with the threat.
Even if he did so, Sherman would still have outnumbered Johnston's army by nearly
25,000 men and McPherson would have enjoyed a significant advantage over Polk's
column. Polk would have been outnumbered and forced to deploy cavalry against
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McPherson's infantry. Further, all of McPherson's soldiers were veterans, while Polk's
proposed force would have included approximately 4,000 newly recruited troops.
Finally, Elam's assertion that Polk's force could target both Tunnel Hill and the
tunnel at Cowen, Tennessee undermines his calculation that Polk's plan offered the best
chance for Confederate success. In making his argument, Elam cites Polk biographer
Joseph Parks. Parks thought Polk's plan had merit, and he deemed the destruction of the
tunnel at Cowen a good idea. Both Parks and Elam rightly note that Confederate efforts
to destroy rail lines proved ineffective because Sherman possessed railroad materials in
his baggage train. 61 Parks argues that while Sherman could easily replace rails, his ability
to repair a tunnel was more unlikely. Neither Sherman nor Grant possessed "machinery
that could open up a caved in tunnel through a limestone mountain within a reasonable
time."62 Elam suggests that destruction of either tunnel would have halted Sherman's
advance. In particular the tunnel in Cowen presented an attractive target as it "was far
from Sherman's bases in Nashville and Chattanooga."63 Certainly Elam and Parks are
correct in their assertion that the destruction of either tunnel should have been high on the
Confederacy's agenda. In fact, a northern newspaper considered Tunnel Hill the likely
target of Joseph Wheeler's August raid. 64 Nevertheless, there was absolutely no reason
for the task to be carried out by a large force. A raiding party of cavalry would be at least
as efficient. A relatively small cavalry contingent could have produced the same result
that Elam insists made Polk's strategy the most promising; thus, Polk's plan was
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unnecessary. In fact, Polk's proposal was likely to result in the destruction of his force
and was properly rejected.65
Polk was not alone in offering alternatives to the Davis-Bragg plan. James
Longstreet proposed an advance through eastern Tennessee that would include his own
forces in combination with Johnston. Longstreet's plan mirrored the Davis-Bragg plan in
advocating an advance through eastern Tennessee, but Longstreet demonstrated a greater
understanding of the difficulty of such an approach. Longstreet recommended that he
and Johnston unite at Madisonville in eastern Tennessee, and suggested two routes that
could be utilized, the first "passing some fifteen miles south of Knoxville, the other by
passing down north of Knoxville."66 Both, as Longstreet noted, faced a "serious
difficulty" with respect to the "scarcity of supplies."67
Upon hearing Longstreet's plan, Johnston lodged his objections. Johnston
observed that Longstreet's southern route required the passage of at least six rivers, five
of which lacked bridges. Johnston said that he could make the movement, but only if he
was met at Madisonville with "subsistence stores and forage for my army." 68 Johnston
also laid a condition on the northern approach to Madisonville. He commented that it
would require him to cross the Holston and Tennessee rivers, the latter of which "would
require a bridge, which I cannot haul; but if you [Longstreet] can meet me there, so as to
prevent forces from Chattanooga molesting my march, I can make a bridge and unite my
forces with yours."69
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Johnston undoubtedly understood that his conditional acceptance of Longstreet's
design meant that the plan could not go forward. The experiences of Burnside, Schofield,
and Buckner all attested to the impossibility of providing adequate forage by way of the
roads in the eastern part of the state. The notion that Longstreet might converge on
Madisonville with sufficient supplies for both his own command and Johnston's strains
credibility. After all, Longstreet's initial proposal, as previously mentioned, suggested
that his own column could not supply itself properly. Longstreet marshaled
approximately 15,000 men, a force significantly less than Johnston commanded at
Dalton.70 If his primary concern was his inability to secure supplies for his own men,
Longstreet could not hope to combine with Johnston at Madisonville with supplies for
both columns. Nor could Longstreet meet Johnston along the Tennessee River to defend
the river against any interference from the Union forces in Chattanooga with sufficient
forage for his own and Johnston's troops.
In attaching these provisions to any acceptance of Longstreet's plans, Johnston
was in reality arguing against the venture, something he did more forcefully in a later
communication. On March 13 Johnston raised two specific objections with Longstreet.
First, the Federal forces might interpose themselves between Longstreet and his own
force before either could reach Madisonville. If so, the Union army would enjoy a great
numerical advantage over either of the separated Confederate armies. Second, he again
questioned the quartermaster's ability to supply a large Confederate column marching
through eastern Tennessee. 71 Johnston was right to reject Longstreet's proposal. The
only real difference between Longstreet's plan and the strategy the administration
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advocated was that Longstreet acknowledged the difficulty to supply any force operating
in eastern Tennessee. Like the Davis-Bragg plan, Longstreet's proposal offered the
Confederacy little hope of success in the spring campaign.
Undaunted and eager to play a principal role in the upcoming campaign,
Longstreet proffered a second plan of action. His new proposal envisioned a unification
of his own command with P.G.T. Beauregard's troops in Abingdon, Virginia. Initially,
Beauregard's troops could concentrate in Greenville, South Carolina and acquire the
necessary supplies for an advance into Kentucky by way of Pound Gap. According to
Longstreet, the force would number approximately 40,000 infantry and artillery and thus
compel the Union to abandon all or most of Tennessee. Should the Federals attempt to
concentrate their forces on the invading army under Beauregard, Longstreet asserted that
Beauregard could maneuver into Tennessee and unite with Johnston. Longstreet
calculated that the transfer of a division from Polk's command in Mississippi to South
Carolina would compensate for the troops headed north with Beauregard. Further,
troops from Mobile could be transferred to Atlanta if Johnston moved north into
Tennessee. 72 The plan apparently received the support of Robert E. Lee, who assisted
Longstreet in his effort to convince Davis to adopt the strategy. 73 The fact that Lee
considered the plan worthy of support suggests that it promised a legitimate chance for
success.
The proposal, however, met with criticism from Johnston. Johnston argued that
the Federals enjoyed the protection of interior lines and could concentrate more easily on
any isolated Confederate force. He further asserted that General Ulysses S. Grant's return
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to Tennessee indicated that the primary Union effort in the spring would surely target
Atlanta. Consequently, Johnston maintained that reinforcements and supplies should be
sent to him at Dalton as soon as possible in order to defeat the inevitable Union advance
upon that position. 74
Davis too had reasons to reject Longstreet's second proposal, though Davis's
objections stemmed from personal animosity rather than discomfort with the strategy
Longstreet advocated. On March 25 the president informed Longstreet that the railroad
could not support the troop movement of Beauregard's men to Greenville, South
Carolina. According to Davis, such a movement threatened to interrupt the supply of
corn to Lee's army in Virginia.75 Davis's contention was unreasonable; surely Lee's army
could survive on half rations of corn for a few days. Davis went on to argue that
Longstreet's proposal left the coastal defenses too weak and stripped Atlanta of the ability
to defend itself. 76 Again, Davis's contention lacked merit. If the Confederacy launched
an invasion of Kentucky the Rebels would claim the initiative and the Federals would be
forced to react to their opponents. As a result, the Union would be hard-pressed to
defend Kentucky from a large field army and at the same time press an attack on the
Confederacy's coastal cities. The president's claim that Longstreet's plan would endanger
Atlanta was patently absurd. Davis himself sponsored a plan that required Johnston to
evacuate Dalton and move through eastern Tennessee, a move that would enable
Sherman to advance on Atlanta if he chose to ignore the threat that Johnston's army posed
to his rear. Longstreet's proposal allowed Johnston to remain in Dalton, between
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Sherman and Atlanta. In reality, Davis refused Longstreet's proposal out of spite against
Beauregard.
As previously discussed, the relationship between Beauregard and Davis had
deteriorated ever since the aftermath of the First Battle of Manassas in 1861.
Beauregard's conduct after the Battle of Shiloh in 1862 had further incensed the
president. Indeed, it is safe to assert that Davis promoted Johnston to command of the
Army of Tennessee only because he detested Johnston less than Beauregard. To have
accepted Longstreet's latest plan would have elevated Beauregard to de facto command of
a major field army, a proposition Davis clearly disliked. Consequently, he rejected a plan
that presented the best opportunity among all those proffered for a spring offensive.
The fact that Robert E. Lee supported Longstreet's strategy for the spring
indicates that the plan was not without merit. First, the plan addressed the most glaring
deficiency in the previously considered spring offensives. Beauregard's army would
advance with adequate supplies from its starting point in Avignon, Virginia.
Additionally, the plotted course of the army's advance meant that it would not encounter
a terrain stripped bare of forage due to the presence of Federal or Confederate forces over
the course of the winter. Nor would the garrison in Knoxville pose a significant threat to
Beauregard's supply line. Once in Kentucky, Beauregard would have access to the forage
available in that state and could recruit troops to swell his ranks.
Second, the commitment of 40,000 troops ensured that the army would gain
Kentucky with little trouble, as no Federal force in the vicinity could hope to match its
numbers. With the addition of soldiers recruited from Kentucky, the Confederate force
would pose a serious threat to the Union occupation of Tennessee. At a minimum the
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Federal garrison at Knoxville under Schofield would need to abandon its position and
move to Nashville in order to protect the supply depot there. Nashville served as the
largest army depot in the country with massive warehouses often covering entire city
blocks.77 The depot at Nashville provided Sherman's army with its source of supply. If
Nashville could be threatened with the siege, Sherman's supplies would be in jeopardy.
Even if Schofield were able to reach Nashville before Beauregard, his force no longer
numbered 25,000. On March 14, General Grant ordered the Ninth Corps from Schofield's
army to the east.78 As a consequence, Schofield only commanded two infantry divisions
with approximately 7,000 effective men and an additional 2,000 cavalry. Upon discovery
of Schofield's diminished army, Sherman ordered the addition of a third division. That
division consisted of 5,000 new recruits untested in battle.
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Schofield's army lacked the manpower to oppose the Confederate force envisioned in
Longstreet's latest plan. If Beauregard and Longstreet moved into Kentucky and then
threatened Nashville, Sherman would probably have needed to abandon Chattanooga.
On May 1 the Federal troops in the western theater remained widely dispersed
and vulnerable to Longstreet's proposal. Sherman's force in Chattanooga consisted of
approximately 73,000 soldiers in the Army of the Cumberland, under the command of
General George Thomas. 80 General James McPherson and his Army of the Tennessee,
with 24,500 men, remained in Huntsville, Alabama until the beginning of May. 81 If the
Confederate invasion of Kentucky commenced in late April, as Longstreet suggested, the
Union forces in the region faced a dilemma. In order to defend Nashville against a
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Confederate army numbering between 40,000 and 45,000 infantry and artillery, Sherman
would be forced to bolster Schofield's command significantly. Since many of Schofield's
troops were raw, a reinforcement of fewer than 40,000 would have been insufficient. A
transfer of that many troops to Nashville would have left only about 30,000 men to
defend Chattanooga and offered an opportunity for Johnston to besiege the remaining
garrison. Sherman could order McPherson to march from Huntsville to Chattanooga in an
effort to compensate for the reduction of his forces there. To do so, however, exposed
McPherson's army to an attack if Johnston decided to interpose himself between
McPherson's line of march and Chattanooga. Consequently, unless Sherman decided to
move north with his entire command with both McPherson and Thomas, he courted
disaster. If Sherman chose the prudent course of action and marched north with the
Army of the Cumberland and the Army of the Tennessee, Johnston could take
Chattanooga without a fight.
Longstreet's final suggestion for taking the offensive in the spring gave the
Confederacy its best hope for success and is likely the reason that Lee chose to offer his
support. The plan addressed the problem of supply, one of the primary drawbacks to the
Davis-Bragg strategy. Additionally, the number of troops allotted to the invasion force
under Beauregard meant that Sherman needed to respond aggressively. Sherman,
however, would not have the option to march on Atlanta, as Johnston's army still stood in
his way at Dalton. Sherman's only real alternative would be to concentrate on
Beauregard, which meant the abandonment of Chattanooga and Knoxville. Further, by
the time Sherman concentrated his forces and advanced on Beauregard, the latter could
withdraw to Avignon if necessary. Even if Beauregard were forced into battle, his army
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would have adequate strength to defend itself. Finally, Longstreet's strategy would have
allowed the Confederates to take the initiative and recover much of Tennessee. The
fertile farmland in the middle of the state offered the Confederacy a replacement for the
loss of the Trans-Mississippi during the summer of 1863. It also provided the
administration with political capital. Politicians in Tennessee and Alabama could all
claim victory as Federal forces would no longer occupy their states. Georgians too stood
to benefit with the threat of imminent invasion removed. Nevertheless, Davis refused to
adopt the plan and offered a bevy of weak objections against it. Davis's personal
animosity toward Beauregard offers the only reasonable explanation for his behavior.
Davis permitted a personal grudge to prevail over sound strategy and political
expediency.
None of the proposals for the spring campaign was perfect and some were without
any merit at all. The Davis-Bragg plan was the worst of the lot. The evidence clearly
demonstrates that an advance through eastern Tennessee carried too great a risk; a large
force could not be adequately supplied. Further, the plan called for Johnston to evacuate
his position at Dalton, thereby providing an opportunity for Sherman to move on to
Atlanta unmolested. Longstreet's initial proposal mirrored the Davis-Bragg strategy and
so too deserves criticism. Polk's suggestion, though daring, meant that Johnston would
face Sherman with more than a two to one disadvantage at the beginning of the
campaign. Even if Polk had managed to force Sherman into detaching part of his army,
Sherman's numerical advantage over Johnston would still be in the neighborhood of
25,000 men. Johnston's own proposal for offensive operations was the best of those
plans that advocated the northward advance of the Army of Tennessee. The army would
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at least have an opportunity to supply itself. Still, Sherman would be given the chance to
decide for himself whether or not he wanted to move on Atlanta. Considering his
decision to march to the sea at the conclusion of the Atlanta campaign, Sherman appears
to have had little compunction in requiring his army to subsist off the land. Longstreet's
second plan offered the best opportunity for Confederate success by a large margin.
Johnston could remain between Sherman and Atlanta while a second sizable army moved
into Sherman's rear and endangered his supply line.
Unfortunately for the Confederacy, the plan also meant Beauregard's return to the
field — a proposition Jefferson Davis could not stomach. Clearly the dispute over the
proper course of action for the spring campaign generated a disagreement between the
administration and the Confederacy's top lieutenant in the West. The dispute hinged on
whether or not Johnston's army remained capable of invading Tennessee after the disaster
at Missionary Ridge in November 1863.
Despite his rejection of Longstreet's plan, Davis remained committed to offensive
operations in the western theater as soon as conditions permitted. His belief in the
efficacy of the offense came not only from political concerns, but also from the
impression that the condition of Johnston's army allowed for a movement into Tennessee.
Davis and his administration believed that the Army of Tennessee was in good condition
even after the fiasco at Missionary Ridge. According to reports, the army's strength
would be recouped with the addition of one or two brigades from the Department of
Mississippi and the arrival of stragglers and convalescents. 82 Further, Davis received
reports that suggested that the army had adequate artillery as well as sufficient
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ammunition and supplies.83 Davis's aide, Colonel Joseph Ives, had visited Dalton and
informed the president that forces there appeared ready for battle. 84 In fact, on December
11 Hardee informed the president that the army was "in good spirits, the artillery reorganized and equipped . . . and ready to fight."85 Though Hardee's communication on
December 11 presented the picture of an army ready for action, his earlier report on
December 4 indicated that the army lacked offensive punch, numbering a mere 30,127
effective infantry and artillery. 86 Hardee had also complained about the state of supply
on December 3 when he informed Johnston, then in command of the department, that
without the supply of more meat "it will be impossible to hold this army together." 87
On December 17, Hardee sent a telegram to the War Department that clearly
contradicted his earlier assessment that the army was ready for action. The
communication, like the December 3 telegram to Johnston, emphasized inadequacy in the
army's supply. In it he stated: "To enable this army to take the field, reinforcements are
necessary... but in our present condition it is necessary to avoid a general action."
Further, "the question of supplies, both for men and animals, presents a source of infinite
trouble." Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Hardee informed Davis that the
Federals' recent reinforcements dispelled any hope of offensive action on the part of the
Army of Tennessee. 88
Davis chose to ignore Hardee's protestations of December 17 and focus instead on
his December 11 communication and Colonel Ives's report. On December 23, Davis sent
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a telegram to Johnston stating his understanding of the condition of the army in Dalton.
The president insisted that the evidence available to him led him to believe that the army
could soon take the offensive. Davis claimed that the letter from Bragg received soon
after the Battle of Missionary Ridge indicated that the army sustained few casualties and
remained in fighting condition. He also referenced the report from Colonel Ives that
suggested that the material condition of the army "was not unfavorable." 89 To bolster
Ives's account, Davis cited the report of the chief of ordnance that the artillery was well
equipped with guns, horses, and ordnance. The infantry too was well supplied with
weaponry and ammunition. The president claimed that with stragglers and convalescents
returning to the ranks and the addition of cavalry from east Tennessee he expected
Johnston's army to exceed the number of troops available to any Confederate army during
the course of the entire war. Davis closed with the observation that Hardee's
communication of December 11 indicated the readiness of the army for the upcoming
campaign. 90 The president failed to mention Hardee's subsequent communication to the
contrary. Rather, he relied upon the information that best suited his hope for the spring.
In reality, the army at Dalton bore no resemblance to the one described in the
president's missive. On January 2, Johnston informed Davis that the recent returns
revealed only 36,000 effective infantry and artillery. 91 Though that figure was
significantly higher than the 30,127 Hardee had reported in early December, it compared
unfavorably to the size of the army during the Chickamauga campaign. Moreover, Lee's
armies routinely numbered significantly more troops than those available to Johnston at
Dalton. Even at the close of April Johnston's army mustered only 40,000 effective
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infantry and artillery, including 1,500 troops under the command of General George
Cantey, recently arrived from Polk's army in Mississippi. 92 An additional 8,500 cavalry
were present for duty, only 2,400 of whom were effective due to the poor condition of
their horses. The difficult campaign that extended into the winter of 1863-64 left the
troopers with few serviceable mounts. In fact, many of the troopers had returned to their
homes in search of new horses for the upcoming campaign. 93 Certainly the majority of
convalescents and stragglers had returned to the army by April, which meant that the only
way to increase the Army of Tennessee's ranks was reinforcement from another theater of
operations. As a result, Davis clearly erred in his calculation that the army might exceed
any previous Confederate army during the war.
The minimal growth in the Army of Tennessee's ranks, however, had nothing to
do with the efforts of its new commander. Johnston diligently sought ways to improve
the strength and morale of his army. Though Davis advocated an advance into
Tennessee, Johnston feared that the condition of his army would prevent even an
effective defense against a Union advance from Chattanooga. On January 6, Johnston
informed his confidant Senator Louis Wigfall that Sherman's arrival from Mississippi had
augmented the Federal force arrayed against him by 25,000 men. In an effort to enhance
his own troop strength Johnston advocated that Wigfall propose a bill to the Congress
allowing for the impressment of slaves into the army.94 Johnston believed that slaves
could be substituted for soldiers engaged in detached service and those on extra duty who
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worked as cooks, engineer laborers, and pioneers. Johnston asserted that more than
10,000 men could be added to the front line if slaves replaced them. 95
In addition to his effort to increase the size of his force, Johnston worked
diligently to procure supplies. Two obstacles made his task more difficult. First, as
previously mentioned, Georgia began furnishing Lee's army with beef during the winter
of 1863-64.96 Consequently, the Army of Tennessee was forced to share beef rations
with the army in Virginia. Further, economic interests compelled Johnston's army to
compete for access to the railroad. The government's transport of cotton from Georgia to
Wilmington, North Carolina interfered with the army's ability to access supplies. The
managers of the Georgia Railroad complained that they lacked the fuel to meet the
government's cotton demands as well as the army's supply demands. 97 Johnston became
so frustrated with the railroad service that he claimed, "if the enemy manages railroads no
better, as far as the defensive is concerned we may take away our troops."98
Nevertheless, Johnston's efforts to supply his men over the course of his first few months
of command made a positive impression on the troops.
Ambrose Doss of the 19th Alabama infantry regiment cheerfully wrote to his wife
on January 27 that his rations were acceptable. They included "plenty of bread, three
quarters of a pound of beef and several other little nourishments including rice and
sugar."99 Sometimes the men even received "a little hog meet [sic]."100 In addition to
securing satisfactory forage for his army, Johnston instituted a policy of fair food
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distribution. During Bragg's tenure of command, officers generally fared far better than
enlisted men. Under Bragg officers were permitted to befriend commissaries and
quartermasters and thereby obtain the best available provisions. Johnston ordered that
rations be distributed evenly between officers and enlisted men. 101
Not only did soldiers receive food from the commissary, but they also managed to
secure food from the local population and in the form of care packages from home. For
example, Lieutenant A. J. Neal was delighted that he had purchased one hundred pounds
of flour and fifteen old hens that produced four eggs a day from a local farmer.102 In
addition to receiving meat from his wife, private Ambrose Doss also purchased one
hundred dollars' worth of meat between January and the beginning of March. 103 Other
soldiers also received packages from home to supplement their diet. Spencer Welch, an
army surgeon, wrote to his wife in January thanking her for her shipment. Welch listed
sweet potatoes, ten gallons of kraut, ten gallons of molasses, forty pounds of flour,
twelve pounds of butter, a ham, and a side of bacon, among other things.104
In addition to his efforts to secure proper rations for his troops, Johnston
instigated other reforms as well. He began by extending amnesty to all absentees, a
policy that increased the army by 649 soldiers. 105 Johnston also established a system of
furlough lotteries that proved highly popular.106 A furlough was granted to one out of
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every twenty-five men and one of ten men in those units that reenlisted for the duration of
the war. J. W. Ward commented that "the prospect of obtaining immediate furloughs
endured [sic] many of the men to reenlist."107
Johnston also oversaw a building project with each brigade constructing its own
church. Randall Gibson's brigade from Louisiana erected two churches, one Protestant
and one Catholic. General Patrick Cleburne even used the churches as a schoolhouse to
teach members of his command to read and write.108 Further, Johnston saw to the
acquisition of proper clothing and footwear for his soldiers. On March 8 Halsey Wigfall,
serving on Hood's staff, noted that the men "seem well clothed and shod and there was
more the look of uniform about their appearance than I have seen since I have been in the
army."109 Johnston's insistence on frequent drill further helped to transform the army.
Prior to Johnston's arrival the infantry received little or no training on the firing range.
Johnston ordered that marksmanship be made a priority. 110 On March 21 Halsey Wigfall
expressed to his mother that officers with previous service in Lee's army considered the
Army of Tennessee superior in their drill. 111 In totality, Johnston's measures transformed
the dispirited army he inherited after its loss at Missionary Ridge. As early as January
the men had gained confidence in their new commander. Johnston inspired so much
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enthusiasm that one Tennessee regiment even volunteered for a term of 99 years or until
the end of the war.112
Despite Johnston's extraordinary efforts, serious obstacles remained. In
particular, the condition of the animals and the artillery improved little over the course of
the winter. Upon elevation to command of the army Johnston attempted to improve the
condition of both artillery and cavalry horses. He ordered that horses be sent throughout
the region to areas with adequate forage. Sherman's raid on Meridian in late February,
however, forced Johnston to recall most of his cavalry and artillery. Lieutenant A. J.
Neal of the 1st Florida Artillery lamented that the horses improved while at Kingston, but
suffered some while in close proximity to Dalton. In particular he noted that half of the
"long forage" was spoiled. 113 On March 14 Halsey Wigfall observed that "the horses are
in bad order."114 Further the army's artillery appeared more suited for a war waged a half
a century earlier. Many batteries still operated 6-pound and 12-pound howitzers, guns
that were outdated even at the beginning of the war. Nevertheless, Johnston took what
measures he could in order to reform that branch of service. He reorganized the artillery
into regiments, one for each corps and one in reserve. 115
Undoubtedly Johnston's performance had done much to restore the army's
condition. By the middle of March the men were receiving adequate rations, the furlough
system and church construction had improved morale, and Johnston had increased the
army's drill efficiency. Even so, the April returns demonstrate that the army numbered
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less than 44,000 men. Despite Johnston's best efforts to supply his army, he lacked the
manpower to advance into Tennessee as the president envisioned. The poor condition of
the army's transportation vehicles and horses for both the artillery and the cavalry also
stood in the way of a forward movement.
As the spring approached, Johnston continued to request reinforcements to hold
his position at Dalton. Davis, however, did not believe that Johnston's army lacked the
ability to make offensive maneuvers. On March 7 Davis had received a communication
from General John Bell Hood that indicated the army was in magnificent spirits and only
required an additional 10-15,000 men to advance into Tennessee.116 Based on Hood's
report, Davis refused to send Johnston any reinforcements unless Johnston agreed to
accept the administration's proposal for an advance through eastern Tennessee. 117 On
March 12 Davis informed Johnston that if he agreed to execute the Davis-Bragg strategy
he would receive an additional 32,000 men from Polk, Beauregard, and Longstreet.118
Four days later, Johnston again cited supply problems as an impediment to the proposed
invasion. Johnston argued that the army remained deficient in artillery horses and
transportation. He further asserted that he had not yet been able to secure the surplus of
stores necessary for an advance. 119
Embroiled again in an argument over the spring campaign strategy, Johnston sent
his assistant, Adjutant General Benjamin Ewell, to Richmond in an effort to persuade the
administration. Ewell arrived in the capital on April 13 and met with Davis. Ewell stated
that Johnston did not oppose an offensive movement per se, though this was disputable
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considering Johnston's communication of March 19 that called for a defensive stand
followed by a counterattack. Ewell argued that Johnston only opposed the
administration's plan of action for an advance into eastern Tennessee. 120 In response,
Davis gave Ewell an ultimatum; Johnston would receive 15,000 reinforcements only if he
agreed to take the offensive. Davis also demanded that Johnston respond to the offer of
reinforcements by the following day or face revocation. 121 Interestingly, Davis's
proffered reinforcements no longer matched the numbers indicated in the March 12
communication, which had suggested Johnston could expect as many as 32,000
additional men. Perhaps the administration believed Hood's assessment that
reinforcements totaling 10,000-15,000 were sufficient for an advance. Hood made his
observations to the president in a letter penned on March 7. It is likely that Davis did not
receive the letter prior to the administration's March 12 communication to Johnston
offering substantially more reinforcements. Having received Hood's assessment, Davis
and Bragg might have determined to send a portion of the 32,000 elsewhere. In fact, on
April 11 the administration ordered Longstreet from eastern Tennessee back to
Virginia. 122
In addition to Hood's letter, Davis had received similar reports from other
sources, which likely influenced the administration's ultimatum. On March 29 Brigadier
General William Pendleton, sent by the administration to assess the condition of the
Army of Tennessee, reported that the army's artillery corps, once the horses recovered
from a difficult season, would prove satisfactory and capable of making a contribution. 123
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Further, a report dated April 11 from Davis's aide, Colonel Arthur Cole, disputed
Johnston's claims concerning the condition of his field transportation. Cole observed that
any deficiencies were Johnston's fault, considering his past service as the Quartermaster
General of the United States Army. Cole attributed the deficiencies to the season and
believed the situation reparable.124
A second report from Pendleton, containing Bragg's notations, contradicted
Johnston's estimation of the enemy strength. Pendleton had met with Johnston on April
15 to discuss the possibility of offensive operations. During the meeting, Johnston relied
on the testimony from his cavalry chief, General Joseph Wheeler, who estimated the
Federal forces at approximately 103,000 men. 125 Pendleton generated a report of the
meeting and sent it to Davis, who then forwarded it to Bragg. Bragg returned the report
with notations that insisted that Wheeler had overestimated the Federal strength. 126
According to Bragg, the Union army consisted of no more than 70,000, of whom
only 60,000 were serviceable.127 Bragg was not alone in his assessment; Hood also
miscalculated Sherman's strength. In a March 17 letter to the president, advocating an
advance, Hood asserted that the men were well fed and well clothed, in high spirits and
"eager for the fray."128 He noted that the Army mustered approximately 40,000 men and
that a junction with Polk would bring the total to 60,000, giving the Confederates a
10,000 man advantage over their opponents. 129 If Bragg and Hood were correct, the
addition of only 15,000 men to the total of the Army of Tennessee's April returns
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showing an effective total of 43,887 in all branches of service would put the Confederates
on an equal footing with Sherman's army. In reality, however, Wheeler's estimate of the
enemy was far closer to the truth, as the Army of Tennessee confronted approximately
100,000 men within the combined armies under Sherman.130
In any event, Johnston's reply to Davis's ultimatum was both late and vague,
claiming that "assuming the offensive must depend on relative forces, I shall be ready to
do so whenever they warrant it."131 To Davis's credit, he did not withdraw the offer of
reinforcements as indicated in his ultimatum. Nevertheless, circumstances in Virginia
eventually required the administration to concentrate on the campaign in the eastern
theater, thus effectively ending the dispatch of Longstreet's Corps to Johnston. 132 Davis's
decision to concentrate on the situation confronting Lee's army in late April 1864
illustrates his belief that the Federal army did not possess the ability to mount dual
offensives, one in the east and one in the west. Soon, he discovered that they could. In
fact, on May 6, Davis ordered General Polk to turn command of the Department of
Mississippi over to General S. D. Lee and proceed to Dalton with Loring's division and
any other available troops to meet the threat posed by Sherman's advance toward
Rome. 133
In his postwar defense, Davis claimed that because Johnston proved unwilling to
carry out the administration's initial plans for an offensive into eastern Tennessee the
Federal army managed to create combinations rendering the Davis-Bragg plan
impractical. Consequently, Davis asserted that he took "prompt measures to enable
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General Johnston to carry out immediately his own proposition to strike first at Ringgold
and then at Cleveland."134 Davis also argued that while Johnston's proposed offensive
held less promise than his own, it "might have been attended with good results had it
been properly executed."135 The record, however, indicates that Davis took no such
measures. The president's first attempt to send reinforcements for the purpose of
executing Johnston's proposed offensive occurred on May 6. Davis issued the order only
after Sherman began his advance toward Dalton and Rome and two months after
Johnston mentioned the possibility of an invasion of western Tennessee. Davis had been
given ample opportunity to take the necessary steps to ensure the success of Johnston's
plan to strike at Ringgold.
Davis's failure to lend prompt assistance can be seen in his own admission that,
when Sherman began his advance, Johnston's army mustered less than 50,000 men. 136
Further, his statement that Polk's command was then en route (on May 1) is simply false.
Clearly, Davis's efforts to effectuate Johnston's proposal lacked the promptness he
asserted and made it nearly impossible for his general to properly execute his (Johnston's)
plan.
Prior to Johnston's assumption of command of the Army of Tennessee he and
Davis viewed each other with suspicion. Their relationship only grew more tenuous over
the course of the winter of 1863-64. Davis remained adamant throughout the course of
the winter and into the spring that the Army of Tennessee was capable of offensive
operations. Despite the fact that he had conflicting reports on the condition of the army,
the president insisted that Johnston move into eastern Tennessee. The stalemate between
134
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the president and his commander in the West highlighted each of the key traits that
distinguished Davis from his counterpart, Abraham Lincoln. Davis did not appreciate the
advantage of a centralized command, and as a result the Confederate leadership could not
produce a unified vision for the upcoming campaign season. Davis's distaste for
Beauregard caused him to reject a proposal that offered the Confederacy a reasonable
prospect for success. Finally, the president's dispute with Johnston had resulted in his
encouragement of inappropriate communications between John Bell Hood and the Davis
Administration.
Johnston too found reasons to reject each of the offensive proposals. Most of his
complaints were well founded. The system of supply left much to be desired as railroad
cars in Georgia shipped Georgia beef to Virginia and often transported cotton to
Wilmington rather than forage to Dalton. Moreover, Davis's plan offered little chance for
success and Johnston knew it. As the spring loomed and the Federal advance became a
certainty, Jefferson Davis and Joseph E. Johnston continued to discover new reasons to
harbor distrust.
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CHAPTER IV
DALTON TO ADAIRSVILLE: MAPS, MILITIA, AND MANEUVER
As the campaign season in spring 1864 neared, a combination of factors
threatened the Confederate defense of Georgia. The limited number of troops that
Johnston had to defend against Sherman's seemingly overwhelming numbers constituted
one problem. The dispute over the proposed spring offensive had exacerbated the longstanding feud between Jefferson Davis and his chief lieutenant in the western theater of
operations. With Johnston unwilling to advance into eastern Tennessee, Davis refused to
send reinforcements to Dalton. As a result, the personal quarrel between the two meant
that Polk remained in Mississippi until Sherman commenced his advance on Dalton.
Though both Johnston and Davis deserve blame for the impasse, Davis's proclivity for
permitting his feelings to influence his decisions clearly affected the time-table for Polk's
arrival in Georgia. By the time Polk arrived, Johnston had already lost possession of his
defensive line along Rocky Face Ridge. Had Polk been present, Sherman's flanking
maneuver would have been much more difficult, if not impossible. Thus, Johnston's poor
relationship with the president and both men's unwillingness to compromise deprived
Johnston of the use of approximately 20,000 troops at the beginning of May 1864.
With Polk still in Mississippi, the Georgia militia could have filled the void to
some extent. As previously discussed, a series of conflicts between Jefferson Davis and
Georgia governor Joseph E. Brown eventually culminated in mutual hostility over the
passage of the Conscription Act. After that, the governor had made every effort to
impede enforcement of conscription in Georgia by granting exemption to state
officeholders. The policy resulted in thousands of draft-eligible men escaping
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conscription. 1 Thereafter, the administration's handling of the Georgia State Guard
following the battle of Chickamauga so distressed Governor Brown that he refused to
cooperate with the administration in raising a reserve force in the months preceding
Sherman's invasion of Georgia. The absence of militia may also have contributed to
Johnston's retreat from his defensive line along Rocky Face Ridge.
In addition to the president's ineffective handling of his relationships with both
Johnston and Brown, the Confederates in the West suffered from a disadvantage not of
Davis's making; William Tecumseh Sherman possessed an advantage not only in
manpower but also in information. Over the course of the war, the Union Army
developed technologically advanced mapmaking capabilities, while Southerners could
boast only of Jedediah Hotchkiss and D. B. Harris. Sherman's Army Corps of Engineers
produced accurate maps for the entire army, thus giving Federal officers a uniform set of
maps. Meanwhile, Confederate divisional and corps commanders manufactured their
own maps, often resulting in discrepancies from one map to another. Indeed, some
Confederate maps lacked critical topographical features, an oversight that may well have
cost them their strong defensive position near Dalton.
Without Polk or the militia to guard his left flank and with deficient maps,
Johnston was forced to rely on a depleted cavalry corps. The cavalry, under the
command of Joseph Wheeler, failed to provide accurate information regarding Federal
activity on Johnston's left. Johnston's lethargic response to what little information
Wheeler's cavalry provided allowed Sherman to outflank his position around Dalton. In
the aftermath of his timid performance near Dalton, Johnston launched a daring assault
on Sherman's forces at Resaca when presented with the opportunity. Johnston planned a
1
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second attack, but circumstances prevented its execution. The geography around Resaca
rendered the Confederate defensive position perilous and forced Johnston to retire
southward toward Calhoun. Insufficient maps, however, plagued the army's movement
south and resulted in the abandonment of Calhoun and Adairsville.
Three years of war had taught both sides that accurate maps were vital. In
describing the Peninsula Campaign of 1862 Confederate General Richard Taylor
commented that "The Confederate commanders knew no more about the topography of
the country than they did about Central Africa. Here was a limited district, the whole of
it within a day's march of the city of Richmond . . . and yet we were profoundly ignorant
of the country, were without maps, sketches, or proper guides." 2 A Confederate engineer
in charge of the Map Reproduction Office in Richmond quipped that when Lee took
command of the Army of Northern Virginia in June 1862, not a single useful map of the
region existed.3 The Federals fared no better, and the evidence suggests that neither side
possessed detailed maps early in the war.4 In 1861 the Topographical Bureau produced
maps based on a variety of sources that included Revolutionary War memoirs, travel
accounts, and local histories, a practice that indicates the lack of accurate cartographic
information available to the federal government at the outset of the war. As the war
progressed both sides sought to remedy the situation, though the North had a decisive
advantage with two government agencies responsible for the production of maps.5
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With equipment and bureaucracy already in place, the Union mapmaking effort
improved rapidly and by 1864 had produced 43,000 maps for Federal armies.6 Sherman
in particular understood the need for accurate maps. Prior to the commencement of his
campaign for Atlanta, Sherman ordered Colonel William Merrill, chief engineer of the
Topographical Department, Army of the Cumberland, to prepare a map that would be
used by all officers under his command. Merrill enjoyed access to an extremely wellequipped map department. Despite being far removed from the nation's capital,
Sherman's map office "had a printing press, two lithographic presses, one photographic
establishment, arrangements for map-mounting, and a full corps of draughtsmen [sic] and
assistants."7 Though the Federals enjoyed the advantage in technology, Sherman's army
found itself operating in enemy territory. Consequently, the Union soldiers possessed
little knowledge of the terrain they would encounter during the campaign.
Merrill's use of James R. Butt's "Map of the State of Georgia" as a basis upon
which to build his campaign map helped the Federals to overcome their topographical
ignorance. 8 Merrill, his staff, and Federal cavalry then made a practice of crossexamining locals, refugees, prisoners, merchants, and spies about the surrounding
country. The answers helped Merrill "elaborate" on Butt's production and construct a
more accurate map of the region. 9 According to Thomas Van Horne, who served with
the Army of the Cumberland, the process improved the quality of the army's maps
immeasurably. In fact, Butt's "Map of the State of Georgia" failed to identify the
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existence of Snake Creek Gap, the passage that Sherman's army ultimately used during
its march around Johnston's left flank. Only through interrogation did the Federals learn
of its existence and add its location to the master campaign map that was then distributed
throughout the army. 10 At the commencement of the campaign the Topographical
Department distributed 4,000 copies of campaign maps to Sherman's brigade, division,
and corps commanders in anticipation of his advance upon Atlanta. 11
Sherman's campaign map became less accurate as his army moved further south,
but it still proved useful because of its uniformity. Officers could use the lettering on the
map or lot numbers to guide their movements. For example, on May 10 Major General
James McPherson ordered a subordinate to "Post one of your regiments on the mountain
toward the east end of the gap, not far from the letter M or O in the word mountain east
of Villanow."12 On July 17, as his forces neared Atlanta, Sherman informed Major
General George Thomas, commanding the Army of the Cumberland, that Major General
John Schofield would move toward Peach Tree road and "take post about lots 239, 247,
and 272, with pickets forward as far as 196."13 The lots to which Sherman made
reference were, like Butt's "Map of the State of Georgia," the fruit of pre-war endeavors.
The northern part of the state had been divided into townships and sections as part of the
Cherokee Purchase. The Office of Topographical Engineers of the Army of the
Cumberland ordered its scouts and agents to stop at every house and discover the precise
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number of the section and township lot each rested upon, thereby giving it an advantage
when constructing the campaign map.14
As a result, even when roads or rivers were depicted inaccurately on the common
campaign map, the Federal armies under Sherman could still effectively coordinate their
maneuvers. If all else failed, each of Sherman's subordinate officers could at the very
least understand the nature of his orders even when the designated road or ford could not
be found. The officer could travel in a general direction, based upon "lots" and know that
others were able to do the same thing. 15
Sherman did his best to improve the accuracy of his maps as his army moved
south. Scouts and topographers routinely traveled deep into enemy territory, often
requiring cavalry escorts. On occasions when they avoided detection the topographers
could verify accuracy or update any erroneous information in a leisurely manner. If the
detail encountered Confederate opposition, the cavalry escort made every effort to
distract the enemy's attention while the cartographer or scout gathered whatever
information he could until forced to retreat.16 Sherman considered the effort to
supplement the accuracy of the army's campaign map so important that he issued general
orders facilitating the endeavor on May 31. The orders insisted that "No topographical
engineers shall be employed as an aide-de-camp or in any other duty than in making
purely military surveys."17 He also advised that all corps, division, and brigade
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commanders assist the topographers so as to "work in harmony and for the benefit of the
whole army."18
Once scouts and cartographers gathered more accurate information about the
topographical features of the surrounding countryside as the army moved south, they sent
it back for inclusion in revised campaign maps. Sherman ordered that lithographic
presses be moved as close to the front as possible to assure that the process would be
carried out swiftly. 19 The updated maps were then distributed to generals throughout the
army, though uniform distribution was not always possible. For example, on July 17 two
Federal units arrived at the same location, causing some confusion, whereupon they
discovered that one of them had not received the updated map. 20 Consequently, even
while operating deep within enemy territory Sherman's officers had access to fairly
reliable maps thanks to the dedication of the commanding general and the energy of the
Topographical Department.
Conversely, Johnston's army lacked sufficient resources and could not match the
accuracy or the output of the Union map-making enterprise. In fact, Braxton Bragg had
assigned a mere four officers to the task of mapping the country between Dalton and
Atlanta in November 1863.21 Even so, Mark Elam has suggested the Confederates in the
western theater did have one significant advantage: at the outset of the campaign they
occupied the entire state of Georgia and could make maps of the terrain without
interference from the enemy. Yet because they had only taken up their position near
Dalton after their defeat at Missionary Ridge in November 1863, the Army of
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Tennessee's engineers lacked a detailed knowledge of the region and had little time to
rectify the situation before the start of campaign season.22 Nor could the Confederates in
the West count on an advanced map-making department, such as the one organized under
Sherman's command.
Indeed, the western Confederate cartographic capabilities paled in comparison to
their eastern compatriots in the Army of Northern Virginia. In Virginia, the Engineer
Bureau collected maps produced by Jedediah Hotchkiss for Stonewall Jackson and D. B.
Harris for P. G. T. Beauregard, as well as captured Federal maps. By the close of 1862,
the Bureau was able to provide Lee a set of lithographed maps of Virginia for distribution
throughout his army. 23 Lee had ample opportunities to utilize the maps of Virginia, as he
spent the overwhelming majority of the war within state lines. Only Lee's brief forays
into Maryland in September 1862 and Pennsylvania in the summer of 1863 took his army
outside of Virginia. Consequently, the army's cartographers, including the famed
Hotchkiss, had nearly two years to produce accurate maps of Virginia prior to the
commencement of the spring campaign in 1864. These detailed maps of Virginia
undoubtedly helped Lee achieve success on the battlefield while confronting Grant's
army from the beginning of May until the siege of Petersburg in June.
By contrast, the Army of Tennessee's maps were inferior and lacked uniformity.
The Engineer Bureau limited its mapping efforts to Virginia and parts of North Carolina,
which meant that Johnston's army was forced to rely solely on its own cartographers. 24
Nevertheless, that did not prevent Johnston from securing adequate maps of Georgia,
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particularly around the army's base of operations in Dalton. Johnston arrived at Dalton in
late December and had approximately four months to produce sufficient maps of the
region prior to the beginning of the campaign in May. Yet the extant Confederate maps of
the area suggest a lack of industry on the part of the army's cartographers. The maps
generally provided insufficient detail and indicate that the Confederates possessed only a
moderate understanding of the topography between Chattanooga and Atlanta. 25 Further,
Confederate maps varied, sometimes significantly, depending upon the party responsible
for the map's production. Unlike Sherman's army, which depended on a central
mapmaking department, Confederate generals often produced their own maps. For
example, Henry Clayton, a brigadier general in Hood's Corps, appears to have collected
maps from a number of sources including Joseph Wheeler and his corps commander.26
Meanwhile, Leonidas Polk employed his own cartographer, Walter Morris. 27
At times the maps failed to identify key geographic features. For example,
Johnston's own campaign map reproduced in his post-war memoir identifies neither the
passage through Rocky Face Ridge, three miles due west of Dalton, nor Dug Gap three
and a half miles southwest of the town (see Figure 1). General Joseph Wheeler, chief of
the army's cavalry, possessed a faulty map as well. Despite the reputation that he
produced the best maps in the entire army, Wheeler's map of Dalton and its surrounding
topographical features failed to identify the existence of Snake Creek Gap.28 The error
proved critical when Sherman's army marched through Snake Creek Gap and around
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Figure 1. Johnston's Map of Dalton. The map was published in Johnston's Narrative of
Military Operations, 276-77. The gap west of Dalton has been called, Mill Gap, Rays
Gap, and Montgomery Gap.
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Johnston's left flank. Wheeler was not the only general who possessed a map that bore
no indication of Snake Creek Gap. The gap was also missing from the map belonging to
Henry Clayton (Figure 2).29

Figure 2. Henry Clayton's Map of Dalton. The gaps and the dotted line are highlighted.
This map was published in Robert Davis Jr.'s, "Every Crossroads and Farm: Confederate
General Henry DeLamar Clayton's Civil War Maps of Northwestern Georgia," 156.

Clayton's map of Dalton clearly pinpoints the locations of the other gaps in Rocky
Face Ridge. 30 There is a dotted line running in a southeasterly direction in the bottom
left-hand corner of Clayton's map that may represent Snake Creek, but it is not labeled as
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30
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such. Nor is there any specific indication of the presence of a gap as there is for
Montgomery (Mill) Gap and Dug Gap. Indeed, each of the other gaps is represented with
heavy shading on either side, a characteristic absent from the point at which the dotted
line cuts through Rocky Face Ridge.
If the line was meant to represent Snake Creek, even that depiction was
inaccurate, as Snake Creek terminated just west of the gap.31 The dotted line on
Clayton's map connects to what appears to be other bodies of water west of Rocky Face
Ridge. Because Clayton served under Hood and most likely received his map of the
region from Hood's headquarters, a letter from Halsey Wigfall may provide evidence that
the dotted line was not intended to depict either Snake Creek or Snake Creek Gap.
Wigfall, who served as a member of John Bell Hood's staff, described the army's position
in great detail, but his letter made no mention of Snake Creek Gap. 32 As a result, it seems
fair to say that a number of Rebel maps were deficient, and it is likely that at least some
Confederates did not know that a passageway around their left flank existed until the
Federals under the command of James McPherson marched through the gap on May 8.

31
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Figure 3. Campaign Map of Dalton.
Another instance in which a Confederate map lacked an important attribute can be
seen in a comparison of Polk's and Clayton's maps of the region around Kennesaw
Mountain. Figure 4, produced by Wheeler's engineer John Stewart and part of Clayton's
collection, identifies an unfinished railroad between Lost Mountain and Kennesaw
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Mountain. Conversely, Polk's map of the same region, Figure 5, contains no information
pertaining to its existence. Considering that unfinished railroads often made for good
defensive positions, Polk's map, like Wheeler's and Clayton's maps of Dalton, fails to
identify an important topographical feature. Clayton's map of the Kennesaw region also
provides the location of farms in the area, a quality missing from Polk's map.33 Further,
Clayton's map identifies the names of several roads including Cassville Road and
Roswell Road, while Polk's map does not.

Figure 4. Clayton's Map of Kennesaw Mountain Area. This map was published in
Robert Davis Jr.'s, "Every Crossroads and Farm: Confederate General Henry DeLamar
Clayton's Civil War Maps of Northwestern Georgia," 161.

33

The farms are identified for the purpose of requisitioning supplies, particularly for the army's
animals. See McElfresh, Maps and Mapmakers of the Civil War, 15, 17.
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Figure 5. Polk's Map of Kennesaw Mountain Area. The missing railroad cut is
highlighted. This map is part of the collection housed at the Kennesaw National
Battlefield Park Library. The map was likely produced by Walter Morris who served as
Leonidas Polk's chief engineer.
The plethora of names for the four passages through Rocky Face Ridge
complicated the situation created by the disparate maps in possession of the Confederate
high command at the outset of the campaign. In fact, each of the routes through the ridge
went by at least two names. The northernmost gap, through which the Western &
Atlantic Railroad ran, has been called both Mill Creek Gap and Buzzard's Roost (Figures
1 and 3). The passage three miles due west of Dalton was named Montgomery Gap, Mill
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Gap, or Rays Gap. 34 Dug Gap, approximately three and a half miles southwest of Dalton,
was also referred to as Babb's Gap and Villanow Gap. 35 Some apparently called Snake
Creek Gap by the alternate name of Snead Gap. 36 The inconsistency in names may well
have been a contributing factor in the Confederate failure to defend Snake Creek Gap.
According to Johnston's chief of staff, William Mackall, the gap was left unguarded
because the result of an unnamed officer failed to obey orders.37 Though Mackall did not
identify the culprit, he was probably referring to Joseph Wheeler who had been ordered
to scout the area.38 Considering that Wheeler's maps did not identify the location of
Snake Creek Gap in tandem with the multitude of names given to the passages through
Rocky Face Ridge, it seems entirely possible that whoever Wheeler may have sent in that
direction simply made a mistake and went to the wrong location.
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Figure 6. Map of Dalton Area - Ray's Gap. This map was reproduced in GeorgiaInfo,
"This Week in Georgia History," http://georgiainfo.galoleo.usg.edu/CivilWar/
may164.htm.
To make matters worse, the inability to obtain adequate map-making supplies
limited the Confederacy's production of finished maps, particularly in the west. By the
close of the war's second year Confederate engineers had exhausted the domestic
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supply. 39 The limited quantity of available supplies often meant that junior officers
possessed only crude sketches rather than detailed maps. As a result, regimental
commanders and sometimes even brigade commanders relied upon vague descriptions
and poor diagrams when carrying out the orders of superior officers. 40 Thus, the
Confederates entered the Atlanta Campaign with a significant cartographical
disadvantage. The army's high command possessed disparate maps, some of which
lacked crucial topographical features. The plight of junior officers was significantly
worse, as many had no maps at all.
Insufficient maps were not the only challenge the Confederacy faced in the
western theater in 1864. Political discord involving the Georgia governor and the
Confederate president also affected Johnston's defense of the state. In the fall of 1863,
the debate between Brown and the Davis Administration shifted from conscription to
militia service. In June, the administration had requested that states establish a reserve
corps that could respond to sudden Federal raids more effectively than the militia. Militia
units had to be assembled and discharged according to the prevailing laws which often
meant delay.41 Brown responded that he could raise a sufficient force but that he
preferred that it be done under state law. Brown informed the administration that a
number of companies had responded to his recent proclamation calling for volunteers for
state defense. He added that if the central government was amenable to the arrangement,
he could organize 8,000 men for six months duty by August. In an emergency, he would
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then tender the units to the administration so long as the president retained their
organizational structure.42
The governor's rejoinder to the administration's appeal was characteristic of
Brown's temperament and political dogma. If the reserve force were mustered under
Georgia militia laws, Brown would retain the authority to appoint officers and determine
whether to organize the units into companies, battalions, regiments, brigades, or even
divisions. Conversely, if the reserve force were organized under congressional law,
authority transferred to the administration. Unwilling to cede power to the central
government, a chief tenet of his doctrinaire states rights principles, Brown proved yet
again incapable of compromise. The administration accepted Brown's proposal, though
Secretary of War James Seddon remarked that the initial plan, which contemplated the
establishment of a reserve corps, provided more flexibility than the militia laws allowed.
The congressional law provided for a longer term and permitted temporary service while,
according to Seddon, the militia laws did not. He warned that the militia, once tendered
to the administration, would be "continuously in the field," until their terms expired. 43
Brown, having secured a small victory in his ongoing battle with the
administration, followed through on his promise and organized the Georgia State Guard,
whose terms of service required an emergency before they could be called out. 44 In midSeptember 1863, William Rosecrans' Federal army crossed into northern Georgia,
thereby constituting a sufficient emergency, and the administration called upon the State
Guard to assist in the state's defense. The Army of Tennessee defeated Rosecrans on
September 19-20 at the battle of Chickamauga and the Union forces retreated to
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Chattanooga on September 21. The emergency had passed, yet the administration
refused to discharge the State Guard. On September 25 Brown requested that Davis
release the State Guard from service so that they might return to their farms and harvest
their crops. He further noted that unless the farmers could sow wheat the harvest for
1864 would also suffer. Finally, Brown argued that if the president failed to release the
guardsmen they would be unlikely to extend their commitment beyond six months once
their enlistment expired in February. 45 The administration ignored Brown's appeal and
kept the State Guard on duty.
On November 12 Lieutenant Colonel M.W. Lewis of the 9th Regiment, Georgia
State Guards, informed Brown that the guardsmen considered their prolonged service an
injustice and suggested that if they were not released, they would likely disregard any
future militia requisition.46 Fearing the state's inability to muster militia during the next
emergency, Brown again petitioned the administration for their release from duty. Brown
lamented that "these troops have now been about two months in service, when there was
no enemy upon the soil of Georgia and no raid making its way into her territory." 47 The
governor asserted that the administration's policy of retaining the State Guard in the field
violated the "letters and spirit of the contract," under which the men had entered
Confederate service. 48
The administration did not respond until January 13, 1864, when James Seddon
inquired whether the governor might authorize the use of the State Guard for the relief of
P. G. T. Beauregard in South Carolina. The application infuriated Brown who lambasted
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the administration for failure to "keep its faith" with the Georgia guardsmen. 49 Brown
again assailed the central government for keeping the men on active duty with no
imminent threat to the state of Georgia.50 Seddon retorted that the situation on Georgia's
borders had remained perilous throughout the previous six months and therefore
necessitated the State Guard's continued field service. 51 Seddon's claim lacked merit and
Brown knew it, setting the stage for continued hostility and halfhearted cooperation
during future emergencies.
Perhaps in anticipation of Brown's reticence, Davis authorized the establishment
of the Georgia Reserve Force according to the guidelines set forth the previous June that
Brown had rejected. The reserves would only be called upon in case of emergency and
provide temporary service. Those required to serve included men between the ages of
17-18 and 40-45, as well as Confederate soldiers who had previously been detailed to
work in munitions factories and similar tasks.52 The idea made perfect sense; what did
not was Davis's appointment of Howell Cobb as commander of the reserve corps. The
history of mutual enmity between Brown and Cobb rivaled the governor's relationship
with the president.53
Cobb wasted little time in antagonizing his longtime adversary. On April 21,
1864, Cobb wrote Brown and alluded to the governor's recent speech in which he had
proclaimed anxiety over the election of a number of able-bodied young men to "inferior
county, district, or militia offices," thus exempting them from military service. 54 Brown,
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in his speech, had suggested that older men ought to fill those positions. Cobb then cited
an act of Congress that only allowed exemptions for officeholders necessary to the
administration of state affairs. He subsequently inquired whether 2,000 justices of the
peace and 1,000 constables were necessary, considering the suspension of most court
activities. Cobb also questioned the appointment of 3,000 militia officers despite the fact
that no militia units were then organized.55
Brown responded on May 5 with his usual states rights diatribe, insisting that the
state legislature's declaration exempting all state officers trumped the congressional act
Cobb had cited.56 Brown admitted that most of the officers were able-bodied men but
insisted that the majority of the justices of the peace and the constables were farmers and
needed to harvest their crops. In defending his policy, the governor even asserted that no
emergency existed and that "We are in no danger of subjugation." 57 Brown's claim that
no peril then threatened the safety of the state was patently absurd; that very day Sherman
commenced his advance on Johnston's army encamped at Dalton.
The real reason Brown rejected Cobb's request for troops was twofold. First, he
clearly harbored resentment over the administration's refusal to disband the Georgia State
Guard after the Battle of Chickamauga.58 The second reason reflected Brown's obsession
with maintaining his own authority. So long as military units were organized under state
militia laws, Brown retained the authority to appoint officers, determine organizational
structure, and call them to duty. Under the act providing for the Reserve Force, however,
the Davis Administration made those decisions. Consequently, Brown again let his
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vanity and devotion to states rights color his approach to defending the state against the
impending Federal advance.
Howell Cobb and Joseph E. Brown continued their dispute throughout most of the
month of May. Cobb impugned Brown's patriotism, while Brown labeled Cobb a
hypocrite.59 All the while Sherman pushed Johnston deeper into the state. Finally, on
May 18, Brown issued a proclamation that called upon state officials between the ages of
eighteen and forty-five to report to Major General H. C. Wayne in Atlanta for the purpose
of repelling the enemy from the state. The governor threatened severe penalties for
failure to obey his orders promptly. The only permissible exemptions were for those
whose duties attached to the State-house, penitentiary, courts, and state roads.60 Cobb
dryly observed that when he had called upon Brown for cooperation in the establishment
of the Reserve Force, the governor had insisted that all state officers, both civil and
military, had been needed for the proper administration of state affairs, a policy his May
18 proclamation clearly abandoned.61
Brown had spent much of the war shielding state residents from the conscription
law. His opposition to what he believed to be an unconstitutional encroachment upon
states rights had blinded him to the exigency of the circumstances. Further, Brown's
anger at the administration for keeping the Georgia State Guard in the field after the
Confederate victory at Chickamauga continued to influence his policymaking decisions.
Consequently, he delayed calling up the militia until Johnston's army had retreated
approximately forty miles from its starting position at Dalton. Had Brown swallowed his
pride and provided assistance in the organization of the Reserve Force, Johnston might
59
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have held his position at Dalton indefinitely, or at least for an extended period. Instead,
thousands of able-bodied men remained far behind the front lines as Sherman began his
advance from Chattanooga on May 5, 1864.62 Thus, at the outset of the campaign the
Confederate army under Joseph E. Johnston suffered from inadequate maps and could not
hope to augment its strength with the addition of a sizable body of militia.
Nevertheless, the position Johnston's army occupied near Dalton offered a great
deal of security. Rocky Face Ridge covered approximately twenty miles, starting about
seven miles northwest of Dalton and running south nearly to the Oostanaula River. Its
height was nearly as impressive as its length, measuring about 700 feet above the
surrounding valleys. 63 Only four passages allowed access through the ridge: Buzzard's
Roost, Mill Gap, Dug Gap, and Snake Creek Gap.64 The Western & Atlantic Railroad
ran through Buzzard's Roost approximately three miles northwest of Dalton. Meanwhile,
Mill Gap lay about three miles west of the town. Dug Gap was situated roughly three and
a half miles southwest of Dalton. A road from Dalton to Villanow intersected Dug Gap,
presumably the reason for one of its alternate names. Finally, Snake Creek Gap was
eleven or twelve miles south of Dug Gap and passed through the southern end of Rocky
Face Ridge. 65
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The strength of the position inspired awe from Confederates and Federals alike.
Halsey Wigfall called it impregnable. He commented on its natural strength and noted
that the army had fortified the gaps. So strong was the position that Wigfall expressed
hope that the "Yankees" would be "ever senseless enough to attack," and if they did they
would find themselves "more cut to pieces than they have ever dreamed possible."66
Major J. C. Thompson in A. P. Stewart's division also considered the position a natural
fortress. Thompson suggested that Stewart's construction of a dam that could flood the
gap when attacked made the location impervious to assault. 67 Sherman too considered
the Confederate's line of defense along Rocky Face Ridge impenetrable. Like
Thompson, he believed that the abatis and dams made an already naturally strong defense
impractical to attack.68 Further, Sherman's chief engineer Orlando Poe suggested that the
Rocky Face line presented "a very strong position and if the rebels had been at all
stubborn they would have given us a great deal of trouble." 69 Perhaps the ultimate
compliment came from Federal infantry tasked with assaulting the Confederate lines,
who nicknamed the position the "Georgia Gibraltar."70
In spite of the abundant testimony that Rocky Face Ridge provided an admirable
defensive line for Joseph E. Johnston's army, the Confederate commander later claimed
otherwise. In his post-war reminiscence he asserted that the line at Dalton had little to
recommend it and that it displayed neither "intrinsic strength nor strategic advantage." 71
He further suggested that he only retained his defensive position at Dalton for fear of the
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administration's response to a retrograde movement.72 While encamped at Dalton,
however, Johnston made no complaint about the strength of his defensive position along
Rocky Face Ridge. It is probable that Johnston concocted his ambivalence toward the
position after the war in an effort to hide his embarrassment for having lost such a strong
line of defense as rapidly as he did. Johnston's troop dispositions, however, provide
evidence that he held the same opinion of Rocky Face Ridge as Wigfall, Thompson,
Sherman, Poe, and the legion of Union soldiers who, as previously mentioned, had
dubbed it the "Georgia Gibraltar."
The Crow Valley, northwest of Dalton, represented the only real weakness of the
Confederate defensive line. After all, the valley on the north side of the Western &
Atlantic Railroad was the only part of the Confederate defensive position that did not
require attackers to assault a mountain pass. Accordingly, Johnston placed a significant
portion of his army in the valley to defend against an attack from the north. Johnston
assigned the responsibility of defending Crow Valley and the northernmost portion of
Rocky Face Ridge to John Bell Hood, an indication that he considered Hood his most
reliable subordinate at that juncture.73 Hood posted two divisions of his corps in Crow
Valley to defend against an attack from the north. He placed a third division on the north
of Rocky Face Ridge around Buzzard's Roost. When the Federals approached on May 7,
Johnston ordered both William Bate's division and Benjamin Cheatham's division from
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Hardee's Corps to reinforce Hood.74 Johnston held Hardee's remaining divisions under
Patrick Cleburne and William H. T. Walker in reserve near Dalton. 75
Johnston was so concerned with the one weakness in his line that he
overcompensated for its defense and left no Confederate troops guarding Mill Gap, Dug
Gap, or Snake Creek Gap. Presumably he thought that he could dispatch men to those
locations fairly rapidly if the Federals threatened any of them. Johnston believed that
Joseph Wheeler's cavalry had established pickets in position to guard against Federal
penetration into the valley west of Rocky Face Ridge and would send word in time for
him to march troops to the threatened location. 76 Because the defense of a narrow front,
in this case two mountain passes, required fewer troops, Johnston surely felt that a
sufficient number of troops could be found among the reserve divisions encamped in
Dalton. Johnston's conviction that he could respond rapidly to a Union advance into the
valley west of Rocky Face Ridge was inaccurate. Instead, poor reconnaissance and a
misinterpretation of Sherman's grand strategy hampered his ability to hold his position
against Sherman's flanking maneuver.
Civil War armies depended upon the cavalry to keep them apprised of their
enemy’s whereabouts, yet Johnston's cavalry at the outset of the campaign lacked an
essential component — healthy mounts. During Braxton Bragg's tenure as commander of
the Army of Tennessee he had ordered most of the cavalry into eastern Tennessee. The
unforgiving terrain there wreaked havoc on the horses and though the cavalry returned to
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the army in the spring, it was in extremely poor condition. 77 As a result, Johnston had
little choice but to send a large portion of his cavalry to the rear for rest, recuperation, and
recruitment. In the army's April 30 returns Johnston listed the total effective strength of
his cavalry at only 2,640 men. In fact, though Major General William Martin's division
counted nearly 2,000 officers and enlisted men present, none could be considered
effective because of the poor condition of their mounts. 78 The deficiency in cavalry,
therefore, severely impaired Johnston's ability to stay abreast of his enemy's movements
as Sherman's combined armies began their advance upon Atlanta.
Johnston's miscalculation as to Sherman's intentions exacerbated the problem. As
Johnston's deployment of his infantry suggested, he deemed a Federal approach from the
north through Crow Valley a near certainty. To confront Sherman's expected advance,
Johnston ordered the bulk of Wheeler's depleted cavalry to observe Union activity near
Tunnel Hill. 79 Johnston posted only one under-strength cavalry brigade on his left toward
Dug Gap.80 Clearly his primary concern was that Sherman would strike his right flank.
Still, Johnston did express occasional anxiety about the safety of his left flank,
and in particular he worried for some time that the enemy might advance upon his left by
way of Rome, approximately forty-four miles southwest of Dalton.81 If Sherman
managed to place his army at Rome, he would threaten the Confederate communications
and interpose the Federal army between the Army of Tennessee and its base in Atlanta.
On April 22, a Confederate scout reported that between 10,000 and 15,000 Federals were
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in Decatur, Alabama, rumored to be headed for Rome. 82 There is no direct evidence that
Johnston received the report himself, but based on circumstantial evidence it seems likely
that he did. Bragg's telegram to Polk the following day requesting that Polk send a
division to reinforce Johnston suggests that the entire Confederate high command was
aware of the threat to Johnston's left.83 Nevertheless, the fact that the Army of Tennessee
numbered only 43,375 at the close of April meant that Johnston needed to concentrate his
army where he thought an attack was most likely. 84 If Johnston, however, had access to
an additional force he might well have placed it on his left. Unfortunately Joseph E.
Brown's quarrel with the president meant that the Georgia militia was not available,
though it was sorely needed.
Johnston's troop dispositions for those forces that arrived from other departments
in early May demonstrate his eagerness to bolster his left flank. On May 7, James
Cantey's brigade arrived at Resaca from Mississippi as did two regiments of Daniel
Reynolds' brigade from Mobile. Johnston first ordered Cantey to Dalton, but then
countermanded the order and directed that he remain at Resaca, an indication that
Johnston felt increasingly insecure about his left flank. 85 He also directed J. A.
Williams to move Reynolds's contingent to Villanow (Dug) Gap, thus extending the left
of his lines around Dalton.86 In addition, Johnston remained apprehensive about Rome,
and upon learning that Polk and approximately 14,000 additional men were on their way
to join him from Mississippi, he instructed Polk to concentrate there.87 Clearly Johnston
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hoped to augment his left even while reports of an advance upon his right trickled into
headquarters.88 Consequently, it seems likely that any available militia would also have
been posted on the left. In fact, Dug Gap and Snake Creek Gap afforded ideal locations
for the posting of militia troops.
Defense of a mountain pass, even when carried out by unseasoned troops,
provides the defenders with an extraordinary advantage over any assaulting force.
Though Leonidas and his Spartans had left the most enduring legacy at Thermopylae,
history is littered with similar exploits. Indeed, Federal assaults on Buzzard's Roost and
the lightly defended Dug Gap on May 8 proved to be one-sided affairs despite the fact
that at Dug Gap the Union force numbered 4,500 while the Confederates only deployed
about 1,000.89 Even with a substantial numerical advantage, the Federals suffered 357
casualties, fifty of whom were captured, while the Confederates lost only twenty men.90
The narrow front of mountain passes intrinsically favored the defenders, who also had the
advantage of being able to shoot down on their opponents. Further, the positions at Dug
Gap and Snake Creek Gap provided no opportunity for the Federals to attempt a flanking
maneuver, thereby necessitating a frontal assault. Colonel W. C. P. Breckinridge of the
9th Kentucky Cavalry described Dug Gap as a "mere road cut out of the mountain-side
and really needed no breastworks, for the natural palisades and contour of the mountain
rendered easy its defense by resolute men." 91 Snake Creek Gap, according to
Breckinridge, was a "narrow defile" and "capable of impregnable defense." 92 Without
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concern for the safety of their flank and rear defending troops, even untested militia units,
could be counted on to hold such positions until the arrival of veteran reinforcements.
When Brown finally called out the Georgia militia they proved useful despite
their limited numbers. Only 3,000 assembled in Atlanta after Brown's May 18 summons.
They did not see action until the end of June, when Johnston ordered them to guard his
left flank at Marietta. Though their own commander, Gustavus W. Smith, considered
their chances for success limited, they surpassed his expectations and fought off each
Union advance until faced with a much larger force. In fact, they engaged veteran
Federal troops in "open country," a much more difficult landscape than the defense of a
mountain pass. 93 The militia responded so well to their first encounter with enemy forces
that Johnston lauded their effort.94 Joe Brown's policy of shielding so many young ablebodied men from conscription likely played a role in the Georgia militia's success.
Unlike other state militias that relied upon sixteen-year-old boys and men between the
ages of forty-five and fifty, Georgia could rely, at least in part, on men in their twenties
and thirties.95 It is not unreasonable, then, to suggest that the militia, had they been called
out in April in anticipation of Sherman's advance, could have rendered admirable service
in defense of Dug and Snake Creek gaps.
Unfortunately for Johnston, no militia were available in early May, and he was
forced to rely upon Wheeler's depleted cavalry command for the information necessary to
make adequate troop deployments. Wheeler's poor performance during the first week of
May made Johnston's task more difficult. In his report on the campaign Wheeler claimed
to have established pickets as far south as Ship's Gap, a passage through Taylor's Ridge
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and on the road to Snake Creek Gap.96 If he had done so, and the scouts had remained in
that location, no Federal forces could have approached Snake Creek Gap without
detection. It is likely that either Wheeler never ordered troops to that location, or he
recalled them soon thereafter.97 By May 1, Johnston's concern for the safety of his left
prompted him to order Wheeler to observe the Tennessee River from Bridgeport to
Gunter's Landing and report any Federal activity to the commanding officer at Rome. 98
Johnston repeated the request three days later on May 4. 99 These orders illustrate
Johnston's concern regarding the rumored buildup of Union forces in Decatur. For the
most part, however, Wheeler's scouts provided minimal information regarding Union
movements on Johnston's left. In fact, on May 6 Thomas Mackall, on Johnston's staff,
commented that "Not a thing has been ascertained by Wheeler's cavalry - inactive."100
While Johnston directed Wheeler to keep him informed of Federal activity in the
direction of Rome, reports of an increased enemy presence north of Dalton flowed into
army headquarters. By May 5 scouts confirmed the presence of Federals at Ringgold and
Red Clay, and on May 7 at Varnell's Station. 101 These reports seemed to substantiate
what Johnston had anticipated, that Sherman intended to advance through Crow Valley
on Johnston's right flank. Johnston's assessment was mostly accurate, and Sherman
advanced two of his three combined armies in that direction. Major General George
Thomas and his Army of the Cumberland advanced upon Ringgold and then Tunnel Hill,
while Major General John Schofield's Army of the Ohio moved on Red Clay and Varnell
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Station.102 The third of Sherman's armies, the Army of the Tennessee, under Major
General James McPherson, headed in a different direction, first to Lee and Gordon's
Mills and then on to Lafayette.
Johnston received only minimal intelligence concerning McPherson's movements,
yet there was enough information that Johnston should have acted more aggressively on
his left flank. On May 4 scouts informed Johnston's headquarters that the Federals in
north Alabama (McPherson's men) were "leaving for Dalton as rapidly as possible." 103
As a result, Johnston should have known that the threat to Rome by way of a Union
advance through Alabama was significantly diminished. Then on May 7 Johnston
received intelligence that a division of McPherson's army was near Lafayette, with the
rest to follow.104 Johnston appears to have understood the threat to his left, but he still
considered Rome the likely target.105 Johnston apparently deemed his orders to Polk to
concentrate at Rome that same day sufficient to meet McPherson's movement. 106 He did
not consider McPherson's presence in Lafayette a menace to either Dug or Snake Creek
gaps, or he would have ordered troops to those locations.
Johnston's erroneous belief that the southernmost passages through Rocky Face
remained safe from McPherson's army was the product of substandard reconnaissance.
Wheeler's poor performance undoubtedly played a vital role in Johnston's continued
ignorance regarding Union activity southwest of Dalton. Johnston's chief of staff
William Mackall repeatedly ordered a reconnaissance of the region. On May 5 Mackall
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instructed Wheeler to "acquire the most authentic information of the present position of
the enemy this side and to the east of Taylor's Ridge."107 Mackall clearly meant that
Wheeler should scout the west side, otherwise the order was redundant. Mackall
reiterated the instruction early on the morning of May 7, only this time he was even more
specific. He informed Wheeler that Johnston wanted him to leave a "body of cavalry in
the valley west and south" of Dug Gap. 108 That afternoon, having heard nothing from
Wheeler, Mackall notified the cavalry commander that Johnston believed that it was
"absolutely necessary" to send a reliable officer with his command into the valley south
and west of Mill Creek Gap.109
Wheeler finally responded, though Colonel J. Warren Grigsby's Kentucky brigade
did not arrive at Dug Gap until well after dark. By midnight on May 8, Colonel W. C. P.
Breckinridge of Grigsby's command had established pickets in front of the gap and sent
scouts into the valley south of their position. 110 Thus, it had taken Wheeler an entire day
to act upon Johnston's order, first issued at seven in the morning. Though Grigsby
dispatched scouts to the south of Dug Gap, the darkness precluded them from providing
thorough intelligence to headquarters until daylight on May 8. At 11 p.m. Johnston
received a report from a scout who had just returned from Lafayette. The scout informed
the Confederate commander that he had found no Federal activity in the town. The
report apparently convinced headquarters that the enemy had concentrated its forces
between Tunnel Hill and Ringgold. 111 What Breckinridge discovered the following
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morning, however, should have alarmed Johnston and motivated a redistribution of his
available forces toward his left flank. At daylight Breckinridge encountered "very large
bodies of troops" on "all the roads leading to the south," and wired the information to
headquarters at 10:15 a.m.112 Breckinridge's account of activity in the area clearly
contradicted the information obtained the previous evening. At 1:30 p.m. Breckinridge
reported a force of approximately 10,000 Union troops moving along the valley between
Taylor's Ridge and Rocky Face Ridge. 113
To confront the Federal activity on his left, Johnston reacted tentatively. At noon
on May 8, Johnston instructed Cantey to remain at Resaca and hold his brigade ready "to
take cars."114 Johnston further ordered that Cantey closely observe the "approaches in
front of Villanow and Lafayette."115 Johnston's orders to Cantey constitute his only
conceivable instructions to any infantry command for the defense of Snake Creek Gap.
Yet it was impossible for Cantey to hold his men in readiness for boarding railroad cars
in Resaca, while at the same time establishing a defensive line in Snake Creek Gap. At
best, Cantey could post a few scouts at the eastern end of the six-mile-long defile.
Certainly he could not have hoped that a picket posted on the gap's western approach
would be able to relay information of a Union advance to Resaca in time to enable the
brigade's redeployment for a successful defense of the southernmost passage through
Rocky Face Ridge. Moreover, Cantey was new to the area, having just arrived from
Mississippi, and probably did not know that Snake Creek Gap even existed until May
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9.116 It is probable that he did not even have maps of the region. Despite the imminent
threat to his left at Snake Creek Gap, Johnston made no further troop dispositions to meet
it until late in the evening. Instead, Johnston became fixated with the defense of his right
flank.
Johnston behaved exactly as Sherman hoped that he would. At 11 a.m. a member
of Johnston's staff recorded that the enemy was "all here" and that the right of their line
extended only to the south of Trickum. 117 Apparently Johnston believed that the
Northerners Breckinridge had identified earlier in the day represented the far right of the
Federal line. In an effort to divert Johnston's attention from Snake Creek, Sherman
ordered assaults at Buzzard's Roost and Dug Gap. As a result, any hope of further
reconnaissance south of Dug Gap ended around 2 p.m. on May 8, when John Geary's
division of Joseph Hooker's Corps advanced into the valley west of the gap and drove
Grigsby's command into the defile. With the rest of Wheeler's cavalry operating on
Johnston's right flank and Grigsby occupied in the defense of Dug Gap, Johnston
remained ignorant of Union movement south of Dug Gap.
Johnston did not attempt to strengthen his left until late afternoon when he
ordered two brigades of Cleburne's division to Dug Gap. Cleburne did not arrive until
after dark when he positioned his troops to defend against any further Union attacks. 118
Only after Cleburne's arrival did Johnston order anyone to Snake Creek Gap. The duty
fell to W. C. P. Breckinridge, whose regiment had been on continuous duty for over
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twenty-four hours. Breckinridge moved out at approximately 10 o'clock, but poor roads
and insufficient guides slowed his progress. Breckinridge reached the eastern mouth of
Snake Creek Gap the following morning at dawn only to discover McPherson's Corps in
possession of the passage.119 McPherson's capture of Snake Creek Gap threatened
Confederate control of the railroad at Resaca through which provisions for the army at
Dalton traveled.
Yet the Confederates did not immediately abandon their position at Dalton.
Thomas's approach to Buzzard's Roost and Schofield's advance toward Crow Valley so
impressed Johnston that he remained confident that Sherman's real objective was his right
flank. Consequently, Johnston spent most of May 9 in Crow Valley with Hood in
expectation of a Union attack on that portion of his line. 120 Only after nightfall did
Johnston return to headquarters and discover the telegrams from Cantey at Resaca and
William Martin, posted along the Oostanaula River, reporting a heavy enemy presence
advancing on Rome or Resaca. 121 Finally Johnston considered the possibility of a
genuine threat to his left and ordered Hood to Resaca with three divisions, one from his
own corps and two from Hardee's corps.122 Johnston's decision to send Hood to Resaca
with two of Hardee's divisions demonstrated once again that he trusted Hood more than
any of his other officers at that point in the campaign.
Early on the morning of May 10, Hood wired headquarters that "Resaca all right,
hold on to Dalton."123 Considering that Hood did not leave for Resaca until late in the
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evening on May 9 and his communication reached headquarters at approximately 8 a.m.
the following morning, it seems unlikely that he performed any meaningful
reconnaissance. In fact, McPherson's entire corps still threatened Resaca and the Western
& Atlantic Railroad from its position in Snake Creek Gap. McPherson had emerged from
the mountain passage the previous day only to find a force of unknown strength behind
trenches in defense of Resaca. Worried that Johnston might send the bulk of his army to
strike his flank and unable to identify the composition of the troops entrenched in front of
him, McPherson opted to return to Snake Creek Gap and await further developments.124
Yet Hood made no mention of McPherson's presence in his dispatch to headquarters,
unless his mention of an enemy column in Snickers Gap was meant to identify Snake
Creek Gap. Instead, Hood insisted that Johnston should "look out for Dug Gap."125
Hood then returned to Dalton with the belief that Sherman intended to focus his primary
attention on the Confederate right. On the afternoon of May 10, Johnston's headquarters
received word of Polk's arrival in Rome and that scouts had found no enemy activity
between Rome and Villanow. Further, the Federals in Snake Creek Gap appeared
interested in fortifying their position rather than advancing upon Resaca. 126
On the evening of May 10 Johnston remained convinced that Crow Valley was
Sherman's principal point of emphasis in his effort to dislodge the Army of Tennessee
from its position near Dalton. Several factors led the Confederate commander to his
conclusion. First, he had thought a Union advance from that direction most likely at the
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outset of the campaign, a belief that influenced his assessment of the limited intelligence
reports received during the first days of the campaign. Second, the poor performance of
his cavalry, which in all likelihood never established pickets west of Ship's Gap, enabled
large federal columns to operate on his left flank without his knowledge. Third, while an
enemy column had emerged from Snake Creek Gap and advanced upon Resaca, the
presence of Cantey's small force convinced the Union commander in charge of that force
to return to the safety of the gap. The Federal behavior suggested that the column on
Johnston's left lacked sufficient numbers to successfully assail Cantey. Hood's report the
following day seemed to confirm that impression as did Polk's telegram suggesting no
enemy between Rome and Villanow. Therefore, Johnston seems to have judged
McPherson's advance diversionary and an attempt to convince him to strengthen his left,
thereby making an attack on his right more likely to succeed.
The following day produced a great deal of confusion at Johnston's headquarters.
At 9 a.m. Cantey notified Dalton that a large Federal force threatened his position at
Resaca. Johnston ordered Polk from Rome to Resaca, as well as Hindman's division
which had just returned with Hood. Hood also retraced his steps to Resaca and wired
headquarters at 3 p.m. that no enemy was within four miles of the town. A scout,
however, contradicted Hood's assessment and reported the presence of 30,000 Union
soldiers between Snake Creek Gap and Resaca.127 With conflicting information as to the
enemy's troop dispositions, Johnston repositioned his own army so as to defend against a
strike at either flank. Johnston's new alignment suggests that by the evening of May 11
he finally realized that the Federal maneuvers on his left flank represented more than a
mere feint and jeopardized his position at Dalton. Only three divisions remained in
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defense of Buzzard's Roost and Crow Valley, while a portion of Polk's Corps held Resaca
with two additional divisions within supporting distance. 128 Then on May 12, Wheeler's
reconnaissance alerted Johnston that the majority of Sherman's armies had abandoned
their positions around Dalton and were in motion for Snake Creek Gap.129 The
endangerment of his communications compelled Johnston's withdrawal from his position
around Dalton and his concentration at Resaca.
Johnston's failure to cover Snake Creek Gap is puzzling. In his memoir, in
response to the charge that he acted late in his concentration at Resaca, Johnston claimed
that he had examined the terrain around Dalton and calculated the time necessary for the
enemy to flank the Confederate position through Snake Creek. 130 If Johnston is taken at
his word, he clearly understood the inherent danger in leaving the gap unguarded, making
the failure to do so incomprehensible. Additionally, the inherent defensive strength of
Snake Creek Gap required a minimal force to hold it until reinforcements could arrive
should the Federals attempt an assault. According to W. C. P. Breckinridge, the position,
if guarded by a mere 250 men, was impregnable. 131 Patrick Cleburne roundly criticized
the failure in his after-action report of the operations between May 7 and May 27.
Cleburne commented that the retrograde movement to Resaca became necessary "by the
untoward circumstances of Snake Creek Gap not being occupied," thus permitting
McPherson to outflank the Confederates. 132 Cleburne observed that the commanding
general (Johnston) could not have failed to appreciate its importance. Cleburne surmised
that "its loss exposed us in the outset of the campaign to a terrible danger, and on the left
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forced us to retreat from a position where, if he [the Union army] adhered to his attack,
we might have detained the enemy for months."133
The fact that the Confederates left Snake Creek Gap undefended was so
mystifying that some historians have questioned whether Johnston knew of the gap's
existence.134 The evidence does not present a clear answer, but it is likely that he did.
First, the road from Dug Gap to Villanow, which gave Dug Gap one of its alternate
names (Villanow Gap), also connected to the road through Snake Creek Gap.135 There
can be no doubt that Johnston knew about Dug Gap and also about Villanow.136
According to W. C. P. Breckinridge, both Dug Gap and Snake Creek Gap were well
known to both armies, as well as the public roads that ran through each of the gaps.
Consequently, it seems logical that anyone who was familiar with the road from Dug Gap
to Villanow, as Johnston was, would also be knowledgeable about the road through
Snake Creek Gap that intersected the Villanow road. Though the poor maps of the region
suggest that a number of high-ranking Confederates were ignorant of the passage through
Snake Creek, others, including Breckinridge were familiar with it. A. P. Stewart, upon
observing Union maneuvers on his front on May 5, remarked that the enemy was
"moving down Sugar Valley with the design to get into our rear at Resaca."137 Because
Snake Creek Gap provided the only entrance into Sugar Valley, the comment indicates a
knowledge of the defile. 138 Patrick Cleburne also knew about the existence of the
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passage through Rocky Face Ridge's southern end. 139 Finally, Lieutenant Thomas
Mackall's diary entry on May 8 specifically mentions Grigsby's orders instructing him to
march on Snake Creek Gap that evening.140 Therefore, though the evidence is not
conclusive, the preponderance of the data supports the belief that Johnston was familiar
with Snake Creek Gap.
Whether Johnston would have remained in his defensive position around Dalton
for months had he defended Snake Creek Gap as Cleburne suggested cannot, of course,
be determined. Yet the rapidity with which the Army of Tennessee was dislodged
assuredly affected the timetable for the campaign. If the Confederates hoped for
Lincoln's defeat in the November election, they needed to retain possession of Atlanta.
Sherman's ability to outmaneuver Johnston and force him from the protection of his
mountain fortress within a few days after the outset of the campaign therefore boded
poorly for Confederate desires to defeat Sherman's army in the field and Lincoln at the
ballot box.
The ensuing Battle of Resaca was, in some ways, a microcosm of several of the
salient themes of the present study. Johnston, when presented with an opportunity to act
aggressively, did not hesitate and planned two separate assaults. Further, the
commanding general again relied upon Hood to facilitate the most critical task on the
battlefield, thereby demonstrating that Johnston clearly placed more trust in Hood during
the first phase of the campaign than he did in his other corps commanders. Despite
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Johnston's aggression, Jefferson Davis found yet another way to goad his general when
he intimated that Johnston's inactivity threatened Lee's army in Virginia. Finally, the
absence of the state militia in combination with the topographical features of northern
Georgia forced Johnston's redeployment of his army south of the Oostanaula River.
At Resaca, Johnston's defensive position seemed to invite disaster with the
confluence of the Oostanaula and Connasauga rivers to his rear.141 If Sherman launched
a successful attack, the retreating Confederates would have few escape routes. Sherman
thought it unlikely that Johnston would defend the town and ordered an attack at
daybreak against what he believed was the Confederate rearguard.142 What the Federals
encountered, however, was Johnston's entire army entrenched upon a ridge northwest of
the town. Johnston rested his left flank on the Oostanaula River and from there his line
ran north almost to the Connasauga. The steep banks of Camp Creek ran across most of
the Confederate front and proved a difficult obstacle when the Northern troops attacked
on the morning of May 14. 143
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Figure 7. Battle of Resaca.
The Union attack fizzled out by 3 p.m. in total failure and provided an opportunity
for a Confederate counterattack. On the previous afternoon Hood had directed Wheeler
to send a force of cavalry to protect his right flank and to scout the area. 144 After the
Federal advance on May 14, the Confederate scouting parties on the right discovered that
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the Union left flank was vulnerable to a counterattack. 145 At four o'clock Johnston
ordered Hood to attack the Federal flank as soon as possible in an effort to cut Sherman
off from his only line of retreat through Snake Creek Gap. Johnston's attack at Resaca
does not fit the popularized perception that he was fundamentally conservative and
lacked the willingness to engage in offensive action. Sherman's army still numbered over
100,000 men and even with the arrival of a portion of Polk's Corps the Confederates
mustered approximately half that number. 146 Despite the vast disparity in numbers,
Johnston proved willing to launch an attack when presented with an opportunity to strike
a decisive blow.
Historians have largely ignored the fact that Johnston displayed a level of
audacity at Resaca that conflicts with the traditional interpretation of his character. Even
Johnston's biographers failed to recognize that Johnston attacked an army nearly twice
the size of his own.147 One of Johnston's primary critics overlooked the attack altogether
in his description of the affair at Resaca. 148 The risk was even greater than it might
appear upon first glance. If Johnston's forces were defeated, a Union counterattack could
drive the retreating Confederates into the Oostanaula River. Nevertheless, Johnston
made a calculated gamble and ordered the assault.
To augment the strength of the onslaught, Johnston ordered three brigades from
Walker's division of Hardee's Corps and one brigade from Loring's division of Polk's
Corps to his right.149 Thus Johnston had once again entrusted Hood with the most critical
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responsibility on the battlefield and placed soldiers from other corps under his command.
Hood's assault drove the Union left some distance to the rear before a Federal battery and
the advance of a division from Hooker's Corps checked the Rebels' momentum.150 Had
Stewart's division not moved too far to the right and therefore missed most of the
fighting, the Confederate success could have been even greater.151 Pleased with Hood's
accomplishment on the Union left, Johnston determined to renew the attack in the
morning. The goal remained the same: to drive the Federal army to the west and seize
Sherman's escape route through Snake Creek Gap. 152
Later that evening, news that Sherman had secured a lodgment at Lay's Ferry
across the Oostanaula caused Johnston to call off the plans for a continued assault on the
Federal left. Johnston ordered Walker's division to defend against the Union crossing of
the Oostanaula and instructed his chief engineer to lay a pontoon bridge of his own across
the river east of the railroad bridge in case he needed to evacuate Resaca to protect
against the Federal flanking maneuver.153 The report of the Federal crossing at Lay's
Ferry was accurate. Around four o'clock in the afternoon, Thomas Sweeney's division of
McPherson's army forced a crossing of the ferry against a small force of Confederate
cavalry. Sweeney, however, heard that Confederates threatened his rear and had returned
to the north side of the Oostanaula until the following day. 154
That night Johnston received a telegram from Richmond that impugned his
conduct as commander of the Confederacy's principal western army. Davis asserted that
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Johnston's inactivity had permitted Sherman to reinforce Grant's army in Virginia.
Davis's acerbic communication advised Johnston that if he could not prevent Sherman
from reinforcing Grant he could at least inform the administration as soon as forces
departed from Sherman's army en route to Virginia.155 Sherman, however, had not
reinforced Grant as Davis claimed, and the rebuke seemed particularly unwarranted
considering Johnston's assault on the Union left earlier in the day. The following
morning, Johnston inspected his lines and waited for news regarding the rumored Federal
crossing of the Oostanaula at Lay's Ferry. At 10 a.m. Johnston returned to his
headquarters and replied to the president's charges. Johnston asserted that "we are
assembled in the presence of the whole force of the enemy assembled from Tennessee
and North Alabama. I think he [Sherman] cannot re-enforce Grant without my
knowledge, as my whole line is engaged in skirmishing. Yesterday he made several
assaults that were repulsed."156 Clearly, the president's reprimand irritated the general.
Johnston had acted aggressively, in accordance with the president's oft-espoused tactical
preference, and received a reprimand as his reward.
During the afternoon, Sherman launched another attack on Johnston's lines, which
the Confederates resisted, giving Johnston a new opportunity. At approximately the same
time that the Federal force withdrew from its attack, Johnston received a report from
Walker indicating that the rumored threat to Lay's Ferry was no longer present. 157
Johnston immediately ordered a renewal of Hood's attack on the enemy left and again
provided Hood with units from other corps.158 As his telegram to the president indicated,
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Johnston planned his second attack with the knowledge that he faced Sherman's entire
force and that his own army remained heavily outnumbered. In doing so, Johnston
displayed a level of audacity not commonly attributed to him. Just as the attack got
underway, however, Walker reported a strong Federal presence on the south side of the
Oostanaula.159
With Sherman's lodgment across the Oostanaula Johnston felt compelled to
withdraw his army toward Calhoun, an action that might have been unnecessary if Brown
had called out the militia early in the spring. Sweeney's seizure of Lay's Ferry faced
little opposition because most of Wheeler's cavalry had operated on Hood's right during
May 14 and 15.160 That limited the number of troopers available to guard against Union
passage of the river on Johnston's left. Defense of fords and ferries is similar to the
defense of mountain passes and consequently ideal for unseasoned militia troops. Once
the militia joined Johnston's army and he established a defensive line along the
Chattahoochee River in July, Johnston deployed them at river crossings, including
Turner's Ferry and the railroad bridge. 161 Considering his use of the militia in July, it
seems probable that Johnston would have employed them in a similar fashion had they
been available at Resaca. A force of 3,000 or 4,000 entrenched defenders, even untested
militia, would have made the capture of Lay's Ferry a far more difficult proposition for
the Union attackers. At the very least, the addition of a militia force to Walker's division
on the evening of May 14, would have secured Johnston's left flank long enough to
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enable him to attempt a second assault on the Federal left the following day. 162
Assuming only half of the Militia Proper made their way to the front in time to assist
Johnston in early May, Johnston could have extended his defensive lines an additional
two to three miles on the south side of the river, giving him an opportunity to attack
Sherman on the north side.163
Even with militia, however, Johnston could not have held his line at Resaca for an
extended period thanks to the geography of north Georgia. The river systems in Georgia,
like most in the western theater, offered only minimal advantage for armies operating on
the strategic defensive. Most of the rivers in the western theater ran on a north-south
axis, unlike those in Virginia. The width of rivers in Georgia also differed dramatically
from those in Virginia, where Lee's army had held the enemy at bay for two years. 164 In
Virginia, Lee could establish strong defensive lines along the Rappahannock, Rapidan,
North Anna, South Anna, and the James rivers. Each of the Virginia rivers was wider,
deeper and had higher bluffs than their counterparts in Georgia. 165 The James River, for
example, was about 700 yards in width and 15 fathoms in depth at the point where the
Federals made their crossing.166 By comparison, the Chattahoochee, the most impressive
river in Georgia, measured approximately 150 yards at one Union crossing point.167
Furthermore, the river courses in the two theaters of operation significantly differed. In
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Virginia the rivers were fairly straight, which allowed for a rapid flow of water, making
them more difficult cross. Conversely, in northwestern Georgia the numerous hills and
valleys resulted in waterways with multiple twists and turns. Accordingly, Georgia rivers
and creeks built up considerable deposits of silt that stemmed the flow of water and also
produced a larger number of shallow spots, making Georgia waterways more fordable. 168
At Resaca, the Oostanaula makes turns to the south just east and west of the town,
thus providing more opportunity for the buildup of silt and debris. Within a ten-mile
span southwest of the Federal position at Resaca, the Oostanaula takes several additional
turns and includes a ferry at Calhoun. 169 If Johnston wished to remain at Resaca, he
would have needed to cover the Lay's and Calhoun ferries as well as any shallow points
along the river in the vicinity. Even with a sizable militia turnout, Johnston could not
have hoped to hold miles of river frontage southwest of Resaca, as well as the ridge north
of the town. Therefore, while the availability of militia would have permitted Johnston to
launch his second planned attack against the Union left, it would not have allowed him to
remain at Resaca very long.
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Figure 8. Campaign Map - Resaca to Cassville.

On the evening of May 15, then, Johnston had little choice but to withdraw
toward Calhoun. Both Hardee and Hood performed admirably during the battle, but
Polk's under-strength corps (some of his troops were still in transit from Mississippi) had
conceded ground to the Federal advance. As a result, Johnston could not safely strip his
line north of Resaca to bolster Walker's division sufficiently to allow Walker to take the
offensive against the Union column south of the Oostanaula. Around midnight the army
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crossed the Oostanaula and headed south. Interestingly, Johnston assigned Hardee's
Corps rear-guard duty.170 Apparently, Hardee's stout defense against Federal attacks
during the previous two days had impressed the commanding general enough to warrant
that responsibility.
The following two days again demonstrated the Confederates' cartographical
deficiency. Johnston retreated to Calhoun with the intent of establishing a defensive line
in the vicinity of the town. Upon his arrival, Johnston discovered a large creek, the
Oothcalooga, that impeded his ability to deploy troops in a contiguous line. The size of
the creek restricted communication between forces positioned on opposite sides of the
water. Consequently, the potential isolation of forces on either side rendered the defense
of Calhoun hazardous.171 Johnston's cartographers apparently had not identified the
creek as a hindrance to establishing a strong defensive position. The poor quality of the
maps meant that Johnston was, in a sense, retreating blindly, not knowing where he might
find the next defensible position on the road between Resaca and Atlanta.
Having been thwarted at Calhoun, Johnston determined to redeploy near
Adairsville, ten miles to the south, where his map suggested that the terrain offered a
favorable line of defense. The map depicted a relatively narrow valley bordered on both
sides by formidable ridges that would make the position hard to flank. This information
too proved inaccurate, as the valley was much broader than the maps had indicated. The
width of the valley floor meant that Johnston could not sufficiently defend the valley and
the heights on both sides.172 Sherman could easily take possession of whichever ridge
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Johnston left unguarded and post his superior artillery corps in a position that
commanded the valley.
On the evening of the seventeenth, Johnston met with Hardee and Hood to discuss
the army's options. During the day scouts reported that McPherson's army had gone to
Rome, thereby weakening Sherman's force.173 Additionally, a division of Polk's cavalry
under Brigadier General William Jackson had arrived from the Department of
Mississippi, increasing Johnston's numbers and giving him greater parity with his
adversary. 174 Under the circumstances, Hardee advocated that the army remain at
Adairsville and confront the enemy. 175 Hood advised that the army continue its
withdrawal southward toward the Etowah River. 176 Johnston decided to retire toward
Cassville where he believed that the system of roads into the town offered him an
opportunity to strike his enemy while it was divided. The following morning Johnston
put his plan in motion and the Army of Tennessee made its way toward Cassville in
hopes of springing the trap on their foe.
Thus, the opening phase of the campaign had begun very poorly for Johnston and
the Army of Tennessee. Johnston's loss of the army's defensive position around Dalton
ranks as one of his worst performances while serving as a Confederate officer. Johnston's
misapprehension of Sherman's strategic plans influenced his timid response to reports of
Federal activity on his left flank. Insufficient maps undoubtedly contributed to the rapid
loss of a nearly impregnable position. Personal acrimony involving Johnston, Davis and
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Brown further hampered the Confederate defense of Rocky Face Ridge, as it meant that
neither Polk nor the state militia were available to Johnston during the first few days of
the campaign. Finally, the condition of the cavalry's horses and the lethargy of their
commander, Joseph Wheeler, doomed Confederate efforts to retain their mountain
stronghold. At Resaca, Johnston redeemed himself and demonstrated a willingness to act
much more aggressively, for which he is rarely given credit. The geography around
Resaca, however, made defense against Sherman's flanking attempt almost impossible
and compelled Johnston's withdrawal from the town. Flawed maps forced the army's
continued retrograde movement from Calhoun, Adairsville, and eventually toward
Cassville. Nevertheless, the army's spirits remained high, causing one newspaper
correspondent to opine that the men were sanguine of success and that Johnston had
Sherman precisely where he wanted him. 177 Though the reporter knew nothing of
Johnston's plans, he was accurate in his assessment. Johnston did indeed have Sherman
where he wanted him, headed into a well-planned trap north of Cassville.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTROVERSY AT CASSVILLE
May 19, 1864 was a pivotal day for the Confederate high command. Until that
time Johnston and his corps commander John Bell Hood had maintained an affable
rapport. Though the relationship did not transform overnight, the events at Cassville
created a fissure that permanently changed the course of their association and damaged
the trust between the two men. Once that occurred, Hood used his back-channel
communications with the Davis Administration to criticize Johnston's tenure as
commander and complain about Johnston's alleged inaction. Thus, Jefferson Davis's
policy of advocating improper communications between Hood and the administration had
unintended consequences — Hood began undermining his commander in hopes of
securing the position for himself. The consequences proved catastrophic for Confederate
success in the West.
In order to understand what transpired in and around the town of Cassville on
May 19, 1864, it is necessary to evaluate the veracity of a key piece of evidence, the diary
of Thomas Mackall. Thomas Mackall was the cousin of Johnston's chief of staff,
William Mackall, and also served on Johnston's staff throughout the campaign. Thomas
Mackall's diary has caused some controversy among historians of the campaign and was
most famously investigated by Richard McMurry, who identified five separate versions
of the document. The most controversial of these is the version that appears in the
Official Records of the War of the Rebellion (hereafter the Official Records).1 McMurry
concludes that it was a post-war attempt to enhance Joseph E. Johnston’s reputation at the
expense of John Bell Hood and contains misleading information in Mackall’s effort to
1
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achieve that goal.2 In challenging Mackall's veracity, McMurry removed Mackall's
observations regarding the events at Cassville from historical analysis.3 Accordingly,
scholars have dismissed Mackall's assertion that no Federal column appeared on the
Canton-Cassville road. Instead, each has endeavored to discover the identity of the
mythical force. The present study accepts Thomas Mackall's observations — that no
Federal column threatened Hood from the Canton road — and therefore rejects McMurry's
argument that the official version of the journal is spurious. Consequently, McMurry's
conclusion deserves analysis.
As noted above, McMurry has identified five separate versions of the Thomas
Mackall journal. The first is the small pocket diary housed at the College of William and
Mary that McMurry suggests was the original version and served as the foundation for
the other four adaptations of the diary. 4 Two other versions bear the same handwriting
as the original field diary. The more substantial of the two, also found at William and
Mary and written on loose-leaf paper, is longer and provides more details than the field
diary, though the dating of the document remains a mystery. The third version bearing
Mackall's handwriting is a memorandum at the Huntington Library in California, which
contains entries only for May 14 and 15, 1864.5 McMurry argues that the Huntington
memorandum served as a guide to Johnston when he was preparing his official report on
the campaign soon after his removal from command, and that Mackall produced it upon
2
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Johnston's request.6 Considering the similarity in language between the Huntington
memorandum and Johnston's campaign report, McMurry’s assertion should be accepted.7
His characterization of the final two versions, however, deserves scrutiny. If McMurry is
correct and the official version of the Mackall diary includes fabricated evidence, then it
stands to reason that it must be dismissed insofar as it makes claims that are at the center
of the controversy at Cassville. If, on the other hand, McMurry's interpretation of the
official version of the Mackall diary is either partially or entirely erroneous, then the
official account remains a viable option for interpreting the events that occurred on the
morning and afternoon of May 19, 1864.
McMurry's contention that the Mackall journal as published in the Official
Records should be characterized as a post-war polemic includes an analysis of its
relationship with another version of the journal, located in the National Archives. The
two contain virtually identical narratives, and McMurry suggests that the manuscript in
the National Archives predates the diary found in the Official Records.8 He then argues
that the genesis of the version at the National Archives must have been some time after
the preparation of the memorandum at the Huntington Library that Johnston received in
October 1864, as it incorporated that document almost verbatim. 9 Assuming that
McMurry's charge is accurate, he has only managed to date the Huntington and the
National Archives versions of the diary to some time after the middle of October 1864,
6
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which does not necessarily mean that the latter falls into the category of post-war
apologetics. It is equally possible, of course, that both the National Archives version and
the Huntington memorandum based their narratives on the diary published in the Official
Records and not the other way around. The fact that they incorporate similar language
does not prove that Mackall produced the Huntington document first.
Further, McMurry argues that the journal in the National Archives, and
consequently the diary in the Official Records, must not have existed at the time Mackall
produced the Huntington memorandum at Johnston's request because Mackall would
have provided him with a copy.10 However, there is no evidence that Mackall provided
Johnston with a copy of the original field diary or the slightly longer version written on
loose-leaf paper at that time either. If he had, there would not have been any need to
submit the Huntington draft, particularly since May 14 and 15 did not produce any
controversy between Johnston and Hood. As a result, it is reasonable to suggest that all
of the documents attributable to Mackall found in Johnston’s personal papers, other than
the Huntington letter, made their way into Johnston’s possession after the war when he
was engaged in writing his memoir.
In concluding that the official diary was a post-war apologetic McMurry
completely ignores William Mackall’s memorandum on Cassville written on September
22, 1864. McMurry most likely refrained from considering the memorandum because
William Mackall rather than Thomas Mackall authored the document. Nevertheless,
William Mackall's recollection of the events at Cassville supports the veracity of the
official version of Thomas Mackall's journal. The memorandum, though not as detailed
as the diary entry for May 19 found in the Official Records, is far more consistent with
10
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the official diary and the copy in the National Archives than with any other version of the
journal.
In particular, the memorandum exhibits a healthy skepticism about Hood's claim
of an enemy body on the Canton road. According to the memorandum, William Mackall
rode out to Hood's position to convey orders from headquarters when he encountered
Hood's Corps moving to the rear. The document centers on a conversation between
Mackall and Hood regarding the possible presence of Northern forces on Hood's flank
and rear. Hood claimed that his own staff officers had discovered the enemy on both the
Canton and Spring Place roads and asked "did you not see them?"11 Mackall responded
that he "had seen no enemy."12 After riding off Mackall realized that he had not delivered
the orders and returned to Hood's side. The memorandum indicates that he stayed with
Hood until his corps established a new position. In all that time Mackall made no
reference to having seen any enemy troops.13 The document therefore suggests that
Hood's claim that enemy forces appeared on the Canton road had generated a skepticism
at army headquarters and remained a point of dispute soon after the conclusion of the
campaign. The fact that William Mackall felt compelled to write the memorandum so
soon after the fall of Atlanta implies that he considered Cassville a turning point of some
significance.14
A newspaper article in the Richmond Daily Dispatch on July 16, 1864, lends
further credence to the proposition that the events at Cassville caused consternation at
headquarters during the campaign. The article offered a general defense of Johnston's
11
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conduct of the campaign and specifically of his actions at Cassville. The article's detailed
defense of Johnston indicates that the correspondent had access either to the general
himself or a knowledgeable member of his staff while preparing his account. The
reporter noted that "the Lieutenant General [Hood], fearing to move, failed to comply
with the orders of his commanding general." 15 The article, published just prior to
Johnston's dismissal from the army, indicates that Hood's failure to attack at Cassville
had generated a level of hostility, or at least anxiety, at general headquarters prior to
Johnston's removal from command. When considered in tandem with William Mackall's
memorandum, there seems little doubt that the events at Cassville caused significant
controversy prior to the close of the war. For the reasons above, dating the official diary
to the campaign itself rather than a part of some post-war deception intended to enhance
Johnston's prestige (and diminish that of Hood) seems reasonable.
Still, there are features of the official diary that remain problematic. McMurry
makes several additional arguments against the acceptance of an early provenance for the
official version of the diary. He contends that the dates covered in the official journal,
May 14 to June 4, should raise questions about the document. He suggests that these
dates cover, a little too coincidentally, the most notorious post-war controversies between
Hood and Johnston, particularly Hood's failure to launch assaults at Cassville on May 19
and at Pumpkin Vine Creek on May 28. 16 The argument appears sound unless considered
within the context of McMurry's overarching thesis, that the official diary developed as
part of a post-war effort to rehabilitate Johnston. If the thesis is accurate, there can be
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little doubt that the official version of the diary ought to conclude only after Johnston's
dismissal.
Almost immediately after his removal, Johnston's plans for the defense of Atlanta
generated significant controversy. Indeed, Johnston's official report, written October 20,
1864, demonstrates his desire to appear resolute in his effort to defend the gate city. He
specifically claimed credit for planning the operations along Peachtree Creek and insisted
that he intended to defend Atlanta with the Georgia militia while he assailed the flanks of
the Federal army with the remainder of his own forces. 17 In fact, Jefferson Davis
decided to relieve Johnston from command of the army primarily because he did not
believe Johnston intended to adequately defend the city. 18 Consequently, any fraudulent
post-war attempt to cast Johnston in a favorable light should include entries for the final
days of Johnston's tenure. Journal entries supporting Johnston's claim that he had
developed plans to assault the Federal army once it crossed Peachtree Creek and had
imparted those plans to his successor, as well as his intentions to hold Atlanta
indefinitely, seem almost necessary in any post-war forgery. Therefore, the entry dates in
the official journal should not be considered evidence of compromised veracity.
Nor should the journal's length. In addition to his many other arguments against
the authenticity of the official version of the Mackall diary, McMurry contends that the
length of daily entries provides evidence of post-war polemics. McMurry argues that the
entries are too long and much too detailed to be the product of a busy staff member
during the course of an active campaign. 19 A fair comparison to other journals and letters
produced during the campaign, however, discredits this contention. Colonel Joseph
17
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Fullerton, Assistant Adjutant General of the Union's IV Army Corps, kept a journal that
contained entries far greater in length and detail than the entries found in the official
Mackall diary. 20 Fullerton produced his account while on campaign from early May
through the end of August. His diary was sealed after the Battle of Nashville and
remained unopened until sent to the War Department. The account, therefore, survives in
its original state.21
The corpus of material found in the Orlando Poe papers at the Library of
Congress also challenges McMurry's thesis. Poe served as General Sherman's chief of
engineers throughout the campaign. Poe's field diary, like Mackall's, generally included
fairly short entries. His letters home to his wife, however, often provided a significant
number of details left out of the pocket diary. He clearly found opportunities during his
busy days to reflect routinely upon his activities and record them in both his diary and in
his letters home. Poe therefore left at least two separate accounts of his daily activities:
one short and lacking specifics and a second that provided a significant number of details.
It is not unreasonable to conclude that Thomas Mackall followed a similar pattern and
produced more than one account of his daily activities during the campaign itself and that
the official version of the diary resulted from that practice.
As a consequence of the foregoing analysis, McMurry's assertion that the official
version of the Mackall journal was the product of a post-war campaign intended to
support Johnston in his contest against John Bell Hood and Jefferson Davis deserves
reconsideration. McMurry's thesis has influenced scholars in their interpretation of the
20
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events at Cassville since the publication of "The Mackall Journal and its Antecedents" in
1974.22 Consequently, historians have ignored the possibility that no enemy force ever
appeared on the Canton road.
Johnston’s decision to launch an assault near the town of Cassville on May 19,
1864, likely resulted from a combination of factors. First, all three of his corps
commanders favored a halt to the continuous retreat from Dalton to Cassville. John Bell
Hood had advocated an offensive posture from the time he assumed command of his
corps. Though he never offered a specific plan of action, he left no doubt as to his
preferred method of warfare. Like his mentor Robert E. Lee, Hood believed in bold
strokes, something not well suited for defensive warfare. Leonidas Polk also found
offensive action more amenable to his tastes. He had, after all, produced a plan to take
the offensive in the early spring before the Federals could initiate their move south.
Finally, William Hardee, the most cautious of the three, hoped to give battle at
Adairsville and expressed his dissatisfaction with the retreat from that place. 23 Therefore,
Cassville offered an opportunity to satisfy Johnston's lieutenants.
Further, prior to the abandonment of his defensive lines at Adairsville, Johnston
consulted his map and concluded that the approaches to Cassville afforded the possibility
to strike a divided enemy army. 24 Johnston hoped to catch the enemy at a point in which
the separation between the Federal forces meant that they would find it difficult to
support one another. Johnston noted that two roads led southward from Adairsville, one
directly south and the other toward Kingston to the west. The road to Kingston then
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turned east leading to Cassville from that direction. Johnston resolved to split his own
columns, sending a portion down each of these roads, in anticipation that Sherman would
do the same.25 Johnston summoned an engineer, Lieutenant Buchanan, and questioned
him in detail about the character of the ground near Cassville in an effort to assess the
position where the divided Federal columns would be the most widely separated. Once
Buchanan and Johnston identified the point of greatest separation between the two roads,
that point marked the location of Johnston's planned assault. Buchanan calculated that an
attack upon the enemy column moving along the Adairsville-Cassville road
approximately two miles north of Cassville meant that the column moving along the
Kingston road would be about eight or nine miles distant over rough terrain and poorly
constructed roads (Figure 9).26 Accordingly, Johnston directed Hood and Polk to march
directly south along the Adairsville - Cassville road while Hardee, the cavalry and the
wagon train moved by way of Kingston.27
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Figure 9. Cassville Campaign Map.
In addition to the advantage offered by surprise attack, the Confederates enjoyed
another benefit from the proposed engagement near Cassville. The number of troops
available to Sherman had decreased while Johnston's army had recently received
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reinforcements. On the evening of May 17 Sherman had ordered a cavalry division under
General Kenner Garrard to destroy the railroad between Rome and Kingston.28 Sherman
not only lost a cavalry division for the purposes of the raid, but an infantry division under
the command of Jefferson C. Davis also marched on Rome on the seventeenth and
remained there the following day. 29 Meanwhile, on May 18 the last of Polk's troops, two
brigades of Samuel French's division, arrived from Mississippi and joined Johnston's
army near Cassville. French's brigades headed through Rome and escaped toward
Kingston via railroad cars just as Davis advanced upon the town. 30 As a result, Johnston
enjoyed a parity in numbers not present at any other point during the campaign, and the
greatest Confederate army ever massed in the western theater.31
Early on the morning of May 19 Johnston distributed an order commending the
army for its courage and informing the troops that he intended to turn upon the enemy
and give them battle.32 Johnston then ordered Hardee to deploy his corps facing the road
to Kingston just southwest of the town. Polk was to deploy east-west across the
Adairsville-Cassville road directly in the path of any Federal column marching south
along that road, and Hood deployed just to the east of Polk. 33 Hood's precise location
remains difficult for historians to determine with accuracy. As discussed in the previous
chapter, the commanders in the Army of Tennessee did not operate with a common set of
maps. The available evidence suggests that the disparity in maps led to confusion about
Hood's exact whereabouts on the morning of May 19. In turn, that misunderstanding
28
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played an integral part in the dispute that later emerged between Hood and his
commander.
The origin of the disagreement between Hood and Johnston centered on Hood's
inaccurate belief that he had deployed along the Canton road. Hood reported that on the
morning of the nineteenth, while the Federals pushed the Confederate cavalry south along
the Adairsville-Cassville road toward Polk's position, he and Johnston discussed their
plans for a final time. According to Hood, Johnston advised him that if he desired he
could move his corps to the Canton road and if the enemy, believed to be Howard's
Corps, presented itself, Hood should give battle. Hood immediately moved his command
to the road that he believed led to Canton and found it in the possession of Confederate
cavalry. 34 Apparently, either Hood informed his subordinates that they were positioned
along the Canton road, or the maps of the officers in his command identified the road as
the one leading to Canton. Though most Confederate reports offer few details with
respect to positioning, Lieutenant Colonel Francis Campbell of the 13th Louisiana noted
that his regiment went into line of battle along the Canton road on the morning of the
nineteenth. 35 J. E. Austin, in command of a battalion of sharpshooters, also believed that
Hood deployed along the Canton-Cassville road.36
Hood and his subordinates erred, however, in their conviction that the corps
formed along the road to Canton. If we accept Hood’s characterization of his
conversation with Johnston and a subsequent movement to the actual Canton road, the
Confederate forces would have been so greatly separated that they could not have offered
34
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any support to each other in case of emergency. Hardee established a defensive position
astride the Kingston-Cassville road to defend against any Federal advance from Kingston.
Polk, meanwhile moved his corps along the Adairsville-Cassville road about a mile
northwest of the town. Consequently, the two corps (Hardee and Polk) took up positions
nearly two miles from one another (Figure 10). The distance between Hardee and Polk
meant that it was difficult for either to support the other. Nevertheless, Johnston proved
willing to take that risk if it meant an opportunity to concentrate the bulk of his forces on
an unsuspecting enemy moving down the Adairsville-Cassville road.37 Two Run Creek
impeded Federal forces attempting to attack Hardee's right flank and the general had
demonstrated a capacity for acting on the defensive during the engagement at Resaca.38
Though Johnston was willing to take some risk with Hardee's Corps, he could not have
intended to isolate all three of his corps.
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Figure 10. Johnston's Planned Attack.
Assuming Hood's calculation was accurate and he established a position along the
Canton road, he would have been nearly two miles east of Polk's position and a similar
distance from Hardee. Numerous accounts attest to the difficulty of the terrain, which
prohibited rapid movement.39 Therefore, all three corps would have been entirely
isolated, with little hope of support from the others if the Northerners advanced in force.40
Moreover, if Hood deployed along the Canton road any Federal forces moving down the
39
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Sallacoa road might have marched directly into Cassville.41 Such a movement would
have threatened Hardee and Polk with assault from both the front and the rear. To leave
the Sallacoa road unoccupied, while at the same time positioning Hood along the Canton
road meant almost certain destruction for the Army of Tennessee, particularly since
Johnston was aware of the road to Sallacoa and thus the possibility that the Federals
could make use of it.42 Consequently, Hood's contention that he deployed his corps along
the Canton-Cassville road in anticipation of assaulting Howard must be rejected.
Even so, historians have missed the fact that Hood supposed that he was operating
along the Canton road on the morning of May 19. Because scholars knew that Johnston
had positioned Hood to the right of Polk as he marched into town, they assumed that
Hood understood that he deployed near the Sallacoa road.43 They further assumed that he
was acquainted with the actual location of the Canton road to the east of town.
Unfortunately, historians have not considered the possibility that Hood possessed an
inadequate understanding of his own location on the morning of May 19, and that he was
likely operating with inaccurate maps of the region. Further, because Richard McMurry's
conclusion that the official version of the Mackall journal served as a tool in post-war
polemics they have ignored Mackall's claim that no Union column appeared on the road
to Canton. Consequently scholars have constructed a historiography that attempts to
identify the mythical Federal column.
41
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Interestingly, Richard McMurry is rather noncommittal in identifying the
supposed Union force. He does not, in any of his publications, assign a specific Northern
unit to the Canton road. Instead, he asserts with certainty that a Federal column appeared
to the east of Hood's Corps.44 McMurry alludes to the possibility that they were either an
unknown body of cavalry or possibly infantry units from Hooker's Corps. 45 However,
no existing reports or communications of any kind provide evidence that any unit from
Hooker's Corps ever appeared as far east as the road to Sallacoa, let alone even further
east. Federal columns moving down that road necessarily approached Hood from the
north, not the east. Therefore, it is incumbent upon McMurry to produce the identity of a
Federal column that operated east of the road to Sallacoa. No such record exists.
Three other historians, Albert Castel, Stephen Davis, and Craig Symonds have
recently offered a specific identity for the presumed body of Northern troops. Albert
Castel correctly identifies the positions of most of the Federal forces on the morning of
May 19. Castel properly identifies the IV Corps, under Major General Oliver Howard,
and the XIV Corps, under Major-General Don Carlos Buell, headed toward Cassville
along the Kingston-Cassville road. Castel's observation that the XX Corps under MajorGeneral Joseph Hooker marched down the Adairsville-Cassville road, while the XXIII
Corps under Major-General John Schofield moved south along the Sallacoa road appears
consistent with reports found in the Official Records.46 In his attempt to identify the
presumed Federal presence on the Canton road, however, Castel mistakenly suggests that
44
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the Union column consisted of cavalry divisions of Edward McCook and George
Stoneman.47
Reports from the Official Records demonstrate that McCook served as a screen
for Schofield, who, as noted above, was nowhere near the Canton road on May 19. 48
During the previous afternoon McCook informed Schofield that he was eight miles from
Adairsville and eleven miles from Cassville. He further noted the presence of
Confederate cavalry in the direction of Cassville and suggested that "if I am to march
toward Cassville I desire at least a section of my battery to accompany me." 49 The
communication establishes two important facts. First, McCook operated under the
direction of Schofield as the Federal army moved toward Cassville. Second, he was in
the vicinity of Adairsville and headed toward Cassville, not Canton. Lieutenant Colonel
Horace Lamson's report provides further evidence that McCook was operating north of
Cassville on the nineteenth. According to Lamson, in command of the second brigade of
McCook's division, his brigade camped near the forks of Adairsville and Cassville roads
on the evening of May 18. The following morning his unit moved six miles toward
Cassville, encountered a Confederate column and engaged in a sharp skirmish. 50 The
description is consistent with a movement down either the Adairsville-Cassville road or
the road to Sallacoa. It is not consistent with a movement eastward toward Canton and
then westward again back toward Cassville. Consequently, it is impossible that McCook
and his column appeared on the road to Canton at any point during May 19.
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The assertion that George Stoneman advanced on the Canton-Cassville road also
finds no support in the Official Records. Indeed, the Official Records sustain the
contention that Stoneman moved down the Sallacoa road with McCook. McCook
specifically reported that he "formed a junction with Stoneman, who acted as support,"
and the two divisions marched down to Cassville on the nineteenth. 51 Regrettably,
Stoneman produced no reports regarding his activities near Cassville on that day. A
communication from Schofield to Sherman on the evening of the nineteenth, however,
confirms that Stoneman operated in tandem with McCook during the day. Schofield
reported that Stoneman and McCook spent the day skirmishing with a Confederate
infantry division "which now appears to be about due north from Cassville and not more
than a mile from that place."52 Castel therefore erred in his assertion that McCook and
Stoneman approached Cassville by way of Canton. Both divisions approached Cassville
from the north at the head of the XXIII Corps.
Castel is not alone in his effort to discover the identity of the presumed force on
the Canton road. Stephen Davis, in Atlanta Will Fall, comes closest to analyzing
correctly the Federal approach to Cassville. He properly assigns both McCook and
Stoneman to the Sallacoa road.53 Unfortunately, Davis spends little time on the
controversy, only noting that a disagreement between Hood and Johnston emerged after
the war regarding the presence of a Union force on Hood's flank and rear. He concludes
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by suggesting that "modern scholarship tends to favor Hood," but does not make any
reference to the Canton road.54
Craig Symonds offers the least plausible explanation concerning the alleged
Federal troops on the road to Canton. He argues that a portion of General Daniel
Butterfield's infantry division appeared on the road.55 Presumably, Symonds draws his
conclusion from Hood's memoir. According to Hood, a post-war conversation with a
General Carson of the Union army revealed that Butterfield's command was responsible
for the movements along the Canton road.56 Symonds's contention lacks any support
from the evidence found in the Official Records. In fact, every report produced by an
officer from Butterfield's Division proves that he spent the day on the AdairsvilleCassville road.57 According to these same reports, Butterfield's division acted as the
army's extreme left flank on the morning of the nineteenth.58 Moreover, rather than
straying eastward off of the Adairsville road, Butterfield angled to the west when he
discovered Confederates in his front. He recognized the hazardous situation in which he
found himself and hoped to move closer to his supporting columns. 59 Consequently,
Symonds's contention that Butterfield appeared on the Canton road must be rejected.
Each of the foregoing attempts to reconcile the reports concerning the affair at
Cassville has yielded a confusing and inaccurate analysis. Additionally, it seems unlikely
that any of the above referenced scholars have visited the site of the planned assault, as
the topography impugns Hood's claim that he or his officers observed a Federal column
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advancing along the Canton-Cassville road. A prominent ridge obstructs the view of the
Canton-Cassville road from anyone situated in the approximate locale that Hood's Corps
occupied on the morning of May 19. 60 As a result, Hood’s reports as to the location of
his own troops and that of the enemy's require reinterpretation.

Figure 11. View From Hood's Position Toward the Canton Road. Photo taken by
Dennis Conklin
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Figure 12. View From the Canton Road Toward Hood's Position. Photo taken by
Dennis Conklin.
As the sun rose on May 19, 1864, Joseph E Johnston's prospects for a signal
victory looked promising. The Army of Tennessee mustered a larger host of effective
fighting men than ever before. Sherman had responded precisely as Johnston hoped and
divided his forces, half following Hardee from Adairsville toward Kingston and the other
half following Hood and Polk from Adairsville to Cassville. 61 Sometime between seven
and eight o'clock in the morning Johnston issued his general order that generated the
desired response — enthusiasm throughout the army. 62 As the morning progressed,
Hardee deployed his troops upon a ridge about two miles west of Cassville and astride
the road to Kingston with open fields of fire to his front. He proceeded to strengthen his
61
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position with the construction of rail barricades with Two Run Creek acting as an anchor
for his right flank. 63 His position, though held by a single corps, appeared capable of
holding off a Union advance from Kingston until the afternoon, unless the Federals
attacked in force at an early hour. If so, Polk and Hood would have the time necessary to
conduct their assault on the Union troops advancing from the north.
At the same time Hardee formed on the road to Kingston, Johnston directed Hood
to form his corps along the Sallacoa road.64 There remains some debate as to whether
Johnston or Hood formulated the plan to move Hood's Corps to the Sallacoa road in order
to assault Hooker's troops as he moved down the road from Adairsville. Albert Castel
accepts Hood 's recollection that he designed the plan. 65 Nevertheless, most scholars, as
Richard McMurry notes, believe Johnston's version of events.66 Considering Johnston's
strategy for the day, to concentrate on an isolated wing of the Federal army, and his
awareness of the road to Sallacoa, it seems reasonable to believe Johnston's claim. 67 As
Hood marched his men to the Sallacoa road, Polk assembled his Corps astride the
Adairsville-Cassville road approximately two miles northwest of Cassville. Johnston had
set his trap; now he waited to see if Sherman would fall for it.
After the Battle of Resaca, Sherman and his staff thought it unlikely that Johnston
intended to make a stand north of the Etowah River.68 When Johnston's army vacated
Adairsville on the evening of the seventeenth Sherman felt confident in his assessment of
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the situation. His directive to George Thomas on the night of the eighteenth
demonstrates that he did not expect his adversary to turn on him with any significant
force before he crossed the Etowah about eight miles south of Cassville. Sherman
advised Thomas to press the pursuit of Johnston and "follow his well marked trail." 69
Sherman then sent a dispatch to Schofield ordering him to follow Hooker as he marched
his corps south of Adairsville. The communication opined that he did not think Johnston
would give battle north of the Etowah, but that if Johnston could be forced to do so "we
must do it, even at the hazard of beginning battle with but part of our forces." 70 This, of
course, is exactly what Johnston hoped for. Unfortunately for Johnston, things did not
work out precisely as he had anticipated. Even so, the Federal approach to Cassville
offered the Confederates an opportunity to deliver a substantial blow to their foe.
The Union advance against Hardee's position proved much more listless than
Sherman's dispatch to Thomas portended. Howard's IV Corps led the Federal advance
toward Kingston at five in the morning but did not arrive at Kingston until a little after
eight. There it encountered some Confederate cavalry and was forced to deploy and did
not drive off the enemy until approximately nine o'clock.71 Thereafter, the corps
proceeded in the direction of Cassville. When the lead division of the corps, under
Major-General David Stanley, encountered Hardee's line it halted and waited for support
from Major-General John Newton. Newton did not form his column until almost one
o'clock in the afternoon. The Union infantry then waited for their artillery to probe the
Confederate lines before advancing upon Hardee at approximately two o'clock in the
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afternoon.72 One Confederate officer observed that the Federals seemed confused in
taking their positions and lamented that the Confederates had failed to assault their
bewildered enemy.73 Clearly the sluggish Union advance from the direction of Kingston
provided Johnston the opportunity that he sought north of Cassville to deliver a crushing
defeat to the Federals advancing from Adairsville.
As Howard's men progressed slowly along the road from Kingston, Daniel
Butterfield's division of Hooker's Corps advanced at the head of the Union column
moving south from Adairsville. The lead brigade under the command of William Ward
began its march within four miles of Cassville. 74 They soon encountered what they
perceived to be the Confederate rear-guard and steadily pushed forward until they came
into contact with a larger force of Confederates. 75 Here the brigade halted and waited for
support. Colonel James Wood, also in command of a brigade in Butterfield's division,
moved forward under orders to make a reconnaissance toward Two Run Creek, on
Ward's right. In the process of making the reconnaissance Wood encountered an enemy
force about half a mile from the creek and "in dangerous proximity" of his left flank.76
Wood quickly withdrew his brigade to a defensive position. According to Wood, he
withdrew not only because he faced a large Confederate force to his front and left flank,
but also because his division lacked support from the remainder of the corps. He
complained that the division (Butterfield's) received no support on the right from the
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second division, nor on the left from the first division, as the orders (as he understood
them) had indicated.77
At this time the Confederates opened an artillery barrage upon both Ward and
Wood. Ward soon realized, like Wood, that he faced a large force of Confederates, not
just a rear-guard, and that the situation might prove hazardous. 78 Butterfield, recognizing
the danger, redeployed the brigade further to the west, closer to James Wood's brigade
that had moved up in support of Ward. Butterfield's division remained at its new position
until about four o'clock when the other two divisions of the corps finally arrived and the
whole body moved forward toward Cassville together.79 The fact that Butterfield's
division remained relatively isolated for such an extended period of time demonstrates
that Johnston's plan, if executed properly, offered a considerable opportunity for the
Army of Tennessee. Had Hood's and Polk's corps advanced as intended they faced only
one division. At the very least, the Confederates should have been able to destroy
Butterfield's command and might well have been able to defeat the remainder of the XX
Corps in detail as each division arrived on the field of battle. Not only was such a
scenario a distinct possibility, it was, in fact, fairly likely.
Richard McMurry argues that the attack probably would not have been capable of
overwhelming both Hooker and Schofield before elements of the IV and XIV Corps
came to their rescue. 80 He bases his conclusion on Johnston's Narrative of Military
Operations, in which Johnston commented on his decision to withdraw to the heights
beyond Cassville. Johnston claimed that he did not countermand Hood's retreat because
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by the time he learned of Hood's action, the Federal forces on the Kingston road
threatened Hardee's position. 81 Johnston's assertion, however, fails to comport with the
evidence available in the Official Records. As previously mentioned, the Federal
advance along the Kingston road halted until two o'clock in the afternoon and only
threatened Hardee when they pushed forward at that late hour.82 Therefore, both Hooker
and Schofield remained isolated from the remainder of the Union army until the
afternoon. An assault, if conducted as planned, promised to decimate the Federal forces
north of Cassville. Hooker's Corps was strung out all along the Adairsville road. Two
divisions, including Butterfield's, had advanced in the direction of Cassville while the
third division remained several miles back. 83 The rough terrain, described earlier, also
made the Union position more perilous. Though both sides faced the same landscape, the
Confederates, had they launched their offensive, would at least have had the benefit of
having already formed their lines, while the bulk of the Union forces had not yet done so.
The task of formation into line of battle was necessarily complicated by the quality of the
terrain, thus giving the Confederates a distinct advantage in such an encounter.
Equally propitious for the Confederate assault was the progress of Schofield's
XXIII Corps. Schofield had not continued his march from Martseller's Mill, his campsite
of the previous evening, southward along the Sallacoa road toward Cassville. Instead, he
had moved to the Adairsville-Cassville road and waited for Hooker's last division to
move out. Only after receiving orders from Sherman at about half past noon did
Schofield contemplate any movement. Even then he informed Sherman that he would
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move "as soon as the road is clear," and endeavor to "get on the road to the east
[Sallacoa] as soon as I can and keep my communication with General Hooker."84 Thus,
the Confederates had an opportunity to destroy Hooker's first two divisions in detail and
then move upon his only remaining division and Schofield's command. The attack could
have been made without any danger of Federal infantry threatening the Confederate flank
on the road to Sallacoa, as Schofield did not move his command to that road until
sometime in the afternoon. Despite a most auspicious beginning to May 19 for the
Confederate cause, the advance of Federal cavalry under McCook and Stoneman down
the road to Sallacoa terminated the Confederate attack before it even commenced.
According to Hood, he was in the process of deploying his troops when a body of
enemy troops appeared on his flank along the "Canton" road.85 He confessed later, in his
report at the close of the campaign, that he thought the enemy column likely consisted of
cavalry units.86 Taylor Beatty, a member of Hood's staff, also thought that the enemy
force was cavalry. 87 In this assessment both men were correct. The cavalry divisions of
McCook and Stoneman, as discussed earlier in this chapter, accounted for the Federal
presence on Hood's flank. However, they appeared along the Sallacoa road, not the road
to Canton as Hood asserted. Hood ordered Hindman to "send out a body of skirmishers
to find out who they were."88 The appearance of the Federals necessarily slowed Hood 's
progress. Hood's postponement in launching the designed assault left Johnston anxious
about the day's prospects. In an effort to expedite the attack, Johnston ordered William
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Mackall to investigate the delay. Mackall reached Hood at approximately 10:20 and
found him withdrawing his corps.89 Mackall, despite not having seen the enemy for
himself, sent word back to headquarters that the Federals were threatening Hood's flank
on the Canton road.90 Mackall's communication accepted two key principles without
question. First, he believed that a Northern column menaced Hood 's flank. This, of
course, was accurate. Second, Mackall's dispatch did not question the location of the
Federal forces. Hood had reported them on the Canton road and that is precisely what
Mackall communicated to Johnston. This, of course, was inaccurate. Upon hearing the
news, Johnston expressed disbelief, stating that Confederate cavalry occupied the Canton
road and reported no Federal presence. Johnston then lamented that if the report were
true (Federals on the Canton road), Hood would have to retire.91 Hood needed no
encouragement; he had withdrawn almost upon first contact.
Hood claimed that the appearance of the enemy on the "Canton" road compelled
him to withdraw his corps to the rear. Further, he maintained in his post-war memoir that
the enemy opened fire on him immediately with artillery and musketry, forcing him to
deploy a line of skirmishers from Hindman's division.92 Hood's report from the field
shortly after the affair at Cassville, however, indicated minimal action took place on his
front on May 19. Indeed, Hood recounted only slight skirmishing. 93 Hood's
acknowledgment that his corps was so lightly engaged is revealing. If Hood genuinely
believed that a strong enemy column threatened his flank and rear, he made no effort to
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meet such a menace. Hindman's division, once formed, quickly drove off McCook's
cavalry. The engagement was so brief that the report of Brigadier General Edward
Walthall, who served in Hindman's division, made no reference of an encounter with
enemy cavalry whatsoever.94 McCook himself reported that as soon as the Confederates
advanced in a division front upon his troops he felt compelled to withdraw. 95 Having
driven back the Federal cavalry, Hood made an extraordinarily strange decision; he
withdrew his corps to the rear.
Hood apparently returned to Polk's right flank before discovering the identity and
strength of the foe he reported on his flank and rear. If Hood had ascertained the enemy
strength on his flank and then withdrawn only after discovering that a division or more of
infantry imperiled his advance position, his retreat would make sense. Instead, his retreat
occurred almost immediately after the skirmishing commenced. Hood admitted that
Johnston's chief of staff, General William Mackall, appeared almost simultaneously with
his decision to deploy skirmishers from Hindman's division. Moreover, Colonel Taylor
Beattie of Hood's staff recalled that the retrograde movement (back to Polk's right) began
soon after Hood and Mackall spoke to one another.96 General Mackall possessed no
authority to change Hood's alignment. Consequently, it seems likely that Hood made the
decision and, as a result, Johnston's hope to strike an offensive blow dissolved.
Perhaps the greatest oddity of the affair is that Hood's failure to engage the Union
force on the Sallacoa road seems inconsistent with his character. As previously
discussed, Hood had demonstrated throughout the war that he preferred to deliver
smashing offensive assaults upon the enemy. In August 1862 Hood delivered a crushing
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blow on the Federal left flank at Second Manassas. On the evening of the twenty-ninth
he ordered his command to "push forward and attack the enemy." 97 When Union troops
crested a ridge near Groveton to his immediate front he ordered Brigadier General
Evander Law to charge them. 98 The following day Hood led the Confederate attack,
often blazing ahead with such speed that his commanding general, James Longstreet,
repeatedly requested that he halt and wait for the rest of the corps.99 The savagery of the
assault cost Hood nearly 1,000 casualties in his division. 100 At Second Manassas Hood
acted without hesitation, always opting to attack aggressively whatever enemy he
encountered. He continued to exhibit such ferocity whenever the opportunity presented
itself.
Less than three weeks later at Sharpsburg, Hood led his division, counting
approximately 2,300 muskets, in a desperate counterattack against Federal troops in
Miller's cornfield. As he ordered his troops forward he informed one of Stonewall
Jackson's aides that he required reinforcements or else he would be forced back, "but I
am going on while I can!"101 During his advance, Hood exposed the right flank of his
division to the main Union line. Yet, the threat to his right flank had absolutely no effect
on the force with which he delivered his blow. In fact, Hood failed to make any
dispositions that defended his division from a counter-stroke along his right flank.
Though Union shot and shell decimated Hood's division in the assault, the experience
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did little to change Hood's predilection for offensive warfare. Even at Gettysburg when
he deemed the attack on Little Round Top injudicious, he carried out his orders.
Hood's actions at Gettysburg starkly contrasted with his inaction at Cassville. At
Gettysburg, much like Resaca, Hood ordered a thorough reconnaissance of the ground in
his front.102 At Cassville he failed to make any reconnaissance. At Gettysburg Hood
obeyed his superior's orders and made an assault on a position he later described as
"seemingly impregnable."103 At Cassville he withdrew his corps without consulting his
commanding general. As a consequence, Hood's behavior at Cassville seems almost
inconceivable considering his previous track record. His gallantry in battle had cost him
both an arm and a leg but had never yet caused him to lose his nerve. Steven
Woodsworth, in Jefferson Davis and His Generals, characterized Hood's performance as
panicked and the product of his short tenure as a corps commander.104 Woodsworth's
critique ignores Hood's successful handling of a corps both at Chickamauga and at
Resaca. As a result, the charge that Hood suffered from a lack of experience which
accounted for his erratic behavior at Cassville goes too far.
Rather, Hood's performance in the morning hours of May 19, 1864 might simply
be described as his most lackluster of the war to date. He had performed well in virtually
every capacity and on every battlefield until that time. He was not in over his head as a
corps commander, as Woodworth suggests, but on that morning he made a series of poor
decisions. Common sense would dictate that Hood fully identify the strength and
composition of the force on his flank. Once this task was accomplished, he could have
deployed a brigade across the Sallacoa road, thus securing his flank from the cavalry
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probe, and turned his attention to administering the anticipated assault. At the very least
he should have waited for instructions from Johnston before making his retrograde
movement. His decision to retreat without consulting his commander deserves censure.
It is possible that Hood became so agitated with what he perceived as a failure on
Johnston's part to secure the Confederate flank with a cavalry detachment that he
abandoned the assault. Colonel Beatty complained that the Federal approach upon the
corps' flank constituted the "second or third time since [the army] left Dalton that enemy
have gotten up on us without our knowing anything of it."105 Clearly a member of Hood's
staff considered the failure to secure the army's flanks an ongoing problem and probably
considered Johnston responsible. It is not unreasonable to think that Hood shared the
same opinion and that Beatty's diary entry reflected the mood at Hood's headquarters.
In fact, Hood was not the only Confederate commander who turned in a poor
performance on the morning of May 19; Johnston too merits blame in the affair Johnston
had ordered Wheeler and his cavalry to cover the Federal advance from Adairsville, but
he apparently failed to advise him to cover the road to Sallacoa. Wheeler's report of the
day's action indicates that he remained completely unaware of McCook's and Stoneman's
approach.106 Johnston deserves blame for not ordering Wheeler to cover Hood's flank as
he maneuvered to attack. Considering that it was customary for Civil War commanders
to screen their infantry deployments with cavalry, the latter acting as the infantry's eyes
and ears, Johnston's failure to do so was a serious error in judgment. Further, as Thomas
Connelly noted in Autumn of Glory, Johnston responded to the news of Hood's retreat
inadequately. Rather than sending a staff officer to instruct Hood to conduct a proper
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reconnaissance of the enemy to his front, he simply accepted the report and reorganized
the alignment of his troops accordingly. 107 As a result, it is fair to assign blame for the
failure of the planned Confederate assault at Cassville to both Johnston and Hood.
Regrettably for the Confederate high command, the afternoon and evening proved
equally as discouraging.
After having failed in his attempt to deliver a significant strike against the Union
army north of Cassville, Johnston repositioned his army along a ridge just southeast of
the town. The movement was conducted in some confusion and in the face of
"considerable skirmishing and artillery." 108 Here he established strong defensive works
and hoped that Sherman might launch an attack that evening, or perhaps the following
day. As his army strengthened the defenses, Johnston rode the length of his lines with his
chief of artillery, Brigadier General Francis Shoup. Shoup identified a 150-200 yard
space along Major General Samuel French's divisional front that jutted out and formed a
salient. Shoup considered the spot vulnerable to enfilade fire from a hill approximately
half a mile beyond the position. In response, Johnston identified a series of nearby
ravines that he believed offered adequate protection for the troops should the Federal
artillery open upon the location. 109 Several officers, including Hood, disagreed with
Johnston's contention. A hastily drawn map fueled the dispute.
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Figure 13. Walter Morris Map. The salient is highlighted. The map was published in
the Atlas of the Official Records (plate 62, map7).
General Polk's engineer, Captain Walter Morris, made a hurried reconnaissance of
the Confederate works during the evening and produced a map consistent with his
observations. The map later found its way into Hood's memoir. 110 Hood used Morris's
map to justify his assertion that neither he nor Polk could withstand any serious artillery
barrage the following day. Morris's map depicted the Confederate line running east to
west with Hood's Corps adjoining Polk's Corps at an angle with Hardee to the west of
Polk. The map also depicted the deployment of Federal forces at a somewhat higher
elevation than the Confederates. According to Hood, the point at which his corps joined
Polk's right was untenable. 111
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In his memoir, Hood solicited a report on the matter from Morris, who claimed
that the right of Polk's line could not have been held and that traverses would have been
to no avail. 112 Morris declared that the "opposing ridge [Union position] passed on a line
about 23 degrees south of west, forming an angle with General Polk' s line of defense of
about 25 degrees, and forming something less of an angle with Lieutenant General
Hood's line."113 Accordingly, the angle was so severe that both Polk and Hood would
likely have sustained severe enfilade fire from enemy batteries posted on the opposing
ridge line. Morris emphasized the danger by alleging that the enemy enjoyed the
advantage of a higher position that would allow them to deliver a "plunging fire from
twenty to sixty feet and sweeping through the ravine, and across the rear of the ridge to a
distance of about a thousand feet."114 If Morris's observations were accurate, the
Confederate position to the rear of Cassville had little to offer. Yet other maps suggest a
completely different picture.
Wilbur Kurtz studied the area around Cassville during the 1920s and 1930s before
time and modernity had stripped the landscape of the scars of war.115 Kurtz identified
Johnston's defensive works on a ridge east of Cassville. The ridge runs north to south in
a slightly westerly direction so that it terminates almost directly south of the town. Kurtz
also located the Union position on a ridge northwest of Cassville. If Kurtz was accurate
in his placement of the Union army, their position did not give them the advantage of
being able to fire from a higher position, as both ridges are at the same elevation. 116
Consequently, according to Kurtz's findings, the Confederates would not have suffered
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from the plunging fire that Morris described. Further, Kurtz's map does not depict the
sharp angles between Hood's and Polk's corps found in Morris's map. Kurtz discovered a
small salient on the extreme right of Polk's Corps, but that is the only point on his map
that might be considered perilous to its occupants (Figure 14). A second map confirms
Kurtz's general findings.

Figure 14. Wilbur Kurtz Map. The salient is highlighted. The map was published in
Richard McMurry's "Cassville," 9.

Orlando Poe, Sherman's chief engineer, made a sketch of the defenses after the
Confederates abandoned them on the night of May 19. The sketch appears on the first
pages of his field diary found in the Library of Congress. Poe made no other sketches of
Confederate defensive works during the campaign, indicating that those found at
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Cassville impressed him more than any other. In fact, Poe observed that the Confederate
lines "were strong to resist a direct front attack."117 Poe's sketch appears to support
Kurtz's findings. His rendition of the Confederate lines does not illustrate any sharp
angles of which Hood complained on the night of the nineteenth. Poe's map does depict a
slight salient at about the same point that Kurtz identified (Figures 14 and 15). The
weight of the evidence, therefore, challenges Hood's belief that his corps and Polk's
troops held positions that could not be defended. Hood primarily based his reasoning on
Morris's findings made at a late hour as the sun set. Conversely, Kurtz had several years
to study the topography around Cassville and his findings concur with Poe's, who
enjoyed the benefit of full daylight when making his sketch. Considering this evidence,
Hood and Polk should have been capable of defending their assigned positions along the
ridge east of Cassville. Yet Hood, in particular, argued that they could not.
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Figure 15. Orlando Poe Map. The map is from Poe's field diary, housed in the Library
of Congress.
As previously mentioned, the Federal advance in the late afternoon caused
confusion among the Confederate ranks. Howard's Corps drove eastward along the
Kingston road while Hardee's men made a stubborn defense. At about six o'clock
Howard established a forty-gun battery in order to dislodge the remnants of Hardee's
Corps positioned in a stand of woods west of the Confederates' new position.118 The
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barrage produced a "raking effect upon the flank of the rebels." 119 Hardee subsequently
redeployed his corps alongside Polk and Hood on the ridge east of Cassville. Meanwhile
the Federal artillery approaching from the north had unlimbered along a parallel ridge
north and west of the town and commenced firing upon the Confederate lines (Polk and
Hood) at approximately four o'clock. The extant reports suggest that the artillery duel that
ensued favored neither side. 120 As the opposing artillerists dueled, the Union infantry
filed into the valley between the two ridges. 121 Hood's and Polk's men occupied
themselves by either strengthening the defenses or sheltering themselves from the Federal
artillery. The Confederate reports, however, do not support the contention that the Union
artillery wreaked havoc, as Hood later insisted
Hood argued that he personally observed the destruction wrought by enfilade fire
on his own and Polk's lines.122 Though Hood undoubtedly endured a storm of artillery
fire as he rode along his lines, his recollection of the affair deserves examination. While
Hood frequently reviewed his corps on horseback, his injuries meant that he could not
dismount. In the early spring a staff member recounted in a letter home that Hood often
rode as many as twenty miles without dismounting.123 Hood surely remained on
horseback during his inspection of the Confederate lines. Furthermore, the fading
sunlight necessarily diminished his capacity to investigate. As a result, he could not have
made a thorough or precise assessment of the defensive position on his evening ride.
The available Confederate reports support the proposition that the Union artillery
had minimal effect. The vast majority do not even mention an artillery barrage let alone
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a severe bombardment.124 Only a few mention the Federal cannonade and the contents of
these reports are revealing. General Edward Walthall recalled heavy shelling but did not
comment about its severity. 125 Colonel William Brantly, serving in Walthall's brigade,
claimed that the artillery was "most furious," and that his unit lost one man killed and
three wounded.126 These casualty figures are not particularly acute. Lieutenant Colonel
Campbell of the 13th Louisiana recorded that his Regiment endured a heavy shelling but
that it lasted only a brief time.127 Most telling is the report of Major General Samuel
French, of Polk's Corps, whose division, according to Hood, occupied the most perilous
portion of the Confederate line. French reported the bombardment and noted that his
division "sustained a loss of 0 men killed and five wounded."128 In view of the minimal
number of casualties in the most vulnerable location along the Confederate defenses,
Hood's assertion that the works could not be held appears unfounded.
In fact, the salient at Cassville compared favorably to the salient held by the
Federal Army of the Potomac at Gettysburg, which endured one and a half hours of
artillery bombardment prior to the Confederate assault on the third day of the battle.
Under those circumstances, the Union infantry removed themselves to the opposite side
of the ridge and suffered relatively few casualties as a result. In addition, the Confederate
defensive position at Kennesaw Mountain later in the campaign included a salient similar
to that at Cassville. T. H. Maney's brigade occupied the salient at Kennesaw and held the
position throughout the battle despite its flawed features. Not only did Maney defend a
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salient, but the lack of trees in the vicinity exacerbated his problem. The abatis in front
of his works was insufficient compared to the rest of the Confederate line. Further, he
faced a landscape that provided shelter for advancing Federal columns, as the ground in
front of his position sloped in such a way as to create a blind spot for Maney's brigade. 129
Nevertheless, Maney held his position throughout multiple attacks. If anything, the
Confederate position at Cassville was more defensible than Maney's at Kennesaw.
Certainly Orlando Poe thought so, as did O. O. Howard who later declared the
Confederate defenses east of Cassville admirable and that their evacuation had been
accomplished by a flanking maneuver.130 A Confederate officer writing to Lieutenant
General Stewart after the war echoed Howard and Poe. He noted that the works around
Cassville were the strongest position he ever saw during the war.131 Even so, Hood
insisted that Johnston evacuate the defenses east of Cassville.
After supping with his staff, Johnston visited Polk's headquarters at the invitation
of his lieutenants.132 There he met with both Polk and Hood and others including French
and Hardee, though Hardee arrived late while French left early. 133 Hood stated that he
and Polk could not hold their lines if attacked in the morning because of enfilade fire
from enemy artillery already in position. In support of the claim, Hood produced Walter
Morris's map as proof of their desperate situation. 134 Both Johnston and French recalled
that Hood took the lead in advocating a change of position, and French claimed that Polk
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was not nearly as "strenuous" in support of abandoning their present lines. 135 Apparently
Hood proposed attacking the Federals in the meeting, while Polk advocated a withdrawal
of the army. 136 Johnston contested both proposals, as did Hardee upon his arrival. 137
Historians have generally accepted Hood's argument that the position was
indefensible. Albert Castel characterizes Hood's argument as "powerful," and though
rejected by Johnston for a while, ultimately persuasive.138 Richard McMurry admits that
little evidence exists regarding the conference on the night of the nineteenth.
Nevertheless, he opines that the available evidence corroborates Hood's version of
events.139 In support of that assertion, McMurry relies on a post-war letter from Captain
Walter Morris to Polk's son. Though the letter may authenticate Hood's narrative of the
conversation, its foundation remains flawed. Morris, after all, was responsible for the
production of an inaccurate map upon which Hood's argument rested.
Hood's reliance on the Morris map was the second time that day that he acted with
faulty intelligence. Hood began the day under the belief that his corps was operating
along the Canton road, when in reality he was marching on the road to Sallacoa. That
misunderstanding likely influenced the course of the discussion at Polk's headquarters
that night. Johnston, as the Mackall journal indicates, suspected that no Federal forces
were operating along the Canton road that morning.140 It is likely that he conveyed his
apprehension about Hood's claim during the evening meeting. For his part, Hood knew
that an enemy force had descended upon his flank and the suggestion that they had not
135
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insinuated that he was both a liar and a coward for having retreated. Considering Hood's
well known reputation as a passionate individual, the implication that he had either lied
or behaved in an unmanly fashion could not have given him cheer. Furthermore, if Hood
shared Beatty's reservations regarding the ability of Federal columns to approach
Confederate positions undetected, then Hood had even more reason to be incensed.
Perhaps the combination of his apprehension about the ability of his commander
to secure the army's flanks and the insinuation that he had failed in his duty earlier in the
day prompted his bellicose response that the army should advance to the attack in the
morning. The available evidence suggests that Hood alone advocated such a policy. 141
In any event, the argument between Johnston and Hood lasted for at least an hour.
Johnston eventually capitulated and ordered a retreat, later claiming that a lack of
confidence among the army's leadership (Hood and Polk) rendered the position
untenable. 142 In reality, as the Kurtz and Poe maps demonstrate and the extant
Confederate reports confirm, the defenses east of Cassville provided as much shelter for
the occupants as any other during the campaign and perhaps the entire war. Yet the army
marched southward once again, this time over the Etowah, ever in search of greener
pastures.
At Adairsville Johnston had designed a plan to catch the Union army divided.
Sherman behaved precisely as Johnston had hoped he would and separated his army in
pursuit of the Rebels. The Federal army approached Cassville lethargically both from
Kingston and from Adairsville. Howard's Corps did not vigorously pursue Hardee until
141
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mid-afternoon. Howard's caution provided a distinct opportunity for Polk and Hood to
deliver a decisive strike against Hooker and Schofield. Indeed, Hooker advanced his
column in piecemeal with his divisions separated in such a way as to invite destruction.
Schofield, meanwhile, loitered in the rear waiting for Hooker's final division to move
forward down the Adairsville-Cassville road. McCook's probe down the Sallacoa road,
however, disrupted Johnston's plans.
As McCook marched toward Cassville, Hood moved in the direction of the
Sallacoa road with the intention of launching his flank attack, as directed, from that
location. Upon arrival he encountered the lead elements of McCook's column on his
right flank. Hood's response to McCook's approach proved a dismal failure. Hindman's
division quickly dispatched the Federal menace, but Hood determined to withdraw
without ascertaining the size or composition (cavalry, infantry) of the Federal force along
the Sallacoa road. He compounded his error when he informed Johnston of a Union
column on the Canton road. Johnston correctly surmised that the report was in error.
Unfortunately for the Confederates, neither Hood nor Johnston realized that the error
originated not with the assertion of a Federal presence, but with Hood's belief as to where
the Federals appeared. While Hood deserves blame for his immediate withdrawal and
misunderstanding as to his location, Johnston also failed when he did not advise Hood to
maintain his position and attempt to ascertain the strength of the Northerners on his flank.
As a consequence of poor performance (Hood and Johnston), the Confederates fell back
to a defensive position on the ridge east of Cassville.
Once entrenched on the ridge, two points of contention led to a Confederate
withdrawal from the position. First, Walter Morris's map convinced Hood and Polk that
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they occupied untenable positions. The evidence demonstrates that Morris's calculations
were inaccurate. Hood and Polk did not adjoin at sharp angles, nor was the Confederate
position at a lower elevation than the ridge upon which the Federal batteries unlimbered.
Rather, the extreme right of French's division occupied a slight salient and reports from
the officers present suggest minimal exposure. Nevertheless, Hood could only rely on
the evidence available to him at the time. He endured a barrage of artillery when riding
along his lines in the evening. Further, he had no way of knowing that Morris's
estimation of the defensive works wrongly depicted the junction of his own corps with
that of Polk. A sharp exchange between Hood and his commanding general followed. It
would seem likely that the matter of a Federal presence along the Canton road became a
point of contention during the evening meeting. Hood probably felt aggrieved by the
insinuation that he had acted timidly in the morning and, consequently, advocated an
assault on the following day. Neither Polk nor Hardee joined Hood in the proposal and
so Johnston determined to withdraw south of the Etowah.
The day had begun with Johnston and Hood as close confidants; it closed with the
two at odds. Johnston suspected that Hood had fabricated the report of a Federal column
operating on the Canton road. Johnston's suspicion is clearly manifested in his report on
the campaign, his post-war memoir, and his staff's recollection of the day's events. 143 At
the same time, Hood knew that a Union force had threatened his flank. Indeed, he
probably considered its appearance without warning an indication that his commanding
officer was not up to the task. Hood undoubtedly understood that Johnston had received
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his account with skepticism. The dispute between the two men did not immediately
destroy their relationship, but it certainly caused a rupture that led to distrust and
eventually to animosity. Moreover, Hood knew how to address his growing lack of
confidence in the army's commander; the president, after all, had invited him to
communicate directly with the administration. As a result of the affair at Cassville and
Davis's invitation to engage in improper communications, Hood commenced a campaign
to have Johnston relieved of his command.
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CHAPTER VII
CASSVILLE TO THE CHATTAHOOCHEE: JOHNSTON'S REMOVAL
Within two days of the army's retreat from Cassville, Jefferson Davis's scheme to
use Hood as an informant manifested itself in a way the president could not have
intended. Hood sent an aide, Henry Brewster, to Richmond with instructions to report to
the president concerning the conduct of the campaign to date. The evidence suggests that
Brewster's account was intended to discredit Johnston's handling of the army. Hood's
communications with the administration had therefore taken on a new tone. Prior to May
21, Hood's messages had avoided overt criticism of his commander; now, in the wake of
Cassville, Hood changed course and disparaged his chief. Moreover, when considered in
light of Hood's subsequent performance near Pickett's Mill and along the Chattahoochee
River, his latest communication suggests that he not only intended to undermine
Johnston, but that he likely hoped to secure command of the army for himself. Certainly
Davis did not intend that open communications between Hood and the administration
destabilize the command structure and reduce the commanding general's ability to
confront Sherman's advance. Nevertheless, such an outcome was foreseeable. Indeed,
Davis's counterpart, Abraham Lincoln, understood the perils inherent in the enterprise
and had counseled his generals against it.1 Davis, however, continued to permit the
activity.
In addition to Davis's receipt of communications outside of the chain of
command, the army's retreat south toward Atlanta exposed the president's other primary
failures as commander-in-chief. The absence of a centralized command impeded
cooperation among members of the Confederate high command. The parochialism
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intrinsic to the president's departmental system meant that Johnston could not effect a
cavalry raid against Sherman's supply line. Johnston requested S. D. Lee to assist in the
endeavor, but Lee considered the defense of his own department more important. The
departmental system also hindered Johnston's construction of defensive works around
Atlanta, as the necessary labor force (slaves) belonged to planters who resided in P. G. T.
Beauregard's department. Finally, the president's willingness to allow his personal
relationships with his subordinates to influence his judgment played a decisive role in the
outcome of the campaign between Cassville and the Chattahoochee. Davis's distrust of
Johnston made him less compliant with the general's request for a raid against Sherman's
communications from another department. Further, his friendship with Braxton Bragg
blinded Davis to the possibility that Bragg was not qualified for his new post as military
advisor, and most definitely not competent to make a determination about Johnston's
possible removal from command of the army.
After the withdrawal from Cassville, where Johnston had issued orders that he
intended to stand and fight, the first signs that his soldiers' morale was beginning to suffer
emerged. William Mackall noted that the troops had been in good spirits until the retreat
from Cassville, but that the failure to follow through with the general order suggesting
that the army would give battle "impaired [the] confidence" of the men. 2 William Norrell
of the 10th Georgia commented in his diary: "It is now 13 days since we began to march
12 of which has been in the retreat."3 Norrell further remarked that most of his fellow
soldiers believed that Johnston had intended to lead Sherman south of the Etowah River,
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"hence his show of fight and then rapid retreat."4 Lieutenant A. J. Neal of the Marion
Light Artillery stated that some of his fellow soldiers believed that Johnston would fall
back all the way to Atlanta. Neal had more confidence in his commander and thought
that he would engage the enemy somewhere between Allatoona and Marietta and that
they would then "race for Tennessee." 5
Though some in the army conveyed apprehension regarding the retrograde
movements, Georgia newspapers continued their overt support of Johnston's performance
that most had demonstrated since his appointment to command the Army of Tennessee.
The Atlanta Appeal claimed that the citizens of Georgia had no cause for concern "on
account of these moves on the military chess-board."6 The correspondent insisted that
Atlanta would never fall to the "ruthless invaders," so long as the citizens did their duty. 7
A reporter from the Atlanta Intelligencer attempted to bolster confidence among the
state's populace with the suggestion that though the army continued southward it
"remained in buoyant spirits" and "there is no sign of disorder or straggling."8
Meanwhile, the Southern Watchman of Athens proclaimed that "not a shadow of
despondency clouds the manly, confident faces of the sturdy line, and every eye sparkles
defiance."9 The correspondent could not speculate as to when Johnston would give
battle, but he declared that whenever he did victory was assured and that "Atlanta is
much more secure than the Confederate capital." 10
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Davis, like some in the army, held less sanguine views of Johnston's performance
than the general's boosters in the press. After hearing that Johnston had abandoned
Resaca, the president expressed "disappointment" and informed him that the
reinforcements sent from Mississippi and Alabama gave him ample strength to "achieve
important results."11 This was Davis's second rebuke in the span of a week, and like the
telegram to Johnston at Resaca it clearly shows that Davis thought Johnston was shy of
engaging the enemy. Johnson did not appreciate the president's insinuation that his
actions had been uninspiring since abandoning the defensive line near Dalton. He had
launched one attack at Resaca against an army twice the size of his own and had intended
to risk a second assault the following day until he learned that a sizable Federal column
threatened Calhoun to his rear. Further, Johnston's well-conceived plans to attack
Sherman's divided army at Cassville went awry primarily because the president's own
acolyte, John Bell Hood, had failed to deliver the expected blow and had later argued
against holding the defensive line south of the town.
Johnston responded to the president's criticisms the next day, May 21. The
general noted that he had "earnestly sought an opportunity to strike the enemy," but that
the direction of the railroad, the enemy's flanking maneuvers and their strong defensive
positions made offensive operations "too hazardous."12 Johnston's communication gave
the impression that he had acted entirely on the defensive. His message likely
contributed to the president's long-held suspicion, developed during the Peninsula and
Vicksburg campaigns, that his general lacked the requisite aggression.
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The same day that Johnston emphasized the difficulty in striking the enemy in his
telegram to the president, Hood dispatched an aide to Davis with a message that
undoubtedly offered an unfavorable assessment of Johnston's activities since the opening
of the campaign. Since Sherman's advance on the Confederate position at Dalton, the
army, and especially Hood, had been perpetually in motion. On May 21 Johnston
established a strong defensive position near the town of Allatoona that resembled their
starting position at Dalton. At Allatoona the Western & Atlantic Railroad cut through the
Allatoona Mountains at Allatoona Pass (Figure 16). Like Dalton, the position offered
Sherman little choice other than a flank march to the east or west. As a result, the
Confederates could finally rest for a few days, which allowed Hood the occasion to
provide information to the administration regarding the campaign to date. That he did so
at the first opportunity since the commencement of the campaign offers further evidence
that Davis intended Hood to act as an informant as part of his assignment to corps
command in the Army of Tennessee. Even so, Hood's prior communications with the
administration in March and April had been innocuous enough to deliver by telegram.
His May 21 message, however, required delivery in person, a practice that suggests the
need for secrecy. Further, considering Johnston's penchant for complaining to anyone
who would listen whenever the administration challenged him, it seems likely that Hood
had caught wind of the president's latest reprimand and shaped his message accordingly.
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Figure 16. Campaign from the Etowah to the Chattahoochee.

Colonel Henry Brewster, a volunteer on Hood's staff, was charged with delivering
Hood's letter to the president. Hood explained that the colonel "has been with us since
we left Dalton and can give you an account of the operations of this army since the
enemy made their appearance in our immediate front."13 Hood further suggested that "I
think it would be well for you to have a conversation with him in relation to our
affairs."14 If Brewster gave the same account to the president that he did to a gathering at
Mary Chesnut's home, and there is no logical reason to think otherwise, Hood's appraisal
of Johnston's conduct as commander was disingenuous at best and perhaps his opening
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gambit to replace Johnston as commander of the Army of Tennessee. Brewster told the
guests at Chesnut's home that Johnston did not fight at Dalton because "he had no plan"
and that Dalton represented the army's best "stand."15 Brewster labeled Johnston
"overcautious" and asserted that both "Hood and Polk wanted to fight."16 He further
suggested that Hood's and Polk's friendship with the president meant that Johnston
distrusted them and refused their council. Hood, Brewster claimed, was acting as the
army's "reserved corps," and Johnston's delay in engaging the enemy was "breaking
Hood's heart."17 According to Brewster, his conversation with the president led Davis to
exclaim that Johnston should be replaced, though not with Hardee or Polk.18 Clearly,
Hood had sent Brewster to Richmond to curry favor with Davis while at the same time
undermining the president's already unstable relationship with Johnston. Otherwise
Davis's response that Johnston must be replaced makes little sense.19
Most of Brewster's claims were patently false. While Johnston's performance at
Dalton during the first week of the campaign deserved criticism, the subsequent
engagements at Resaca and Cassville provided evidence of Johnson's tactical skill as well
as his willingness to commit to offensive operations. Brewster's allegation that Johnston
refused Hood's counsel strained credibility. William Hardee, for example, later alleged
that Johnston not only consulted Hood, but that Hood was responsible for most of the
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army's strategy.20 Richard McMurry has noted that Hood and Johnston spent much of
their time together during the initial phase of the campaign. 21 Entries in the diary of
Thomas Mackall support McMurry's contention. Further, Mackall's diary identifies
several instances where Johnston sought Hood's advice on strategic and tactical matters.22
Brewster's statement that Hood's Corps acted as the army's reserve also lacked veracity.
Johnston had routinely given Hood and his corps the most critical tasks on the battlefield,
including the assignment of delivering each of the planned offensives, first at Resaca and
then at Cassville.
Thus, the events at Cassville dramatically altered the relationship between Joseph
E. Johnston and John Bell Hood. Prior to Cassville the two men had acted in concert and
Johnston relied heavily on the Texan. The proceedings on May 19, however, irrevocably
damaged their confidence in one another. Johnston did not believe the accuracy of
Hood's report that a Federal force had threatened his flank from the Canton road. Hood,
almost assuredly operating with a different map than his commander, had witnessed the
Union cavalry descend upon Hindman's right flank from a road he believed led to
Canton. Hood could not have appreciated Johnston's implication that either he had been
deceived by a false report or had invented the affair in order to excuse his precipitous
retreat.23 As a consequence, disparate maps seem to be at the root of the disagreement
between the two men and radically altered the course of the campaign. Hood's dispatch
of Brewster to Richmond marked the symbolic crossing of the Rubicon. Since his
20
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assignment to the Army of Tennessee, Hood's communications with the administration
might have been self-serving and indicative of his wish to take the offensive, but they did
not directly denigrate Johnston's handling of the army. Brewster's report to the president,
however, almost assuredly targeted Johnston's competence as commander. Though
Hood's earlier telegrams might have exaggerated the army's offensive capabilities, they
did not present demonstrably false accusations, a characteristic common to Brewster's
claims. Hood, therefore, had embarked on a new course and likely hoped that in the event
of Johnston's removal he would be given command of the army.
In the aftermath of Cassville, Johnston, like Hood, lost faith in his once-trusted
collaborator. As Richard McMurry noted, after May 25 Johnston and Hood spent little
time together.24 Not only did they spend significantly less time in each other's company
after Cassville, Johnston immediately began to rely on Hardee to confront Sherman's
ceaseless flanking marches. The strength of the Confederate defensive line at Allatoona
meant that Sherman would likely avoid assaulting the army in its present position.
Accordingly, Johnston instructed Wheeler to observe Sherman's activities and keep him
abreast of Federal movement east or west of Allattona.25 Wheeler's lack of enterprise
once again disappointed Johnston.26 On May 23 Wheeler reported that local civilians
believed that Sherman was retreating. Brigadier General Samuel Ferguson, however,
informed headquarters that heavy columns of dust could be seen to the west and that
Federal infantry were moving in that direction. Rather than sending Hood to meet the
24
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Union menace on his left as he had previously done, Johnston ordered Hardee to march
southwest toward Dallas.27
On the morning of May 25 Hardee established a defensive line in the vicinity of
Dallas. Polk took position next to Hardee and Hood formed on the right of Polk. 28 The
formation mirrored Johnston's previous dispositions with Hood and Hardee covering the
army's flanks.29 The army's alignment at Dallas indicates that while Johnston no longer
favored Hood above his other commanders, he still trusted Hood and his corps more than
Polk. In the late afternoon Hooker's Federal corps, numbering approximately 16,000
men, advanced upon New Hope Church. Stewart's division of Hood's Corps, with about
4,000 men, confronted the Union onslaught. Johnston, who was then at Hood's
headquarters, inquired as to whether Stewart wished him to send reinforcements, an offer
Stewart deemed unnecessary.30 By 7:30 p.m. the Northerners withdrew and a drenching
rain began pelting the battlefield. Hooker had sustained approximately 1,600 casualties
while Stewart claimed to have lost between 300 and 400 men. 31 The one-sided victory
gave the Confederates reason to celebrate for the first time since Sweeney's advance
across the Oostanaula had forced the evacuation of Resaca. Despite the heavy rain,
Stewart's men gave a "prolonged cheer of victory." 32 Johnston lodged at Hood's
headquarters that night, a decision that some historians use as evidence that the two
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remained on friendly terms.33 It is likely, however, that Johnston stayed with Hood that
night because the inclement weather made a return trip to army headquarters unpalatable.
The two armies spent the following day building entrenchments and adjusting
their troop dispositions. In the morning, Johnston observed that Sherman's lines extended
further to his right than they had the previous evening. To confront the new threat
Johnston ordered Patrick Cleburne's division of Hardee's Corps to the extreme right of the
Confederate line.34 The placement of Cleburne on Hood's right provides some support to
the proposition that Hood no longer enjoyed Johnston's full confidence. Rather than
shifting the whole army to the right and maintaining its present alignment, a feasible
maneuver considering that Union troops did not advance against any Confederate
positions that day, Johnston chose to augment Hood's position with the army's most
famed division. In fact, much of the Union maneuvering occurred on the Confederate left
with McPherson's army advancing into Dallas during the afternoon.35 Thus, despite
Federal activity on his left, Johnston stripped Hardee of his most trusted division in an
effort to secure his right wing under Hood's command.
On May 27 Johnston again exhibited a willingness to attack his enemy when he
thought the opportunity presented itself. Sherman, focused on dislodging Johnston from
his lines near Dallas and New Hope Church, determined to make an assault on the
Confederate right flank. The Union commander believed that Johnston intended to retire
toward the Chattahoochee River and that he faced only a fragment of the Confederate
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army. 36 Oliver O. Howard, tasked with making the attack, assigned Thomas Wood's
division to carry out Sherman's orders. The Confederates soon detected Wood's
movement, and Cleburne reported that the Federals were moving in force on the army's
right.37 Johnston seized upon the opportunity in the belief that Sherman was abandoning
his lines and moving back to the east. The Confederate commander hoped that he could
catch Sherman as he moved his army out of its entrenchments and ordered Hardee and
Hood forward. The attack encountered stiff resistance and Johnston quickly learned that
Sherman remained in force on his front. Realizing that the Union movement signaled an
advance against his flank, rather than a retreat, Johnston ordered Stewart's division to
support Cleburne on the army's right.38 That afternoon Wood assailed Cleburne and
suffered a bloody repulse, sustaining 1,400 casualties compared to the Confederate loss
of 388.39 Though Johnston had not caught Sherman's army on the move as he had hoped,
he had once again won an uneven contest and thwarted his foe's flank attack.
During the night Wheeler informed Hood that Sherman's dispositions exposed his
left flank, prompting Hood to request permission to march to the rear of the Federal
position and launch an attack.40 In a conference with his three corps commanders,
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Johnston listened to Hood's suggestion and subsequently ordered him to carry out the
proposed assault. Johnston instructed Hood to march his corps during the night and
assail the Federal flank at dawn, and he suggested that Hardee and Polk move forward
once Hood commenced his attack.41 Consequently, Johnston had drastically changed the
nature of the intended advance. Rather than a limited attack on an isolated enemy force,
Johnston determined to deliver a general assault along his entire line once Hood
advanced upon the Union left.42
Wheeler's report that a Federal force had crossed Little Pumpkin Vine Creek (also
called Pickett's Mill Creek) and isolated itself from the rest of the Union army was only
partially accurate. Three regiments of Union infantry had crossed to the east side of the
creek during the afternoon and evening engagement. The creek, though, posed no real
impediment to their reinforcement. In fact, the three Federal regiments made their way
across the creek without difficulty when they were ordered to secure the flank of the
Thirty-Seventh Indiana early in the evening of the 27th. Indeed, they did so under fire
from Confederates on the east side of the waterway. 43 The Confederates had also
traversed the creek earlier in an assault upon the Union left before the Northerners
extended their line across Little Pumpkin Vine.44 Therefore, even if Federal troops had
moved to the east side of the creek, Sherman could reinforce them if necessary.
Regardless, the Union troops withdrew to the west side of the waterway after the
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cessation of battle on the night of May 27. 45 The Confederates, unaware of the Union
withdrawal, continued with their preparation for the early-morning assault.
Precisely when Hood embarked on his movement against the enemy left is
unclear, as was the composition of the force he took with him. Hood later claimed that
he commenced "after night" and approached the designated position from which to
launch his attack at dawn.46 His account also implied that he made the march with his
whole corps.47 The extant Confederate reports do not support Hood's assertion. Only
two of his three divisional commanders, Alexander Stewart and Carter Stevenson,
submitted accounts of their activities during the month of May, but neither made any
mention of marching toward the Federal left on the evening of May 27 or the morning of
the 28th.48 Regimental and brigade reports from three of the four brigades in Stewart's
division make reference to a change of position on the morning of May 28, but only one
account mentions the prospect of delivering an attack.49 Further, Hardee's Assistant
Adjutant General, Henry Hampton, recorded in his journal that only a portion of Hood's
Corps moved in the direction of the Federal left. 50 As a result, Hindman's division was
the only element of Hood's Corps that could have begun its march on the night of May
27. It is likely that Hindman started for the Union left at some point during the late hours
of the 27th, as William Loring of Polk's Corps reported occupying Hindman's former
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position that night.51 At best then, Hood could only have hoped to make the assault at the
appointed time with a third of his men.
The distance of Hood's march, like its timing and strength, remains somewhat
mysterious. Hood made no reference to the matter other than to say that he departed
"after night" and arrived near dawn.52 His statement implies that his column marched for
at least four or five hours, a timeframe that would allow for the movement of an equal
number of miles over the rough terrain of north Georgia. Johnston later claimed that
Hood had marched between eight and ten hours and the next morning was still "at least
six miles from the Federal left, which was little more than a musket-shot from his starting
point."53 If Johnston's assertion is to be believed, Hood and Hindman must have gotten
lost during the night, though no reports of such a fiasco appear in the record. It seems
more likely that Hood managed to maneuver Hindman's division to the designated point
of assault at dawn or soon thereafter. Considering Hindman's location at nightfall on the
27th, he needed to march between three and four miles in order to reach the site of the
planned assault.54 Only after his arrival with Hindman did Hood order the better part of
Stewart's division to march to the scene of the intended attack.55 The belated movement
of Stewart's brigades meant that Hood could not have possibly made the assault at the
appointed time.
As the morning wore on, Johnston waited in vain for the start of the expected
advance. At approximately 9:00 a.m. a messenger from Hood informed the army's
commander that the Union left no longer extended beyond Little Pumpkin Vine Creek.
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Instead, the courier asserted, the enemy had established defensive works on the west side
of the creek, thereby making an assault against the new Union position too perilous. 56
Hood was correct; after midnight the Federals had withdrawn to the west side of the
creek and constructed defensive works.57 Had Hood investigated more closely, however,
he might have discovered that the new Union entrenchments extended only about half a
mile north of his own position and could easily be turned if desired (Figure 17).58
Furthermore, William Carlin's brigade, occupying the extreme Union left, advanced
approximately a quarter of a mile in a "single line" early on the morning of May 28,
thereby abandoning the protection of their fortifications. 59
After the war, Hood argued that in addition to the enemy entrenchments, the creek
itself presented a difficult obstacle.60 His contention seems unlikely when considering
the available evidence. The creek today is a shallow meandering waterway and easily
passable in multiple places (Figure18). Moreover, on May 27, 1864, at least three
Federal regiments traversed the stream with minimal effort.61
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Figure 17. Pickett's Mill, May 28.
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Figure 18. Little Pumpkin Vine Creek.
Attempting to explain Hood's unwillingness to assault the Federal position on the
morning of May 28 must be done in light of Brewster's mission to the president. In all
likelihood, Brewster had by that time reached Richmond and informed Davis that
Johnston refused to take offensive action in spite of Hood's persistent pleas. It must be
remembered that Hood had initially proposed an attack upon what he believed to be an
isolated Federal command, not against the entire Union line as contemplated under
Johnston's alteration of the plan. Hood had probably hoped to win a quick victory over a
relatively small enemy force that would increase his renown in the army and perhaps his
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credibility with the president. His decision to march against the Federal left with only
one division suggests that he might never have intended to initiate a full-scale assault.
After all, if such an attack were successful on the heels of Brewster's report it might
render the aide's undertaking moot. When Hood finally discovered that the enemy no
longer occupied the east side of the creek and that he could not hope to achieve an easy
victory, he apparently saw no upside in pursuing the attack according to Johnston's
design.
Even if one assumes that Hood was not angling for command of the army, his
behavior on the morning of May 28 seems extremely peculiar. First, he marched only a
portion of his command to the designated starting point for the attack. If he intended to
carry out the tactical vision of his commander and instigate a general assault, his entire
corps ought to have been on hand in the early morning hours. Stevenson, by all accounts,
remained in his defensive lines some three miles distant from Hood's location east of
Pickett's Mill. Stewart's three brigades only moved toward the Confederate right in the
morning and there is no indication in their after-action reports to suggest that they
departed before sunrise. Considering the treacherous terrain, they could not have been
within supporting distance of an assault for at least two hours and possibly more. 62
Second, Hood apparently made no effort to reconnoiter the Northerners' position
once he reached the designated starting point for his attack. If he had, he would have
discovered the meager defensive works guarding the extreme Union left. General
Richard Johnson, in command of the division defending that sector of the Federal lines,
remarked that his position "was an exceedingly bad one, but it seemed impractical to
62
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correct it."63 Hood might have also learned that Carlin had moved out of his
entrenchments and formed in a single rank on a nearby ridge. Hood's inactivity is in stark
contrast to his behavior during the battle of Resaca. In both cases, the close proximity of
Wheeler's cavalry gave him the ability to direct a thorough reconnaissance of the enemy
position. He did so at Resaca and discovered the enemy flank unguarded; at Pickett's
Mill Hood did nothing. Hood reached his position just east of Pickett's Mill at dawn and
did not inform Johnston, less than two miles away, that the enemy position could not be
assailed without great risk until midmorning. 64 The hours between his arrival and his
dispatch at 9:00 a.m. provided ample opportunity for Wheeler's cavalry to discover the
weakness in the new Union defensive position had Hood ordered a reconnaissance. Yet
Hood made no effort to probe the Federal line for a weakness or discover the strength of
the force opposing him.
Hood's behavior at Pickett's Mill was not characteristic of his long service as a
Confederate officer, nor was it indicative of his aggression during the opening phase of
the campaign. Throughout the war, Hood had been known for his tenacity when engaged
in offensive action, a trait that he exhibited at Resaca. The events at Cassville, however,
had clearly affected Hood and altered his disposition. Only two explanations account for
his erratic performance at Pickett's Mill. First, that Hood's dispute with Johnston at
Cassville so poisoned their relationship that thereafter he sought Johnson's removal as
commander of the army and sent Brewster to Richmond in furtherance of that endeavor.
Another possibility is that he did not wish Johnston removed, but that the affair at
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Cassville resulted in a loss of trust between the two men that caused Hood to act
cautiously, a trait previously foreign to his temperament.
Johnston's and Hood's fractured relationship probably deprived the Army of
Tennessee of a significant victory at Pickett's Mill on May 28. Not only were the Union
entrenchments susceptible to a rather minimal flank march, but only two fresh brigades
under the command of Richard Johnson occupied the ground to Hood's front, with
Carlin's brigade having left the safety of its works. Wood's division held the ground to
Johnson's right, but it had suffered 1,400 casualties during the battle the previous
afternoon and evening. Moreover, Johnson and Wood were badly isolated from the rest
of Sherman's army. Oliver Howard commented that Nathaniel McLean's brigade moved
to the west during the night of May 27 in an effort to connect with the rest of the army
which left Wood and Johnson in a precarious position. 65 If Hood had performed with his
usual pre-Cassville energy, the Confederates could easily have destroyed two of
Sherman's divisions and in the process attained greater parity in the comparative strength
of the two armies.
Despite the setback caused by Hood's highly questionable behavior, Johnston set
to work on devising an alternative plan. After receipt of information, later proved
inaccurate, that the Federals near Dallas were moving north, Johnston ordered that
Hardee instruct General William Bate on the Confederate left flank to reconnoiter the
Union works on his front.66 Bate ordered a reconnaissance as planned and instructed the
dismounted cavalry brigade under Frank Armstrong, loaned to him for the expedition, to
advance the head of the infantry and determine the strength of the enemy line. Only in
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the event that the Federals were in the process of withdrawing were the brigades of Bate's
division to be sent forward. Armstrong soon encountered a strong enemy presence. Bate
quickly realized that the Union troops remained on his front in great strength and
dispatched orders canceling the charge. For some unknown reason the brigades of Jessie
Finley and Joseph Lewis advanced toward the enemy line. The ensuing slaughter
claimed between 1,000 and 1,500 Confederates including 51 percent of Lewis's brigade. 67
Lewis's soldiers blamed Bate for the disaster, believing he was responsible for the notion
that only a skirmish line held the enemy defenses. As a result, Bate's troops no longer
trusted their commander and ridiculed him "from all sides and quarters," particularly
those in Lewis's brigade. 68 From that point forward, the capacity of Bate's division to
deliver an effective assault was substantially diminished, a characteristic that later
manifested itself during the battle of Peachtree Creek.69
In spite of Bate's defeat at the battle of Dallas, Johnston's performance since his
arrival at Allatoona deserves praise. He had thwarted Sherman's flanking effort at Dallas
and defeated Federal assaults at New Hope Church and Pickett's Mill. Further, Johnston
had demonstrated aggression on the morning of May 27 when he believed Sherman was
in the process of abandoning his position, and again that night when he ordered a general
assault for the following day. Johnston's aggression was not lost on the enemy. In a
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letter to his wife on May 30, Orlando Poe described the Confederate attacks as
persistent.70
On June 1 Johnston informed the administration that the army was in excellent
condition and had defeated the enemy in a series of "partial engagements," that when
combined "amounted to a battle."71 If Johnston hoped to earn the administration's
confidence for his conduct thus far, Bragg's response the following day deflated such
aspirations. Bragg suggested that Lee, like Johnston, had not engaged in a general battle
lately, but that "in a series of partial engagements he has greatly damaged the enemy." 72
Bragg's telegram reminded Johnston that the administration held Lee in high esteem for
his ability to deliver punishing blows to the enemy, a distinction that Johnston could not
claim, despite his repeated efforts at Resaca, Cassville, and Little Pumpkin Vine Creek.
The administration's rebuke stung Johnston and apparently became a topic of
conversation at the army's headquarters. Chief of staff William Mackall wrote his wife
on June 3 that Davis would liken Johnston's methodical retreat from Dalton to Bragg's
precipitous flight from middle Tennessee after the battle of Murfreesboro in January
1863. Mackall further commented that "it is unjust to put a man at the head of an army
and then try to destroy his capacity for usefulness by expressing fears and distrust."73
Similarly, Johnston's aide and close confidant Lieutenant Richard Manning informed his
mother on June 9 that "I understand that in consequence of the General not having
provoked a General Engagement with Sherman that the enemy at Richmond (who I
regard as the most dangerous that this army & its general have) are busy criticizing -
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blaming - abusing & undermining."74 Clearly Johnston believed that Davis and his
advisors were engaged in engineering his downfall. There is no indication, however, in
either his own correspondence or in that of his aides that Johnston knew, or even
suspected, that Hood might also have intended to undermine the commanding general
when he sent Brewster to Richmond.
Though Johnston had not managed to inspire the confidence of the administration,
his defense of the line between Dallas and Pickett's Mill restored the buoyancy of the
troops under his command. A. J. Neal commented that "it is fun for our troops to stand in
the trenches and mow down their lines as they advance."75 He hoped that the enemy
would continue their attacks indefinitely, but feared they might soon fall back. 76
Lieutenant Colonel Columbus Sykes proclaimed "the army is ready and anxious to fight
the enemy whenever 'Old Joe' gives the word."77 The conviction that the mounting
Union casualties would eventually give the Confederates the advantage permeated
Johnston's headquarters as well. William Mackall opined that the Northerners had
sustained a casualty rate three or four times higher than the Confederates and that "if we
can keep this up, we win."78 Sherman also considered the stalemate near Dallas too
costly and shifted back toward the Western & Atlantic Railroad in another of his flanking
marches. By this point Sherman's penchant for maneuver had become so frequent that
captured Confederates complained that Sherman himself must have entered "into the
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world by a flank movement."79 In response, Johnston moved to Lost Mountain on June 4
and established a new defensive line.80
With a growing conviction that the administration intended his downfall, Johnston
looked for new methods to stop Sherman and his seemingly ceaseless maneuvers.
Considering that Sherman had penetrated nearly 100 miles from his base of supplies in
Chattanooga, Johnston hoped that cavalry could disrupt Sherman's ability to feed his
army and compel a retreat. In fact, Bragg reported on June 2 that cavalry from S. D. Lee
and Nathan Bedford Forrest were on their way to Johnston's army. 81 Johnston welcomed
the news, as he considered the strength of Wheeler's cavalry insufficient to keep him
informed regarding Sherman's activities and at the same time conduct a substantial raid
on the Union supply lines.82 Unfortunately, a Federal raid in the direction of Okolona,
Mississippi forced the recall of both Lee and Forrest.83 Still, on June 11 Johnston wired
S. D. Lee and urged the importance of a cavalry expedition against Sherman's
communications. He emphatically stated that "your troops can do no other service so
valuable to the country."84 Two days later, Johnston learned that Forrest had crushed the
Union advance near Tishomingo and was now free to operate against Sherman's rear.
Thereafter, Johnston immediately requested that Bragg order Forrest to accomplish the
design.85 The administration, however, ignored Johnston's plea, and the general made a
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second request on June 16.86 Concerned that his poor relationship with the president was
to blame for the administration's refusal to order Forrest into action against Sherman's
supply lines, Johnston asked Polk and Hardee to make similar requests. 87 Johnston
apparently did not request that Hood make the same appeal, an indication that he had lost
trust in his lieutenant. Despite Davis's close friendship with Leonidas Polk, even Polk's
requests went unanswered.
As Craig Symonds has noted, it is likely that personal allegiances and petty
politics played a significant role in the administration's handling of Johnston's repeated
pleas for Forrest's intervention. Joseph Wheeler and Braxton Bragg had become close
associates during Bragg's tenure as commander of the Army of Tennessee. Wheeler
continued to correspond with Bragg after his removal and complained that Johnston
would not allow him to conduct a raid on Sherman's communications. Wheeler's
correspondence with Bragg, like Hood's in March and April, circumvented military
protocol requiring Wheeler to send all communications through Johnston. Yet, like
Hood's activity, the administration accepted or even encouraged Wheeler's behavior.
Bragg's relationship with Forrest, however, could not have been more different as the two
men were avowed enemies. In essence, Johnston was asking Bragg to reward an
adversary at the expense of an ally. 88
Further, Wheeler's bad habit of overestimating his own strength gave the
administration reason to believe that Johnston possessed a sufficient number of cavalry to
provide adequate scouting while at the same time launching a raid on Sherman's rear.
Johnston too had played a role in the administration's assessment when he forwarded
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Wheeler's inflated troop returns to the War Department.89 According to the June 10
returns, there were 10,903 effective cavalry troopers. 90 In reality, the mounts had
suffered greatly during the relentless campaign from Dalton to Lost Mountain, and
Wheeler later recalled that he could put only 5,700 "fighting men" in the field by early
June.91 But Johnston failed to identify the limited number of available mounts in his June
returns as he had done in April. 92
Thus, with the administration's dwindling confidence in the army's commander, as
a result of a series of disputes predating the campaign, the army's retrograde movements
from Dalton to Pine Mountain, Brewster's recent report and Wheeler's claims that he
could conduct a raid, Bragg declined the appeals to order Forrest to attack Sherman's
supply line. The decision was unfortunate, as Forrest could have impeded Sherman's
progress. Sherman's chief engineer, Orlando Poe, certainly thought so when he wrote to
his wife that Forrest had "whipped Sturgis" and "doubtless he will at once strike for our
communications."93 At the very least, Forrest's threat to the Union supply lines would
have required Sherman to order troops from his own army to confront the Confederate
cavalier and thereby lessen his ability to flank Johnston repeatedly. Further, Forrest
could be counted on to damage portions of the rail line even if pursued by a sizable force
from Sherman's army. After the war, Sherman claimed that his success in the Atlanta
Campaign would not have been possible without the use of the railroads from Louisville
to Atlanta. He commented that "every mile of the single track was so delicate, that one
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man could in a minute have broken or moved the rail." 94 If Forrest's record on the
battlefield is any indication, he might have done a great deal of damage to Sherman's
railroads in addition to forcing the redeployment of Sherman's available force to meet
Forrest's troopers.
In fact, Forrest could have done much greater damage than the destruction of rail,
which was always reparable; he might have been able to shut down the railroad altogether
had he targeted either of two vital tunnels. The easiest target might have been, as Joseph
Parks has suggested, at Cowan Tennessee. Sherman's engineers did not possess the
machinery to mend the tunnel quickly enough to enable the Federal army to continue
operating so deep in enemy territory. 95 If not Cowan, the passage through Chetoogeta
Mountain at Tunnel Hill Georgia also presented the Confederates with an opportunity to
disable the railroad. Indeed, when Hood sent Wheeler on a raid in August, Northerners
feared that he intended the destruction of the tunnel at Tunnel Hill. 96 The concept, then,
was not particularly far-fetched and under the guidance of an officer of Forrest's skill
might well have been accomplished.
Mark Elam has suggested that the Confederates should have demolished the
tunnel while it was still in their possession and clear that Sherman intended to advance in
that direction. 97 To have blown up the tunnel in June would have been far more
devastating to Sherman's chances of success. Without the ability to supply his army,
Sherman would have been compelled to retreat back to Chattanooga with Johnston on his
heels the entire way. Even if Sherman had managed to return to Chattanooga with his
army intact, he would have been right back at his starting point with little hope of
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advancing upon Atlanta soon thereafter. As a result, Atlanta would almost assuredly
have remained in Confederate hands when Northerners went to the polls in November to
select their president.
Nevertheless, conflict between members of the Confederate high command
deprived Johnston of Forrest's services and meant that he needed to resist Sherman's
advance on his own. While still at Lost Mountain, Johnston again devised a plan to strike
Sherman on the move. On June 12, Johnston determined to withdraw Hood's Corps from
the entrenchments and mass his troops on the army's right flank for the purpose of
establishing a "strong mobile force" to assail Sherman while in motion. 98 Severe
weather, however caused a delay in the proposed movement. The following day
Johnston inquired if Polk could spare some men for the purpose of augmenting Hood's
column. Polk replied that 5,000 men could hold the present line, thereby allowing Hood
to operate with nearly two corps. Consequently, Johnston ordered that the transfer
commence at daybreak on June 14.99
Johnston's decision to assign the "mobile force" to Hood proves that Johnston was
not cognizant of Brewster's mission to Richmond. If he had been, it is inconceivable that
he would allocate such an important task to a general committed to undermining his
credibility. Further, it demonstrates that while Johnston's faith in Hardee had
significantly grown since the opening of the campaign, he still considered Hood's
offensive prowess an asset. Hood, after all, had produced the only successful assault
since the abandonment of Dalton when he attacked the Federal left at Resaca. Hardee,
meanwhile, had performed admirably while acting on the defensive — first at Resaca and
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especially at Cassville where he held against the advance of half the Union army on May
19. Considering that the plan required a greatly diminished force inside the Confederate
entrenchments, it probably seemed wise to assign a defensive specialist like Hardee to
hold them. Unfortunately, Johnston's plan, like most of his other offensive schemes,
never materialized. The following day, while Johnston, Hardee, and Polk were
inspecting the Confederate defensive position on Pine Mountain, a Union artillery shell
struck Polk, killing him instantly, and postponing the attack once again.100
Federal cannonading on June 17 exposed the fact that a significant portion of
Johnston's army was vulnerable to a devastating enfilade fire. As a result, Johnston
ordered his chief engineer to map out a new defensive line to the rear. Providentially for
the Confederates, poor weather precluded the Union gunners from taking advantage of
the exposed Confederate alignment the following day, and on the night of June 18 the
Rebels retreated to more formidable lines upon Kennesaw Mountain. The defensive
alignment was the same as it had been through most of the campaign, Hood on the right
flank, Polk's Corps temporarily commanded by William Loring in the center, and Hardee
on the left flank.101
On June 21, Sherman moved against the Confederate left and Johnston transferred
Hood's Corps to meet the threat with orders to prevent any progress of the Federal right
toward the railroad.102 The next afternoon, Hood interpreted his commander's
instructions liberally and launched an assault against the Federals under Joseph Hooker
and Thomas Schofield at Kolb's Farm. The Union commanders learned of Hood's
presence in their front prior to his advance and ordered the construction of defensive
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works in case of assault.103 Exactly what Hood was thinking is unclear and he left no
explanation for his actions in his post-war memoir. He failed to notify his commanding
general of his intentions and launched the attack of his own accord. The assault ended
badly for the Confederates, who suffered approximately 1,500 casualties compared to the
Federal loss of a mere 250.104 Perhaps the rumors circulating in Richmond that Davis
was considering Johnston's removal from command of the army had reached Hood and
he hoped to impress the administration with a successful attack. His report of the affair
certainly embellished the facts when he claimed victory. He asserted that he had driven
the enemy from one line of works before retiring in the face of withering fire from fixed
batteries. 105
After the battle of Kolb's Farm, the two armies settled into their defensive lines
near Kennesaw mountain. During the stalemate, Senator Wigfall visited Johnston on his
way home to Texas. Wigfall took the opportunity to inform Johnston that Davis was
contemplating his removal. 106 Considering Johnston's relative success in checking
Sherman's advance, the threat of removal makes little sense unless viewed in the context
of Hood's communication to the administration via Brewster. Indeed, when compared to
Davis's tolerance of Bragg's two years of ineptitude at the helm of the Army of
Tennessee, the Brewster mission offers the most plausible explanation. While the preexisting enmity between Davis and his commander had been enhanced by Johnson's
failure to take the offensive at the start of the campaign, he had not yet suffered a genuine
defeat during the present campaign. Removal under the circumstances would have been
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unwise and dangerous while in such close proximity to the enemy. Consequently, Hood's
communication must be considered the primary cause of Davis's impending decision.
With the knowledge that Davis was considering his removal, Johnston discussed
his strategy with his staunchest political ally. Johnston hoped Wigfall might influence
the administration to order Forrest or S. D. Lee to move against Sherman's
communications, but failing that, he would continue his strategy since Dalton. He would
strike at Sherman if given an opportunity, but otherwise he planned to stay on the
defensive. When Wigfall pressed him as to whether he intended to hold at the
Chattahoochee River, Johnston asserted that it would be best to strike Sherman after he
crossed Peachtree Creek south of the Chattahoochee. If the attack were successful, the
Federals would have a river at their back; if the attack failed, the Confederates could
retreat to the defenses of Atlanta.107
Johnston's conversation with Wigfall provides a great deal of insight into
Johnston's state of mind. First, he clearly felt that the administration's refusal to send
cavalry against Sherman's rear was inspired by animus rather than strategic
considerations. Believing that political concerns motivated the administration's actions,
Johnston determined to enlist politicians to argue in favor of his cause: a disruption of
Sherman's communications. 108 Second, Johnston still hoped he might be able to deliver
an offensive blow, though not until Sherman's army advanced to within a few miles of
Atlanta. Finally, it seems that Sherman's repeated flank marches throughout the
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campaign had resigned Johnson to the fact that he would eventually be forced to abandon
the impressive defensive line at Kennesaw Mountain.
While Johnston held his position at Kennesaw, the Georgia militia finally made
its way to the front, though at numbers well below the 10,000 that Governor Brown later
claimed that he had mustered.109 Instead, General Gustavus Smith reached Johnston's
army with only 3,000 militia under his command. 110 Though they provided admirable
service on Johnston's left flank, as previously discussed, their meager numbers limited
their usefulness at Kennesaw. If Brown had raised even half of the available men
between the ages of seventeen and forty-five, Smith could have fielded at least 8,000, a
number sufficient to hold the defenses of the mountain itself and free the current
defenders to strike an enemy flanking column. An additional 4,000 could be added to the
total if fifty percent of the militia proper between forty-five and fifty answered the call to
duty.111 But Brown was still shielding a significant portion of his eligible male
population from military service. On June 25, rather than insisting that some of these
state officers take up arms against Sherman's invading army, he issued a proclamation
sustaining their exemptions. Brown called upon "Judges of the supreme, superior, and
inferior courts, ordinaries, solicitors general, sheriffs, clerks of the superior and inferior
courts, tax collectors and receivers," among others to assist in the apprehension of
nonexempt male citizens that failed to report for militia duty. 112 The group included
approximately 3,000 men engaged in the administration of a court system that had been,
for the most part, suspended. 113 Without a sufficient militia force, Johnston was
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compelled to keep his veterans entrenched on the mountain and hope that Sherman might
advance against his strong defensive lines.
On June 27 Sherman complied with Johnston's wishes and assailed the
Confederate lines. The attack commenced against Samuel French's division, posted on
Pigeon Hill on the Confederate right. The affair was brief and cost the Union 850
casualties and claimed only 200 Rebels. 114 Sherman's primary target, however, was the
Confederate left where David Stanley's and John Newton's divisions of Howard's Corps
along with Jefferson C. Davis's division of John Palmer's Corps advanced on Benjamin
Cheatham and Patrick Cleburne. There too the Confederates easily repulsed the Union
troops, who lost over 2,000 men, while the Confederates counted only 700 casualties,
approximately half of whom were captured while on picket duty in the first moments of
the attack.115
Under the circumstances it seemed unlikely that Sherman would attack the nearly
impregnable defensive line a second time, and while Johnston waited for Sherman's
inevitable flanking march, he received a visit from Senator Benjamin Hill of Georgia. On
the evening of July 1 Johnston held a conference with Hill, a close friend of the president,
in hopes of securing a cavalry raid on Sherman's communications. Johnston insisted that
a raid made in considerable force might compel Sherman to make an immediate and rash
attack on Johnston's army, like he had four days earlier, in hopes of gaining Atlanta and
the city's supplies. Otherwise, Sherman would have to retreat from his position in front
of Kennesaw and repair the damage caused by the marauding cavalry. According to
Johnston, if Sherman retreated, it would delay his advance at least a month. Hill asked if
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such a tactic could still prove useful so late in the campaign, and Johnston replied in the
affirmative. Hood, who was also present at the meeting, was less enthusiastic. He
suggested that unless a foray was made against Sherman's rear immediately it was
unlikely that it could work, and that even then it might be too late.116
Hood's assertion that any attempt at breaking up Federal communications required
immediate action was absurd and possibly calculated to discredit Johnston in the presence
of Davis's close friend. Whether Confederate cavalry disrupted Sherman's supply lines
with his army north or south of the Chattahoochee made little difference. So long as Lee
or Forrest badly damaged the rails or destroyed one of the tunnels, Sherman would
probably be forced to retreat or launch an impetuous assault against Johnston's defensive
line in hopes of ending the campaign before he ran out of provisions. Moreover, if Hood
really believed that Johnston's proposal could only achieve success if launched
immediately, then he had no reason to order a similar foray a month later, which he did at
the beginning of August when he instructed Wheeler to break up the railroad feeding
Sherman's army. 117 Hood's comments, therefore, were probably intended to support
Brewster's thesis that Johnston had no plan and that he could not arrest Sherman's
advance with the army at his disposal.
Hood's claims were not the only damaging comments to Johnston's future as the
army's commander. Johnston himself made a great mistake when he assured Hill that the
Confederate army could hold its position north of the Chattahoochee for a month or
more.118 The assertion largely depended upon an immediate cavalry sortie against
Sherman's communications. Johnston knew that his elongated lines along his current
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position on Kennesaw could not be stretched much further. He also knew that only one
or two locations between Kennesaw and the Chattahoochee afforded adequate
topography for a defensive stand. Therefore, unless the Confederate cavalry could
imperil Sherman's supply line, Johnston's claim was unrealistic, particularly in light of
events the following day.
By the beginning of July, Johnston's defensive lines extended as far as he deemed
acceptable. Johnston worried that Sherman's men were already closer to the
Chattahoochee River than his own army and imperiled his rear. Fearing that he would
soon need to abandon Kennesaw, Johnston ordered his engineer, Colonel Presstman, to
prepare defenses at Smyrna Church ten miles south of their present position.119 In the
middle of June he had dispatched Brigadier General Francis Shoup to construct a line of
redoubts on the north side of the Chattahoochee covering the railroad crossing. Shoup,
however, had not yet finished the project, probably because Johnston had insisted that he
expand the project to extend all the way to Turner's Ferry (Figure 19).120 The lines at
Smyrna were likely intended to delay Sherman long enough to finish Shoup's scheme on
the banks of the Chattahoochee.
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Figure 19. Operations on the Chattahoochee.
On the morning of July 2, two divisions of the Army of the Ohio moved into close
proximity to Nickajack Creek near the Chattahoochee. The force consisted of
approximately 13,000 men, a rather small detachment, and like Wood and Johnson at
Pickett's Mill, fairly isolated from the rest of Sherman's host.121 A sufficient militia force
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would have enabled Johnston to attack Schofield's men with his veteran troops and
perhaps score a decisive victory. If he had been willing to strip his defenses near Lost
Mountain in an effort to establish a "strong mobile force" during the second week in
June, the same strategy could be used at Kennesaw.122 This time, however, the
Confederate defensive lines extended much further than they had at Lost Mountain. The
two-week stalemate at Kennesaw allowed Sherman to lengthen his trenches a little more
every day, a process that forced Johnston to make a corresponding elongation of his own
works.123 As a result, the Confederate lines covered a greater distance and required more
troops for their defense. In fact, Wheeler's cavalry already occupied the trenches Hood
had vacated when he marched to Kolb's Farm on June 21. 124 Without sufficient militia,
then, Johnston could not strike Schofield without weakening his defenses to such an
extent that it could not repel an advance by Thomas and McPherson.
Schofield's advance so close to Nickajack Creek on July 2 resulted in Johnston's
abandonment of his Kennesaw lines.125 The latest retrograde movement did not bode
well for his pledge to Hill that he would hold north of the Chattahoochee for at least a
month. Johnson's retreat took him to within three miles of the river, where he halted at
Smyrna Church. 126 Johnston's army did not remain long in its new position. On July 4 a
Federal corps under the command of Major General Francis Blair endangered Hood's rear
near Nickajack Creek. Soon thereafter, Johnston received a report from Gustavus Smith,
whose militia was on Turner's Ferry road, that he would "be compelled to withdraw at
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daylight."127 The threat to his left flank and news that the Federals would soon be near
the Chattahoochee led Johnston to redeploy the army to the redoubts that Shoup had
prepared north of the river.128 That same day, Orlando Poe scaled Kennesaw Mountain,
looked through his telescope, and saw for the first time the streets of Atlanta.129
The works that Shoup had constructed were unusual and the soldiers did not know
what to make of them. Shoup, with the help of impressed slaves, had built a series of
"detached log redoubts packed in with earth."130 Each required only eighty men for its
defense.131 The redoubts were placed between 60 and 175 yards apart with interlocking
fields of fire and connected with a stockade of eight-foot high logs that ran between them
in order to allow the transfer of men in case one of the redoubts required
reinforcement.132 Perplexed by their purpose, a number of men immediately destroyed
sections of the stockade and erected traditional trenches. William Norrel, for example,
commented that the works "looked more like a pen for stock to be driven in," and that the
engineer responsible for them "should be publicly branded as incompetent." 133 Though
Hardee and Cleburne appreciated Shoup's scheme, other members of the high command,
chief among them Joseph E. Johnston, failed to understand the design. The goal,
according to Shoup was to defend the one bridge that allowed for a rapid crossing of the
Chattahoochee with a single division. The Federals would then be forced to cross either
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at one of the ferries, fords, or by pontoon bridge, all of which would require a significant
amount of time to complete, thereby allowing the bulk of the Confederate army time to
concentrate on that point. Shoup complained that Johnston's insistence on extending the
fortifications all the way to Turner's Ferry proved that he did not fully comprehend his
design.134
According to one observer, the new defensive line stretched from just north of the
railroad bridge "over a series of rugged hills and hollows through dense timber and
underbrush to the river."135 An archaeological survey of the Confederate defenses later
revealed that the lines ran approximately six miles. 136 As a result, the works required a
larger portion of the army to defend them than Shoup had originally intended and
correspondingly weakened the mobile reserve force that could strike any Union attempt
to cross the Chattahoochee upriver or downriver from the fortifications. Still, according
to William Palfrey on Shoup's staff, the line of redoubts enabled a brigade to defend the
same amount of territory that otherwise required a division. 137
Almost immediately upon arrival, Hood declared that the new line was
indefensible and that the army should retire to the south side of the river. His assertion
prompted Johnston to call a meeting of the army's high command. During the gathering
Hood argued for the abandonment of the works and seemed to Shoup as though he too
did not understand the purpose of the redoubts. Shoup was granted an opportunity to
discuss the design, but he could not develop a consensus in favor of his scheme and the
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meeting ended with no resolution. 138 Captain Palfrey lamented that "the tone favoring
holding on to the side of the river next to the enemy was not such as I could have
wished."139
Whether Hood understood the purpose of Shoup's defensive line or not, his
characterization that it could not be held conflicted with the observations of officers in his
own corps. After the war J. C. Thompson of A. P. Stewart's division observed that "our
position on the Chattahoochee (meaning that of our division) was impregnable to
assault," and that the "extreme left was very strong."140 Gustavus Smith, whose militia
defended the same section of Shoup's line as Stewart's men, also commented favorably
on the strength of the defensive works north of the Chattahoochee. 141 Federal officers
were extremely impressed with Shoup's design as well. Sherman asserted that the works
were "one of the strongest pieces of field fortification I ever saw." 142 Orlando Poe wrote:
"this line, owing to the care bestowed upon its construction and the nature of its
approaches was by far the strongest we had yet encountered."143 His description included
Hood's section of the line where he noted the presence of a seven-gun redoubt.144
Considering the testimony of Confederates and Federals alike, Hood's allegation
that his section of the line was indefensible seems strange. Perhaps he intended to
discredit Johnston who had promised Senator Hill that the army could hold north of the
Chattahoochee for a month. There can be little doubt that in the first week of July Hood
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distrusted Johnston's handling of the army, and their relationship had cooled dramatically
since the opening of the campaign. Further, he must have known by then that Davis was
considering Johnston's removal. 145 Hood had apparently recently written to his fiancée,
Buck Preston, that he expected Johnston's removal and his own promotion to command
of the army. 146 If Hood believed that Johnston would not prevent Sherman's seizure of
Atlanta, a likelihood given Brewster's mission to Richmond, his insistence that the army
retire from the Chattahoochee seems designed to effectuate a change in the army's
leadership. Consequently, his criticism of Shoup's works was probably an effort to
undermine his commander.
While the army's high command debated the merits of the defensive line north of
the Chattahoochee, Jefferson Davis and Braxton Bragg finalized the restructuring of the
officer corps in the wake of Leonidas Polk's death. Two features of their selections stood
out; none of them were Johnston's recommendations and each was on friendly terms with
Braxton Bragg. The administration appointed A. P. Stewart to take over Polk's Corps,
thereby restoring Loring to divisional command. Johnston had requested Richard Ewell,
apparently unaware that the general suffered from physical and psychological problems
so severe that he was no longer able to command troops in the field. The administration
assigned Henry Clayton to Stewart's divisional post. Clayton, a politician from Alabama,
had no pre-war military experience, but was "one of Bragg's favorites."147 Bragg labeled
Johnston's recommendation for the position, Mansfield Lovell, "incompetent" as a result
of his losing New Orleans, a charge from which he was later exonerated by military
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tribunal. 148 Hindman also had to be replaced after receiving a wound on June 27, and the
administration appointed John C. Brown in his stead. Brown, like Clayton, had no
military training prior to the commencement of hostilities in 1861. Two of Hood's
divisions, therefore, were now commanded by men with limited military experience and
unimpressive wartime records.149 Their best performance had been during the battle of
Chickamauga, one of Bragg's few victories, however pyrrhic. The administration had
once again deprived Johnston of at least one general whom he trusted, Lovell, in favor of
Bragg's close associates.
Thus, Johnston was faced with a lack of cooperation from his superiors in
Richmond, and at the same time with a disagreement among his subordinates concerning
the question of retaining the army in its present position on the north bank of the
Chattahoochee. Johnston seems to have been impressed by the strength of the works as
he later inquired whether Shoup could reproduce them around Atlanta. 150 Nevertheless,
he had clearly misunderstood the scheme with respect to holding the Chattahoochee when
he directed the construction of redoubts all the way to Turner's Ferry. Further, Johnston
positioned most of the army inside Shoup's works on the north side of the river and
retained only two infantry divisions on the south side, hardly the mobile force that Shoup
had envisioned. 151
The extant crossings of the Chattahoochee River exacerbated Johnston's
misunderstanding of Shoup's design. The Confederate works covered three ferries and
the railroad bridge, but that left several points north of the works uncovered, including
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Pace's, Power's, and Phillip's ferries and Isham's Ford.152 Southwest of the Confederate
line, there were sufficient crossing opportunities and Johnston believed Sherman likely
intended to head in that direction. 153 Consequently, even a large mobile force would have
had difficulty defending against the possibility of Union passage of the river at so many
points. If necessary, Sherman could march a diversionary column in one direction,
thereby drawing the attention of the Confederate main body, and subsequently pass a
large force across the river in the opposite direction. Once the crossing column had
entrenched, Johnston would be compelled to withdraw his army.
Thus, the Chattahoochee, unlike so many rivers in the eastern theater, did not
offer defenders a particularly strong point at which to halt the advance of opposing
forces. Jefferson Davis failed to understand the distinct differences in the topography
between the two theaters of operation. When explaining his decision to remove Johnston
from command of the army, he asserted that Johnston had been unable to hold "positions
of great strength like those at Dalton, Resaca, Etowah, Kennesaw, and on the
Chattahoochee."154 Though Dalton and Kennesaw provided excellent terrain for
defensive lines, the other three were positions with meandering rivers, slow currents, and
numerous crossings.
As it happened, Union troops crossed the Chattahoochee at two locations north of
the Confederate line at Phillip's Ferry and Roswell Factory on July 9. Orlando Poe
witnessed the crossing at Philip's Ferry and recorded that
Colonel Brownlow took a squad of his regiment, the 1st Tennessee Cavalry, and
all stripped of their clothing until they were stark naked, and holding their
carbines above their heads they swam that river and in the condition they were,
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charged the rebel rifle pits intended to command the ferry and took them,
capturing some prisoners. They could not pursue because the briars tore their
flesh. 155
Poe's testimony also provides evidence that rivers in the western theater offered little
defensive value as compared to rivers in Virginia. The fact that Brownlow's troopers
could swim the river with their weapons held above their heads indicates that the
Chattahoochee, like many waterways in northern Georgia, lacked a sufficient current to
impede would-be attackers.
Soon after discovering that Sherman's army had made a lodgment across the
Chattahoochee, Johnston ordered a retreat. He believed that Shoup's fortifications could
not be held by a small enough force to allow a concentration of troops that would enable
an assault against Sherman's latest flanking endeavor.156 Apparently Johnston failed to
realize that his own modification of Shoup's design had caused the shortage in
manpower. Further, his estimation that Shoup's works required a large number of
soldiers lacks credibility. Assuming that Shoup built an average of one redoubt every
150 feet, as one witness observed, the line included as many as seventy-two forts.157 A
single corps could probably have held Shoup's line and certainly two corps would have
been sufficient. That left at least one corps to act as a mobile force against Federal river
crossings. Instead, it is likely that upon observing the works himself and realizing the
multiple points at which the Chattahoochee could be crossed both north and south of the
Confederate position, Johnston decided against long-term defense of the Chattahoochee.
That at least one of his corps commanders objected to remaining north of the
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Chattahoochee probably also influenced Johnson's decision. Finally, if Johnston had
planned an attack against Sherman after the Federals crossed the Chattahoochee, as he
informed Wigfall, and the evidence supports, he had little reason to remain north of the
river after the crossings at Philip's Ferry and Roswell Factory.
Other than his comments to Wigfall, the evidence that Johnston intended to attack
the Federals while crossing Peachtree Creek is circumstantial, but compelling. First and
perhaps most convincing is the post-war statement of General A. P. Stewart, who claimed
that on July 17 Johnston had ordered him to place his corps "in position to attack
Sherman's force at daylight the next morning." 158 Second, after crossing the
Chattahoochee and moving his army to Proctor's Creek, south of Peachtree Creek,
Johnston did not entrench, the expected practice if he intended to remain on the
defensive. 159 Third, on July 17, his last day as commander, Johnston published an
address to the army announcing that he would attack Sherman once he crossed the
Chattahoochee, which was received with enthusiasm among the troops.160 Fourth, in an
article disparaging Johnston's conduct along the Chattahoochee, Francis Shoup noted,
"On the 17th of July, Sherman advanced on Atlanta, and Johnston disposed his forces to
meet him on Peachtree Creek."161 Finally, a newspaper correspondent described the
scene he witnessed when he rode to army headquarters after having learned of Johnston's
dismissal as follows:
General Johnston was sitting upon a bench upon the front gallery in close
conversation with General Hood, and upon the lap of the former a map was
spread out over which the index finger of the great chief passed from time to time,
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while General Hood bent over in earnest attention. It was an interesting sight
these two great men, all alone there, not a staff officer to be seen, poring over the
map of the situation; one imparting the plans by which he had hoped to achieve
victory, the other drinking in everything which fell from the lips of his old
commander and stowing away it [sic] for future use.162
The episode suggests that Johnston was explaining his plans for an attack against
Sherman. Hood undoubtedly intended to engage in offensive action and unless Johnston
was describing such a movement, it seems unlikely that the new commander would have
been so interested. The evidence, therefore, suggests that Johnston hoped to strike the
enemy once Sherman crossed Peachtree Creek, a plan that likely influenced his
withdrawal from the Chattahoochee.
Johnston's plans for defending Atlanta should his attack fail, however, were
haphazard and influenced by his feud with the president, particularly concerning matters
of departmental design. On July 10 he met with Shoup to discuss the construction of
defensive works around Atlanta similar to those north of the Chattahoochee. Shoup said
that it could be done, but that he would need a large number of impressed slaves from
south of Atlanta as the Confederates did not control the region north of the city. Johnston
informed Shoup that his department terminated at Atlanta and he did not have authority
over the territory to the south. When Shoup suggested that he apply for an extension of
his department, Johnston said that "he would not apply to the authorities at Richmond for
anything."163 Shoup then suggested that Johnston apply to Governor Brown, which
Johnston also refused, though he did authorize Shoup to make the request on his own.
Shoup met with Brown that evening, and the governor eschewed responsibility for
demanding that local planters provide slaves for the enterprise.164
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Johnston's unwillingness to apply for an extension of his department was the
product of a long and bitter struggle with the administration over the course of the war.
The awkward departmental design had frustrated Johnston during the defense of the
Virginia peninsula against McClellan's advance upon Richmond. 165 The problem
surfaced again immediately after Johnston's appointment to departmental command in the
western theater when Davis had given him authority over Pemberton's and Bragg's armies
in late 1862. In that instance Johnston could not convince Davis to transfer men from the
Trans-Mississippi, thereby creating a force large enough to take the offensive against
Grant. Davis allowed the provincialism inherent in his departmental system to go
unchecked when Holmes insisted that threats to his own theater of operations required
that his troops remain in their present position.166 Holmes's claim was later proven false
when Richard Taylor, serving in the Trans-Mississippi, informed the administration that
he had sufficient forces to help lift the sieges of Vicksburg and Port Hudson. 167
Johnston's latest conflict with the president over departmental cooperation was his
ongoing effort to convince the administration to order a cavalry strike against Sherman's
communications from S. D. Lee's Department of Alabama, Mississippi, and East
Louisiana. Clearly, Johnston's frustration with Davis's departmental design and the
president's reluctance to overrule the localism that the system produced influenced his
decision against requesting an extension of his own department.
Meanwhile, the process that led to Johnson's removal from command began in
earnest on July 10. Senator Hill met with the president and presented him with
Johnston's request for a cavalry strike against Sherman's line of supplies. Davis
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responded that Forrest could not be spared from the defense of Mobile. When Davis
asked Hill how long Johnston had claimed that he would hold north of the
Chattahoochee, Hill told him that Johnston had said that he could hold there a month or
more. Davis then read him a telegram that Johnston had sent that day that announced his
withdrawal to the south side of the river. 168 Thus, Johnston had fallen shy of his boast by
at least three weeks.
The following day Johnston recommended the relocation of prisoners at
Andersonville, more than 100 miles south of Atlanta, a communication that implied the
general might retreat indefinitely. 169 After receiving Johnston's telegram, Davis wired
Robert E. Lee and asked if Hood was qualified to assume command of the army. Lee
advised against the measure and considered Hardee preferable to Hood if removal were
absolutely necessary. 170 Davis was not the only member of the administration alarmed by
recent events in Georgia. James Seddon, who had played a significant role in Johnston's
appointment to the position the previous December, now clamored for his removal and
requested on July 10 that Hill prepare a summary of his interview with Johnston for the
purpose of persuading Davis that Johnston no longer deserved his position.171 The rest of
the cabinet apparently needed little convincing that the administration should replace
Johnston.172 Davis worried, however, that a change in command with the army so close
to Atlanta could be dangerous.173 Even so, Johnston's communication regarding
Andersonville, in combination with his interview with Hill, induced the president to
seriously consider the possibility. After all, he had contemplated relieving Johnston in
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May when Brewster visited with him, and the safety of Atlanta was in far greater
jeopardy in July with Sherman at the city gates.174
Davis had sent Bragg on a fact-finding mission to Atlanta on July 9 for the
purpose of determining whether or not to retain Johnston as commander of the Army of
Tennessee. On July 13 Bragg reached Atlanta, and before conferring with Johnston,
informed Davis that all indications were that Atlanta would soon be evacuated. That
afternoon Bragg wired Davis that "the army is sadly depleted, and now reports 10,000
less than the return of 10th June. I find but little encouraging."175 Thus, Bragg had begun
a campaign to ensure Johnston's removal from command. What was not clear, however,
was who Bragg had in mind as a replacement. There is no doubt that Bragg disliked
Hardee, who had been a prominent member of the anti-Bragg faction of the army during
his tenure as commander. Most historians have asserted that Bragg helped manufacture
Hood's appointment and have assumed that was his preference all along.176 In reality, as
Judith Hallock argues, Bragg might have hoped that Davis would reinstate him to
command of the army. 177 During his time as the president's chief military advisor Bragg
had received communications from officers in the Army of Tennessee proclaiming that
he "possessed the confidence and affection" of the army. 178 He traveled to Atlanta under
the impression that many in the army would support his return.
Davis, however, did not consider Bragg for the position and, in fact, intended to
follow Lee's advice if Bragg's investigation revealed a need to replace Johnston.
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Undoubtedly, Davis and Bragg had discussed the possibility of a change in command
prior to Bragg's journey, and the president clearly favored Hardee as the proper choice.
After receipt of Bragg's initial communications, Davis replied that "if C. is thus indicated
adopt advice and execute as proposed."179 The C. probably denoted "change," and the
telegram plainly suggests that the two had discussed the matter and Davis had instructed
Bragg to promote a specific candidate. Bragg's response indicated that the candidate
could have been none other than Hardee. Bragg insisted that adopting that course "would
perpetuate the past and present policy which he has advised and now sustains. Any
change will be attended with some objections. This one could produce no good."180 In
effect, Bragg claimed that to replace Johnston with Hardee would generate the same
results as if Johnston retained command. Bragg emphasized his point in a dispatch later
that day that concluded that Hood and Wheeler considered offensive action necessary
while "on the contrary, General Hardee generally favored the retiring policy." 181
It was folly for Davis to have sent Bragg to Atlanta to conduct the investigation in
the first place. Bragg's history with the Army of Tennessee and the grudges he retained
against several of its officers meant that he was incapable of providing a fair assessment
of the situation. His communications immediately upon his arrival demonstrated that he
wanted Johnston relieved without conducting a proper investigation. Further, he most
certainly never intended to carry out Davis's wishes and appoint his bitter rival William
Hardee. Davis should have known that Bragg would undermine any effort to elevate
Hardee. His penchant for cronyism, a trait that inspired his appointment of Bragg as
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chief military advisor, however, blinded him to the inevitable revival of the deep-seated
political rancor that had been so prominent during Bragg's time with the army.
When Davis failed to offer him the job, Bragg immediately helped to manufacture
Hood's appointment as army commander. At some point on July 13, Bragg met with
Johnston who, according to William Mackall, looked uneasy. Mackall opined that
Bragg's mission was intended to "make a display" of the president's "distrust of Johnston
and if he finds he can infuse it into the army, to relieve him." 182 If Mackall understood
the gravity of the visit, Johnston undoubtedly knew that his tenure was in peril. The
threat to Johnston increased the following day when Bragg met with Hood. Hood, in a
final act of treachery against his commander, produced a memorandum detailing his
objections to Johnston's conduct throughout the campaign. 183 Hood's memo lamented
Johnston's failure to pursue an aggressive course of action. Further, Hood bemoaned that
his efforts to persuade Johnston to fight had gone unheeded. Finally, Hood asked that
Davis be notified that he "would continue to do his duty cheerfully and faithfully, and
strive to do what I think is best for our country, as my constant prayer is for our
success."184 Historians of the campaign have universally recognized that Hood's
memorandum was rife with falsehoods and a blatant appeal to replace Johnston as the
army's commander.185
The meeting between Bragg and Hood was a microcosm of Davis's failures as a
political and military leader since December of the previous year. He had appointed
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Bragg as his military advisor for no other reason than their friendship. Certainly Bragg's
disastrous record on the battlefield did not warrant the new assignment. Nor did Bragg's
abrasive personality, which had alienated many of his subordinates while acting as the
commander of the Army of Tennessee, suit him for the role. This was particularly true
for any advice Bragg might give Davis regarding that army. Yet, Davis's complete
confidence in Lee meant that Bragg's input would necessarily focus on his old command.
Considering his record, Bragg's appointment was a recipe for disaster. Indeed, Bragg had
begun undermining his replacement almost immediately when he demanded that
Johnston take actions that he had never attempted while serving with the army.186
Davis's appointment of John Bell Hood to command a corps in Johnston's army
also proved ruinous for the Confederate hopes in the western theater. Hood's
accomplishments merited the promotion, but Davis's instructions that he keep the
administration informed about the army's condition and Johnson's capacity as commander
inherently promoted disloyalty. Rather than suppressing Hood's repeated
communications with the administration in March and April, Davis encouraged the
improper conduct. Once Johnston suggested that Hood had acted inappropriately at
Cassville, the temptation to undermine his superior became too enticing. Hood thereafter
engaged in a series of dubious activities designed to secure command of the army for
himself. It is no wonder then, that the meeting between the two men sealed Johnston's
fate.
After his summit with Hood, Bragg wrote two reports. The first noted that
Johnston had not asked for his advice, though Bragg neglected to mention that he did not
volunteer any. In addition, the report concluded that Johnston had no specific plan for
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saving Atlanta. Bragg's second report advocated Johnston's removal and suggested that
Hood be placed in his stead.187 Bragg's communications confirmed Davis's inclination to
remove Johnston from command. Even so, Davis did not act irrationally; rather he sent
Johnston a demand for information concerning his intentions for the defense of Atlanta.
Johnston responded that the size of Sherman's army meant that his own actions depended
upon the enemy's movements and that he hoped for an "opportunity to fight to
advantage."188 He further suggested that "We are trying to put Atlanta in condition to be
held for a day or two by the Georgia militia, that army movements may be freer and
wider."189 Like his responses to similar queries during the Peninsula Campaign and the
siege of Vicksburg, Johnston provided little detail to the president. He had not trusted
Davis since the first year of the war when the president ranked him fourth among full
generals. Nevertheless, in this instance he was playing with fire. Bragg's presence meant
that removal was a distinct possibility, and Johnston's ambiguous response to the
president's pointed question gave Davis few alternatives.
Davis considered his general's plan unworkable. After all, even if the Georgia
militia had been composed of veterans from past campaigns, it mustered less than 3,000
effectives when Davis relieved Johnston of command. Davis's lengthy struggle with
Joseph E. Brown regarding the establishment of the Reserve Force meant that he was
keenly aware that the militia lacked sufficient strength for Johnston's scheme to work.190
Consequently, Davis had good reason to be concerned that Johnston intended to hold
Atlanta with such a diminutive force. Moreover, men he trusted, Bragg and Hood,
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insisted that Johnston intended to retreat once again without putting up a serious fight for
the Gate City. Additionally, two Northerners, James Jaquess and James Gilmore, were
then in Richmond waiting to visit Davis. They possessed a letter from Abraham Lincoln
and claimed they hoped to find a way to end the war. Lincoln therefore seemed willing
to negotiate, but the loss of Atlanta would damage Davis's position in any such
discussions.191 Under the circumstances Davis determined to replace Johnston with
Hood.
The president's failures as commander-in-chief had played a decisive role in
Johnston's inability to arrest Sherman's advance. Davis's lack of appreciation for the
advantages of a centralized command system meant that Johnston had begun the
campaign with an army significantly smaller than his adversary's. Further, the
Confederate departmental design hampered Johnston's capacity to order S. D. Lee or
Nathan Bedford Forrest to assail Sherman's supply lines. Davis's ineffective management
of his subordinate's personalities exacerbated the situation. His long history with
Johnston meant that he viewed the general's pleas for a cavalry raid with suspicion.
Meanwhile, the president apparently ignored Braxton Bragg's open hostility toward
Forrest when considering his chief of staff's advice on the matter. His decision to send
Bragg to Atlanta to determine whether or not to retain Johnston further demonstrated
Davis's willingness to allow his personal friendship to cloud his judgment. Bragg, with
his long and troublesome history with the Army of Tennessee, should not have been
assigned the task of making a decision concerning the army's leadership. In addition to
allowing his distrust of Johnston and his misplaced confidence in his friend Bragg to
influence his decisions, Davis also permitted his relationship with Joseph Brown to affect
191
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the outcome of the campaign. Without the presence of a substantial militia force,
Johnston had been outflanked at Dalton and Resaca and had been unable to implement
his mobile force strategy near Kennesaw Mountain. Finally, and most importantly, Davis
had initiated a policy that resulted in John Bell Hood undermining his commander in
hopes of securing the post for himself. After his dispute with Johnston at Cassville, Hood
used the president's invitation to engage in back-channel communications with the
administration to achieve his goal.
Despite the fact that Davis's chief failings as commander-in-chief had helped
produce the army's withdrawal to the outskirts of Atlanta, the president had little choice
but to relieve Johnston from his position. On the afternoon of July 17 General Samuel
Cooper informed Johnston that Hood had been assigned to replace him as commander of
the army. 192 Davis's decision was reasonable. Johnston's unwillingness to disclose any
specific plans for the defense of Atlanta, while at the same time suggesting the removal
of prisoners from Andersonville, understandably did not inspire the president's
confidence. Johnston's secretive behavior, a characteristic he had displayed during the
campaigns on the Virginia peninsula and again at Vicksburg, was particularly unwise
under the circumstances he then faced. Bragg's presence with the army undoubtedly
meant that the administration was considering relieving him from command, but Johnston
maintained his enigmatic posture. Johnston's behavior was all the more perplexing
because the evidence suggests that he intended to launch an assault once a portion of
Sherman's army crossed the Chattahoochee River. Johnston certainly understood that the
president desired him to attack the enemy as soon as an opportunity presented itself. Had
he informed Davis of his plans to engage Sherman along Peachtree Creek, the president
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likely would have retained him as commander. Johnston, however, refused to divulge his
strategy and suffered the consequences. Thus, because Johnston remained noncommittal,
and the retention of Atlanta gave Davis his best chance of success in any potential
negotiations with the Lincoln Administration, he replaced Johnston with a man he knew
would act aggressively: John Bell Hood.
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CHAPTER VIII
WITH DRAWN SABERS FLASHING IN THE LIGHT
The decision to promote John Bell Hood rather than William Hardee proved yet
again that the president had not learned how to manage the contentious personalities
associated with his chief western army. Sending Braxton Bragg to Atlanta to play a
pivotal role in personnel decisions for an army whose officer corps had split into factions
under his leadership was imprudent. Not only should Davis have known that Bragg
would attempt to elevate someone other than Hardee, but he also should have anticipated
that Hardee might react negatively if he were passed over in favor of Hood. Davis risked
resurrecting the internal strife that had plagued the army's officer corps during Bragg's
tenure as commander. Indeed, Hardee had been at the epicenter of the anti-Bragg cabal,
demonstrating his capacity for obstruction. 1 Davis seems not to have recognized that he
might be replacing one dysfunctional relationship, between Johnston and Hood, and
exchanging it for another.
Hood assumed command of the Army of Tennessee on the evening of July 17
with a clear mandate from the administration that he launch an offensive. He obliged,
and within five days of his appointment Hood ordered two separate general assaults
against Sherman's armies. Both attacks demonstrated Hood's tactical ability and provide
evidence that he was not incompetent as an army commander nor was he suffering from
any addictions as some historians have surmised. Though the attacks at Peachtree Creek
on July 20 and on July 22 at Bald Hill were well planned and stood a reasonable chance
of success, neither achieved the desired goal thanks to William Hardee's lethargy. Then,
on the night of July 27, Hood developed a plan intended to thwart Sherman's flanking
1
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movement on the Confederate left only to have his newest corps commander, S. D. Lee,
botch the affair. Hood's greatest error in his defense of Atlanta was his decision to send
the inept Wheeler on a raid against Sherman's communications. Wheeler failed
miserably in his mission and in the process deprived Hood of a sufficient number of
cavalry to keep him informed of the enemy's activities. Sherman took advantage of
Wheeler's absence and by the end of August threatened Jonesborough and Hood's last rail
line into Atlanta. On September 1 Sherman broke the Confederate line at Jonesborough
and forced Hood's evacuation of Atlanta, thus ending the campaign and with it any
reasonable chance that the Confederacy might win the war. After the conclusion of the
war, Hood offered two explanations for his inability to defeat Sherman in the battles
around Atlanta. First, that Hardee had performed poorly during the engagements at
Peachtree Creek and Bald Hill. Hood's second observation was that Johnston's policy of
retreating in the face of the repeated enemy flanking maneuvers had demoralized the
army and resulted in a high rate of desertion and unwillingness to engage in offensive
tactics. While Hardee deserved Hood's castigation, the troops did not.
Hood claimed that Johnston's slow retreat from Dalton to the Chattahoochee cost
the army 25,000 men, many of whom had deserted. Further, he charged that those who
did remain in the ranks after the Confederates crossed the Chattahoochee had been so
dispirited by the long retreat that they no longer resembled the army that had begun the
campaign encamped around Dalton.2 Not surprisingly, Johnston countered Hood's
assertions and argued that the soldiers understood that Sherman's superiority in
manpower necessitated Johnston's strategy and that they would eventually defeat
2
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Sherman when the opportunity presented itself. Johnston also insisted that the troops
crossed the Chattahoochee with an even higher level of confidence than they had
exhibited at Dalton.3
Most scholars of the campaign have accepted Johnston's claims, an interpretation
Richard McMurry argued is flawed. According to McMurry, the "Johnston school" had
acquired much of their evidence from post-war accounts that were influenced by Hood's
subsequent loss of Atlanta and his disastrous campaign into Tennessee. 4 McMurry
argued that the contemporary Confederate and Federal diaries, letters, and accounts
corresponded more closely with Hood's explanation of Rebel morale than Johnston's.5
Further, McMurry asserted that the army's morale under Hood during his defense of
Atlanta remained relatively high and that many of the troops believed that the battles
fought late in July resulted in Confederate victory. 6 McMurry's claims about the army's
morale under Hood while he defended Atlanta are accurate, but the historical record does
not support the charge that the army suffered severe demoralization during Johnson's
retreat from Dalton to the Chattahoochee.
There can be little doubt that a number of soldiers expressed anxiety whenever
Johnston ordered a retreat. The almost universal dissatisfaction among both officers and
enlisted men, however, when the administration removed Johnston proves that the army
did not suffer a significant loss of morale under his leadership. Even McMurry
acknowledged that a number of accounts expressed regret when the president relieved
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Johnston.7 A Georgia soldier, for example, lamented "all moan the loss of our great
leader and believe if the war department only knew what confidence the army has in their
great leader he would have been retained." 8 Lieutenant W. L. Trask commented that
"General Johnston had the abounding confidence and esteem of almost every man in the
army and he had inspired it with the utmost enthusiasm . . . He was beloved far beyond
any commander that ever controlled any fraction of the army, and the soldiers will part
with him with much regret."9 Halsey Wigfall, on Hood's staff, noted "a universal gloom
seemed cast over the army for they are entirely devoted to him [Johnston]."10 Lieutenant
A. J. Neal, who often expressed disappointment during Johnston's retrograde movements,
observed that "the change was very unexpected in the army and deeply regretted but I
cannot regard it as calamity."11 Taylor Beatty, also on Hood's staff, commented: "I am
afraid it may do harm at this moment because the army still has confidence in Johnston
and does not know Hood."12 Surely if Johnston's retreat from Dalton to the
Chattahoochee had generated the despondency that Hood later claimed permeated the
army when he took command, some contemporary accounts would reflect enthusiasm
among at least a portion of the troops at Johnston's removal. Yet neither Hood nor
McMurry have produced such evidence.
Instead, the most convincing evidence of rampant desertion among the
Confederates can be found in Federal accounts of the campaign. McMurry produced
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several Union reports that testified to a high rate of Confederate desertion. In early July,
one Northern general commented that "A good many Rebel stragglers and deserters have
been taken on each abandonment of Rebel camps." 13 Despite the impressions of
individual Federal soldiers that Confederate morale had deteriorated during the course of
the campaign, the official Union records do not concur. Rather, the Federal army
reported only 1,141 Confederate desertions from May through June. 14 In July Union
authorities reported an additional 732 Confederate deserters, but some of those desertions
undoubtedly occurred after Davis relieved Johnston from command. 15 Because the
deserters were processed through Chattanooga, some of that number were certainly from
other Confederate commands including S. D. Lee's department.16 Considering that the
reinforcements from Polk's department in Mississippi increased the army to between
70,000 and 74,000 troops by May 19, the percentage of desertions seems negligible. 17
Indeed, the Army of Northern Virginia might have suffered a higher proportion of
desertions during that same period. While the Federal Army of the Potomac confronting
them did not differentiate between Confederate deserters and prisoners captured during
battle, they reported a total of 13,548 prisoners apprehended from May through July 31. 18
As a result, a comparison between the two primary Confederate armies suggests that
Johnston maintained a well disciplined and enthusiastic army from Dalton to the outskirts
of Atlanta.
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Federal accounts of Hood's first battle as commander of the army also suggest that
the Confederate soldiers retained their fighting spirit even after crossing the
Chattahoochee. General John Geary, in command of a Union division, reported that the
"officers were in plain view, with drawn sabers flashing in the light . . . The rebel troops
also seemed to rush forward with more than customary nerve and heartiness in the
attack."19 Colonel Horace Boughton of the 143rd New York, commented that the
"attacks were made with great desperation" and that the enemy approached "to within
twenty yards of my line."20 Another Northern officer, General Nathan Kimball, reported
that the Confederates charged "with great confidence with a rapidity and an absence of
confusion I have never seen equaled . . . He was repulsed with terrible loss of my front."21
Hood's claim, therefore, that he inherited a dejected army is not borne out by
contemporary accounts. Even if Hood is given credit for having inspired confidence in
his army, there can be little doubt that they fought hard when he called upon them to
assault the enemy along Peachtree Creek. Georgia soldier John Hagan's letter on July 4
likely reflected the mood of the army when he noted "some of our troops grow
despondent but it is only those who are always despondent all good soldiers will fight
harder the harder he is pressed."22
Nor did Hood's aggression in the battles of late July result in a loss of confidence
among the soldiers of the Army of Tennessee. As McMurry demonstrated, most of the
contemporary accounts indicate that the soldiers believed that Hood's assaults had
successfully prevented Sherman's various flanking maneuvers. 23 The pragmatic A. J.
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Neal informed his mother on July 23 that the Confederates had gained a great victory on
the previous day and that his corps had "captured 3,500 prisoners and 22 pieces of
artillery" and that the "enemies killed and wounded amounted to more than twice our
own."24 On August 4, Neal wrote that the army had "been strengthened by the militia and
reinforcements from Forrest," which allowed the Confederates to "hold our long lines and
have force enough to operate on the flanks." 25 He concluded that "General Hood watches
his flanks closely and has twice whipped the flanking columns out."26 The Confederate
soldiers did not realize at the time that the battles fought between July 20 and July 28 had
been Union victories and, as a result, maintained a fairly high level of morale until the
fall of Atlanta. Only after the war with the hindsight of the abandonment of Atlanta and
the disastrous Franklin and Nashville Campaign did Southerners conclude that Hood's
promotion had been an unmitigated disaster and that they had always suspected his
deficiencies.27
In addition to the fabricated memory that Confederate morale suffered during
Hood's defense of Atlanta, the subsequent campaign in Tennessee also produced the
fiction that Hood had performed poorly during the Federal investment of the Gate City.
To the contrary, Hood developed bold plans that failed primarily because of the
performance of his subordinates. While it seems fairly certain that Johnston had
developed the initial plan to strike Sherman's army when it was divided by Peachtree
Creek and that he probably informed Hood, it was Hood who had to finalize the details
and put the plan into motion. Hood wisely determined to make the attack with his most
24
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seasoned commanders after the Federals crossed the creek. He therefore placed Stewart
on the army's left, Hardee in the center and Cheatham, in temporary command of Hood's
former corps, on the Confederate right. Cheatham, the least experienced, was to defend
Atlanta from any advance from the northeast. Hood ordered that Hardee, with
significantly more experience as a corps commander than either Cheatham or Stewart,
lead the assault. According to the plan, Stewart would advance after Hardee had struck
the enemy flank. If all went well, the attack would drive Sherman's right wing into the
convex of Peachtree Creek and the Chattahoochee River. 28 If the Confederates
succeeded they could destroy half of the Union army, as both waterways were passable
only by bridges. 29 As at Resaca, Hood instructed Wheeler to send his best scouts to
Peachtree Creek to keep him informed when the enemy's left crossed toward Decatur to
the east, thereby isolating the Federal right.30 Hood also ordered Hardee to "thoroughly
examine" the ground over which he would advance when the assault commenced. 31
Hood had performed as well as any newly appointed commander could have
under the same circumstances. His handicap, however, was precisely that he was new
and therefore unfamiliar with the capabilities of the divisional commanders designated to
make the assault. His former corps, now under Cheatham, was properly assigned a
defensive role.32 Of the seven divisions charged with advancing upon the Union right
wing, five — Bate's, Cleburne's, Cheatham's, Loring's, and Walthall's — had developed
good reputations during their wartime service. Unfortunately, serious challenges faced
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two of those divisions on July 20, 1864. Bate's division, in the aftermath of the Battle of
Dallas, no longer trusted their commander and blamed him for the senseless slaughter
they had endured on May 28. 33 Whether they could be depended upon during the coming
attack remained to be seen. Cheatham's division also posed a problem, not because his
men had performed poorly in any engagement thus far, but because they were under a
new commander with no experience at the divisional level. 34 Without knowledge of the
strengths and weaknesses of the various brigades and divisions in his army, Hood could
not direct the alignment of the assaulting force to ensure that the most battle-tested units
were assigned the most difficult duties.
By contrast, over the course of the campaign, Johnston had learned which
divisions were the most trustworthy and had personally directed their placement when he
felt it necessary. While at Dalton, for example, Johnston had ordered Patrick Cleburne's
division to Dug Gap when he realized the Federal threat to his left. 35 Soldiers in both
armies considered Cleburne's men to be the best division in the army. 36 On May 26,
when Johnston feared that Sherman was moving toward his right flank, he had detached
Cleburne from Hardee's Corps on the left and sent him to Pickett's Mill to strengthen the
right of Hood's position. 37 The following day, after discovering the Union menace to his
right flank more serious than he had previously realized, Johnston had ordered Stewart's
division to Cleburne's support.38 Clearly, experience with the army had given Johnston a
better feeling for the capabilities of his divisional commanders and he had acted
33
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accordingly. Hood could not draw upon the same knowledge when organizing the
planned assault along Peachtree Creek.
William Hardee's indignation that Davis had passed him over and given command
of the army to Hood, posed an even graver danger to operations than Hood's unfamiliarity
with his new army. Hardee was so incensed that when Bragg returned to the army on
July 27 after having visited S. D. Lee on the 19th he requested a transfer. 39 From
Hardee's point of view, he had seniority since he had been a lieutenant general since
October 1862, while Hood had only achieved that rank the previous winter. It seems
likely that Hardee understood that Bragg, his old nemesis, and Hood had engineered
Johnston's removal and replacement with Hood. After all, between his arrival in Atlanta
on July 13 and Hood's assumption of command five days later, Bragg had spent the vast
majority of his time conversing with Hood.40 Hardee was understandably angry and
disinclined to assist his new superior any more than was absolutely necessary. Thus,
Davis's decision to replace Johnston with Hood rekindled the factionalism within the
officer corps that had been a prominent feature of Bragg's time with the army.
On July 20 this new schism within the high command of the Army of Tennessee
manifested itself for the first time. On the night of July 19, Hood informed his
subordinates that he wished to commence the attack against the Federals south of
Peachtree Creek at 1 p.m. the following day. He instructed Hardee and Stewart to
advance en echelon from Hardee's right. Hood acknowledged that the troops would
likely encounter some breastworks, but he concluded that the Federals would not have
time to construct strong defenses and that most would be caught without any at all.
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Consequently, the Northerners would be susceptible to "a bold and persistent attack," and
if necessary the Confederates should charge the enemy defenses at "the point of the
bayonet."41 Having delivered his orders, Hood expected that his corps commanders
would make prudent decisions regarding the placement of their divisions during the
advance. Hood had little choice but to rely upon his subordinates, as he had limited
knowledge of the abilities of individual commanders in either Hardee's or Stewart's corps.
It is likely true, as McMurry asserts, that Hood modeled his command style after Robert
E. Lee. In Lee's system, the army commander produced the grand design and allowed his
subordinates to work out the details. 42 Still, if Hood had known that William Bate's
division considered their commander a butcher, he would have assuredly intervened
when Hardee assigned Bate the most vital role in the attack. Hardee positioned Bate on
the extreme right of his corps, thereby giving him the crucial task of striking the enemy
first, preferably on the flank and rear.43
If Bate failed in his role, the entire assault stood little chance of success. An en
echelon attack rested on the principle that the success of the initial blow would force
General George Thomas, in command of the Union troops on the south side of the creek,
to redeploy his troops to the threatened sector of his line, thereby weakening the rest of
his defenses. The weakness could then be exposed when the remaining attacking
columns advanced sequentially from right to left according to Hood's design. If the
initial strike did not succeed in its mission, however, the subsequent assaults would likely
dissolve into a series of frontal attacks that rarely proved successful in Civil War combat.
The success of the attack largely hinged on the performance of Bate's division, an odd
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choice for the assignment considering Cleburne's availability. It is doubtful that Hardee's
positioning of Bate was a purposeful attempt to undermine the attack. Rather, it is more
likely that in his resentment over Hood's appointment, Hardee failed to give the matter
serious thought.
Union activity on the morning of July 20 delayed the planned attack, which
exacerbated Hardee's agitation. At approximately 10 a.m., McPherson advanced on the
Confederate right more rapidly than Hood had anticipated and threatened Atlanta from
the railroad east of the city. To confront McPherson, Hood was forced to deploy
Cheatham's Corps further to the right, which created a significant gap between
Cheatham's left and Hardee's right. Hood ordered that Cheatham extend by one division
front to the right so as to cover the railroad, and correspondingly he directed Hardee and
Stewart to extend half a division front to the right. Anticipating possible confusion,
Hood directed Hardee to send a staff officer to the new location for his left flank to make
sure that the troops did not march beyond that point. Cheatham, however, marched much
further than he had been instructed. Hardee, without consulting Hood, ordered his troops
to follow suit and maintain a half division front between themselves and Cheatham's
Corps.44 Cheatham made several movements eastward and in each instance Hardee's
column halted and formed a line of battle, whereupon Cheatham marched further to the
right.45
Rather than requesting additional guidance from Hood, Hardee kept pace with
Cheatham. After the battle Hardee justified his failure to inform Hood about the repeated
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eastward movements by claiming that Hood was too far away in Atlanta.46 Hood was in
reality nearby, having moved to Stewart's headquarters at noon.47 Hardee was aware that
Hood had moved and he informed his commander at approximately 3:30 p.m. that he
feared the numerous lateral movements had caused "some disorder."48 His refusal to
consult his chief prior to the mid-afternoon communication was the product of his
simmering anger at having been placed under Hood's command. As the afternoon wore
on, Hardee's resentment grew and he complained to his staff about the repeated delays in
the planned assault.49
Hardee's irritation over the postponement of the attack was based on the belief
that the delay enabled the Federal column that had crossed Peachtree Creek to construct
serviceable breastworks.50 Stewart also feared that the opportunity might be lost and,
unlike Hardee, sought guidance from the commanding general. Stewart hoped that Hood
would instruct Hardee to cease moving to his right and advance upon the enemy. 51 Hood,
however, did not intervene, a decision likely modeled on Lee's modus operandi that
allowed corps commanders freedom to make tactical decisions based upon the situation
before them. Perhaps Hood remembered a similar situation the previous July when he
had requested permission to move further to the right to commence his attack against
Little Round Top at Gettysburg.52
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As it turned out, both Stewart's and Hardee's apprehensions that the Federals
might construct adequate entrenchments before the assault proved inaccurate.53
Furthermore, the new Confederate dispositions meant that the right of Hardee's Corps
extended beyond the left of the Federal position. Rather than hitting the Union troops
head-on, as they would have if they had made the advance from their original position,
the Confederate right now had an opportunity to strike the enemy flank and rear. 54
Unfortunately for the Rebels, a miscommunication nullified Hood's en echelon design.
At approximately 2:30, Hardee informed Stewart that he was ready to attack. Stewart
then ordered his troops to prepare for action. Apparently William Loring mistook the
communication as an indication that Hardee had already commenced his advance, and he
moved forward well before any of Hardee's troops.55 Loring achieved initial success,
capturing the enemy's position, but the fact that Maney on his right had not yet begun his
advance meant that the Federals could concentrate on Loring. Soon, the Union enfilade
fire into his right flank compelled Loring to withdraw. 56
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Figure 20. Battle of Peachtree Creek.
Meanwhile, Hardee's advance began around 3 p.m. with Bate's division moving
forward first followed by Walker and Maney in intervals thereafter. Historians have
excused the behavior of Bate's division that afternoon. They have apparently accepted
Hardee's claim that after Bate encountered no opposition to his front, he attempted to
follow Hardee's instructions and turn the enemy flank, but the impenetrable thickets
impeded his progress.57 In reality, Bate's men behaved badly when they encountered
meager resistance. It is doubtful that they could not locate the enemy position. While
most of the after-action reports describe the terrain as inhospitable, covered with heavy
undergrowth and scarred by ravines, John Newton, in command of the Union left flank,
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observed Bate's approach.58 If Newton could see Bate, it seems logical that Bate could
also see Newton. Nevertheless, Bate continued moving in a northerly direction toward
the confluence of Peachtree Creek and Clear creek. Bate's advance concerned Newton,
who believed Bate intended to seize the only bridge across Peachtree Creek in the
vicinity. Newton, therefore, made arrangements to obstruct Bate's progress. He directed
a detachment of two cannons to concentrate on Bate and ordered "a few of the pickets
who had been driven in" to position themselves alongside the two-gun section. 59 With
this feeble force Bate's column "was checked and driven back into the woods."60
From there, Bate managed to organize his troops and advance toward the Union
flank at approximately 4 o'clock but was again repulsed by Federal artillery.61 Bate spent
the rest of the afternoon stumbling through the underbrush on the Union left flank. Only
after 6 p.m. was he able to reorganize his division and advance against Newton again. By
that juncture the battle, for all intents and purposes, had ended. 62 Bate's performance was
disgraceful; the division had inexplicably failed to advance on Newton's flank and had
fled when confronted with bombardment from a two-gun battery. Its second advance was
also checked by Federal artillery, though the two-gun section had been reinforced with
four additional pieces. Clearly, the men remained skittish after the affair at Dallas.
Hardee made a dreadful decision when he placed them in such a pivotal position,
knowing that Bate's troops distrusted him.
Hardee compounded his error in the positioning of Bate's division when he failed
to press Walker and Maney to attack Newton's line of defense. Newton deployed his
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troops along a ridge that dominated the ground in its front. Newton later observed that
"had the enemy obtained this position the right wing of the army would probably have
been rolled back into the angle between Peachtree Creek and the Chattahoochee and
entirely separated from the left and center."63 Further, he had only enough men to form a
single line, which proved insufficient to "cover the space enveloped by the enemy,"
forcing Newton to move regiments from one point to another "to meet some exigency." 64
Despite overlapping the enemy line, Hardee failed to take advantage of the situation. He
kept Cleburne in reserve throughout the entire assault and did nothing about Maney's and
Walker's reluctant advances. Both Maney and Walker engaged with only half of their
divisions.65 Moreover, according to Newton, Walker's initial advance posed the only
significant threat to his fragile line.66
Both Newton's and Hardee's losses demonstrate that Hardee's attack was poorly
managed and made with little energy. Newton suffered only 102 casualties during the
engagement.67 In comparison, Federal losses against Stewart's assault amounted to about
1,600, indicating a significantly more aggressive advance. 68 Hardee's casualties are more
difficult to calculate, as only Maney provided official returns, reporting a loss of 277
men. 69 Assuming that Walker suffered a similar rate of loss and accounting for some
losses to Bate's division as a result of artillery fire, Hardee's Corps could not have
sustained more than 1,000 casualties, and quite possibly much less. That figure
represented less than ten percent of Hardee's force, an uncommonly low number for an
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assaulting column. 70 Not until 6 p.m. did Hardee instruct Cleburne to prepare for an
advance against Newton's position. Cleburne's attack, however, was called off when
McPherson advanced from the direction of Decatur, and Wheeler appealed for
reinforcements. Hardee sent Cleburne, and the assault on the Union position along
Peachtree Creek ended in Confederate failure. 71
Hardee had been granted a great opportunity when the realignment of his corps
meant that his line extended beyond the enemy's left flank. Instead of taking advantage
of the circumstances, Hardee had complained vociferously about the delays and worried
that the enemy was in the process of building imposing breastworks.72 According to
Hood, he became so concerned with the prospect of attacking fortifications that while
riding along his lines in the company of Patrick Cleburne, he proclaimed that the column
should "be on the lookout for breastworks."73 Cleburne was killed at the Battle of
Franklin, so his account of his meeting with Hood is lost to history. Still, considering the
ferocity of Stewart's attack, Hardee's lethargic performance comports with the proposition
that he told his subordinates to advance with caution and avoid strongly constructed
defensive works.74
Some of Hardee's men also believed that their commander had acted too
cautiously. Lieutenant W. L. Trask, serving as a courier for Hardee, dryly observed that
"Stewart captured some 200 prisoners, Hardee not more than 20." 75 A. J. Neal was
dumbfounded by Hardee's lack of aggression and complained that "our troops advanced
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within 15 paces of the Yankee works and could have taken them but the order was
countermanded and we remained for three hours."76 News of Hardee's passivity during
the attack reached headquarters that night, and Thomas Mackall recorded that "Hardee
does not think [it] proper to attack [the] enemies strong works."77
William Hardee's disgust at Hood's elevation to army command clearly influenced
his behavior during the battle of Peachtree Creek and cost the Confederates a chance at a
substantial victory. John Newton admitted that the initial assault menaced the entire right
wing of Sherman's army. 78 If he had advanced with zeal and delivered "a bold and
persistent attack" as Hood had instructed, Newton's position could easily have been
turned and exposed the entire Federal force south of Peachtree Creek.79 Hardee enjoyed
the advantage of position and numbers as he faced only one Union division. Yet he let
pride overcome him and displayed little energy in carrying out Hood's plan. Hardee's
actions at Peachtree Creek conflicted with the past performances that had earned him the
sobriquet Old Reliable. The most reasonable explanation for the transformation in
Hardee's demeanor was that he resented Davis for Hood's appointment and believed that
Bragg had engineered the change in command at his expense.
Some historians, including Richard McMurry and Thomas Connelly, have found
fault with Hood's handling of the affair. Connelly suggested that Hood was absent from
the field, having returned to Atlanta, and was therefore unable to coordinate matters on
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the front.80 In support of this contention, Connelly cites communications from army
headquarters, located in Atlanta, as proof that Hood had returned to the city. 81 The
communications from headquarters were signed by William Mackall, still serving as the
army's chief of staff after Johnston's removal. 82 While that does not exclude Hood's
presence at army headquarters on the afternoon of July 20, the diary of Thomas Mackall
does. The younger Mackall noted at the beginning of the battle that Hood was at
Stewart's headquarters on Pace Ferry Road and, consequently, near the battlefield. 83
Richard McMurry asserted that, while Hood had developed a good plan, his
failure to maintain a tight control of the army by properly supervising troop deployment
influenced the outcome of the battle. McMurry suggested that Hood should have
personally overseen Cheatham's deployment toward the railroad because Cheatham was
new to command. 84 Yet Cheatham had not been charged with making an assault, as was
the case with his other two corps. Stewart had assumed his new responsibilities less than
two weeks before and if any of the three corps commanders needed guidance, he was the
obvious candidate. Accordingly, Hood traveled to Stewart's headquarters in anticipation
of the attack.85 Presumably Hood could have gone into Atlanta to oversee Cheatham's
maneuver, but there was no reason to suspect that conducting a march would be overly
complicated. In fact, the irregular progress of Cheatham's corps that afternoon was likely
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the product of McPherson's activities, which required Cheatham to move further right
whenever McPherson moved in that direction. 86
McMurry also argued that Hood should have supervised Hardee more closely. 87
Hood was undoubtedly aware that Hardee harbored resentment for having been passed
over for command of the army. Yet for Hood to have spent the afternoon at Hardee's
headquarters rather than Stewart's could only have incensed Hardee further. After all, he
was the army's senior corps commander and Hood's presence would have added insult to
injury. Thus, Hood had developed a plan that should have worked; Hardee's refusal to
follow explicit orders was not something that Hood could control.
During July 21 McPherson advanced along the railroad between Decatur and
Atlanta, pushing Cleburne's division and Wheeler's cavalry. Cleburne characterized his
defense against McPherson as "the bitterest" of his career.88 Throughout the day working
parties from Stewart's and Cheatham's corps constructed a new defensive line closer to
the city.89 By the close of the day McPherson had captured and held Bald Hill and
positioned a battery of artillery on its crest capable of shelling the streets of Atlanta. 90
Federal possession of Bald Hill made a Confederate defense of the city more difficult.
Hood, therefore, developed a new plan designed to evict McPherson from his new
position.
Hood summoned his corps commanders, along with Wheeler and militia
commander Gustavus Smith, to his headquarters and explained his plan. He ordered
Stewart, Cheatham, and Smith to occupy the newly constructed line of entrenchments and
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to improve them to the best of their ability. Hood instructed Francis Shoup, in charge of
the artillery, to mass his guns on the Confederate right. He directed Hardee to withdraw
his corps from its present position after dusk. Hardee would then march "south on the
McDonough road, across Entrenchment Creek at Cobb's Mill and completely turn the left
of McPherson's army and attack at daylight, or as soon thereafter as possible."91 Lastly,
he instructed Wheeler to guide Hardee's march and then to advance on the right of
Hardee's Corps once the assault commenced. Cheatham would then continue the attack
when Hardee succeeded in driving in the Federal flank, thereby throwing the enemy into
confusion. 92
The strategy was bold, and if conducted with energy, offered an opportunity to
crush McPherson's entire force. Thomas, with the largest army under Sherman's
command, remained separated from McPherson and Schofield, making it difficult for him
to assist against any Confederate attack on the Union left. 93 Whether Hardee was the
proper man for the job is open to debate. Hood later reasoned that Cheatham was too
unseasoned as a corps commander to trust with the maneuver and that Stewart was too far
away and had not yet had time to recover from his attack at Peachtree Creek. Hardee,
much to Hood's chagrin, had not been heavily engaged on July 20 and Cleburne was
already in the vicinity of the starting point for the intended march. 94 Hood's rationale
makes sense, although Cleburne's division had fought throughout the day and was worn
out.95
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In addition to the plan's reliance on the truculent Hardee, Hood's strategy suffered
from two other potential flaws. First, he was apparently unaware of the extremely
difficult terrain over which the assault would progress. In the open fields of the eastern
theater of operations, similar tactics had produced magnificent results, including Hood's
own assault at the

battle of Second Manassas. According to the men who advanced

on McPherson's position on July 22, they encountered "one vast densely set thicket," and
"impassable undergrowth," that prevented visibility over fifty yards. 96 At Cobb's Mill a
local farmer also informed Hardee that a millpond a half mile long and ten feet deep was
to his front.97 Even so, Stonewall Jackson's charge through the dense underbrush near
Chancellorsville had resulted in one of the most spectacular victories of the war. The
rough terrain, while difficult to traverse, also meant that the enemy would not be able to
fire upon the advancing Confederates until they were within a short distance of the Union
lines.
A second potential problem was the distance the line of march would cover before
Hardee reached McPherson's rear. Estimates ranged from six miles to as many as
eighteen. 98 Participants in the affair were equally divergent in their assessment. W. L.
Trask claimed that at dawn the troops were only six miles outside Atlanta, while Irving
Buck asserted that the march had been at least fifteen miles. 99 The widely differing
calculations are further proof that the Confederate high command operated with a
disparate set of maps, which had the potential to generate confusion and, ultimately,
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distrust.100 The actual distance of the march as it was initially planned, according to a
local resident familiar with the roads, was fourteen or fifteen miles.101 Consequently, the
movement required that Hardee begin soon after dark if he hoped to reach the designated
location by dawn.
The movement did not start until midnight. As Hardee's Corps began marching
south through the city the citizens panicked, believing that the army was in the process of
abandoning the city. Wheeler's cavalry exacerbated the chaos when they raided the
principal storehouses and "gutted them completely," taking "rations, cigars and
whiskey."102 Troops from Hardee's Corps participated in the mayhem, gulping down
large quantities of whiskey as they ransacked the town. The citizenry responded with the
"greatest alarm" and fled south, obstructing the roads in that direction. 103 Hardee
apparently made little effort to contain the bedlam, and the following morning his corps
was bedecked with "fancy ornaments" of all sorts including "brass and porcelain
doorknobs."104
Though Hardee did nothing to prevent his troop's disorderly behavior, he seems to
have recognized that the plan as originally designed could not succeed; it was impossible
to march to Decatur by the route indicated within the allotted time frame. He therefore
met with Hood and Cheatham to revise the plan. Hardee argued that his men were much
fatigued, having had little rest for thirty-six hours, and that he should be permitted to
shorten his route and strike the enemy in the flank, rather than marching all the way to
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Decatur. After the war Hood claimed that he refused the alteration. 105 At least two
accounts of the meeting, however, contend that Hood granted Hardee's request. William
Mackall asserted that owing to the "lateness of the hour, the distance to be traveled and
the condition of the troops, it was finally determined that General Hardee should make
the assault on the flank and the rear of McPherson."106 Cheatham also recalled that Hood
consented to allow Hardee to "make the assault on the flank and rear of McPherson,"
without requiring that the column reach Decatur prior to their attack.107
With the modification to the plan agreed upon, Hardee embarked on his mission.
The revision meant that he would need to travel a shorter distance, perhaps twelve or
thirteen miles, but under the time constraints the march needed to be conducted with
energy. Considering the fatigue of most of his men, it is not surprising that Bate's
division, the first in line, did not arrive at its destination until well after daylight. 108
Further, Wheeler's cavalry troopers continued their disruptive behavior, cutting in and out
of Hardee's column and impeding their progress.109 Soon after dawn Hardee halted his
column. While the troops rested and drew additional ammunition, Hardee met with
Wheeler and his divisional commanders. Wheeler informed Hardee that his scouts
reported no enemy forces between his present position at Cobb's Mill and Decatur. Local
civilians confirmed Wheeler's claim and Hardee issued instructions to prepare for
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battle. 110 He then sent a messenger to Hood alerting him that the attack would begin
shortly. 111
Hardee, however, did not advance with his corps for several hours. Instead, his
men rested and cooked breakfast while Cleburne's division brought up the rear of the
column. 112 As he waited for the arrival of Cleburne's weary men, Hardee positioned
Bate's division on the east side of Sugar Creek. To Bate's left and on the west side of the
creek, Hardee placed Walker's division. Cleburne's division, then moving along Flat
Shoals Road, would fall in next to Walker on the east side of the road with Maney's
division formed to the west.113
Hardee's alignment, as at Peachtree Creek, deserves criticism. This time Bate's
position made sense. With Bate further east than any of the other divisions, it was
unlikely that he would encounter a strongly posted enemy, and if all went well he would
strike McPherson's rear. The decision to place all four divisions abreast, however, meant
that Hardee would have no reserve available. Thomas Connelly suggested that Hardee
elected to employ his troops in one line because he was unaware of the precise location of
the enemy and wanted to be sure that his force extended beyond the Federal flank. 114
While it is true that Hardee remained ignorant of McPherson's exact position, the
intelligence he received during his conference with Wheeler at daybreak meant that he
was fairly certain that he had reached the Union rear. Consequently, there was no need to
expend valuable time in the extension of his lines. Moreover, the alignment required that
he wait for Cleburne's arrival and his subsequent deployment into line of battle. Whether
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he was purposely dragging his feet or permitting his anger to overcome his strategic sense
is unknown. Hardee should have started forward with the three divisions available to him
during the mid-morning hours and used Cleburne as a reserve force. Instead, he lingered
until after 11 a.m. waiting for Cleburne's deployment before moving forward. The
tangled terrain to his front further delayed the advance and the assault did not begin until
sometime between 12:30 and 1:30 p.m (Figure 21).115
By the time Hardee finally made contact with the Federal left, Sherman's
dispositions had changed dramatically. When the sun rose on July 22, Sherman realized
that the Confederates had withdrawn to their new defensive works closer to Atlanta. He
therefore ordered his own troops to advance, a maneuver that allowed him to concentrate
his lines as well. The advance meant that Grenville Dodge's Corps was no longer needed
in its present location and Sherman decided to send it to Decatur in order to break up the
railroad there. Later that morning Sherman encountered McPherson and the two
discussed their expectations of Hood. Both agreed that he would be aggressive and
McPherson requested that Dodge move to the rear of his own corps and form facing east
to protect his flank and rear. McPherson suggested that the pioneers could be sent in
Dodge's stead to Decatur to dismantle the railroad. Sherman agreed and ordered Dodge's
Corps to redeploy on McPherson's flank.116
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Figure 21. Battle of Bald Hill.
Just as Hardee's Corps burst through the underbrush, marshes, and briar patches
southeast of McPherson's line of entrenchments, Thomas Sweeney's and John Fuller's
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divisions of Dodge's Corps deployed in their path. 117 As a result, an assault that was
designed to strike the enemy's flank and rear collided head-on with two Union divisions
and a battery of artillery. Bate's division engaged the foe for a few minutes until canister
from the Federal guns swept the Confederate lines and his men once again fled the scene,
ending their participation in the assault. 118 With Bate's departure, the strength of both
sides was fairly even. The Confederates, of course, had endured a long night march and
nearly impenetrable terrain before the opening shots. Nevertheless, Hardee's men fought
gallantly but were unable to gain ground on the enemy. Though they relentlessly battered
the Federal position, the Confederate advance was piecemeal. Further, the thickets
impaired alignment, which meant that the Rebel brigades moved forward unevenly and
the attacks were consequently disjointed. Even brigade commanders lost contact with
much of their command, making the attack more difficult. 119
At two o'clock Hood rode from army headquarters to Cheatham's line in
expectation of Hardee's success, which would give him the opportunity to order
Cheatham's advance. 120 One hour later a staff officer dispatched by Hood returned with
news that Hardee had been checked.121 Fearing Hardee's destruction, Hood ordered
Shoup's 64-gun battery to open fire and directed Cheatham to prepare for advance after
the barrage. Hood apparently hoped that Cheatham's Corps could save Hardee from
annihilation. He then returned to headquarters in Atlanta, believing that the assault had
failed. Soon thereafter, however, Hood received a dispatch that Hardee was "driving the
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enemy capturing guns and prisoners."122 Hood immediately ordered Cheatham to
advance and exploit the breakthrough.123
Hardee's troops had finally managed to exploit the gap between Fuller's right
flank and McPherson's left flank. 124 Unfortunately for the Confederates, Cheatham's
attack was as uncoordinated as Hardee's had been. John C. Brown, whom Braxton Bragg
had elevated to divisional command earlier in the month, spoiled any chance for
Confederate success. Brown issued contradictory and confusing orders to brigade
commanders in his own division as well as Clayton's. Two of Brown's brigades, under
Arthur Manigault and Jacob Sharp, managed to break through the Union defenses about
three quarters of a mile north of Bald Hill, but Brown ordered them to retreat. Thereafter,
Brown changed his mind and instructed them to retake the position, which they
accomplished. Facing a counterattack from the Northerners, Manigault sent repeated
requests for reinforcements. Brown commandeered two brigades from Clayton's division
and directed them to Manigault's aid. In doing so, he diverted two brigades that were en
route to strike Bald Hill in support of Hardee's attack. Consequently, with no
Confederate pressure from the west of Bald Hill, McPherson's men were able to direct
their attention solely on Hardee. Hardee's and McPherson's men engaged in a savage
confrontation until nightfall that often degenerated into hand-to-hand combat. By
nightfall the Confederates were forced to call off the attack and return to their lines. 125
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The Federals later recognized that they had been fortunate in their repulse of the
Confederate assault. They had been completely unaware of Hardee's flanking maneuver
and the Confederates were able to approach "quite near" the Union line before they were
discovered.126 General Blair, in command of McPherson's left flank, observed that only
when a division of Dodge's Corps engaged with Hardee's men did I realize that "my
whole position had been turned."127 He further commented that "the position taken up
accidentally by the Sixteenth Corps [Dodge] prevented the full force of the blow from
falling where it was intended to fall." 128 According to Orlando Poe, "the enemy
succeeded in passing around our left flank and attacked the 17th AC [Army Corps] in
rear. The movement was handsomely made and was very nearly successful." 129 Only
Dodge's arrival, noted Poe, secured the safety of McPherson's flank. 130
The Confederate failure at the battle of Bald Hill was the product of Hardee's
sluggishness and, to a lesser extent, Brown's incompetence. Both, it should be noted,
were the result of Bragg's meddling in the affairs of his former army. Hardee, still
simmering from the administration's appointment of Hood, performed his assignment
with minimal energy. He began his march much later than Hood's initial instructions
required.131 Afterwards, he made little or no effort to end the mayhem wrought in
Atlanta by plundering troops. Even so, he arrived with most of his corps at a point
beyond McPherson's flank soon after dawn. Understandably, the troops needed time to
deploy into line of battle and perhaps a brief rest after their arduous march. Assuming a
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three or four hour respite, the troops should have been in motion toward McPherson's
flank and rear by 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning. Allowing for the difficulty of the
terrain, the assault ought to have emerged on McPherson's rear by 11:30 a.m., well in
advance of Dodge's arrival on the Union flank. Brown mismanaged the deployment of
his own troops as well as those of Clayton's division, a calamity that prevented the
exploitation of Hardee's success in finding the gap between Dodge and McPherson. Thus,
despite a plan worthy of Jackson and Lee at Chancellorsville, Hood had failed for a
second time to crush a divided wing of Sherman's army. The battle cost the Confederates
approximately 5,500 casualties, 3,300 of them to Hardee's Corps.132 Union losses,
meanwhile, amounted to 3,722, increasing the disparity in numbers between the two
armies. 133
Less than a week later the inequality in strength became more profound when S.
D. Lee mishandled affairs near Ezra Church. The administration had decided to appoint
Lee to command Hood's former corps, thereby replacing Cheatham who returned to his
division. On July 27 Hood learned that Sherman was disengaging from the right of the
Confederate line and threatening the left.134 The Texan decided to send Lee to Lick
Skillet Road west of Ezra Church to prevent Federal seizure of the railroad at East Point
(Figure 22). He instructed Lee to halt and entrench at Ezra Church, facing north.
Stewart's Corps was then to move behind Lee and establish a position to his left. Hood
hoped that Lee could hold his position against the Federal advance on July 28 and that
Stewart could then strike the union column in the flank the next morning when the
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Northerners resumed their attack.135 The plan resembled Lee's masterpiece at the Battle
of Second Manassas, when Jackson defended against a Union frontal assault until
Longstreet, with Hood in the lead, assailed the Federal left flank and drove the
northerners from the field in disarray.
On the following day, Lee approached the junction of Lick Skillet Road and
Marietta Pike near Ezra Church only to find McPherson's army already in control of the
crossroads (Figure 23). Lee, inexperienced as a corps commander, did not seek Hood's
guidance. Rather he launched a frontal attack against the entrenched enemy. Howard, in
command of the Federal force, had faced Wheeler's cavalry all morning and believed that
their strong presence in the area meant that the Confederates intended to attack him with
infantry. 136 Lee's piecemeal assault compounded his rash decision to advance without
orders from Hood. John C. Brown's division, the first in the line of march, was repulsed
twice and cut to pieces before Lee's second division under Henry Clayton arrived. To
make matters worse, when Clayton did appear on the battlefield his brigades were sent in
to the fray without any coordination. Lee then convinced Stewart, who had followed him
on Lick Skillet Road, to deploy Edward Walthall's division and strike the Union position.
Walthall advanced on his own and met the same fate.137 Lee's uncoordinated and unwise
assaults cost the Confederates nearly 3,000 men while Howard's Corps suffered only 632
casualties. 138 Though Hood had crafted yet another admirable plan, his subordinates
failed him again.
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Figure 22. Campaign South of the Chattahoochee.
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Figure 23. Battle of Ezra Church.
Some historians have faulted Hood for sending the inexperienced Lee, at the head
of two thirds of his army, to thwart Sherman's latest flanking effort while remaining in
Atlanta with Hardee's Corps.139 In reality, Hood had few other options. Hardee had
sustained significant casualties at Bald Hill and his performance during the first two
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battles of Hood's tenure as commander had not been particularly good. Hood's plan had
been for Lee to act on the defensive during the 28th, a task suitable for his general new to
command. The difficult operation was given to the more seasoned Stewart, who was to
deliver the flank attack the next morning. Consequently, Hood's assignments were
reasonable. Furthermore, because the crucial element of his plan was not set to occur
until the morning of July 29, Hood's presence at Ezra Church on the 28th was not
necessary.
Despite his loss at Ezra Church, Hood succeeded in resisting Sherman's attempt to
gain East Point and destroy the last rail line supplying Atlanta. Thereafter, the armies
settled into a siege that lasted a little over a month. Both sides slowly extended their
trenches, Sherman aiming toward East Point.140 Though in hindsight historians have
recognized that Hood had been defeated in each of the engagements at the end of July,
many in the army believed otherwise and their spirits remained high. 141
While the armies remained relatively static Hood and Hardee attempted to
convince Davis to permit Hardee's transfer. Bragg had wired the president on July 27
that Hood and Hardee were not compatible and that perhaps Hardee could be exchanged
with Richard Taylor serving in the Trans-Mississippi.142 Hardee renewed the request on
August 3, pleading "I rely upon your kindness to relieve me from an unpleasant
position."143 The following day, the president responded "I regret that your position is
felt to be so unpleasant, you need no assurance that no wound was intended." 144
Undeterred, on August 6 Hardee again requested that Davis relieve him from the
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"personally humiliating" assignment, an appeal that was "due an old soldier who has
faithfully endeavored to perform his duty."145 Davis refused and Hardee remained with
the Army of Tennessee. 146 Clearly, Hardee remained incensed at being passed over for
command. In fairness to Davis, the president had few options available to him. As he
observed in his August 5 communication with Hood, Hardee was a native Georgian and
had excellent knowledge of the country in which the army was then operating. 147
Furthermore, the Confederates were running out of experienced officers and Hardee had
served with the army for most of the war.
With Sherman slowly entrenching toward East Point, Hood decided that it was
time for Wheeler to make a raid against Sherman's supply line. He ordered Wheeler to
take half of the army's cavalry, about 5,000 troopers, and destroy the railroad to
Sherman's rear. The Texan hoped that Wheeler would do as much damage as he could in
a few days and then return to the army. Considering Wheeler's abysmal performance
since Sherman advanced against the Confederate position at Dalton, the decision was
imprudent. Indeed, Wheeler behaved as he had throughout most of the campaign and
accomplished virtually nothing. He set off on August 10 and did minimal damage to the
railroad between Atlanta and Chattanooga. Afterwards, he inexplicably took his column
north of Knoxville and then rode into middle Tennessee. He did not return to the army
for more than a month, and his absence deprived Hood of sufficient cavalry to stay
informed about Sherman's activity. 148
Wheeler's absence allowed Sherman to embark on another flanking maneuver
west of Atlanta and to strike Jonesborough, a town through which Hood's sole rail line
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ran. Confederate scouts discovered that Sherman had evacuated his trenches north and
east of Atlanta on August 26. At first Hood believed that Wheeler had accomplished his
task and forced Sherman to retreat.149 Soon, however, the Confederates learned that
Wheeler had failed and had "gone into middle Tennessee without doing Sherman's rear
much harm."150 Hood was entirely uncertain as to what had become of Sherman's forces
that had been entrenched north and east of Atlanta. By August 27, Hood discovered the
Federals in force on his left and concluded that Sherman had determined to strike the
Macon & Western Railroad. The following day he strengthened his defenses at East
Point accordingly. 151 Also on the 28th, Hood instructed Brown's division to depart for
Rough and Ready. 152 Still unsure of Sherman's intentions on August 30, Hood ordered
Hardee to "take whatever measures you may think necessary to prevent the enemy from
reaching Jonesborough or Rough and Ready." 153 Considering the distances between East
Point, Rough and Ready, and Jonesborough, it is apparent that Hood remained
completely in the dark as to Sherman's intentions. Without adequate cavalry he could
only guess at the enemy's destination.
On August 31 at three o'clock in the morning, Hood wired Hardee that he "must
not fail to attack the enemy as soon as you can get your troops up." 154 That afternoon,
Hardee assailed John Logan's Corps that had crossed the Flint River and had established
a line about a mile northwest of Jonesborough with his own corps as well as Lee's whom
he had taken with him. The attack did not go well, but Hardee was not responsible for its
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failure. Some of Cleburne's usually stout division became concerned with Union cavalry
on their left flank. They diverted from their attack and drove westward against meager
opposition. As a result, the Confederate assault on the Union right lost steam and petered
out. Soon after, the attack on the Federal center and left also suffered repulse. In the end,
the battle proved the most lopsided of the entire campaign with a Confederate loss of
2,200 men compared to only 172 Northern casualties. 155
That night Hood ordered Lee to return to East Point, believing that Sherman
intended to strike the city the next day. 156 If Hood had known the location of Sherman's
entire force he would not have instructed Lee to march back to East Point. On the night
of August 31, Sherman had six army corps between Jonesborough and East Point. The
following day, with Hood's men widely dispersed, Sherman concentrated on Hardee at
Jonesborough.157 Hardee defended his position all afternoon against repeated assaults.
By nightfall, however, Hardee was compelled to retreat to Lovejoy's Station to the south.
With his only supply route into Atlanta broken and Hardee South of Jonesborough, Hood
was compelled to withdraw from Atlanta and reunite the army at Lovejoy's Station. On
September 2, Sherman attempted to destroy Hardee's Corps once again, but "Old
Reliable" lived up to his nickname and fended off the Union attack. Finally, on the
morning of September 3, Hood reached Lovejoy's Station with Stewart and Lee.
Sherman, satisfied that he had compelled the Confederates to abandon Atlanta, withdrew
from Hood's front and occupied the city, thereby ending the campaign. 158
Jefferson Davis allowed his friendship with Braxton Bragg to cloud his decision
when he relieved Joseph E. Johnston from command of the Army of Tennessee. The
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president had intended that if Johnston must be removed, Hardee should be his
replacement. He should have realized that Bragg's long-standing feud with Hardee made
him the wrong candidate for the mission. Nevertheless, Davis permitted Bragg to steer
him toward the promotion of John Bell Hood without considering the ramifications of the
decision. As a result, William Hardee's resentment over the president's decision
influenced the outcome of Hood's defense of Atlanta. Despite relatively high morale
among the troops and Hood's well-designed plans, Hardee's bitterness cost the
Confederates victories on July 20 and July 22. Then on July 28, S. D. Lee demonstrated
his inexperience when he attacked Oliver Howard at Ezra Church without seeking Hood's
direction. Hood erred when he sent the incompetent Joseph Wheeler on a raid against
Sherman's supply route. Without adequate cavalry Hood lost track of Sherman's army,
which ultimately resulted in Hardee's defeat at Jonesboro. Overall, Hood performed well
after assuming command of the army, but his subordinates' behaviors, particularly
Hardee's, undermined his ability to retain the Gate City. Hardee's conduct must have
been a particularly bitter pill for Hood to swallow, considering the manner in which he
had achieved command of the army.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
Despite the Southern deficit in manpower and industrial capacity, the
Confederacy assembled substantial armies in both Virginia and Georgia in 1864.
Moreover, the Confederate armies were adequately armed and supplied as the campaign
season commenced. In January 1864 the Confederacy had good reason to believe that a
successful conclusion to the war might still be achieved, but the loss of Atlanta in
September all but sealed its fate. Thus, the Atlanta campaign proved to be the final
turning point of the conflict and demonstrated Jefferson Davis's primary weaknesses as a
commander-in-chief. Davis's willingness to allow his personal feelings for other
members of the Confederate high command to affect his judgment played a key role in
the outcome of Sherman's advance against the Gate City. In fact, the president's poor
relationship with Joseph E. Johnston inspired his appointment of John Bell Hood to
command a corps in Johnston's army with the additional assignment of keeping the
administration informed regarding Johnston's handling of the army. In so doing, Davis
had encouraged an activity that undermined military protocol and, when the relationship
between Hood and Johnston deteriorated in the aftermath of Cassville, resulted in Hood's
campaign to secure command of the army for himself. Davis's reliance upon a
departmental system rather than a unified command structure exacerbated the fissures
within the Confederate hierarchy. The president's departmental design, in combination
with his distrust of Johnston, ensured that reinforcements did not reach his general until
the Federals had begun their advance, and that Sherman's supply lines remained intact.
Though many factors contributed to Southern defeat, Davis's failings as commander-in-
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chief stood in stark contrast to his counterpart Abraham Lincoln and deserve a prominent
role in understanding the Confederate loss of Atlanta and, ultimately, the war.
Davis's penchant for permitting enmity between himself and other members of the
high command to influence his decisions played a key part in the Army of Tennessee's
poor performance at the outset of the campaign. In particular, the president had
developed acrimonious relationships with the governor of Georgia, Joseph Brown, and
his new commander in the West, Joseph E. Johnston. In both cases the hostility
developed over the course of the war, and all of the parties — Davis, Johnston, and Brown
— bore responsibility for fanning the flames of discontent. By contrast, Davis's
counterpart, Lincoln, proved adept at handling difficult personalities while Davis did not.
Lincoln's dealings with George McClellan, for example, differed dramatically from
Davis's treatment of Johnston and Brown. McClellan's impertinence toward his
commander-in-chief became a matter of public record. The general even went so far as
to avoid meeting with the president when Lincoln visited headquarters on one occasion.
Having been informed of the president's presence upon his return from a social outing,
McClellan went to bed. Rather than criticizing his commander, Lincoln simply ignored
the affront.1 Even after McClellan's failure on the Virginia peninsula, Lincoln
determined that his talent for organization and his defensive acumen made him the best
candidate for the defense of the capital in the aftermath of the Confederate victory at the
second battle of Manassas. 2
Davis, however, lacked Lincoln's ability to move beyond personal grievances.
Though Joseph Brown was primarily culpable for the discord between himself and the
1
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president, Davis's management of the relationship in the months prior to Sherman's
advance proved injudicious. During the first three years of the war, Brown's rigid states'
rights ideology led him into conflict with the administration on numerous occasions. At
the outset of hostilities, Brown challenged the central government's approach to the
recruitment of troops and the appointment of officers. The governor also considered the
security of his state paramount to the security of the Confederacy when he engaged in
competition with the Davis Administration for the acquisition of arms and munitions.
Brown even demanded the return of state-purchased muskets when an 1861 law
permitted the tender of troops directly into Confederate service, thus bypassing state
authorities. The passage of the Conscription Act in 1862 ensured a deeply dysfunctional
relationship between the Confederate president and the Georgia governor. Brown
responded by exempting all state officers from conscription, which included offices such
as constable, public notary, and justices of the peace even though the state had suspended
most court activities.
While Davis made a reasonable effort to assuage the governor's anger over the
Conscription Act, he amplified the Georgian's hostility when he failed to release the State
Guard from duty after the Confederate victory at Chickamauga in September 1863.
Brown warned the administration that Georgia's citizens would be unlikely to heed future
calls for enlistment into the state militia unless the administration allowed the guardsmen
to return to their homes. Brown's pleas underscored his own reticence to assist the
central government in any subsequent activation of state militia unless Davis acquiesced
to his demands. The president, undoubtedly fatigued by Brown's unrelenting agitation,
refused the governor's petition. Instead, Secretary of War James Seddon insisted that the
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exigency of the circumstances had required the continued service of the State Guard. In
reality, the Union retreat after the defeat at Chickamauga meant that Georgia was free
from Federal menace. Davis then exacerbated the disgruntled governor's discontent
when he appointed Brown's adversary, Howell Cobb, as commander of the newly
established Georgia Reserve Force in 1864. The foreseeable result was that Brown
failed to comply with the administration's wishes and thereby crippled the formation of
any militia force in the early months of 1864. The lack of militia severely hampered
Johnston's defense against Sherman's flanking marches, particularly at Snake Creek Gap,
Resaca, and Kennesaw Mountain. The Georgia militia arrived at the front more than a
month after the commencement of the campaign and mustered only a fraction of the
available manpower. As a result, the president's handling of his relationship with Brown
played a significant role in the Union capture of Atlanta.
Davis's rapport with Joseph E. Johnston was equally unstable. Johnston's
antagonism toward the president had originated in the dispute over rank that predated the
war and intensified when the president ranked him third among the Confederacy's
generals. On the Virginia peninsula in 1862, Johnston's distrust of Davis escalated when
the administration interfered with his ability to concentrate the forces ostensibly in his
department. Nor was Johnston able to secure significant reinforcements from the
multitude of other Confederate departments, even though he advocated an advance on the
Union capital. The episode illustrated Davis's lack of appreciation for a centralized
command system. It also provided evidence that Johnston was willing to engage in
offensive operations when he deemed the size of his force sufficient for the task. Finally,
the Vicksburg Campaign and the consequent fallout over blame for the loss of the
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Mississippi bastion cemented Johnston's negative opinion of Davis. Again, Johnston had
proposed a concentration of forces for an offensive against Grant, but the president had
rejected the plan in deference to Theophilius Holmes, commander of the TransMississippi Department.
Though Davis's hostility toward Johnston emerged only after the commencement
of the war, it was no less palpable. The initial signs that the president felt resentment
toward his general surfaced after the first Battle of Manassas when Johnston complained
that Robert E. Lee lacked the authority to give him orders. Davis responded by listing
Johnston third among the Confederacy's full generals. The ranking did not comport with
the legislation that granted him the power to appoint generals. Johnston's intermittent and
incomplete communications during his retreat up the peninsula in 1862 deepened the
president's misgivings about his commander. Ultimately, Johnston's unwillingness to
assault Grant at Vicksburg embittered the president, who blamed Johnston for the loss of
the city. When the disaster at Missionary Ridge forced Davis to seek a replacement for
Braxton Bragg, only political pressure from a coalition of pro-Johnston and anti-Davis
politicians and soldiers paved the way for Johnston's appointment.
The president continued to allow his personal feelings toward his subordinates to
influence his decisions after Johnston took command of the army at Dalton in December
1863. Johnston hoped to reorganize his army in a way that diminished the effects of the
political squabbling prevalent during Bragg's tenure as commander. In particular, he
sought new corps commanders who had not been involved in the infamous infighting.
Davis denied Johnston's recommendations and instead appointed John Bell Hood in
February. The appointment of Hood meant that the president had ignored talented
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officers already serving in the Army of Tennessee including Benjamin Cheatham and
Patrick Cleburne. Cheatham and Cleburne were likely the victims of political
machinations. In spite of Bragg's dreadful record as a commander, Davis's personal
affinity for him garnered the general a position as the president's new military advisor.
Both Cheatham and Cleburne had been part of the army's anti-Bragg faction, which
undoubtedly affected their candidacies.
In selecting Hood, Davis chose a general with an impeccable record as a field
commander during the course of the war. Hood's wounds, though severe, did not result
in a psychological handicap, nor in the formation of an addiction. Hood's reputation for
aggressive action on the battlefield appealed to the president, particularly after he and
Johnston could not agree upon a strategy for the spring campaign. The impasse between
Davis and Johnston gave the president an additional reason to appoint Hood to corps
command. Davis instructed Hood to report on the condition and capability of the army.
In so doing he encouraged a behavior that Abraham Lincoln correctly identified as
subversive to morale and likely to produce animosity among the army's officers. Thus,
even prior to the commencement of the campaign, Davis had sown the seeds of political
tumult that had been a staple of Bragg's leadership.
The proper course for the upcoming spring campaign provided additional
evidence of Davis's principal weaknesses as commander-in-chief. The president's
delicate relationship with his western commander grew more tenuous over the course of
the winter of 1863-64. While Davis allowed his acrimony with Johnston to color his
assessment of the general's activities, he permitted his friendship with Bragg to influence
his calculations concerning the condition of the army and its readiness for offensive
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operations. Having received conflicting reports on the army's condition, the president
accepted Bragg's advice and insisted that Johnston move into eastern Tennessee, a plan
that had little chance for success. In addition to illustrating Davis's meager management
skills, the stalemate revealed the president's poor appreciation for the advantages of
centralized command. As a consequence, the Confederate leadership could not produce a
unified vision for the upcoming campaign season. Instead, a number of plans surfaced,
but the high command failed to form a consensus and adopt any of them. Davis's distaste
for P. G. T. Beauregard caused him to reject a proposal that offered the Confederacy the
most reasonable prospect for victory.
As the spring approached, several factors threatened the Confederate defense of
Georgia. First, Sherman's army outnumbered Johnston by more than two to one.
Nevertheless, Davis refused to send reinforcements to Dalton when Johnston rebuffed the
administration's proposed advance into eastern Tennessee. Davis's distrust of Johnston
therefore affected the time-table for Leonidas Polk's arrival in Georgia. By the time Polk
reached Johnston with the bulk of his forces, Johnston had already retreated from Rocky
Face Ridge. Had Polk arrived earlier, Johnston could have held his position at Rocky
Face for an extended period of time, if not indefinitely.
Inadequate mapmaking posed a second impediment to Confederate victory in the
West. While Sherman possessed well developed and technologically advanced
topographical capabilities, Johnston did not. Sherman's Army Corps of Engineers
produced accurate and uniform maps for the entire army. Johnston's officers
manufactured their own maps, which resulted in discrepancies from one map to another.
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Indeed, some Confederate maps failed to identify critical topographical features, an
oversight that likely impaired their ability to hold their position at Dalton.
A third obstacle facing Johnston was the condition of the cavalry's horses and the
incompetence of their commander, Joseph Wheeler. The limited number of serviceable
mounts made effective observation of Sherman's movements more difficult.
Furthermore, Wheeler failed to follow Johnston's instructions that he keep headquarters
informed of any Federal activity in the direction of Taylor's Ridge to the west of
Confederate defensive lines at Dalton. Johnston exacerbated Wheeler's feeble
performance when he misapprehended Sherman's strategic plans. Johnston became
convinced that his adversary intended an assault against the Confederate right near Mill
Creek and therefore neglected his left flank at Snake Creek Gap. Though several factors
not of Johnston’s making contributed to the Confederate retreat from Rocky Face Ridge,
the commander's loss of the army's lines near Dalton was one of his worst performances
of the war. At Resaca, however, Johnston redeemed himself and demonstrated a
willingness to adopt the tactical offensive. On May 14 Johnston ordered an attack against
the Union left in an attempt to cut Sherman off from his only line of retreat through Sugar
Valley. He intended to make a similar attempt the following day, but a Federal flanking
party threatened his communications and compelled his withdrawal southward. Even the
presence of the Georgia militia would not have allowed Johnston to maintain his position
at Resaca for very long. The shallow and winding Oostanaula and Connasauga rivers and
plentiful ferries near Resaca made a prolonged defense against Sherman's flanking
maneuvers almost impossible. Flawed maps forced the army's continued retrograde
movement from Calhoun to Cassville.
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At Cassville, Johnston again determined to attack Sherman. He devised a plan
that envisioned a concentration of Confederate forces against Sherman's widely divided
columns. Hood was to deliver the decisive blow against the Union advance from the
direction of Adairsville. Hood, however, encountered Federal cavalry moving along the
road from Sallacoa and inexplicably abandoned his assault. He mistakenly informed
Johnston that Federals on the Canton road, rather than the road to Sallacoa, threatened his
flank. That evening Hood compounded his error when he insisted that the army could not
hold its lines south of the town. The day had begun with great promise for Confederate
victory and with Johnston and Hood as confidants; it ended with yet another retreat and
the emergence of distrust. Johnston suspected that Hood had fabricated the report of a
Union column operating on the Canton road. Meanwhile, Hood knew that a Federal
force had appeared on his flank. In fact Sherman's ability to approach the Confederates
without warning, something that Hood's staff member Taylor Beatty had indicated was a
reoccurring phenomenon, might have concerned Hood regarding his superior's capability.
The dispute between the two men caused a rupture that eventually culminated in Hood's
campaign to replace Johnston as commander of the army.
After Johnston's withdrawal from Cassville, Davis's failures as commander-inchief continued to affect Johnston's ability to defeat the enemy. Davis's encouragement
of improper communications between Hood and his administration inspired Hood's effort
to secure Johnston's position. Consequently, Hood undermined his commander after their
quarrel at Cassville. The Texan sent his aide, Henry Brewster, to Richmond as soon as
the army took position near Allatoona. Brewster undoubtedly gave Davis an inaccurate
picture of Johnston's performance to that date. Thereafter, Hood behaved erratically in
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his duties as corps commander. At Pickett's Mill, he marched to the Federal left flank
with only a third of his troops and failed to deliver the anticipated assault. Later, during
Johnston's consultation with Senator Hill, Hood suggested that a cavalry raid would be
unsuccessful unless launched immediately. His assertion was patently absurd,
particularly in light of the fact that he had ordered Wheeler to conduct a similar raid a
month later. Finally, Hood insisted that his position within Francis Shoup's works along
the Chattahoochee River was impossible to defend. Hood's contention lacked merit, as
both Confederate and Federal observers commented on the strength of the line.
In addition to Davis's invitation to Hood to engage in back-channel
communications with the administration, his commitment to parochialism inhibited the
defense of Georgia. The president's departmental design precluded Johnston from
ordering S. D. Lee or Nathan Bedford Forrest to damage Sherman's communications.
Davis's handling of his subordinates' personalities aggravated the problem. His distrust
of Johnston made him skeptical of the general's pleas for a cavalry raid. His decision to
send Bragg to Atlanta in order to ascertain whether Johnston should remain in command
of the army further demonstrated Davis's willingness to allow his personal relationships
to dictate his actions. Bragg's turbulent history with the Army of Tennessee meant that
he could not render an impartial judgment and should not have been assigned the task.
Despite his own role in producing the army's retreat to the outskirts of Atlanta, the
president had few options but to relieve Johnston from his position. Johnston's secrecy
regarding his plans for the defense of Atlanta rightfully gave the president cause for
concern. Johnston's suggestion that the government remove prisoners from Andersonville
further eroded Davis's confidence in his commander. Considering that Davis had made it
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abundantly clear that he desired offensive operations, Johnston's refusal to share any
specific plans was puzzling. The evidence suggests that he intended to attack Sherman's
divided army once a portion of it crossed the Chattahoochee River. Yet Johnston
remained silent and suffered the consequences when Davis replaced him with Hood.
The president's friendship with Bragg clouded his judgment in determining
Johnston's successor. Davis had instructed Bragg to replace Johnston with Hardee if
removal was necessary. Bragg's feud with Hardee, however, ensured that he would do
everything in his power to avoid that result. Bragg suggested that Hood offered the best
hope for Confederate victory, and Davis quickly accepted the recommendation. In doing
so, he failed to account for Hardee's foreseeable resentment in having been passed over
for the promotion. Hardee's reticence influenced the outcome of Hood's defense of
Atlanta. Hood inherited an army with relatively high morale. Moreover, he designed
admirable plans for the Confederate attacks at Peachtree Creek and Bald Hill. Hardee's
lethargy in carrying out his orders, however, led to defeat. At Ezra Church, Hood was the
victim of S. D. Lee's inexperience as a corps commander when he attacked Oliver
Howard's entrenching troops without seeking Hood's direction. Hood's primary
miscalculation in his defense of Atlanta was his decision to send the incompetent Joseph
Wheeler on a raid against Sherman's supply route. With the bulk of the Confederate
cavalry on a joy ride, Sherman took advantage and marched on Jonesboro almost
undetected. As a consequence, Hardee's outnumbered troops could not repel the Federal
capture of Hood's last supply line into Atlanta, and Hood was forced to yield the city.
Generally, Hood's performance as commander was commendable. Nevertheless, his
subordinates did not rise to the occasion.
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With the fall of Atlanta the re-election of Abraham Lincoln in November was a
foregone conclusion and the Confederacy's defeat all but certain. Scholars have long
recognized that a multitude of factors contributed to Union victory in the campaign.
Even so, the dysfunctional nature of the Confederate high command stands out as having
been pivotal in the loss of Atlanta. Though each of the key figures in the high command
warrants some measure of culpability for Confederate defeat, Jefferson Davis deserves a
preponderance of the blame. Davis's inability to learn how to manage difficult
personalities, his promotion of inappropriate communications, and his dismissal of a
unified command system proved most consequential. Davis's failure to learn these
lessons fueled conflict and controversy among members of the Confederate high
command and, as a consequence, likely determined the outcome of the war.
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